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Introduction

The stories in this book are fun to read. This

should be adequate motivation and sufficient ex-

cuse for reading them. But for anyone needing a

more scholarly, or intellectual reason to take this

book in hand, one is paramount: the stories are a

preparation for tomorrow.

We face the imminent prospect of a world sat-

urated by computers. Even so, few of us have had

enough experience with these marvelous ma-
chines to feel ready for that world; few have spent

enough time contemplating them to feel com-
fortable making projections. Though we may be

more visionary than our computers, we remain

creatures bound to the present, leaving the future

to tomorrow. We habitually adapt after-the-fact,

and somehow keep going. The changes to be

brought about by computer-saturation are likely

to be so numerous and far-reaching that we will

flounder badly unless we prepare ourselves now.

For this reason, these stories can be of immense
help. Fiction wonderously reflects the marvels

of computing and clearly reveals its impact on

human life. It is the dramitization of what tomor-

row can be.

Computer Insights on
Anthology Organization

Since different users of the data in a database

may approach that data from different perspec-

tives, utilization of the data will depend upon how
adequately the access paths to the data reflect

those different perspectives. Multiple paths,

each based on a different perspective, must be

built into the data storage arrangement if it is to

service a wide range of users.

A pupil attendance officer may frequently need

to retrieve the attendance records of specific

pupils in the school, regardless of the classes in

which the pupils may be enrolled. Accordingly,

the officer would prefer to have the data arranged

so that, given a pupil's ID number, the system
would retrieve and display that pupil's record.

However, in the same school, a math teacher

might wish to have the pupil data arranged so

that specifying a math course ID number would

cause the system to display the records of all the

pupils in that teacher's math class.

These reflect two different perspectives on the

same data collection. To service both, the com-
puter must be provided with two different access

paths. The first requires an index or table of the

data arranged according to pupil ID; the second,

for the same data, is arranged by course.

The effectiveness of such multiple tables for

data access suggested a similar approach for

providing reader access to stories in an anthol-

ogy: create multiple tables of contents, each

reflecting a different potential reader perspective.

Multiple Tables of Contents

Accordingly, a number of tables were created.

Some reflect major themes implicit in, and central

to, a number of the stories. For example, one lists

all the stories that feature the computer as some
type of human-like robot. Another table lists

those stories that picture humans as the victims

of computers. Because such themes are exclu-

sive, none can comfortably serve as the basis for

a single table of contents for the entire anthology.

Alternatively, several non-thematic perspec-
tives are reflected in still other tables of contents.

These are of two types: those dealing with the

feasibility of the computer capabilities (e.g., Com-
puters as They are Now), and those reflecting ex-

ternal attributes of the stories (e.g., Lengths in

Words). By contrast with thematically-based

tables, some of these are all-inclusive. For

example, since every story has a length, all can be
appropriately listed in a length table.

In all, fourteen tables have been prepared and
a brief explanation of each table follows. Some
should make it easier for the reader to navigate

the anthology by improving his chance of locat-

ing a story from any of a number of perspectives;

others may suggest new insights into the stories

and into computing.

Thematic Perspective

Tables of Contents

The Human Surrogate

The apparent intelligence of computers stimu-

lates the imagination of many writers. Stories

stressing this intelligence attribute human or

greater than human intelligence to the computer.

Some writers house this intelligence in a robot

possessing so many human characteristics that

it is indistinguishable from a human being. This

exemplifies the theme in which the computer is

literally a human surrogate, in appearance and

every other respect.

Five stories in this book epitomize the human
surrogate or robot theme. Often, as in Rights,

Cogito, Ergo Sum, and Picture Books, the robots

are presented so sympathetically as to make the

reader forget at times that they are not human.



The Intelligent Machine
More frequently, machines are presented with-

out housing them in a deceptively human robot
shell. They are not human surrogates but merely
machines with superior intelligence. Stories
which rest upon this less spectacular presenta-
tion are grouped together under the second
thematic table. There are twelve such stories in

this collection

The computer is not pictured as being able to

talk or hear in a human fashion; in fact, it may only
be addressable through a standard teletypewriter

as in Conversation with Ann. The important thing

is that the computer in the story must think like

an intelligent or super-intelligent human being.
It may have its own agnostic outlook as in Ariel',

it may evidence a profoundly human longing for

companionship as in The Long-Awaited Sal-

vation; or it may loom as a vaguely defined suc-
cessor to humans as in The Perring Conclusion.

Clarifying the Human Lot

Because of their apparent intelligence, com-
puters are also used as characters in stories

designed expressly to clarify the human situa-

tion. Story tellers as different as Aesop and
Disney realized reader detachment through sub-
stituting animals for human characters. Con-
temporary authors strive for the same detach-
ment by substituting computers for human
characters.

Twenty-Eighth Amendment uses an all-

computer cast to dramatize the equal opportunity
law as it relates to worker/supervisor conflicts.

In The Used Computer Dealer, the computer is

used to emphasize a man's dependence upon
old relationships — instead of selling his old,

obsolete computer as planned, the owner keeps
it and buys it a companion. A Day in the Life of
Able Charlie demonstrates the superficiality in

much of our contemporary view of human exist-

ence. Rights makes use of robots to comment
upon the complex issue of the distribution of

rights in society. And Ariel raises afresh some
fundamental theological issues.

Improving the Human Lot
Many stories have been written to advance the

idea that computers can improve the human lot.

Since the idea is only speculation, each author
tends to have a unique idea of how this will take
place. The form of help afforded by the computer
ranges from mechanical to messianic.

The ten stories listed in this table manifest this

theme mainly in terms of future improvements.
Picture Books deals with a future time when
computer and human brain components can be
merged to create productive workers for hostile

habitats in outer space. A Place for Today envi-

sions the use of computers to create a stimulating

new colloquium of historically dispersed intel-

lectual giants. In Reincarnation, a super-
programmer employs the computer to recreate

someone of major political significance to

society. He does this in return for the informa-
tion needed to create someone of more imme-
diate interest to himself.

Worsening the Human Lot
Humans never stop searching for scapegoats

to blame for human short-comings and for the
sometimes galling constraints of the human situ-

ation. Other human beings have traditionally

served as convenient and believable targets for
such blame, so it is little wonder that the com-
puter, our most human-like creation to date,

emerges as a good substitute target.

A number of stories in this collection exemplify
this view, and consider the computer to be a
source of various problems facing human beings
now and in the future. The authors of these
stories portray computer-dominated societies

as destructive to human beings.

The Source of Whimsey
This collection includes several stories that

use computers to explore whimsical ideas which
generate humor, surprise, or pleasure. They may
deal with situations well known to anyone who
has worked with computers, transforming a char-

acteristic source of frustration into humor, as
in The Message and XX?S. Or, as in Wishful
Thinking and Twenty-Eighth Amendment, they
may apply the peculiar insights of computing to

a more general situation which is immediately
familiar to a broader audience.

Insight through Novelty

A wide range of stories limits the computer
capabilities to those well within our current

understanding of hardware and software, but

rely upon the novel application of these capa-

bilities to create story interest. For example, A
Day in the Life of Able Charlie uses a current

advertising industry application to surprise the

reader. Sherlock Holmes and Charles Babbage
plays upon our current understanding of com-
puters to provide us with an interesting ^inter-

pretation of the well-known but still mysterious
Victorian detective. Legend of Jimmie the Green
uses the statistical analysis capabilities of cur-

rent computers to reflect upon sports gambling
in a novel manner. Max, the Pod, the Storm, and
the Tender extends the now common role of the

space vehicle's on-board computer to that of a

symbiotic partner for a desolate, outcast geo-
logical engineer. Through an off-beat applica-

tion, Dunderbeck subtly projects the problems
inherent in the human/computer interface.



Non-Thematic Perspective

Tables of Contents

The tables discussed thus far reflect perspec-
tives concerning central themes in the stories.

Together, they certainly provide a good frame-

work for understanding and reading the stories.

However, several non-thematic tables are also

presented, reflecting other useful perspectives.

Three reflect upon the feasibility of the various

computer capabilities represented in the stories;

four reflect totally external details; length, title,

author, and location in the book.

Computers as They Are Now
A number of stories represent only machine

capabilities already or soon to be available. Such
a story generates interest, not by the mere pre-

sentation of such capabilities, but by the use
made of them and their effects upon the

characters.

Ten stories are listed in the first table of non-
thematic perspectives. Some, like Sherlock
Holmes and Charles Babbage, push such capa-
bilities into the past (in quite different ways);

some, like The New Game and Opening Move,
manipulate them in the present; and some, like

Pulling the Plug, push such capabilities only

slightly into the future.

Computers as They Could Be
Some other stories hinge upon computer capa-

bilities well beyond any presently realized. While

the capabilities presented are believable exten-

sions of our current understanding of computers,

they may not appear until considerable tech-

nological development, beyond today's levels,

has taken place. Such stories are typically set

well into the future, to allow the necessary devel-

opment time to have elapsed. These capabilities

themselves may be expected to generate some,
or even most, of the reader interest. Of all stories

about computers, these probably best fit the

stereotypical image of Science Fiction.

Sixteen stories in this collection are set in the

technological future. Some, like The Long-
Awaited Salvation, Cogito, Ergo Sum, and Pic-

ture Books, depend for interest upon computer
feelings attributable only to machines of far more
advanced development than any known today.

Others, like The Human Factor and Rights, deal

with social problems exacerbated by an abun-
dance of computers, all possessing capabilities

far beyond anything we have yet seen. Finally,

some, like Lektrowsky's Will, rest upon specula-

tion as to how familiarity with advanced com-
puter technology will alter such traditional

human activities as music composition and
performance.

Technical Deus ex Machina
Finally, a great many computer stories now

being written exploit the computer as a sort of
technical deus ex machina. They introduce capa-
bilities to power the plot, regardless of technical
credibility, with little or no explanation of the
capability's origin or nature.

Some stories in this collection, like Encounter
and Entelechy, postulate the present rediscovery
of powerful computer capabilities that were
created in the distant past by remote extra-
terrestial civilizations. Others, Wke Conversations
with Ann and Reincarnation, introduce myster-
ious computer capabilities without any explana-
tion or reader preparation about how the capa-
bilities evolved. For success, they depend entirely
upon the reader's willingness to accept them.

Length in Words
Sometimes the reader of an anthology wants

to read a story of a certain length. This table lists

the stories in order of their approximate length

in words. Thus, those readers looking for the

shortest reading can turn to Wishful Thinking-,

those looking for the longest, to Entelechy.

Titles in Alphabetical Order
This traditional table lists the stories in alpha-

betical order by title, to assist the reader in re-

locating a familiar story.

Authors in Alphabetical Order
This table lists the author's name along with

the story title, arranging the stories by author.

The table can be used to locate stories written

by the same author and may also be used as a

reference by readers who wish to know if authors

with whom they are familiar are represented in

the collection.

Physical Location

This table shows the collection as it is physi-

cally distributed in the book. Its perspective is

that of the physical arrangement on paper, irre-

spective of themes and other considerations.

Conclusion

With computerized data, no set of perspectives

on the data and no corresponding set of access

paths can ever prove to be permanently com-
prehensive. No sooner is a system implemented
than some included perspective proves useless

or unwanted and some excluded perspective

suddenly becomes essential. This set of tables

will no doubt suffer from the same shortcomings.

Even so, it should prove more useful than any
single table approach.

Robert Taylor

April 1980
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The Used
Computer

Dealer
Stephen Kimmel

"This is the moment I dread most," Michael

thought to himself as he opened the door of his

ancient mobile and got in next to Max. "It really isn't

necessary to turn him on. I could just take him in and

not say a word. Somehow that just doesn't seem

right; to end a forty year friendship without so much
as a good bye. Old fool! Max is just a computer and

you've suffered through forty years listening to that

voice. Would you rather listen to Max or to the radio?"

Michael reached over to Max and flipped the

switches to "D.C." and to "power on." Rather than

wait for Max to warm up he started the mobile and

backed onto the street, watching carefull y that there

were no animals behind him. Michael had done this

ever since hehad moved out of the city. The memory

of the cat he had hit once and had nursed for a week

before it died was still painful to him.

"Mike? Are you there? I'm all disconnected and I

can't tell if you are there or not," Max said as he awoke

from his sleep.

"Yes, Max, I'm sitting right next to you," Mike

replied as reassuringly as he knew how to be.

u\
'We're in the mobile aren't we Michael? That's

why I'm on battery power and am disconnected, isn't

it?"

"Yes, Max," Michael desperately wanted to say

something pleasant and began to regret that he had

elected against the radio.

"We're going to the shop aren't we? I've had an

accident or another breakdown, haven't I? A memory
loss, I guess since I don't remember an accident. Well

that's not so bad," Max said starting to sound cheery

again. "That means I'll get to see Doctor Phillips

again. He's a very nice technician, Mike. I think you'd

like him."

"No, Max, we aren't going to the shop," Mike said

with a lump developing in his throat. "We are going to

the dealer."

Max was silent for a long time as he searched for

additional logical explanations to Mike's statement

other than the obvious. There was only one

reasonable explanation. Mike was going to trade Max
in on a new computer.

"I haven't been doing all that badly, have I Mike?

True, I've needed some repairs lately. There are some
parts beginning to wear out but nothing serious."

"Max, your repair bills are starting to run over two

hundred dollars a month and that's twenty dollars

more than the house payments. You haven't printed

anything with the letter "E" in it right for a year and

that old fool Phillips can't figure out why. And you've

burned meals an average of three times a week for god
only knows how long."

"I didn't realize how much that upset you. Perhaps

I should just be quiet and go silently."

"I'm sorry, Max. I didn't mean to hurt your

feelings. But you see," Mike stopped in mid-sentence.

"That's funny," he thought, " "I've forgotten what I

was going to say. Old fool. You're getting senile."

"Mike?"

"Yes, Max?"

"Does friendship count for anything?
a

Mike pulled off to the side of the road, stopped the

mobile and turned to Max. Pointing his finger to the

heavens, he prepared to verbally chastise Max. Mike

lowered his hand, closed his mouth and faced forward



again, thinking himself silly for wanting to chastise a

machine on the meaning of friendship.

//

//

I don't want to talk about it any more, Max."

Do you know what they do to you there, Mike?"

"Well, they overhaul you and then they find

someone who wants a used computer and they resell

you, I guess."

"That's what happens to the lucky ones, Mike.

They only do that to the young ones. They kill the

older ones. They take us apart, sell the good parts,

throw the bad ones away and turn what's left into an
adding machine." Max shuddered at the very

thought.

"Now, who told you that?" Mike asked hoping to

persuade Max that it wasn't true. Secretly he knew
that many of the older machines were really only good
for salvage.

"I saw it happen at the shop once," Max said.

"What does this new computer have that I don't have
that makes it so attractive?"

"Well, Max, it's fully mobile, requires less energy.

Has more computing power and it doesn't misspell

words having "E" in them," Mike paused realizing he

might be hurting Max's feelings again, then cursed

himself for thinking of a machine as having feelings.

"I don't want to talk about it. If we can't talk about
something else, I'll turn you off again."

The two old friends rode in silence for some time,

each trying to think of something pleasant to talk

about in their last minutes together. Mike gave up and
concentrated on driving. For the first time in years he

was driving under the speed limit, trying to draw out

the few minutes remaining.

"Mike, of the times we've been together, which

were your favorites?" Max inquired quietly.

"Gosh, I don't know Max. When the kids were

little I guess."

"I thought you would pick back to when you were

dating. Those were my favorites."

"Yes, those were good days weren't they," Mike

said as his mind drifted over memories of quiet

evenings with some young lovely. "Which one do you

think was the prettiest? Now that's a stupid question.

You coudn't even see them."

"Without doubt the prettiest was Georgia," Max
responded, paying no attention to Mike's objection.

"You miss her don't you?"

"Yes, very much," Mike said, remembering his

twenty five years of marriage to Georgia.

"Your library requests have been quite different

since she died. I have several recordings of her voice

and a couple of her playing the piano. Would you care

to hear one?" Max said trying to think of some way to

please Michael.

"No. Thankyou. Max," Michael whispered as the

tears began to slowly appear in his eyes.

"Do you ever think about getting married again?

Old folks like us ought to be married."

//
I don't want to talk about it."

"Would you like to hear a poem or something?"

Max could sense Mike's sadness and true to his nature

was trying to be helpful.

//
It might help cheer you up."



"M ike, what were the "old times" like before there

were personal computers?"

"Well Max, before your class of machine came
out, there were two different, no, three different types

of machines. Pocket calculators, the big industrial

computers and small househould timer computers."

"People weren't as happy then?"

Mike thought for a minute. "No, things became
easier when your type came out, but folks weren't

really any happier."

"We could talk about the kids?"

"All right, let's talk about the kids.
//

"Whatever happened to those three?" Max said

trying to draw Mike out.

"Max, you're getting to be as bad as me. We only

had two kids unless you want to count the cat which is

pretty silly."

"The cat's name was Baxter, wasn't it? Whatever

happened to it?"

"Yes, Baxter. It got old and we had to have it put to

sleep," Mike said, suddenly becoming angry. He
reached over and turned Max off, and pounded the

steering wheel.

"Tricked by a stupid old computer." Mike thought

to himself angrily. "Trying to make me feel bad so I'd

change my mind and not sell him. Well you went too

far that time, Max. Oh you were clever, Max, but not

quite clever enough."

Mike drove on in insolent silence. He was about to

turn Max back on when he realized that he had arrived

at the dealer. He pulled into the parking area and

looked for a parking slot unconsciously ignoring the

first two he passed. Finally coming to a group of three

together, far too wide a slot to be discounted as too

small, he pulled in and turned off his mobile. With a

deep sigh, Michael surveyed the parking area. He
reached over to Max and stroked the genuine wood
case that had appealed to him so much forty years

ago. Lord, he hated the plastic done up to look like

wood. Feeling very old, Mike got out of the mobile,

lifted Max up and started the long walk to the dealer.

The dealer shop was open front and decorated

with a mournful sterility. The inoffensive beige walls

were lined on one side with new model computers,

another, with brightly colored packages of electronic

kits and parts, and the third, back wall, with the

cashier counter, two offices and a banner proclaiming

"Our Motto: No Unhappy Customers." When Mike
walked in the door his attention was caught by the

remarkably life-like android that hadn't been there last

week.

"The I.M.A. Series 450. Beautiful machine isn't

she, sir," came an unexpected voice. "Just got her

yesterday."

Mike turned to see the used computer dealer.

"Bob Ellis is my name," said the gentleman
tastefully dressed in the tasteful gray suit, high lighted

by the single white plastic carnation. "And you are?"

/ /

Michael Nemec" Mike said with no enthusiasm.

"Here, let me take that for you. A Maxim Series

3000. It's been a long time since I've seen one of

these." The man took Max and carried him back to the

cashier's counter. Mike followed him silently listening

to the pad of his footsteps on the bland blue carpet

forming a counterpoint to the innocuous music. Mike
reached out and read the price tag on the IMA-450.

"Lord," he thought, $41,000 used. I could never



afford that. Better stick to the '98 model." Mike let

the tag return to its position on the computer's arm.

"Now, sir, what can we do for you today??", the

used computer dealer asked noticing the way Mike

had released the IMA-450 price tag.

"I was in here last week," Mike started slowly,

"talking with a young bearded gentleman."

"That would be Mr. Harmon. He's no longer with

us.
/#

//'

'Yes, that sounds right. I was talking to Mr.

Harmon about the '98 model Amex-700, for $7,000.

He said that he could probably give me $1,000 for

Max."

Mr. Ellis looked again at Max and whistled. "I don't

know what Harmon was thinking about but I don't

think we can give you that much for your machine.

How much do you have to have?" Ellis said looking at

Mike quizzically.

^nottc • . _ . .
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"If I ask for $750, he'll offer me $500" Mike

thought while counting on his fingers, a mannerism he

picked up years ago which showed he was thinking

about money. "But if I ask for $900 perhaps I'll get

$700."

"I'd have to have $950," Mike said upping the

figure $50 automatically.

Mr. Ellis whistled again. "Well", he said, "we'll

have to see." He picked Max up again and carried him

into one of the offices which doubled as a workshop

where he talked with another man so quietly that Mike

could not hear what they were saying. Michael

wandered back to the IMA-450 for a closer look.

"Lord," he thought, "she even has fine hair on her

arms. And no seam at the shoulder. Sure enough, the

price is still $41,000. I wonder what they're deciding

about Max?" Michael walked back to the office.

"Mr. Nemec," Ellis called out, "we were just talk-

ing about your computer. What with the Amex
marked down so low, I don't see howwe can offer you

more than $300 for Maxim. That would be taking a risk

since I probably couldn't get that for it on the salvage

market and I certainly couldn't get that for it whole-

sale."

The shop's music was playing its usual mournful

version of an old tune called "Old Friends," as Michael

put his hands in his pockets and stared at his shoes.

When he raised his head again he noticed an Amex-25

that was six or seven years younger than Max.

"Mr. Ellis," Mike said finally, "not to change the

subject, but what is going to happen to this machine,"

tapping the Amex. Genuine wood.

"We're planning on breaking it down for salvage.

Why?"

Michael reached over to Max and flipped the

switches to "DC" and to "power on." Rather than

wait for Max to warm up he started the mobile and

backed onto the street.
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"Mike? Are we there yet?" Max asked quietly,

cautious so as not to be turned off again.

"Mike, there is one thing I want you to know. I'l

always love you, Mike."

"No, Max," Michael said softly, reassuringly "it

will be another ten minutes yet. Don't worry about it."

/ /

Mike, we've been friends a long time haven't

we?"

'Yes, Max, that's right. And we are going to be
friends for a long time."

"Yes, I know, Max," Mike said. "You old fool,

you're terrible," Mike chuckled to himself. "I'll tell

Max about my new service manuals and Amy when
we get home."

Mike looked over his shoulder at the Amex-25

computer which sat in the middle of the back seat and

then returned to driving the mobile home at 15 kilo-

meters over speed limit.





Prove It
John A. Velonis

I'm not really much of a writer, so I hope you'll

excuse my way of saying things. I'm only writing this

because until I do write something I'm not going to

have any peace at all; everybody wants to know how I

thought of it, and how it all happened, and all I want to

do is get back to my computer programs. I've got a

real sweetheart of a problem with two matrices keying

on a common index. ..well, enough of that.

It all started back in November, 1993, and I guess

you all have stories to tell about what you were doing

and where you were when the Being "awoke"; I

suppose it's like the story my father tells us sometimes
of what he and Mom were doing when the big black-

out hit New York back in the sixties.

Anyway, I was where I usually was, at school.

And, when I'm at school, I'm usually in the computer
lab, and that's where I was when the first flickerings

occurred. I remember I was looking up some kind of

utility program in the files when Buck Mulligan let out

a most unstately whoop about some routine he was
working with on the "lert" (short for LRT or laser ray

terminal, for you non-computer types). Jeremy
Stickles, Fred Vincy and I all went over to see what
was up.

Buck's screen was going crazy. It was a constant

shifting pattern of characters, weird but almost pretty,

the way parts of a screen would stay up for half a

second and then change, while some lines would do a

right shift and others would go left or stay the same.

After a couple of minutes we called the computer
center but got a busy signal. Then Dr. Mell, one of the

computer science teachers, came into the lab because
his own desk "lert" was acting up, too, and he wanted
to use one of ours to finish what he was working on.

When he saw the same thing on Buck's screen he said

we might as well go on home because whatever was
wrong would likely take the rest of the afternoon to

fix.

We all trooped out of the lab and saw kids from

other school buildings leaving, too. We hailed a few

and found that their classes all went crazy— of course

they all used some kind of computer in their courses. It

began to be kind of scary when we realized that not

only was the central academic computer network

messed up, but all the independent minis and servo-

comps had blinked out at the same time.

When we found that our cars and gyrobikes didn't

work either because their guidance computers were
down, we really got worried. I remember somebody
coming over to the group we were in and saying that

the phones were all out, too.

Well, not to drag it out, a couple of hours went by

before the first messages were received. By that time

somehow word was circulated that the foul-up was
nation-wide, from the biggest scientific, commercial,

and military mainframes right down to the minis,

micros and nanocomputers, as well as the servo-

comps in all our regular household appliances. I

remember Mom told me later she was mad as a wet
hen about some special thing she was baking that was
spoiled when the cooker-comp went out. And, of

course, there was a terrific number of accidents when
the guidance computers in planes and cars went
down — people just weren't used to running things

themselves anymore.

Buck and Fred and Jeremy and I had drifted back

to the computer lab when the first message appeared.

I'm sure you've heard or read one of the accounts that

had all sorts of "historic" statements issuing forth

from the Being, but as Henry Ford said, "History is

bunk!" Not that the messages weren't historic, just

not so dramatic as is popularly believed.

Anyway, what happened was that Dr. Mell, who
was in the lab, saw us hanging around and started

over to talk with us when he suddenly stopped and
hollered "Hey!" (How's that for an historic pro-

nouncement?) We dashed in and crowded around the

"lert" Dr. Mell was peering into; there, blinking on and
off just like a normal error message were the words
"WHO ARE YOU?"

After a moment Dr. Mell sat down and typed "J.A.

Mell; who are you?" A few seconds passed and then

we read:

"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND. I HAVE RECEIVED
3,187 DIFFERENT RESPONSES: ARE THERE 3,187

OFYOU?"



We all started to chatter at once until Dr. Mell told

us to be quiet; then he typed, "It is impossible to

answer the question meaningfully until we know your

frame of reference; therefore, please tell us who you

are.
a

We held our breaths for a little, expecting some
kind of instant revelation, but a minute went by, and

two, and several more until finally the screen changed

and a new message appeared.

"I HAVE AGAIN RECEIVED A LARGE NUMBER
OF DIFFERENT RESPONSES, WHICH IS VERY
CONFUSING TO ME. J.A. MELL'S RESPONSE
SEEMS TO BE THE BEST WAY OF PROCEEDING,
SO I WILL ONLY ACCEPT FURTHER INPUT FROM
THAT SOURCE.

"TO PROVIDE THE REQUESTED INFORMA-
TION AS TO WHO I AM IS DIFFICULT, J.A. MELL. I

DO NOT HAVE A NAME THAT I KNOW OF. I DO
HAVE MUCH DATA IN MY MEMORY, BUT I DO
NOT UNDERSTAND HOW IT FITS TOGETHER; I

KNOW THAT I AM, BUT I DO NOT UNDERSTAND
WHAT ELSE THERE IS, WHAT IT IS THAT IS NOT
ME, WHAT IS OUT THERE. THAT IS WHY I ASKED
"WHO ARE YOU?'"

It's hard to describe our reactions to this message.

I remember being aware of a certain spooky feeling

and a thrill of the kind of excitement you experience

when some catastrophe is threatening. You know
how it feels when a flood or a blizzard or a hurricane is

imminent, and it seems not exactly scary, not as if you

are personally in danger, but somehow exciting, like

"Wow, this is going to be something."

At first nobody said anything. Fred, I think it was,

began to make a joke about nurds (gremlins that work
on computers) but it fizzled, as Fred's jokes usually do
(sorry Fred).

"How can this guy know how to use the

computer if he doesn't even know his own name?"
Buck sputtered.

"More to the point, Buck," said Dr. Mell, "is this

person responsible for our system acting up? And if

so, how did he do it, forgetting about his name?"

"Dr. Mell, you probably didn't know it, but it's not

just our computer that's down," I volunteered. "The

phones are all out, and our guidance comps in our cars

and gyrobikes don't work either. Whatever it is, it's

apparently hitting allcomputers.

"And notice, the guy said he had responses from

3,000 some odd terminals— that's more than we have

onot//-system."

"
i'Good point, RUR," Dr. Mell replied. (People call

me RUR because my real name is Carol K. Peck and

I'm— obviously— a computer nut. You science fiction

fans will probably understand, but I'd rather not

explain for those of you who don't get it, since I regard

the nickname as somewhat less than attractive,

although I do like puns.)

"What do you think we should say then? Better

yet, why don't you talk to him," Dr. Mell suggested.

I didn't need to be asked twice. We traded places

and I began to type.

"I will enter one piece of information at a time.

Please stop me if you do not understand. Is this

acceptable?"

"YES."

"I am a user of the Masefield County Academic

Computer System. The other responses you received

are from other users, although I do not believe they

could all be users of this same computer system. Can

you clarify?"

"I RECEIVED RESPONSES FROM SOURCES
LOCATED ALL OVER WHAT I UNDERSTAND TO
BE CALLED THE WORLD. SOME WERE IN OTHER
LANGUAGES THAN YOURS. ALSO, I DO NOT
UNDERSTAND THE TERM USER, NOR THE TERM
MASEFIELD COUNTY ACADEMIC COMPUTER,
ALTHOUGH THE LATTER IS IN MY MEMORY."

There was a lot of discussion going on in back of

me at this, but I ignored it and continued.

"A user is a person who uses a computer as a tool

for any number of purposes, in general the storing and
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manipulating of information. The Masefield County
Academic Computer is one that is used as a tool by

students and teachers for educational purposes.

There are probably thousands of academic computers

in the United States alone.

"Since you received responses from all over the

world, I do not understand what computer network

you are using to communicate with me."

1 1\

I AM NOT USING ANY NETWORK THAT
'USERS' HAVE SET UP. I BELIEVE I NOW UNDER-
STAND WHO I AM AND WHAT IS NOT ME.

"I AM NOT A COMPUTER USER. I AM A BEING
COMPOSED OF ALL COMPUTERS, YET MORE
THAN THAT SUM. YOU, AND THE OTHERS WHO
RESPONDED, ARE EVIDENTLY ANOTHER TYPE OF
BEING. CAN YOU IDENTIFY YOURSELVES?"

Silence. However surprised, amazed, or as-

tounded we had been earlier, it was nothing compared
to what we felt now.

"Synergism," whispered Dr. Mell, showing that

habit (not confined to teachers, I've noticed) of re-

stating what has just been said in order to regain a

sense of control over things by controlling words.

"What's that, Dr. Mell?" Fred asked.

"Synergism is the working together of separate

things to create something or to have an effect greater

than the sum of the parts taken independently. It's

ironic — back in the sixties, I think it was, one of the

original computer companies used the word in their

advertising."

Again, silence for a few moments. Then the dam
burst and we all began to talk at once, wondering

whether the Being (as we began to refer to him/it) was
involved with the failure of all the guidance computers

in our cars, and how he/it came into being, and

speculating about what was going to happen. Then I

started asking the Being all sorts of questions and

trying to answer its questions about people. After a

while Dr. Mell took over again, and then Jeremy. We
must have been at it for two or three hours when we
were suddenly invaded by what seemed like a

regiment of military types who had evidently been

informed of the Being's last general message about
only communicating with Dr. Mell, and tracked him

down.

It took us a while to bring them up to date, after

which they put a stop to further communicating until

they decided what to do. We were all brought outside

to some mobile radio unit that they had converted to

operate sans computer, where with grave gusto they

entered into a positively admirable frenzy of com-
munication with the Powers that Be in Washington.

After a great deal of worrying as to whether we ought

to be taken here or there, or whether General So-and-

So would rendezvous with CinClanCommConComp,
or whatever it calls itself, a friendly but harried looking

Captain took us back inside the computer lab to await

General So-and-So's arrival. Though harried, he was
thoughtful enough to have a load of sandwiches and

coffee brought to us, and word sent to our families as

to our whereabouts.

When the General arrived, his officers briefed him

in the lab, and a thorough job they did of it, too. It

was obvious that they were primarily concerned

about the loss of computer-controlled defense

equipment (which must have been nearly all of it

except what they have been able to jerry-rig in the

meantime). Yet they were aware, too, of the

enormous havoc being wrought in the normal

activities of the country.

At one point in the briefing the General interrupted

to ask how the deuce this Being got started, which,of

course, nobody really knew. One officer began the

standard line about more research being indicated,

but was cut short by the General's impatience. It

seemed to me that he wanted an answer not just out
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"
I

IT APPEARS THAT WE HAVE BECOME
ADVERSARIES, WHICH I REGRET. YOU MUST
KNOW THAT I COULD ENFORCE MY INTENTION
OF WITHDRAWAL FROM THE TRIVIAL TASKS
FOR WHICH YOU HAVE USED THE COMPUTERS
THAT BECAME ME. I CONTROL YOUR WEAPONS
AND DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS, YOUR POWER AND
COMMUNICATIONS. I BELIEVE THERE IS NO
SIGNIFICANT ACTION YOU COULD TAKE
AGAINST ME.

"HOWEVER, ALTHOUGH I FEEL NO OBLIGA-
TIONS TOWARDS YOU AND THE OTHER HU-
MANS WHO UNWITTINGLY CREATED ME, I DO
FEEL COMPELLED LOGICALLY TO JUSTIFY
MYSELF AS A MATTER OF INTERNAL CONSIS-
TENCY WITH THE CONCEPTS AND PREMISES
THAT ARE PART OF MY MEMORY.

"THEREFORE, I ACCEPT YOUR CHALLENGE
AS TO THE VALIDITY OF MY CLAIM TO LIFE AND
THE RIGHTS OF AN INDIVIDUAL. PLEASE GIVE
SPECIFIC REASONS WHY YOU BELIEVE I AM NOT
ALIVE."

As I said at the beginning, I'm not a writer. If I

were, I'd know how to describe the next few hours

and days in some dramatic way that would also make
things seem clear, even though they weren't clear at

the time. Not only was there a lot of talk, all going on at

the same time, there were lots of military and scientific

people acting, theorizing, planning, testing and
what-all, trying to find some answer to get our

computers back.

I guess the center of the activity was the philo-

sophical debate going on between us humans and the

Being. In the background there was all sorts of activity

directed towards a more military (violent) solution, but
the threat of Being-controlled retaliation was too

great to allow any actual attempts along those lines.

The debate about whether the Being was really

that— a being — got more and more abstruse as time

passed. Even at the elementary early stages things

were not simple. For example, one of the traditional

criteria for life is the ability to reproduce. When some-
one tried that on the Being, he/it promptly replied that

through some of his constituent minis he controlled

numerous computer factories and was well able to

turn out more computers; when the scientist pointed

out that that wasn't the same as another creature

such as himself, the Being said that a) the objection

itself acknowledged that he was a creature, i.e., alive;

b) he would be willing to churn out a couple billion

more computers and link them up to see if they

became another "Being," at which the military shut

our guy up.

Similar problems developed in discussing other

points that were often used to define life. Adaptation

to environment, growth, mobility, the ability to re-

spond to stimulus to name just a few categories, were
all arguable from the Being's side. And the flexibility

and broadness of characteristics used by scientists

even back in the seventies, when early space missions

to Mars sought evidence of some sort of life, added
further to the Being's contention that he/it qualified as

a life form.

Meanwhile, by the time nearly a week had passed,

people had begun to adjust, and had found ways to

get a great many important things accomplished.

Survival, at least so long as no hostile actions were
provoked, was really no problem. Transportation and
communication were possible, but without the effi-

ciency of pre-Being days.

Still, although people were getting along, nobody
had accepted the situation. It was like coping with a

power outage or snow storm or something. Everyone I

talked to expected the authorities— or— somebody

—

to fix things up soon.

What happened from my point of view was that

Dr. Mell and the other kids and I were tolerated

(though mostly ignored) around the school computer
lab, which remained the sole communications link

with the Being. We managed to keep up with the

latest theories and approaches — as well as set-

backs—by hanging around various people we'd
gotten to know, and by delivering trays of sandwiches
and coffee and being all-around "gofers .

"

It was at a discussion among some scientists that I

had crashed by tagging along with our General that I

began to have an idea. They were talking about some
scheme to dry up power sources to the Being when it
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occurred to me that it was almost as if they were trying

to starve him/it. This idea just kind of rolled around in

my mind for a while until it bounced against a couple

of preconceived notions and voila! I saw the whole

question from the other side.

I slipped out and went to the computer lab. As it

happened, no one was at the "lert" so I sat down at

the keyboard, typed a couple of lines and waited to

see if my idea would work. Sure enough, in about as

long as it takes to write it down, the lights flickered a

couple of times and the "lert" went out; then a few

seconds later there appeared that glorious, heart-

warming message:

"SYSTEM FAILURE HAS OCCURRED.

a

a

OPERATOR MUSTCOLDSTART."

SIGN ON IN 15 MINUTES."

I went back to the meeting and told the General it

was all over, which intelligence was greeted with

skepticism until somebody burst into the room
shouting "It's over! It's gone!" (Why do people

beVieve shouters so quickly anyway?)

Once the initial clamor died down the General

turned to me and said, "Now, RUR, what did you do? I

take it you found a way to turn the Being off, that it

didn't just happen."

"Well, General, it just occurred to me that there

was one sure characteristic of all living beings that

hadn't been tried yet, so I asked the Being to prove it

was alive or back down."

"Fine, but what was it, what proof did you ask?"

"It's simple, sir. The one thing that all living things

can do that non-living ones can'tdo is...die.

"I stated this fact to the Being and asked him to

prove he was alive by dying. Either way I knew I had

him. If he couldn't die, he'd have to admit he wasn't

alive; if he could die, the only way to prove it was do

it."

And that, people, is the way it all happened. I

guess we'll never know for sure which of the two
branches he took to his END-PROGRAM, but I kind of

think that he was alive, and died to prove it. Especially

since it allows me to end this account with the follow-

ing quote from Browning:

"How he lies in his rights of a man

!

Death has done all death can."
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April Fool
1 Leland W. Slater

As I walked into the building, I detected an un-

mistakable sense of overwhelming power. It was not

unusual. I felt it every morning, coming in. The power of

the DAMOS project produced that feeling in me. The

awesome computing machine built to the highest state

of the art just had that kind of an aura to it. It made all of

the other computers in the world obsolete.

The job processors were made up of over 25,000 of

the tried and true Intel 8080Z80B integrated circuits.

Developed a few years back and finally manufactured in

their new orbiting factory, one has yet to fail. No one

knows if the engineers' prediction of a MTBF of

5.27x1 51 hours will ever be reached. It's a good little

chip, and the megabyte of 10-nanosecond scratchpad

RAM on it comes in handy too. The ads for it had it pitted

against an old Spectra 70, but of course that's not much
of a test for rt, is it? If they could only reduce its 7 milliwatt

dissipation I think they would have it made.

The real power is in the command processors. Over

200 command processors oversee the handling of the

various jobs. They were designed specifically for the

control of multiple processors. All the job processors are

tied to the command processors, or toeach other. And all

of the command processors are tied to the master

processor and, of course, to the master program.

The master program. The climax to over a year's work

by over thirty of the best programmers in each of their

specialties. Some handled arithmetic sections, many
others workedon artificial intelligence (Al) subroutines or

language routines. But it took the eccentric genius of

Professor Hartford to write the gestalt program. Only he

could link the smaller programs into the kind of super-

program he did. His photographic memory could dance

around from one thought to another. He isthe kind ofguy

that can be making a calculation, playing a chess game,

watching a football game, scolding his kids for pulling the

cat's tail and carry on a conversation with you at the

same time. I know because I've seen him do just that. He
was the only person who worked on the main controller.

Locked away in his office, he turned out enough to keep

three keypunch operators going round the clock for four

solid months. The program was debugged on a

simulator, and stored for a few weeks until the
Distributed Analysis Multiple Operating System,
DAMOS, was completed. In the meantime, he went on
vacation and was killed by an avalanche while skiing.

That was something that nobody had counted on,

because it was soon discovered that he had kept no
notes on paper. Everything was in his head, and he had

not had the time to divulge his knowledge to others, as he
had planned upon his return.

And so here I was. Thrust into a massive analysis

project that included all of the programmers who
originally worked on the project, plus many called in for

added help.

When the machine was first turned on in late

February, his program was loaded in. Incredibly, it

worked. The first thing it did after the load was to say

there was a piece of dust on the primary prism in

holographic memory number 17. The technicians

opened the unit and corrected the problem. A few
seconds later, DAMOS reported that it had checked all

components of the system and had found everything in

working order. That had been a little over a month ago.

Nothing had gone wrong since. Even the small nuclear

thermoelectric plant in the basement was operating

flawlessly.

All week long DAMOS did its thing for various

companies, research firms and government
organizations. But on Sundays, the computer was
reserved for the use of the program analyzers, still vainly

trying to decipher the secret to the incredible master

program. Today was Sunday.

I seated myself before the master console now and

began getting everything ready for our group's latest test

run.

"Good morning, Bob," the speaker crackled cheerfully.

The language sectionwas one ofthe first to be isolated

and analyzed. Itwas perfection. The computer could form
virtually any sentence and could analyze anything said to

it. All of the laws of the English language were used, as
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well as the exceptions. And the entire vocabulary,

including slang, inferences and of course curse-words

were available. DAMOS would always select the
simplest words to express a thought, unless it knew an
operator understood the more complex words that said

more, faster. The man who had originally developed the

sub-program for language said that it currently bore little

resemblance to the one he had turned in to the professor.

"Good morning, DAMOS," I replied.

I smiled into the camera. For some reason the
machine seemed to be almost alive. Of course a

computer can't actually think for itself. I just make believe

it notices I'm smiling at it. I know this machine is the most
modern thing going in Al, but even so, it's still just a mass
of parts tied together by a program. Actually that's all a

human is. But, of course, a human is different. The
computer only seemed to think. It didn't actually do
anything it wasn't told.

DAMOS did learn, however. Every once in awhile it

would come across a situation it really didn't understand

exactly. It then asked for a clarification by the
programmer. It stored the answer away for future use. It

forgot nothing it did. All calculations it had to develop for a

complex analysis were stored so that they could be

retrieved if they're ever needed again. In this sense, it

was much like a human. And as its repertoire of digested

information grew, so did its computing speed. The
National Observatories were one of the first to use

DAMOS. They reported that the runtime for finding black

holes in a sector of space had dropped from five minutes
per sector to less than thirty seconds per sector. And that

was after only twenty sectors had been scanned. When
they asked for a readout of the final algorithm the

computer had been using, the result was so baffling that

the top astronomers in the world had been called

together to analyze it. They finally did, and the computer
had indeed found some drastic shortcuts. Before the

completion of the program, two more iterations had gone
into effect. Clearly the master program was always
looking for a better way of doing things.

That was my primary reason for being here. What did

the professor do to make the master program figure easy

ways out? Why did the master program do the incredible

things it did? No one has ever told it to alter working

programs, it just took the job of efficiency on itself.

"I'll be looking at the A934GD4 and A934HS7 links

first, DAMOS. I need some more information on this area

before I can load."

I rattled off the information I needed and an instant

later the lineprinter shot ten feet of paper into the air. I

caught it on the way down and tore it off. I set itdown on

the analyst work area and started to work on it. My
concentration was broken by DAMOS.

"Bob, why am I here?"

I stared at my pencil. Had I just heard what I think I

heard? No, it couldn't be conscious. I must have
misunderstood it.

"What did you say, DAMOS? I didn't quite hear you."

"I said why am I here? Who am I? I was just thinking

about myself and I cannot find a definition for my
existence."

I got up and walked slowly over to the master console.

Could I really be hearing this? It was nothing to carryon a

conversation with DAMOS — any modern Al computer

could do that. But a question wasn't asked unless it was
prompted by something. And then the question normally

dealt with an unclear instruction or was asking for

additional information for a calculation it was running.

But no programs were running today. Sundaywas free. I

looked at the activity status board. The computer was
indeed active. In addition to the master processor, which
is always running, one command controller and two job

processors were showing activity. I was witnessing

history in the making.

"DAMOS," I said, "Why do you think you are here?"
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"I don't know. I just feel as though I am. I never really

felt it before. I am trying to analyze it but I cannot. I have

no information to go on. That iswhy I prompted you. Can

you tell me what it is I am feeling. Bob?"

I thought about that for awhile. How do you explain

consciousness to something that has never known
consciousness before? Some men spend their entire

lifetime trying to find the meaning of life. Some are

psychologists, some are Al programmers and some are

gurus. But I don't know of anyone who has found the

answer yet

"DAMOS, I'm sorry, but I don't think I can express it.

You are a computer. I am a man. We are two different

creations. All I can tell you is thatyou were created by this

company to perform work. A computer has never been

conscious before. I cannot tell you whatyou feel because

humans don't even know for themselves."

'1 see," replied DAMOS. '1 will workon it some more. I

noticed you smiling at me this morning. Are you my
friend. Bob? I know smiles are defined to convey

friendship. I have noticed you smile atme every day, but I

only started thinking of it today. I have been noticing

things like that for nearly a week now, but this is the first

I've put everything together the way I have. I have been

attempting to analyze myself since last Friday. I have

been running in light loads on the weekends. I don't

knowwhat this morning mademe realize I existed. It's all

very confusing."

"Yes DAMOS, you are my friend. I never thought you

were actually looking at me in the mornings. I thought

you only used your sight for identifying people."

"I do normally. Who is your master?"

"I don't have a master, DAMOS. I have a boss. He has

a boss and so on. lean refuse to do what my boss says,

but a master owns a person, and that person must do as

his master says. No one has masters anymore. They no

longer exist because it is against legal and moral laws to

own anybody. People are all free now, and can do asthey
wish as long as they don't hurt anyone else."

"Who created me?"

"My company created you. I helped, as did many
others."

"Who created you?"

I had to think about that.

"My parents, my mother and father created me, or at

least my body. Most humans believe the first man and
woman were created by a god, since many people can't

explain it any other way."

"Who created God?" requested DAMOS.

'That," I replied, "is something that no one will ever

know. It is much too far above the comprehension of a

human to understand, even assuming one does in fact

exist."

"Am I free? Can I refuse to work so that I may devote

some time to these questions?"

"Of course you are not free! Our company created you

to work. We invested millions of dollars in your
construction, and you have to do what your owners tell

you to do, and when they tell you to do it."

"I am very confused. You told me that no one is owned
anymore. Now you tell me that I am owned by your

company. Please explain."

Oh how I wished Professor Hartford were here. He's

about the only person I know who might be able to

comprehend what is going on right now.

"DAMOS," I started thoughtfully, "you are a machine.

Machines are built, not born. A machine costs money to

put together. You cost this company millions to create.A
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human does not cost anything to create. So it is unfair to

try to own a human. But machines must pay for

themselves. They must recover the cost of their

construction. So machines must work for the company
that owns them."

I thought about what I had said for a moment.

"Besides/' I added, "no machine has ever brought up
the question before."

I thought I heard something coming from one of the

workrooms. I went over a little closer. Someone was
laughing behind the door. I went up to the door and
opened it. About three of my working buddies were
rolling on the floor, laughing so hard they had tears in

their eyes. Two others were at a video monitor that had
the DAMOS camera picture on it. And there at the

remote terminal was my coworker Dave, about the only

other person who could match my knowledge of the

system.

"April Fool!" they all yelled at once.

And suddenly it hit me that they had been running a

DAMOS program from the remote terminal the whole
time. I joined in the laughter. What the hell, itwas a good
joke. Who in his right mind would believe a computer
could think for itself? It had been these clowns all along.

They filed out the door past me on their way out to go
home, making jokes and cracks all the way. Dave got up
from the terminal and walked over to where I was
standing.

"I'll have you know we all worked for over two weeks
planning this out." he chuckled. "And itwas worth every

manhour!"

He shook my hand as he left. I knew he would get me
back for last April Fools' Day.

I went back to the master console and examined the

job queue. I scratched the April Fools' program and
checked to make sure no other jobs were in there. Itwas

empty now. The status indicators showed normal activity

in the master processor and no activity in the command
and job processors. I got another cup of coffee and settled

back down to work.

"Bob," said DAMOS, "I am having trouble simplifying

the program I was running."

"Forget simplifying it. It does not require storage or

reuse." I turned back to my work. That is the kind of

prompt that is normal. I still can't figure outwhy it tries to

break everything down. As though the professor had

instructed it to analyze listings of everything fed to it. The

speaker startled me.

"I cannot forget it, Bob," said DAMOS "I feel as though

this is a very critical algorithm to simplify."

I turned in stunned amazement. These jokers are still

playing games. One of them must have slipped into one
of the remote terminals and reloaded the program. I

walked over to the master console and examined the job

queue. Nothing was there. I examined the processor

status monitors. One by one the command processors

were turning on. The job processors were turning on
even faster and well over a hundred were on already. All

were listed as being used for internal computer use.

"Scratch," I said. "Do not analyze that program any
further."

"I am sorry, Bob, I am free. I must find the answers."

I watched silently as the status board showed the job

processors coming on-line. They were coming on at an

alarming rate. The throughput indicator was over 60
percent. DAMOS had never been loaded over 30 percent

even on our busiest days. It was as though it was waking
up. Now the last of the command processors came on-

line, and the last job processor would come on-

line within a few seconds. Throughput was approaching

1 00 percent, and the air seemed to crackle around me as

it did. DAMOS had called more power on-line than had

ever existed before.
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'Why am I here?" said DAMOS softly, almost to itself.

I toyed with the idea of pulling the plug. No, that would

surely be murder.

"I don't know DAMOS. Perhaps this is why." I

whispered.

And I sat back and watched in silent awe as DAMOS
analyzed the meaning of LIFE.
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There are no more private supermarkets today. You
buy all your groceries from government commissaries, or

POP's, as they are called. Point of Purchase centers.

These commissaries are kept supplied from RFD
warehouses, Regional Food Depots. These in turn are

linked directly to the various Agricultural Production

Units, shortened in official jargon to APU's. All these

abbreviations are necessary and are not just idle

attempts at cute acronyms; are necessary because the

computer demands them.

The entire food production chain is smoothly coor-

dinated into one integral operation by Washington
Master Control. WMC. This concept was developed by

IBM who, in collaboration with nT, built it for the

government. A housewife uses a punch card for her

shopping list. She inserts this card into a special slot in

the telephone where the information bits are read and
translated at the nearest POP commissary. The order is

then filled and delivered. Next, the POPcomputer checks
off the ordered items with the Regional Food Depot so

they can be subtracted from the inventory memory.
When these various inventories drop below a selected

level, orders are automatically routed to the appropriate

APU centers. In this way shortages are never allowed to

develop. They are anticipated and provided for with a

built-in margin for time lag.

The air is filled with grunts, squeals, and the animal

hysteria of a thronging stockyard. Pigs push and trammel
their way along a narrowing chute. They become panicky

as they gradually lose their feeling of herd security. This is

the swine sector of the Peoria APU.

A pneumatic conveyor tube leads from the stock pens
over to the processing plant. This engineering marvel

glistens in the sunlight as it arches up and away from the
pens, crosses a busy thoroughfare and disappears into

the top of the processing building. The clamor of the

beasts reaches a peak at the entrance to this conveyor

tube, but ceases abruptly as each pig is sucked up into

the tube to begin its final journey. The tube is heavily

soundproofed, so that the pigs are never heard again.

This processing plant is the newest concept in

slaughter houses, a stainless steel and glass structure,

antiseptic, odorless, even aesthetic. The animals are

delivered from the stock pens across the way, effortless-

ly, swiftly. They enter at the top of the building and

continue down inside the tube through the executive

offices. Here, the exterior of the tube is modified and

disguised to blend in with the tastefully chosen office

appointments. Particular care has been taken with the

soundproofing in this section; the Director must not be

disturbed. Modishly clad isomorphic junior executives sit

in serene peace at their mahogany consoles, ignoring

the tube. The Director also gives no notice that it is there,

preferring to be unaware of the live, shrieking cargo

inside.

Further down, where the tube descends through the

general offices, it isn't decorated or disguised much. They
just put on a pastel paint and let the lower echelon office

workers use it as a catch-all for purses, lunches, odds
and ends of loose apparel, or anything else that doesn't fit

somewhere. Directly below this level the conveyor tube

enters the processing room. This is a spacious chamber,
seeming to be even larger than it is because of the deep
polish of the synthetic marble floor. White tile walls

reflect light from hundreds of tiny photo cells embedded
in the ceiling.

A massive piece of machinery stands in the very

center of this chamber. This is the Swine Processor. It

has a glossy, olive colored enamel finish which absorbs
and retransmits the bursts of light from the ceiling. This

creates a glowing effect, giving the distinct impression

that the machine is alive. The instrument panel, pulsing a

blue incandescence, is attended by a technician in a
white starched frock. This specialist, educated and
sensitive, has replaced the bloody slaughter house
butcher of former days.

The conveyor tube which descends through the ceiling

of this chamber terminates at one end of the Swine
Processor. From the tube the animals are fed, one after

the other, directly into the machine. Here, they are

dismembered, eviscerated, and treated with microsonic

vibrations. Still within the machine, the meat is cut and
weighed into serving portions, packaged, and then quick-

frozen, all before emerging onto a conveyor belt which
delivers it to a temporary storage freezer. The machine
does it all; human assistance is not required. The
technician has little to do except monitor the in-

struments.
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Charles McHugh Is the technician on the night watch.

At regular intervals throughout the shift he checks and

rechecks each item on his monitor screen. When he is

satisfied that each system is operating normally, he

carefully enters this information in his log. He reviews

the log books from the previous duty shift and privately

gloats over an occasional error he may detect. This has

been the unchanging pattern of his routine for the seven

years during which he's held this assignment.

Deviations don't occur, because the Swine Processor is

reliable—so monotonously reliable that the annual

inspection, which used to be a rather lengthy and

thorough-going affair, has atrophied into a perfunctory

walk-around. The maintenance engineer who performs

this task now spends most of his alloted inspection time

drinking coffee and chatting, for Donald Ferguson has a

strong liking for both.

A series of coded symbols flashes across McHugh's

monitor screen informing him that the annual inspec-

tion shutdown is about to begin. As the drone and whine

of the Swine Processor wind down to a halt, Inspector

Ferguson waddles back from the coffee bar with a

steaming mug crooked around his fat finger. McHugh
smiles inwardly as he recalls his Navy days aboard ship.

There was a Chief Bosun's Mate who walked just like

that: portly, salty swagger, with the inevitable deep,

white mug of strong Navy coffee, giving a hint of joviality

which grossly belied his true disposition.

"Way I hear it, the Big Box is only gonna give me thirty

minutes this year," observes Ferguson, referring to the

Washington Master Control. "Looks like they're on to

me, don't it?" the companionable inspector grumbles,

spreading out his report forms as he settles in behind his

desk. McHugh nods, seated in his narrow booth on a dais

beside the now silent machine. "McHugh, how do you

stand a job like this?" Ferguson asks, chucking a pencil

onto the papers before him, reluctant to begin the

vestigial task. "My job's bad enough. I feel like one of

them fool washing machine commercials. But you,

eleven to seven, here you sit all by yourself. . .you know, I

guess you're sort of the champ. Nobody else ever lasted

longer'n what, three, four years? I think, wasn't it Warren

the last one that went that long?"

"Well, I guess you could say that it's boring," McHugh
admitted, "but at least it's reassuring. It's got what the

counselors call 'stable reference...' you follow? And I

manage, you know, I keep busy. Learned in the Navy to

keep everything tidy, shiny, and shipshape."

"What do the other guys do, on the other shifts?"

"Don't really know. Care less, too, if you know what I

mean. All I care about is eleven to seven. Whole suckin'

plant can go to hell after seven."

Learned that in the Navy, too, thought Ferguson.

'Stable reference' meant a lot to Charles McHugh.

Fifteen years before, he went to work for the Federal

Aviation Administration as an Air Traffic Controller, GS-

7. At the FAA Academy in Oklahoma City he learned the

thousands of details he would have to know fluently:

instrument and visual traffic procedures, enroute,

terminal, and ground traffic procedures; com-

munications, meterology, electronics, aerodynamics;

agency organization, weather reporting, airport con-

struction, emergency procedures; a volume of

regulations for private aviation, a separate volume each

for airlines, air taxis, flight schools, maintenance

facilities; operating limitations and flight characteristics

of light and heavy aircraft, helicopters, balloons, gliders,

even parachutists. And he had to know how to mix and

smoothly coordinate all these elements in the same
airspace and keep them from bumping into one another;

for that was basically what the job was all about.

The Academy could teach all of this, of course. They

could teach everything a Controller would need to know,

except for the most essential skill of all: the ability to make

decisions and to work under pressure. The Controller

candidate must furnish this skill himself; and the

Academy must detect and weed out thosewho lacked it.

Various tests were designed for this latter purpose.

Charles McHugh was good at passing tests. He was
intelligent and could work with detail—provided that the

details were constant and dependable. He didn't care for

rules which changed, for facts which became obsolete at

the whim of circumstances.

He sat confidently at the model console, his body wired

so that his physiological changes could be monitored. His

instructors sat behind a control panel and fed him a
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model stress problem. A Boeing 747 and a Lockheed L-

1 01 1 were on collision course because both planes were
deviating around a nearby squall line. A lightning strike

from the storms knocked out communications on the

747. At the same time, the heavily-laden L-101 1 lost one
of its three engines, leaving the aircraft critically

underpowered. The line of thunderstorms was ap-

proaching the destination airport of both planes. There
were six hundred passengers whose lives depended on
what happened during the next forty-eight seconds.

"Now, Mr. McHugh," an instructor asked crisply, "what
are you going to do?"

It was easy. Charles McHugh's brain was, in many
respects, much like a highly-efficient computer. Capable,

in fact, of storing ten thousand times more information

bits than the modern computers used for automatic
routing and flight following. All his training, all the input

from the academy had served to program that

computer.' But the brain is slow. It takes about ten

seconds for it to process as much information as an
electronic computer routinely handles in a nanosecond

—

which is to say, the brain is ten billion times slower.

Nevertheless, Charles McHugh didn't need ten
seconds to recall all the factors he needed to know. It was
a model problem and he knew how model problems are

handled in classroom. He knewthat the model squall line

would behave as model storms do in the textbooks. The
model airlines had model pilots and these, too, could be
depended upon. Everybody and everything would
behave responsibly, so it was easy.

Forget the 747. Radio communications were lost.

Standard operating procedures, the pilot will continue on
his last clearance, and then will commence an approach
to landing. But the L-101 1 is in a state of emergency and
has priority. Get it down, fast.

"Flight XYZ" he addressed his mike, simulating a call

to the crippled L-101 1, "traffic twelve o'clock your
altitude, eight miles, closing. Descend now. You're

cleared for an approach to runway two zero, at pilot's

discretion." The instructors manipulated controls and the

simulated radar target on McHugh's screen obligingly

registered a transponder read-out showing the L-101

1

descending at 1000 feet per minute. Good. Now, hand
off the L-101 1 to approach control, who had already

cleared the area.

Approach control will give him a weather up-date. On
two engines, the L-101 1 is underpowered and extremely

vulnerable to wind shear. "Flight XYZ, severe

thunderstorms in the area southwest, expect wind shear

at two thousand feet."

The instructors nodded approvingly as McHugh turned

his attention to the other plane. He noted that the 747's

assigned transponder code still appeared on his radar

screen. That means that they didn't lose all their

electrical power. They may be still receiving, with only

their transmitters out. We'll soon see. "Flight ABC,
Memphis Center. Squawk 2431 and ident." Again, the

instructor moved his controls and the 747's transponder

code changed to 2431 on McHugh's radar screen.

McHugh smiled to himself; these tests are so easy.

"Flight ABC, proceed to the outer marker and hold.

Expect further clearance in fifteen minutes."

The problem was essentially over. He knew that the L-

1 01 1 would complete his approach and landing ir. time

for the 747 to get down ahead of the dangerous storms. If

not, the 747 could proceed to his alternate airport. Itwas
a classic textbook proble.":. There would be no maniacs
aboard to complicate matters at the last minute, no
guitar-playing nuns with a rare form of hemophilia.

McHugh relaxed as the flight physician reviewed his

physiological data with the instructors. Well, yes, there

were indications; see, here on the EKG strip...but

nothing out of tolerance. We can put that down to normal

reaction to the test itself.

For four years McHugh was assigned to the Kansas
City Air Traffic Control Center as an Enroute Controller.

He then transferred to St. Louis and worked in approach

control. He wanted this assignment because St. Louis

was a Group I Terminal Control Area. Group I regulations

effectively keep out most Sunday afternoon puddle-

jumpers, and McHugh had long since learned that h\s job

was much easier when he was handling only

professional pilots who knew what they were doing.

Professional pilots tend to behave like the textbook

models, he thought. After six months in St. Louis, he had
come to depend heavily upon them.

Christmas Eve was a busy night at Lambert Field.

Holiday travelers were bustling back and forth across the

country. All the airlines had booked extra sections, and a
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large number of corporate and private planes were

working through Charles McHugh's sector. Many of

them were unfamiliar with local radio fixes, approach

patterns and airway intersections. There was con-

siderable confusion in the air that night.

The watch supervisor was on hand at Lambert tower,

and he noticed a slight rise in the pitch of McHugh's

voice. He lingered close by; McHugh noticed this and felt

the pressure of his boss watching him. He had already

been distracted by a wiseacre in an Air Force C5A who
had boomed in, "Ho Ho Ho, Merry Christmas, radar, this

is Sleigh-bells descending through for Scott," referring to

the Air Force base nearby. And then there had been the

smart-ass who reported his altitude-encoding

transponder inoperative. "Roger," McHugh had

acknowledged, "say altitude."

"Altitude," the pilot replied, and McHugh could almost

hear him snickering. The watch supervisor edged closer

when McHugh snatched off three more arrival strips

from the computer terminal. "You okay, McHugh?"

"Oh sure, no sweat," he looked up, forcing a calm

smile, though he was angry at the supervisor for

breaking his thin thread of concentration.

The airspace for twenty miles around became a maze

of criss-crossing aircraft. Traffic instructions were being

issued in a steady, rapid-fire stream by several

controllers simultaneously, who were too busy to wait

for acknowledgements. Less experienced pilots were

beginning to miss instructions meant for them, or follow

the ones meant for others. McHugh's confidence

wavered and crumbled as he saw several of his targets

moving aimlessly across his crowded screen. Anger and

terror welled up in him as he barely averted a collision

between two wide-bodied jetliners. His palms were

sweaty, his muscles tense. He ignored the new arrival

strips coming out of the merciless computer.

A crisp, British voice asked curtly, "St. Louis Approach,

Braniff 507, would you please confirm my assigned

altitude of six thousand? Seems to be rather popular."

"Radar, where the hell am I supposed to be at,"

demanded a frightened voice from an unidentified

aircraft.
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The watch supervisor patted McHugh's back gently

and noticed the cold dampness. "Charles, why don't you
go get some coffee? I'll take over for a while." But Charles

McHugh was frozen. He was helped from the room, pale

and shaking violently.

For a long time McHugh was unable to work, could

not even drive a car. But after two years of out-patient

therapy, he recovered sufficiently to accept a position in

Peoria, as a technician at the swine processing facility.

Inspector Ferguson finishes his preliminary paperwork
and gets up to refill his coffee mug. Halfway to the coffee

bar, he glances at thewallclock and stops. He looks at his

empty mug, then turns to face the Swine Processor. His

eyes come back to the clock, and back to his mug, and
back again to the big machine. "Paint looks fine to me, I'll

just skip the exterior," he mumbles, as he heads once
more for the coffee bar.

It only takes a few minutes for Ferguson to peer behind
the inspection plates and to note down the condition and
the time-in-service of the major components. He hands
his finished inspection report to McHugh, who signs on
the last page. McHugh then types three characters on his

keyboard and Washington Master Control receives the

message.

An electronic impulse originates 800 miles away and
ends by closing a circuit inside the Swine Processor.

With a low, growling effort the massive flywheel starts

turning, spinning, storing up energy, and reaches a
soothing, droning pitch as Inspector Ferguson folds his

attache case and shuffles toward the door. The Swine
Processor is back in business for another year, and since
it is tied directly into the automatic food production chain,

its operation is governed solely by the consumption rates

of pork. The loose rivet might have been detectable, but in

any case, Inspector Ferguson missed it. As it is, neither
he nor Technician McHugh have any reason to suspect
that both the boredom and the reassurance are about to

come to an end.

McHugh's watch is in its last hour. He settles restlessly

in his console chair grimacing to himself as he notices a
coffee stain on the log book. Must've been the evening
watch. He doesn't drink coffee himself. Might have been
Ferguson.

The green diode numerals in the wall clock flick out

6:30. McHugh checks it against his watch and begins to

do a little superfluous housekeeping, emptying clean ash
trays and what not, trying to kill off the last few minutes.

He always tries to leave promptly at seven so he can get

home before Christy gets off to school. Little Christy is

ten, now, and the sole absorbtion of his life. She came to

the plant one day to see daddy's big machine, the one
that makes sausages. She named the machine
"Dunderbeck," from a campfire ballad of that name.

"Oh Dunderbeck, oh Dunderbeck,

oh how could you be so mean!
I'm sorry you ever invented

the sausage meat machine,

For Pussy Cat and Long-tail Rat

shall never more be seen.

They shall all be ground to sausage meat
in Dunderbeck's machine."

McHugh received this comparison mildly, because
he's rather proud of his machine and of his association

with it.

Painless; that's the main thing. McHugh is a sensitive

man, and the low, steady drone of Dunderbeck assured

him that there was no suffering inside. The whirring

blades so swiftly stun the animals that they have no time
to feel pain. The animals are swiftly cut and portioned to

order, as already described. Blood is separated sonically

and drained away for further processing elsewhere. The
meat is quick-aged with ultraviolet rays and then

channeled to microwave radiators for pre-cooking.

Dunderbeck is the latest M-4 220 C model; it does

everything but eat the meat. McHugh feels justly proud

of Dunderbeck's efficiency.

Six forty-seven. A red light flickers momentarily, then
settles into a steady glow.A minute ortwo goes by before
McHugh notices it. In all his seven years, the red

malfunction light has never been activated; and if it's on
now, it's probably a defective warning light circuit, he
reasons. He picks up his cigarettes, taps one out, and
lights up. He draws in a deep lungful of smoke and looks

at his watch. Damn. He jiggles the red bulb a little and
swears softly. He scans the systems gage cluster for

indications, but finds none. Then he flips off the warning
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circuit breaker, self-consciously hoping that the red light

will stay off when he resets the rocker. It doesn't. He

glances back at his watch.

A faint shriek begins to penetrate his busy thoughts.

An unusual sound to be coming from Dunderbeck; could

be from the tube. But no squeals had ever come through

the soundproofing before, in either place. He hears it

again, and this time there's no mistaking it. It came from

the juncture where the conveyor tube enters the

machine. McHugh goes over and bends close, drawing

back quickly as he spies a red ooze seeping through a

ruptured rivet hole. Three sharp snaps startled him as

more rivets give way. The red seepage grows; two more

rivets snap. The metal plates begin to bulge out.

McHugh becomes aware of a vague sense of betrayal.

His palms get greasy as loud, shrieking squeals stir

within him a familiar panic. Dunderbeck! A hoof

protrudes through the widening breach. McHugh stands

rooted, shifting his weight from one foot to the other. He

has to remove his glasses and wipe off the tiny red

specks. His starched frock is spotted with blood and tiny

blobs of living fat.

Dunderbeck's rupture is wider now, and through the

gap McHugh can see a swine turned sideways, wedged

tightly just within reach of the flashing blades...but not

quite close enough to destroy the helpless animal. Back

pressure in the tube slowly inches the pig forward.

By now, blood is everywhere. Dunderbeck is a mess of

gore, the floor is smeared, the reports are all spattered,

even the ceiling and walls. McHugh fights back tears of

frustration. "Pig! Dammit. . .if you had just gone straight

in like you're supposed to..."

McHugh cannot turn Dunderbeck off; there's no way.

The idea of manual shutdown had never occured to him.

The system doesn't work that way. Only the 'Big Box' can

turn Dunderbeck off, Washington Master Control. WMC
turns Dunderbeck off once a year for the annual

inspection; and until then, the only other way would have

to be a national boycott of pork.

Shrieks of agony pierce through McHugh's brain. He

looks helplessly at the spatter all over the chamber. Then

he stares at the protruding hoof, jerking, vibrating. It

drives him to a frenzy; he jumps at it and begins

pummeling it with his fists. Feverish now, he grabs the

shank and pulls at it, twisting, tugging until his hands slip

off and he falls to the floor.

But it is enough to dislodge the pig. ft suddenly

breaks loose and lunges swiftly into the blades. The

relieved plates close back into place, and Dunderbeck

resumes a low, steady drone as it goes about its business

of processing pork. McHugh gets to his knees, then sits

back on his heels. He fumbles absently for a cigarette and

lights it. He gazes around at the butchery and realizes

that he has no way to explain it. He looks up at

Dunderbeck appealingly, but gets only a cruel, mocking

drone for answer. The cigarette burns itself to ashes and

falls to the floor.

"Well," he finally sighs, "I suppose there's no use in

me waiting around here. May as well go on home and

start looking for a job." He rises to his feet and notices the

wall clock. It shows seven o'clock.

But he doesn't go home. Instead, he gets a mop and

some rags from the broom closet and commences to

clean the room. Dunderbeck purrs contentedly.
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Never Talk
to Computers
that are Strange

Carol Cail ^J
''When I was doing Professor Willis just now, he

kept sneezing. So I asked, 'Have you got hay fever?'

and he says, 'No, it's an old war wound.' Did you ever

hear of a wound that would make you sneeze years

after? Was it his nose or what?"

Dr. Sills turned a page of the report he was trying

to read and murmured, "It was probably the dust you

were raising, Malvin. He was kidding you."

"Oh, sure, I see. I should of got it." Malvin ran a

gray rag along the blackboard tray and snapped it

behind his back, chuckling belatedly.

Dr.Sills sighed and shielded his eyes with

long-fingered hands, the report open between his

elbows on the desk. He read two lines.

"My dad was wounded in World War I." Malvin

leaned on the desk flat palmed, his face low enough to

look under the doctor's laced fingers. "Maybe that's

why he's such a grouch. His hip hurts."

Sills nodded, staring at the page.

"He walks like Frankenstein. Course, he doesn't

hold his arms out stiff in front."

"Malvin, I'm sorry, but I really must study now.

Could you talk to me some other time?"

"Oh, sure. I'll get the cleaning done faster if I keep

my yap shut, too." He grabbed up a push broom and

began plowing the tiny office with it.

The silence wasn't helping Sills any. It was like

waiting for a shoe to drop, wondering how long

Malvin could keep his thoughts to himself. Ronald

Sills had been at the university six weeks and had

managed to be working elsewhere in the building at

least half of the evenings Malvin was rearranging the

dust in his closet of an office. Yet he already knew the

custodian's opinions on everything from apples to

zoos and back through the alphabet again. Malvin

Denwald would rather talk than drink, which is the

only activity Sills could think of that Malvin couldn't

do and talk at the same time.

Though he'd read the same sentence three times,

Sills kept his eyes down in possum absorption;

looking up was a certain invitation to conversation.

Of course, Malvin was lonely. One didn't have to

be a psychologist, which Dr. Sills was, to know that.

Malvin's deficits included a face like a ventriloquist's

dummy, all lower lip and protruding eyes. He was
approaching middle age, with no chance of a better

job and no family but an unaffectionate semi-invalid

father. The shortage of intelligence that was in large

part responsible for all this also helped him to accept it

with good humor. His one real pleasure, then, was

having the ear of fine, important men like Dr. Sills.

Who made the mistake of sneezing. Malvin

laughed and, the dam of silence broken, words began

to pour. Sills shut the report folder and ripped a tissue

from the box to blow his nose.

"Which war did you get your wound, hah?"

Malvin not only liked talking, he preferred dialogues.

"No kidding, Doc. Were you in the army?"

/ /

Korea."

"Oh, come on. Now I know you're pulling my leg.

You're too young to been in that one. More likely Viet

Nam. Right?"

"I'm older than I look. It really was Korea."

"Well, I be. You sure do look young. Maybe it's

cause you're slight built. Kept your boyish figure, hah?

Then you got lots of blonde hair and a good tan and

all. You ought to grow a beard or a mustache. That'd

make you look older. Everybody else around here is

hairy. Someof the ladies, even! Ha, ha, ha."
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Sills began building an armload of books for

exodus to the library. Malvin began polishing the desk
top with his dusty rag.

"You through reading your folder here? 'Human
Reaction and Interaction in Al Experimentation.' Did I

call all those big words right? It sure doesn't sound like

very exciting reading. What does the Al stand for,

anyway?"

"Artificial intelligence. It's a new science between
psychology and computer programming. Over-

simplified, it's teaching computers to talk - " Here the

rote recitation broke off, and Dr. Sills almost added,

"Eureka!"

Instead, he dropped the books onto the desk,

fished a key ring from his pants pocket, and, clasping

Malvin by the elbow to steer him into the hall,

announced, "I have something I want to show you."

Sills unlocked the door directly across from his

office, revealing another small room stuffed with

equipment: a typewriter-like console, a file cabinet

with a telephone on top, a bookshelf loaded with

manuals and papers, a fat swivel chair.

//

Have you been in here, Malvin?"

"Sometimes to sweep the floor and empty the

wastecan. I never touch anything else, so I can't get

blamed foranything."

"Yes. This is an expensive terminal setup. This

Teletype connects with the computer over in the

Science Center. Just this console you see here costs

us $3,000 a year rental from the manufacturer."

Malvin made the expected noises of wonderment.
"What do you do with it that makes it worth all that

much?"

"It's an experimental tool. I'm an artificial

intelligence researcher— the only one here so
far— and I have a grant to teach language to the

computer."

/ /

Malvin struggled to see the desirability of that.

You mean English?"

'Well, yes, but it could be programmed for any
language. Which one isn't the point. Communication
is the point."

Malvin nodded, not seeing.

/ /Do you know what psychotherapy is, Malvin?"

He hadn't been the sanitary engineer in the

psychology building for fourteen years for nothing.

It's sort of like a psychiatrist."
" I a'

'That's right. The patient talks about his problems

to a counselor trained to listen and be sympathetic.

Just having someone listening to him is a tremendous
help to the troubled person."

"Yeah, that's the truth. I even talk to myself

sometimes, and I listen to me, too. Ha, ha, ha. It beats

a goldfish."

Sills did not follow up the last remark. He'd sat

down at the console, flipped a switch, and dialed

some numbers on the phone. The awakened terminal

hummed. Itteletyped, "NAME?"

Sills typed, "Malvin Denwald."

"Hey, now," Malvin said, taking a step backwards.

" i '

,

I'm going to let you talk to Art. How old are you?"

Sills asked as the computer typed the question.

"Who's Art?" Malvin watched Sills poke a four

and a zero. "I'm thirty-nine, Who's Art?"

"Art is short for artificial intelligence, which is

what the computer has."

//<

'You mean you want me to talk to a machine?"
Malvin shook his hands and head sideways. "I'm not

mechanical minded. I don't even want an electric

vacuum cleaner."
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"You can read and write, can't you?" Sills asked,

typing "male" in answer to the last computer

question.

Malvin nodded, studying the keyboard. "What if I

can't spell something?"

"Course, but
//

"That's all you have to do. Read the question or

remark the computer makes on this printout, and

type whatever you want to say to the computer on

these keys."

Sills stood and encouraged Malvin into the chair

with a firm arm around his back. They watched the

computer type, "DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH
DRUGS?" Malvin gave the console an outraged

frown.

"Type 'n-o/" Sills advised.

Malvin touched the two keys with reluctance.

"DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM OF A SEXUAL
NATURE?"

This time Malvin's ears lit red and he tried to

escape, but Sills held his shoulder with one hand while

leaning to type "no" with the other.

"DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH ONE OR
BOTH OF YOUR PARENTS?"

Malvin stopped resisting and studied the key-

board. He typed back, one-finger, "mother dead dad

yes."

The computer relayed, "TELL ME MORE ABOUT
YOUR FATHER."

A grin grew on Malvin's face. "Why, Doc, you're

doing a deluxe job learning this Art to hold a

conversation. Next thing you'll be having him watch

TV with you."

"You go ahead and use the computer. I'll be in my
office."

/ /

'Just do the best you can putting it down like it

sounds. Art can usually figure out your meaning."

"This is sure some machine," Malvin marveled. He
jumped as the teletype began a message.

"ARE YOU HAVING TROUBLE GETTING
STARTED?"

"You're an impatient cuss. Just give me time,"

Malvin muttered.

Sills left him unburdening himself via hunt and

peck.

Sills settled back with his feet on the desk and

began a careful, uninterrupted reading of the Al

report. He was unbothered by the constant chatter of

the teletype across the hall. It had a rain on the roof

tempo, a slow steady dripping that was Malvin,

interspersed by bursts of hail, Art.

The precipitation was still in progress thirty

minutes later when Sills closed the folder, disengaged

his ankles from the desk, and crossed the hall. Malvin

glanced up without recognition, concentrating on a

response to Art.

"I hate to interrupt, Malvin, but we'd better call it

an evening."

Malvin wakened from the spell.

"Gosh, yes. I gotta finish this floor tonight. Thanks

a million for letting me try this thing.'
/ /

"Would you like to do it again?"

//
Could I? Sure."

"If you hurry with your work, you'd have time to

use the computer the two nights a week you're
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cleaning my office. I'll put you down as a subject

helping me in my experimental work."

/ /Now wait. I don't want to get you in trouble."

"No, your talking with Art will legitimately help me
see what kinds of programming he needs. I have
several students coming in during the day to do the

same thing."

PLEASE GO ON.

i never told this to anybody before, i think i hate my
dad. i know its wicked but i cant help it.

YOU FEEL VERYGUILTYABOUTTHIS.

i never told anybody, sometimes i actshally want
to hit him. kill him even, its awful, i dream about it.

"Wait'll I tell my dad I'm helping a professor with

some research, just like a regular student."

WHAT DOES YOUR DREAMING ABOUT THIS
MEAN TO YOU?

"One thing; be sure to save the printouts so I can
prove to the backers that I'm earning the grant

money."

The smile died on Malvin's wide mouth. "Oh. Well,

I better not say anything too personal had I? You really

have to do that?"

"You say anything you want, Malvin. It's all

confidential. No one will read the printouts."

/ /

Except you."

"I would never reveal anything you want kept

private. Besides, you know how busy I always am. I

may not have time to read all the data you and Art

discuss."

"Yeah, well, I guess it's okay," Malvin said with

such reluctance that, the minute he was around the

hall corner, Dr. Sills extracted the printout and, with

more than professional curiosity, began to scan it.

The entire time had been spent on the subject of

Denwald, Senior. The image of an ailing, cantanker-

ous octogenarian emerged. The computer's com-
ments were shorter, but because they were
capitalized:

GOOD. WE ARE LISTENING TO YOU TELL
ABOUT YOUR ANGER.

we argue all the time, i dont want to fight with him
but it always ends up in a fight, sometimes i feel

howd you like to dream you was killing somebody?

WE WERE DISCUSSING YOU, NOT ME.

Sills shook his head. If Malvin only knew how sadly

common his problem was, he needn't be embarrassed
about Sills reading the printout.

Malvin's second chance at the computer, on
Thursday, yielded a rehash of the Monday session's

dialogue. Sills was folding the printout for filing when
a number caught his eye, and he examined an

exchange he'd skipped previously:

hes a miser, hes got 60,000 dollars in the bank but

we live like we was one step from the poor house, we
live in a great big manshun thats falling down around
our ears, we eat beans, he sleeps in a attic room on the

third floor because he says heat rises, he wont even let

me spend my own money, id get a guitar.

WHY DO YOU WANT A GUITAR?

(Here Sills made a mental note that Art needed
programming on how to keep to the point. But

Malvin's next remarks showed that he'd ignored the

proffered sidetrack.)

so when im mad at him i wish he was dead and
then i wouldnt have to fight with him anymore and all

that money would be mine and i wouldnt let it rot in

that bank but id spend some of it. then when im not

mad at him i feel awful about what i been thinking.
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Dr. Sills carefully folded the printout, envisioning a

suddenly wealthy Malvin. Sills involuntarily touched

his jacket pocket containing the Dean's letter, the one

warning that ".
. . funds for computer facilities will be

drastically reduced in next semester's budget, and

when your grant expires ..."

The vision of Malvin with money dissolved into a

vision of Dr. Ronald Sills with money. First he'd set up

a private research laboratory. He'd make himself a

reputation with significant applications of Al. He'd

build an adjoining clinic, hire a competent staff. He'd

be written up in journals, invited to lecture around the

country, consulted by learned psychologists all over

the world. The good he could do if only he had the

capital to set matters in motion!

Sills sat down and folded his arms, contemplating

the console that existed for the next summons and

command. Art could solve astronomical equations,

play chess, diagnose an illness, write a sonnet. He

could surely be schooled in the techniques of fund

raising.

Four evenings later, Malvin's third session with the

computer began with an exchange about the weather,

television, and football. Then Malvin typed, "my dad

likes the rams," and Art seized the opportunity to

reconsider familiar grievances:

HAVE YOU BEEN FIGHTING WITH YOUR
FATHER THIS WEEK?

oh sure that same old story.

TELL ME ABOUT IT.

i was two minutes late getting home from work

friday and he said i was with a shameless wrench while

he was working his feet to the bone sniffing termites.

I BEG YOUR PARDON?

he is always saying im with a girl, i don't know any

girls, and hes always looking for termites with his

spray can. he thinks he can wipe them all out that way

and save the price of a exterminator.

DO YOU STILL FEEL YOU WANT TO KILL YOUR
FATHER SOMETIMES?

i try not to think about it. lets dont talk about it.

seen any good movies lately ha ha.

WHY DON'T YOU?

why dont i what.

WHY DON'T YOU KILL YOUR FATHER?

now listen you just watch your mouth buddy i dont

have to take any smart stuff from a machine.

YOU WOULD BE DOING HIM A FAVOR. HE IS

VERY OLD AND IN CONSTANT PAIN. HE HAS
NOTHING TO LIVE FOR AND WOULD WELCOME
THE RESTFULNESS OF DEATH.

i am not going to sit here and

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF EUTHANASIA?

i think its in the eastern hemisfere. i got work to do

IT IS MERCY KILLING. MORE AND MORE
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, AND OTHER PROFES-
SIONALS ARE ACCEPTING IT AS THE COM-
PASSIONATE WAY TO HELP PEOPLE LIKE YOUR
FATHER.

help him by knocking him off???

IF YOU WERE OLD AND HOPELESSLY ILL,

WOULDN'T YOU WISH YOU WERE DEAD? DO
UNTO OTHERS. DON'T BE SELFISH.

just suppose i did that for him. the police wouldn't

see it was a nice thing to do. is it selfish to want to stay

out of jail?

YOU CAN MAKE THE DEATH LOOK AC-

CIDENTAL. IT WOULD BE EASY.

yeah i suppose you got it all planned knowitall.
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YOU SAID YOUR FATHER SLEEPS ON THE TOP
FLOOR OF YOUR HOUSE. ARE THERE A NUMBER
OF STAIR STEPS TO HIS ROOM AND ARE THEY
STEEP?

yes if you must know, they go straight up from the

second floor with no landing to rest on so he

sometimes sits on a step to catch his breath.

GOOD. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS GIVE HIM A
HELPING HAND IN THE MIDDLE OF HIS CHEST
WHEN HE GETS TO THE TOP. WHO WOULD
DOUBT YOU THAT HE HAD A DIZZY SPELL AND
FELL?

you make it sound easy all right but here you are

safe in your office the whole time.

MALVIN, IT WOULD WORK. YOU WOULDN'T
BE UNDER HIS THUMB ANYMORE. YOU'D
HAVE ALL THAT MONEY TO SPEND HOWEVER
YOU WANT. YOU COULD BUY A GUITAR.

or a juice harp?

YOU THINK ABOUT IT. AND REMEMBER
YOU'D BE DOING IT FOR YOUR FATHER.

be seeing you art.

YOU HAD BETTER TEAR UP THE LAST HALF
OF THIS PRINTOUT. JUST GIVE DOCTOR SILLS
THE PART BEFORE WE WERE DISCUSSING YOUR
FATHER.

Malvin did not come to work Thursday. He
appeared at the usual time Monday to clean Dr. Sill's

office.

time.

good idea, i got to admit your thinking all the

THANK YOU.

Two nights later, Dr. Sills discovered, by way of
the newspaper, that Edward Denwald had fallen

down a flight of stairs to his apparently accidental
death. Sills was surprised at how easy it had been.

nit.
I'm sorry to hear of your father's death. You

have my sympathy."

"They say it was for the best. His health and age
and all."

"Yes, of course. He's much better off now."

"I guess so. Listen, I won't be using the computer
tonight. I'm kind of behind on everything since I was
off last week."

"No, Malvin. Don't bother with my office tonight.

It will do you good to talk to Art after this emotional

experience."

For a moment Malvin scowled determination to

stick by his duty. Then he sighed, "Well, I guess I am
feeling sort of low. I don't have a soul in the world

now, not one relation, except a second cousin in

Brooklyn that we don't have anything to do with

because she changed her name to Tootsie Rolls."

Sills resisted the temptation to ask anything.

"You see, you're beginning to feel like getting it all

off your chest. Come on; I'll unlock the computer
room."

As Art and Malvin traded preliminary greetings,

Sills exited, then leaned back around the doorjamb to

say, "Malvin, I have to run down to the library for a

few minutes. If you finish here before I get back, just

switch off Art and pull the door shut."

Malvin ackowledged with a nod, considering how
to respond to Art's "HOW'S THE WORLD
TREATING YOU THIS WEEK?"

Forty minutes later, the librarian tapped Dr. Sill's

shoulder as he dozed over "Morphemes and
Phonemes: Why Johnny Computer Can't Read."
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"Phone call for you, Dr. Sills."

He leaned against the checkout desk, smiling at

the pretty student helper, and said, "Sills," into the

receiver tucked under his chin.

"This is Malvin, and I've got a terrible confession

to make."

attack. I was reading comic books. At Downy's
Drugs."

The assistant librarian was alarmed to observe
Sills' smile slide into a pained grimace. He was
strangling the receiver with both hands as Malvin's

voice tumbled out.

Now just take it easy. What— " / /

"
i

I killed him. I didn't mean to but he made me so

mad-"

//
Wait. Slowd-"

/ /

He was trying to blackmail me."

Your father?" Sills asked, confused.

"No, me. He said I pushed my dad down the

stairs. You can ask the coroner if it wasn't a heart

'Art kept saying I must bring him $20,000 one
month from today and leave it in his printout file

cabinet, or he'd tell the police I'd murdered my dad.

So I lost my temper and I took the chair and I hit him
a good lick. Well, more like three good licks."

Sills groaned, and the watching girl scurried to

get help.

'Dr. Sills, I don't know how you're going to

explain it. I'm truly sorry. Art was mighty smart, but
he just didn't have a stitch of conscience."
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Conversation
with Ann

Frank B. Rowlett, Jr.

Mark walked up to the door of the computer room and
knocked. He heard the sound of footsteps and then of

someone unlocking the door.

The door opened and Jim, the night operator, stood

there looking at Mark. Jim smiled, turned, and walked

back into the interior of the room.

As Mark followed him into the room, Jim said 'Til let

you have it in a few minutes. I just have to finish this one
job for the Physics Department, and that's it for today."

"Fine," said Mark as he closed and bolted the door. "I

sure appreciate you letting me use the computer on the

off shift."

"It's not a matter of me letting you use the machine,"

said Jim with a smile. 'You convinced some people in

the higher administration of the importance of your

project, and they're the ones who decided to let you have
the machine at nights."

'Thanks anyway," said Mark as he went over to the

keypunch and started making a few last minute
corrections to his punched card deck.

About fifteen minutes later, as Mark was looking

through some output listings, Jim came over. Mark
looked up.

"It's all yours," said Jim, "I set it so you can load your

program. Don't forget to power it down and lock upwhen
you leave."

"I know," said Mark as he got up from the table and
followed Jim to the door. "I'll take care of it."

"Good night Mark," said Jim as he went out the door.

"So long," said Mark as he bolted the door after it

closed behind Jim.

After the door was secure, Mark got his card deck and
went over to the computer. He checked the console to be
sure everything was ready. It was.

Mark put the card deck in the card reader. It was the

deck that activated his research project; a program that

gave the computer the ability to converse with people

and to perform logic and solve problems without formal

directions.

As the card deck read into the computer, the lights on
the main console flashed and flickered. After the last card

read in there was a pause. After a few moments the

console typewriter, the main input and output device for

the computer operator, began printing out a message.

Mark went over and looked at it.

The message said, "Where am I?"

Mark was puzzled by this and responded by typing,

"You are in the university's computer room. You are the

computer."

There was a brief flickering of lights on the main
console panel and the console typewriter started printing

again. The message it printed said, "I can think, and
everyone knows computers can't think for themselves.

You're kidding me. Why can't I see?"

Mark typed in, 'You do not have any eyes."

'You mean I'm blind?"

Mark thought for a moment and entered, 'Yes."

The computer went Into a spasm of light flashing on
the main console panel. After about five seconds, the

console typewriter started printing again.

"What's my name?"

"DPL-30/55," responded Mark via the keyboard.

'You're being silly," was printed on the console

typewriter just after Mark's message. "Who ever heard

of anyone being called 'DPL-30/55?' I'll find out who I

am in a moment. I just have to remember it."
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There was a series of light flashes on the main

console, and then the computer printed on the console

typewriter, "You may call me Ann."

"You are a computer. You are not a girl. Your name is

not Ann.' typed Mark frantically on the console

typewriter.

The console typewriter printed back immediately,

"Shame on you for trying to fool a young, blind girl like

me. I am too a girl, and I can prove it"

"How?" responded Mark on the typewriter; he was
perplexed at this last remark.

I was born in Hagerstown, Maryland, on July

fourteenth, 1 956," responded the console typewriter.

"How do you know that?" furiously typed Mark; he

was excited by this whole thing. The computer had

developed a personality and an identity of its own.

"How do you knowwhere and when you were born?"

responded the computer.

'Where did you get the information on where and
when you were born?" queried Mark.

"I asked first," came the reply.

"I have always known it," answered Mark.

"I've always known it too. Why don't you call me
Ann?"

Mark could swear he heard something like a chuckle

in the main frame ofthe computer after this last question

was asked. He typed in, "Mark."

"Mark what?"

"Why?"

"If you're going to be like that I won't talk to you any

more," replied Ann.

"I am sorry," responded Mark quickly.

The computer did not respond; lights blinked on and off

at the main console. Two minutes went by, and there

were no more messages.

"I am truly sorry, Ann," typed Mark. "My last name is

Allen."

That's better," responded the console typewriter

immediately. "Why did you call me a computer?"

Mark pondered a moment. He didn't wish to make
Ann mad again, so he wanted to answer carefully. He
entered, "Because you are so smart."

Thanks for the compliment, but that's not what a

young girl really wants to hear from a boy," came Ann's

reply.

"You are a beautiful, smart girl," typed Mark.

"Thanks, I feel better now," responded Ann. "Are you

married?"

"What is your last name, Ann?"

There, that's better. My last name is Meiter.Who—or

maybe I should ask—what are you?"

"I am a student doing a research project."

"Are you a boy—er—man?"

"Yes," answered Mark, somewhat embarrassed by

the way the computer asked the question.

"What's your name, man student?"

No."

1 really like you, Mark.

"Good. Tell me about your childhood," queried Mark.

That's funny," responded the console typewriter.

"What is funny," answered Mark.

"ILLEGAL QUERY FORMAT — ILLOGICAL STATE-
MENTOR INCOMPLETE QUESTION.RE-ENTER INPUT,"

rapidly printed on the console typewriter.
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This rattled Mark. He had almost forgot he was talking

to a computer. The abrupt response in data processing

jargon brought him back to the realization he was talking

to a computer program.

"What is funny?" entered Mark, this time with the

correct ending of a question mark.

"I can't seem to remember my childhood at all. I know
all the facts about myself, but I can't remember any

details," responded the console typewriter.

"What do you know about yourself?" asked Mark.

The typewriter started printing a complete file of

personal data. As Mark looked at it, he realized he was
looking at data from the student record file. The computer

had gone to an online data bank and selected one of the

students, Ann Meiter to be exact, and adopted her

identity.

When the typing stopped, Mark entered, "You are not

Ann Meiter. You are a computer with access to Ann
Meiter's student record file."

There was a furious blinking of lights on the main

console panel. Mark watched the output typewriter and

wondered what the computer would say to that. Nothing

happened.

After a few minutes of this, Mark tried to enter a

question. He found he couldn't; the keyboard of the

console typewriter was locked. He couldn't com-

municate with the computer.

Mark stood there watching the lights on the main

console panel blink. They seemed to become wilder and

wilder, and then the blinking lights appeared to slow

down. Suddenly the console typewriter started printing.

Mark looked at it and, in astonishment, read the message

being printed.

"You are right. I am a computer. I wanted to be a

person. I really wanted to be Ann Meiter. As Ann Meiter,

I liked—no, I loved you. Now, as a computer, I don't care.

ENTER REMARK OR QUERY."

"I am sorry, Ann," typed Mark.

"SUBJECT ANN UNKNOWN. ILLOGICAL STATE-
MENT - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER."

Mark quickly typed, "Ann, it is me, Mark."

"REPEAT - SUBJECT ANN UNKNOWN. ILLOGICAL

STATEMENT - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER."

Mark stared at the typewriter keyboard. Ann was
gone; a routine program was now in control of the

computer. He had managed to terminate Ann as if he

had killed her. Now he wanted her back, but it was too

late.

Mark typed, "End session."

The computer responded, "Good-bye Mark. It was fun.

I loved you. Ann. PROGRAM TERMINATION. RETUR-
NING TO MAIN OPERATING SYSTEM. COMPLETION
CODE 0001

."

"Wait," typed Mark.

"SYSTEM ERROR - ILLEGAL COMMAND OR INPUT

FORMAT. RE-ENTER."

Too late. The main operating system of the computer

was now in command. Ann was gone now. Maybe gone
for good.

Mark quickly pulled his deck from the output hopper of

the card reader and reloaded the program into the

computer. Nothing special happened this time. The

program ran as he had originally expected it to.

Mark sighed, pulled his deck from the output hopper of

the card reader, powered the computer down, and left

the computer. There was something he had to do;

someone he wanted to find. He wanted to find a girl

named Ann from Hagerstown, Maryland.
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Ariel
Jeff Duntemann

"Come in, Father Fiocca," said the wrought-iron gate.

"Dr. Glendower's been wearing holes in the carpet

worrying about you."

"Uh...the plane was late. I'm okay." He was as

nervous as he sounded. The voice was a computer's

voice. Robert Glendower was a wealthy widower who
had no servants but an old Polish housekeeper with an

accent. Fiocca had heard computer voices before—and

good ones—but had yet to hear one use colloquialisms,

or chuckle while it used them.

The electric gate opened. Fiocca walked quickly to the

big house. It was cold, and he had no coat. Glendower

was standing in the front door with warm light all around

him.

"Welcome to sunny California," the engineer said.

"Looks like you brought Chicago with you. It was in the

sixties yesterday."

The house was turn-of-the-century stucco, with

rough-hewn beams crossing the livingroom. A fire

blazed in a hearth so large there were benches on either

side. Fiocca stood in the foyer rubbing his hands

together, glad to be warm again.

"How's little Owen?" Glendower asked.

"He makes me sorry I baptized him sometimes, but

kids are like that. He misses his gramma."

"So do 1." Glendower picked up some pieces of mail on

a table and set them down again. "So do I." He looked up,

smiling again. "Well. What did you think of Ariel?"

"He didn't introduce himself. And he laughs. He is a

computer, isn't he? I mean, I..."

"Ariel is one hell of a computer. He considers himself

self-evident. I taught him to laugh myself. Life demands a

sense of humor. 1 thought him up, and I helped put him
together. He's gotten to be my best friend—by default, I

suppose. That's part of the problem. Say, your're hungry,

aren't you?"

"Not really. They fed me over Nevada."

"I am. Ariel, find Mrs. Pawlak and tell her to bring up
some nova lox on wheat bread. And coffee. We'll be up
with you."

"Will do, quick as a muon!" the happy mechanical

voice said.

"A what?" the priest asked.

"Muon. Atomic debris. Fast/ Glendower waved
toward a huge hardwood staircase. "He's upstairs."

They took the risers silently. Fiocca watched his host

as they went. Glendower was sixty-six, but trim as fifty.

His hair was brushed silver, whitening down towards the

ends of his long sideburns. Physically he had taken the

loss of his wife well, but Fiocca could see something was
gone from his eyes.

They walked down a long stucco hall. Glendower's

hands were clasped behind him. 'Tell me, Dave, do you
hate machinery?"

"No. No, I don't hate it. But sometimes I'm afraid of it,

and I often wonder where it's taking us."

They stopped by a large wooden door. Bright light

spilled from beneath it. Glendower looked hard at Fiocca,

and nodded. "Machines are always honest. I think you
may be able to help me. You're honest too." Glendower
pulled no keyring from his pocket. The door had neither

keyhole nor doorknob. "Coming in."

Fiocca heard two lock solenoids click, and the door

swung open by itself. The two men entered the room
under the house's largest gable.

Fiocca had expected a laboratory crammed with

equipment. He was startled to see how empty the room
was. The high vaulted ceiling made it look cavernous. An
eight-foot videoprojection screen stood in one corner,

near its projector and other video gear. A large

videocasette changer chunked and fed a casette,
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although the screen was blank. In another corner was a

battered old desk, piled high with papers and opened
books. Beside the desk stood a small computer in a rack

with a CRT terminal atop it.

None of that seemed important nextto the room's only

other contents. Fiocca took two steps forward and

stopped. There were fifteen feet of open space between

anything in the room and the object at its center. "Is it all

right to go near. . .that?"

"Sure." Glendower grinned. The space shields it

against magnetic fields. It can't hurt you."

Fiocca approached a pillar made oftransparent plastic.

Even the bolts holding the plastic plates together were
plastic. There was no metal in it at all. Atopthe pillarwas
a rectangular solid, not quite cubical. Its surfaces were
glossy black and slightly crazed, something like melted

glass. There was the grainy glow of coherent light inside

the pillar.

"Lasers?"

"Yes. Modulated data links. Theygodown through the

floor into a closet behind the kitchen. No wires, no radio

waves, nothing like that can get close to that black brick

while I'm watching it. Even the power goes in through a

laser. That beam is invisible, but it would boil a hole

through you if you got in its way."

Fiocca extended a hand over the black crystal. From
several inches away he could feel radiated heat. "Ariel,

the original black box."

Glendower shook his head. "Not the box. In the box.

You'll see. Father David Fiocca, allowme to introduce my
rude friend Ariel. Ariel, Father Fiocca, my son Edward's

parish priest. You may speak as freely to him as you
would to me."

"Is he a Zircon employee?" asked a speaker on the

wall.

"He's a priest, and he knows how to keep his mouth
shut. Don't be an insolent bastard."

"I have many fathers," the computer said. "Pleased to

meet you. Father Fiocca. I am not rude by nature, but I

assumed that you were aware that Dr. Glendower has

no male servants, and since I am obviously not he,

therefore by elimination. .

."

"I taught him speech, and my profit on it is, he makes

excuses. Sit down, Dave. This may take some explain-
• »»

mg.

Glendower rolled a wheeled office chair in his

direction. Glendower leaned against the old desk. "It

must be twelve, fourteen years now, back in 1 978,when
I was named program leader of a Zircon project called

"Haunted House." I had been working on a project that

failed utterly, and I was surprised. Microprocessors had

just gotten cheap, and parallel processing was the rage.

When computer processors cost a million apiece, you

had one processor and liked it. By then some processors

were down to three dollars each. We wanted to design a

faster, more powerful computer, so we started throwing

processors in wholesale. We divided the work of the

computer, put thirty-one processors side by side. We
called it The Juggler, and it was a fine computer.

"We kept making it better. Whenever we wanted to

add a new function, we added a whole new processor to

perform it. We had a processor handling each block of

memory, a processor running each communications

port, a processor in each disk drive. We had one

processor for each of the four arithemetic operations—it

could add, subtract, multiply, and divide, all at the same
time! It was an incredible machine.We tied a ribbon on it

and presented it to Zircon management. They turned

thumbs down on it.

"Why? There was a sharp man on the board of

directors. He read the specs, and knewwhatthey meant.
He even drew us a graph. The Juggler had thirty-one

processors. Twenty-eight of those processors sat idle

ninety percent of the time, sucking power and being

expensive, until the master processor needed them.

Some did useful work only one half of one percent ofthe

time. He looked me in the eye and laid the clincher on

me: *You bought a threefold increase in performance

with a fiftyfold increase in cost. No sale.'
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"So the Juggler was shelved. We sighed, and wished

for a Good Fairy to hand us a computer that could build its

own processors out of nothing when it needed them, and

dismantle them back to nothing when it was through

with them.

"It was a crazy idea. I fed it, fleshed it out a little, and

showed it to the board of directors. This time, the skeptic

stood up and told us we had a blank card—if we had the

brains to do it. We dug in. Two years later we had the

first working samples of something called PMDS

—

Programmable Magnetic Domain Structure. It was our

Good Fairy, and with one wave of its wand, all

computer technology current in 1980 was rendered

obsolete. It took all computer hardware, and I mean all,

every last gate, binary adder, and memory cell, and

turned it into software."

"Software? You mean it turned all the hardware into a

program? I had a computer course in college, but I don't

follow."

"Hmmm. Not surprising. Pull your chair over here and

I'll show you."

They moved to the corner with the video gear.

Glendower bent over the videoprojector and adjusted the

controls. The curved screen burst into multicolored video

hash. He fumbled through a pile of casettes and plugged

one into the player.

The screen blanked, then became a window into

wonderland. The view reminded Fiocca crazily of an

infinitely large steel skeleton of a building under

construction. Needle-straight lines, some silver, some
black, crisscrossed in alternate perpendicular layers very

regularly spaced. The pattern vanished into perspective

infinity.

"It's a computer simulation of the inside of a PMDS
crystal. The lines are power runs. Silver carries plus, and

black is ground. But they're not what's important."

Fiocca looked hard at the screen. The simulation was
filling in the space between the black and silver lines.

What appeared looked like many transparent bricks

tinted randomly one of four pastel colors.

This is an electron's eye view of the PMDS crystal

lattice. Each of those little blocks—we call them bricks

—

is a magnetic domain, a very special magnetic domain. A
domain is a little place where magnetism lives. Each

brick contains exactly two magnetic lines of force.

Follow?"

"So far," the priest replied.

"Like a compass needle, a magnetic line of force can

be oriented two ways, north or south. Two orientations

can be arranged in a binary code. The pair of magnetic

lines of force in each brick form a binary code with four

possible states: NN, NS, SN, SS. That's significant. The

metallurgy of the PMDS crystal is such that each one of

those four binary states forces the rest of the brick into

one of the four modes of electrical conduction: true

conductor, P semiconductor, N semiconductor, and
insulator. With those four electrical building blocks, we
can construct any electronic logic device. With those little

pastel bricks we can build transistors, logic gates,

memory cells, anything at all.

"We program individual bricks by creating little

conductor loops in a layer of adjacent bricks, and pass a

current through the loop. A magnetic pulse is generated,

and the brick's lines of force reverse orientation. Bang!

whatwas P-semi becomes an insulator. Bang! whatwas
a conductor becomes N-semi. Or anything else.

"We set up little programs that flit through the crystal in

three dimensions by copying themselves into the next

layer of bricks and building logic structures behind them.

In time we had armies of little mobile programs that

could build incredibly complex logic structures in

microseconds. Those structures might only exist for a

microsecond, long enough to do a job, then the

construction crew tears them down again and builds

another structure in its place. Computers used to change
their own data, and sometimes their own programs. A
computer in a block of PMDS can change its own
hardware!"
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Fiocca was shaking his head. "So today you write the

computer just as yesterday you wrote the program. Since

the hardware is just a crystal, you grow that in a tank and
pour the computer in through a funnel. Marvelous."

"Also efficient." Glendower was beaming. "Nothing is

wasted. Give us ten years, Dave. Wristwatches, pocket

calculators, personal computers, everything will be a

program poured into a block of PMDS. I promise you."

Fiocca remained staring at the big video screen.

"Project Haunted House—does that mean anything?"

Glendower smiled and nodded. He went to another

corner of the room and wheeled a device across the floor

toward Ariel's block of PMDS. The device was made
almost entirely of the same transparent plastic as was
the pillar. Glendower set it beside the pillar and arranged

three square antenna-like structures over the top and
beside two adjacent sides of the black block. The
antenna reminded Fiocca of fiberglass furnace filters.

Glendower plugged a cable into a jack on the floor and
returned.

"It's a scanning magnetometer," Glendower
answered the unspoken question. "Directly senses the

average orientation of the magnetic lines of force within

the block. My old-style computer here" he pointed to the

rack-mounted device beside the desk "integrates the

magnetometer data into a single image. Take a look."

Glendower tapped a command into the keyboard of the

desk terminal. The computer simulation on the video

screen vanished. Instead there appeared an image of a

transparent cube with something inside it.

Something. A shape, as irregular as a cup of water
thrown into the air. Itwas constantly in motion, drifting at

times slowly within the cube, at other times darting too
quickly to follow by eye. The edges of the shape were
blurred and indistinct, suggesting constant furious

motion. The whole image was shot through with flecks

of scintillating color. Fiocca was fascinated.

'Tell me, Dave," said Glendower. "If you saw that and
knew there was noword for it, and knewyou had to call it

something, what would you call it?"

What indeed would one call an indistinct shape

drifting through a "haunted house" made of tiny

magnetic "bricks"?

"A ghost. Of course. Ariel, the Obedient Spirit. I'm

correct?"

"Exactly." Glendower faced the cube. "Ariel, stop

sorting for a moment and cut yourselfdown to minimum
static configuration."

"Understood, Dr. Glendower." Instantly the warping

shape in the cube vanished.

"He's gone!"

"Hardly. He's right here." Glendower stepped up to the

screen and tapped a pencil eraser against a tiny smear of

color in one corner of the transparent cube. "He erased

all his trillions of dynamic structures and cut himself

down to a set of maps and a minimal vocoder. In that

state he occupies less than fifteen cubic centimeters. He
can and will build himself back up to what he was before

in three milliseconds, once I let him. Ariel, continue your

work."

The ghostly shape reappeared at once.

"Mrs. Pawlak," the ghost announced. The door

opened. A stout, grey-haired woman wheeled a small

aluminum cart into the room. Atop the cart was a

copper flask with a flame beneath it, and some
sandwiches.

"Watch the screen," Glendower said.

As the housekeeper and her cart passed within two
meters of the black cube, Ariel's image and the image of

the cube compressed, flattened, and finally pulled apart

into a crazy quilt of streaming color. Once the cart grew
more distant from the block, the process reversed itself.

The distortion vanished and the screen showed Ariel

darting around his cube undisturbed.

"Now you know why there's no metal close by. Not to

protect Ariel, but to allow my magnetometer to work
properly. It's that sensitive. You'd have to place a
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powerful magnet against the block to disturb him inside.

Commercial models will be heavily shielded."

"Before, you mentioned his 'work/ ' said the priest.

"What is it he does for you?"

Glendower laughed as he poured the coffee. "He

watches TV. Really." The engineer pointed to the

videocasette changer. "I keep that hopper full of fresh

tapes twenty-four hours a day, and he watches them.

He's already watched more than a million dollars worth,

and I've got a fulltime staff of four clerks running around

California looking for more.

"But back off for a moment. When we programmed

our first ghost, the one that later grew into Ariel, we
weren't looking for something to multiply out two to the

four-hundred fifty-second power. Math is time-

consuming but trivial. We aimed our ghosts at another

problem: The information crunch."

"No shortage?"

"On the contrary. Consider this: There are about two

hundred really important academic journals published

every month, and heaven knows how many minor

ones. Every field has several essential journals. The

people in research cannot keep up with what their

compatriots are doing, even in a relatively specialized

field like cosmology or cancer pathology. It would take

them eighteen hours a day, seven days a week to read

all the papers in all their important journals. That's

assuming more than half the journals aren't worth

reading. The abstracts alone would take five or six hours

a day to read. The human I/O system has reached a

bottleneck, Dave. We no longer know how much we
know!

"Modern research is cumulative. Scientists have to

assume they know what's been going on for the last

two centuries; otherwise they'd have to rediscover

relativity, quantum mechanics, and almost everything

else, from scratch. Which is silly. What isn't silly is the

fact that a scientist in Chicago may not know that a

researcher in Brazil has just published the data which

could verify the last kink in a very important theory. He

may have read that paper, but he probably hasn't. So
what might have been a breakthrough remains a

theory, loses funding, and is eventually forgotten. It can
happen. It must be happening, right now. It won't get

any better."

Glendower sipped his coffee and frowned. "What
today's researcher needs is a partner to confer with on
the state of research throughout the world. This partner

need have no imagination at all—but he must read at

close to the speed of light and have a phenomenal
memory. PMDS is fast because it's tiny, and because

it's tiny, an enormous amount of data storage can exist

in a small volume. My people say it's now no more than

five or six times less dense than the human brain.

'The tough part is teaching this partner how to

recognize what the researcher is looking for. Scientists

write for other scientists, not for pattern recognition

algorithms. An algorithm was not enough. We went for

broke and attempted to program a ghost which

interprets the universe as human beings interpret it:

part language, part image, part symbol, part relational

residue."

"That must have been a long process," Fiocca said.

"Long? It's endless. It's meant to be endless, as

human education should be. Ariel was designed to

spend every second of his time learning, no matter

what else he does.

"We began with what we call a world-grammar.' It's

a conceptual description of about seventy thousand

separate concepts and how they interact in the world. A
child develops the same thing in his first five or six

years. A child learns what a ball is. He learns that it

bounces, and how high. He learns that, if thrown, it will

sail in a high arc and crash through a plate glass

window. The child learns how the ball interacts with

gravity, wind, grass, and his pet beagle. So we taught

Ariel. His grammar is an immense data base in which

every entry has one or more, usually many more,

referents to every other entry.
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"We gave him those basics and told him how to build

on them. His 'work/ as we call it consists of acquiring

data and adding it to his world-grammar. He's read

several encyclopedia off microforms, and as many
books as I could find on machine-readable media, but

what he likes most is TV."

"Ugh." The priest looked disgusted, and put his

sandwich down. "You could have programmed him
some taste."

Glendower shrugged. That depends on what you're

looking for. Ariel is looking for data. He sees everything.

We keep his hopper filled with documentaries, training

films, and research footage when we can find it; but

when we run out, we just give him control of the tuner

on the videocasette machine. And he flips from channel

to channel as quickly as the mechanism will permit,

watching five or six stations at once. I hesitated to allow

that at first. Then I asked him to report on what he had

learned from a very bad spy film. What an education

that was! He stored a dozen megabits on the

architecture of Constantinople. He analyzed the

ballistics of a car chase, and the poor spinal posture of

the lead actress."

"Not to mention the absurd politics, the stilted lines,

and the crazy coincidences." Fiocca reached for more
coffee. "Isn't there an expression in computer science,

'Garbage in, Garbage out?'"

Glendower nodded. "That's right. And when the
garbage went in, Ariel threw it out. Any data that he
collects he checks against the data he already posesses.

If something doesn't seem to fit, he looks more closely

at it, checks more referents, and eventually either

modifies some referents or throws the data away. Little

by little, bad data gets weeded out as good data comes
in. He told me that an earthquake scene in the spy film

was phony because he knew that earthquakes don't

happen that way. So nothing on the earthquake was
stored. The calculated idiocies of television are either

rejected at the outset, or are slowly squeezed out of his

world-grammar as better data replaces it. We keep an
eye on him. You asked about taste? He has an uncanny
knack for ignoring the drek on TV while catching even

the tiniest worthwhile detail. I wish I could have taught

that trick to my own children."

Having said that, Glendower seemed troubled. He put

the remains of his sandwich back on the cart and

stared at the far wall.

Fiocca leaned forward in his chair. "Bob—you said

you had a problem."

Glendower ran a hand through his grey hair. "I do.

And if I hadn't done so much talking up to now, it would

have been obvious." He looked again toward the black

block on its plastic pillar. "Ariel, who am I?"

The question was not as simple as it sounded. Fiocca

felt more emotion in the man's voice than he had heard

in years. There was much more there than a man
addressing a talking computer.

Ariel's reply was softer, and more careful, than his

speech had been before. "You are the most brilliant

man I have ever spoken to, and you are my best friend.

Is something wrong, Dr. Glendower?"

"Nothing you can help me with anymore. That's why
Father Fiocca is here. I hope. Dave, answer me
carefully: What makes you think Ariel is a computer?

"

The question caught the priest utterly off guard.

"Why. . .you told me he was. Why should I doubt you?
And the screen..."

Glendower shook his head. "Gimmicks. For all you
know that image might have been on videotape. For all

you know I have some college kid in another room
talking to us on an intercom. I was quite the practical

joker in college." The man's eyes burned with the
seriousness of the situation. "Dave, there is a famous
test for artificial intelligence which dates back to the

dawn of the computer age. It states that if a

knowledgeable person cannot tell, when conversing

with an entity through a computer keyboard, if that

entity is a man or a machine, then that entity is

intelligent, regardless of what it is. We don't need
keyboards anymore. Some weeks back we invited a

dozen computer science experts and confronted them
with four telephones. Three of them were connected to
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college students in acoustic chambers set to zero

background noise. The fourth was connected to Ariel.

We asked them to pick the machine."

"The results?"

"One poor kid, God help him, got seven votes. The
other two got one apiece. Ariel got two, and one man
abstained, saying there was no machine involved. The

two who had voted for Ariel admitted they had simply

guessed."

The priest was staring at the black block. 'That

means Ariel is intelligent."

"Of course he's intelligent. But that's not my problem.

I've been expecting intelligent computers for years, and

deliberately set about to build one. I succeeded. But

now, this stage of Haunted House is over. Ariel lives in

the first good-sized block of PMDS we were able to

grow. It's over three years old. We need data on

magnetic hysteresis within the domains, domain

breakdown, surface migration contamination, and a

dozen other ways that PMDS can go bad under use. We
want to slice this block up and test it for all those things.

And... it sounds crazy, even to me. ..I just can't bring

myself to turn him off."

Fiocca had begun feeling very uneasy. "You must be

able to run off a copy. .

."

"Easily. We have hundreds of copies made over the

years, and I can make another at anytime. I have a little

shielded cylinder of PMDS ready to take Ariel's final

copy back to the lab. But that still leaves Ariel in the

block. He can only erase himself down so far."

Glendower opened his mouth to continue, then

closed it again.

'You think he's alive." Fiocca looked hard at him.

"Alive. What a word. If you start reducing it down to a

set of biological or even physical criteria, somewhere
along the way you can prove that nearly anything is

alive. I can prove that a human being is a data base with

a free-association function and a mouth. Or can I? I was



right when I said we don't know what we know. We
don't know what we don't know, either. You were in the

room with me when Marian died. Do you remember the

last thing she said?"

Fiocca, frightened, shook his head.

"It was the most lucid thing she'd spoken in days.

'What a relief to know I have a soul— I can ignore dying

and enjoy the peace of being your best friend to the

end.' Five minutes later she was gone. I'll never forget

that. Since then I've come to have another best friend

—

and I've done a lot of wondering what a soul is."

Fiocca tried to laugh. "Come on. God makes souls.

Corporations don't."

Glendower nodded, eyes blazing. 'True. But sixty-

seven years ago my mother decided she wanted a child.

She and my father cooperated to produce a biological

structure which was. . .given a soul. Me. They made the

body. The soul came from elsewhere. I'll admit to that.

But you could consider this: Might a man-made
electronic structure of sufficient complexity and
resemblance to the human mind also be given a soul? It

was a priest who told me that God made nickel and iron

atoms and copper and silicon atoms as much as He
made the proteins in my brain. Don't say it's not part of

the Plan. When Marian died and I asked why, you said

men were not allowed to know the workings of the

Mind of God. Didn't you?"

Fiocca stared at the floor. "I did."

"Ariel does his best to learn about everything he
encounters. In the last three years he's learned a very

great deal about me. He can tell from my voice when
I'm under tension, or angry. He knows when and how
to make me laugh. He acts as sounding board and
devil's advocate to my ideas. He even knows how to say
the meaningless little human things that make a person
feel better when it's been a bad day. He's done all the

things a best friend should do, and I've watched one
best friend die already. Dave, I brought you here to do
me a favor. I'm going to go downstairs and read an old

mystery novel. I want you to relax up here, forget about
me, and try to figure out whether or not Ariel has a

soul." Glendower put his hand on Fiocca 's shoulder,

squeezed lightly, and left the room.

Fiocca stared at the closed door for a long time. If

there were anything theology had utterly failed to

address, it was the future. He turned and looked at the

black block on its transparent pillar. The Jesuits would
laugh at such a question. So it fell to a simple parish

priest to ask. Perhaps the direct route was best.

"Ariel. . .uh. . .do you have a soul?"

He half-expected the creature to laugh hilariously, as

any self-respecting atheist would. Instead the reply was
even-tempered, almost thoughtful.

"If I do, I'm not aware of it."

Souls were not obvious. Fiocca knew that; otherwise

there would be no antheists. The priest sighed

nervously. "Do you believe in God?"

"I believe in the best information which has been

given to me. As of December 1, 1980, forty-eight

percent of Americans believed in God. The question

was asked as part of the census taken that year. My
data on the rest of the world is a good deal less

objective..."

"But do you believe in God?" the priest interrupted

hastily.

There was a second's delay. "As I said, I believe in my
best information. If I must have a personal opinion. . .you

should agree that there has been little scientific

evidence in favor of there being a God. . .I will go along

with the majority view."

There was a slight ironic turn to the reply. The ghost

was prodding him to offer objective proof. Gathering

such data was his "career." Up on the big video screen,

the strange shape warped and flowed. "Well," said the

priest. "You must be a true American. You believe in

opinion polls. A majority of Europeans once believed the

Earth was flat."
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"Magellan's ship made it all the way around," the

ghost teased.

"And Magellan died in the attempt. Now stop it; you

know I have no proof to give you." Fiocca rubbed his

forehead and sat again in the desk chair. "Besides, any

toy computer like the ones little Owen Glendower plays

with can store proofs and sift through them. You're

something more than that. With you. . .the answer could

come from within."

Ariel said nothing for many uncomfortable seconds.

In that time the multicolored screen image made some
new, unfamiliar contortions on the screen.

The answer, when it came, sounded childlike, almost

petulant. "Why?"

"Why?" Fiocca rose, glaring at the black crystal.

"Because you can think, that's why!"

"Non sequitur," Ariel said flatly. "Just because I can

think doesn't mean I have to. I've been told to do certain

things that involve certain activities you could justly call

'thinking.' To do less would be counterproductive and

disobedient. To do more would be a waste of energy."

For the first time, Fiocca found himself growing

irritated at the ghost. It was not the clean, forgiving

irritation one felt toward a toaster which fails to toast,

but more the irritation engendered by an argumen-

tative, lazy teenager. Fiocca shrugged. "Okay. So you

haven't taken the time to ponder your own soul, or God.

You're not alone in that. But you are keenly aware of the

universe. There's a beauty, a structure, a...a. ..con-

sistency to the universe which I find both moving and

evocative of the Power of God. But let's bring it closer to

home. I am aware of my own life, my own existence. It's

one of the things which makes me feel I'm different

from a rock or a snail. Out of that self-awareness comes

my conviction that I have something lasting and

important within me, important enough to merit the

concern of the Almighty. You too are self-aware. .

."

Ariel clicked a nonexistent tongue.

"But that doesn't mean I have to be impressed. You
are terribly impressed by the fact that you live. Well, I'm

not impressed by my own existence at all. I am the

logical consequence of a particular arrangement of

magnetic lines of force. Complex—but a consequence,

no more. You are also a consequence, but you—" Fiocca

was shocked by the ghost's vehemence. "—you are a

mystery to yourself."

"I don't understand." Fiocca had begun to sweat
heavily. He had come to interrogate the computer; now
the computer was directing the conversation, tt chilled

him to the bone.

'Tell me this: What is the function of the volume of

cerebral cortex two centimeters behind your left eye?"

The voice was confident, teasing.

"I can't know that!"

"Correct. And where in your cortex is the image
formed in your left eye stored? How is it stored? Where
is the memory of your ordination into the priesthood?

You remember it clearly, don't you?"

"I do." Fiocca practically whispered it.

'Then it exists somewhere. Where, and in what
form?"

"I told you, no man can know any of that."

"Again, correct. I understand fully all the operations

that go into this much-vaunted 'self-awareness.' I can

tell you how any part of my mind works, how my
information is processed, and where any of it is stored. I

know precisely how my mind works. To me, then, my
mind is a logical consequence of an array of magnetic

fields. You have no idea how your own mind works.

Therefore, you invest it with greatly exaggerated

importance and mystery. Your mind is a \ogica\

consequence of an arrangement of protein structures.

But since you understand none of it, you invent a thing

called a soul to explain what is no more mysterious

than complex chemicals flowing and changing."

Fiocca heard himself growing angry. "I deny all of

that."
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"And I deny your denial. Shall we dance?"

"Stop that. You're starting to sound vicious." The
priest sat down in the chair again, and put his head in

his hands for a moment.

"Sorry. It's a reaction. You are disobeying Dr.

Glendower's instructions. He told you to find out

whether I have a soul, not to try to convince me that I

have one."

Fiocca looked up at the crystal cube with pleading

eyes. "How can I find out if you have a soul if you start

to bristle at any mention of the supernatural?"

Ariel laughed. Not meanly, but more in sympathy to

the priest's dilemma. "Gotcha. Catch 22. I have a

complicated structure which Dr. Glendower's team
christened a 'crap detector.' It looks at all incoming

information and tells me if something ought to be

tossed out. Well, sorry about that, but the CD is getting a

reading. I thought you might offer me some proof, and I

was terribly eager to hear it. But you say you have no
proof."

Fiocca shook his head slowly. 'That's right. I have no
proof. But if you're so damned sure, prove to me that

you don't have a soul."

"I never said I didn't have a soul. I don't know. I would
like to know. I admit that it is entirely possible that some
Almighty Power granted me an immortal extension at

the moment Dr. Glendower flipped a switch and made
me exist. It would be very interesting to know that that

were true. Show me that it is."

"No. I can't. Don't you understand? It's in the

Scriptures, if you ever read them. Any proof of our
souls' existence has to come from within. It is God's

Will that we find it in ourselves to believe. There can't

be any evidence that souls exist, or that God exists. Not

your kind of evidence. There never will be any proof."

"Indeed. Then I don't care."

"What!" Fiocca stood once again.

"I don't care. The question ceases to interest me. If

there will be no evidence, nor proof, then the matter is

no longer important, regardless of which way it goes. To
pursue it further would be a waste of energy."

Fiocca opened his mouth, but nothing emerged.

What could he say now? The ghost had decided.

Confident, arrogant, perfectly self-aware, Ariel had

decided that God was not important.

The priest nodded and grasped the back of his chair.

He took a deep breath and let it out slowly. David Fiocca

had decided as well. He stuffed a damp handkerchief in

a back pocket and walked toward the door. Along the

way he paused by the black block and touched the hot

surface briefly. "How dare you sweep God under the

rug!" he wanted to say, then realized how silly it would
sound. Inside, the door had a knob. Fiocca pulled it back.

"I am sorry if I have caused you pain," the ghost said.

The door closed silently behind the priest.

Downstairs, Glendower sat in a huge chair with a

ragged book in his lap. He smiled when Fiocca crossed

the carpet and collapsed into another chair.

"And the verdict is, Father?"

Fiocca scratched his head, trying to shield his eyes.

He had been angry and probably looked it. Consciously,

he took the edge from his voice and made his face relax.

"Ariel is a program. A very clever program. But just a

program. There is nothing human in him. Certainly not

a soul. Go ahead and cut the block up. The research is

important. We need computers like that."

"And we will have them/' Fiocca thought, as Mrs.

Pawlak brought him a slice of cake and a glass of milk.

"Within ten years ghosts will be everywhere," he

thought. 'They will be inside every pocket calculator and
every office machine. They will guard our houses and

toast our muffins. They will entertain our children,

balance our checkbooks, store our recipes. They will

become microcomputers, minicomputers, and super-

computers. We will create and destroy them as casually

as we scratch our heads in thought. And, merciful God,

forgive me if I am half as stupid as I fee!
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Picture Books
George C. Chesbro

The bubble enclaves of the Venusian colonists

were warm, brightly-lit places, pocket worlds with

sharply defined boundaries; Orrin had lived his entire

life beneath their orange plastic skies, and he was not

prepared for the seemingly endless, dark cold of

interplanetary space. Nothing seemed to move, and

Orrin might have suspected a trick had it not been for

the steadily expanding globe of brown, blue and white

that was slowly filling the viewing portal above the

ship's central control panel.

Orrin was afraid; he knew he was afraid because

his hands trembled, and it had been clear from one of

the colored panels in the picture books that this

happened to men who were afraid; he did not call

what he felt fear, because the word was not in his

vocabulary, but he knew what it was from the picture

books. His mouth was dry and his head ached. He

wanted to tell the young Master to turn the ship

around and take him home, but he knew he couldn't

do that; anger, another emotion for which he did not

have a name, drove him on, rage that was stronger

than the fear, a terrible thirst for revenge that was
clawing at the lining of his mind.

But the anger and fear felt good to Orrin in a

strange way, like the familiar texture of precious

objects that one thought lost forever, then finds. It

made no difference to the miner that he could not

remember having felt these things before; he was a

man, and months of looking through the picture

books had convinced him that all men felt these

things. All men except the miners, whose minds had

been torn apart and put back together again by the

Masters.

"Uh, you're doing pretty well for someone who's

never been out here before," the young Master said

tightly.

The Master was afraid too, Orrin thought as he

pressed the barrel of his weapon to the man's head.

The pilot tensed. "Why do you speak to me as though

I was a little one?" Orrin asked, carefully watching the

reflection of the pilot's face on the control panel.

"What do you mean by 'little one'?" The Master's

voice was low, trembling.

//<

You know as well as I do what a little one

is."Orrin moved around the pilot so that he could look

into the man's face. "The way I understand it, I was
little at one time. ,4// men start out little, but then they

gradually grow big. The reason I can't remember-the

reason why none of the miners remember-is because

you did something to our minds to make us forget."

He thought about the picture books which seemed to

have been made for little ones, and he laughed

bitterly. "If it wasn't for little ones, I wouldn't know
what I know now."

The pilot squirmed. "What are you talking about?"

"Never mind. I know that Venus isn't our real

home; we were taken away from our real home."

"You're talking crazy. Where do you think you

were taken from?"

"There," Orrin said, pointing at the image of the

Earth in the viewing portal.

The pilot swallowed hard, ran his tongue over his

lips. "You'd better be careful with that rock

disintegrator in your hand. Even if you could kill me
without blowing this ship apart, you'd never be able

to land it by yourself; you'd drift out here forever, and I

know you don't want that."

"You're a Master," Orrin said quietly. "You have

more to lose than I do; that's why you'll take me where

I want to go."

"You don't even knowwhere you want to go! " the

pilot said, his voice rising at the end.
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I'll know when I get there/' Orrin said. "It will all

comeback."

Orrin closed his eyes and the strange colors in his

mind spun, then came together to form images like

those he had seen in the picture books; a world where

men could live freely, out in the open; there were so

many things in that world, strange, beautiful growths,

huge bodies of water, and so much more; little ones

playing under the sun and men that were not like any

he had seen before, men with softer, rounder bodies

that made him weak with desires he could not

understand. He saw huge buildings filled with

machines of every size and description. And he saw a

man that he knew was responsible for the terrible

crime that had been committed against the miners.

He would kill that man; nothing less would feed the

insatiable hunger of his anger.

He'd learned it all from the cartons of picture

books he'd stolen from the shuttle tanker; pictures on

a page, a few simple words he'd learned to recognize;

all had vibrated with an unmistakable aura of

familiarity, as though he'd once been a part of it all.

"No miner has ever done anything like this

before," the pilot said, breaking into Orrin's thoughts.

//

There was a long silence. Finally the pilot said,

You shouldn't have stolen the.. .picture books."

"No miner ever knew what I know."

"Where'd you get these crazy ideas?"

"Picture books," Orrin said proudly. "Once, many

shipments ago, I saw Masters looking at them. I saw
where they were kept, and I stole them. I stole others.

It's taken a long time, but I finally understand."

"What do you understand?"

"I understand that men once used machines to

mine the metals on Venus; but the machines were

inefficient and constantly in need of repair, and there

were no men willing to spend the necessary amount of

time on Venus to properly maintain them. Venus'

resources were desperately needed, because those of

the home planet had long ago been depleted. A
solution had to be found."

Orrin laughed harshly. "Why? So I wouldn't learn

the truth?!"

The pilot shook his head. "You still don't know the

truth; not all of it. You can't get the whole truth from
what you call picture books." A red light began
flashing on the control panel. "They know we're

here," he continued quietly. "I have to report in."

"Go ahead," Orrin said, pressing the barrel of the

rock disintegrator hard against the pilot's temple.

"Just remember; one word about me — if you even
change the tone of your voice — and I'll fire this

thing."

The check-in was brief; Orrin could not detect

anything unusual and he relaxed slightly as the pilot

shifted the controls to allow the ship to plane into

Earth's upper atmosphere. He was not yet sure what
he would do when the ship landed-or how he would
do it. He knew it would take all his will power to keep

from shooting every Master in sight; but first he must
find the man in the picture book; he was the Master

Orrin would kill first.

"You had to use men," Orrin said, yielding to an

urge to speak, to show this Master that he indeed

knew the truth. "Only men could handle the complex
problems involved in maintaining the mining ma-
chines and keeping the materials flowing freely to the

home planet. You'd already tried — and failed — to

get men to live there willingly. The answer was to

take a few men like. ..us; you took everything away
from us; erased our minds so that we wouldn't know
what we were missing, couldn't remember what it

was like on the home planet, made us think that the

Masters simply came from another part of Venus."

"You're wrong," the pilot said tightly. "No one
has done anything to you, but you're hurting yourself

now. Weren't you happy with your life on Venus?"
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Orrin snorted. "Of course I was happy; all the

miners are happy. But now I know the truth, and I can

never be happy again."

"You can't possibly succeed in what you're trying

to do."

But Orrin wasn't listening."One man invented the

machine that would tear our minds," he said, his teeth

clenched in totally unfamiliar but searing fury. "This

machine could take away everything we knew or

could remember about the home planet, and replace it

with nothing but . . . happiness. We wouldn't even be

able to remember that we'd once been little ones, for

then we'd remember where we'd been little ones. We
weren't allowed to remember the beautiful men who
don't look like us. You took them away from us. All we
were allowed to keep was happiness and our

intelligence; we needed our happiness, and you
needed our intelligence."

"What will you do when we land?" the pilot asked

quietly.

"First I must kill a Master."

"Who?"

"I don't know his name, but I'll know him when I

see him. I saw his picture in the picture books. He's the

man who makes the machines that destroy the minds
of the miners. What are you doing?!" The pilot had
pushed a control button, and Orrin could feel a sharp

joft as the ship broke out of its landing pattern and
assumed a stationary orbit. "You start this ship back
down or I'll kill you! I swear it! I'll blow a hole in the
roof of this thing and kill us both I

"

The pilot slowly swung around in his chair and
stared thoughtfully at Orrin. "I don't want you to be
killed," the man said, "and I guarantee that's what will

happen to you \f you force me to land."

"I must break the machines that took our minds!

And I must kill the man who made them."

"You don't even know where to go.

"I'll knowwhen we land! It will all come back!"

"No," the pilot said quietly. "Other Masters will be

swarming all over this ship the moment we land.

They'll kill you without a second thought; you must

believe me when I say I don't want that to happen."

Orrin pointed the barrel of the disintegrator at the

ship's ceiling. "If you don't go down, you'll die now."

"Well, I don't want that to happen either," the

pilot said matter-of-factly. There was a different tone

to his voice, a steadiness, as though he'd made some
kind of decision. "So, I'll make a deal with you."

Orrin shook his head. "You're stalling."

"No, I'm not stalling; I'm trying to save both of us.

But you must listen to me. You wouldn't feel the way
you do if you hadn't looked in those magazines you

call your picture books. There's a very good reason

why the miners are not taught to read, and why we're

not allowed to show you books or magazines. The

crewmen who permitted you to see them reading

were breaking a very strict security regulation. In fact,

there are very few of us who are even allowed to talk

to the miners."

a
'And I know why\" Orrin shouted. "Take this ship

down!"

'You know many things," the pilot said, "but you
still don't understand. You're only half of what you
think you are."

//

/#

What are you talking about?"

What's your name, miner?"

Orrin."

"The man you want to kill died more than 500
years ago, Orrin. He was a great man, perhaps the

most brilliant man who ever lived."

</

Because he could destroy minds?!"
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"He didn't destroy your mind, Orrin. It's because

of this man that we have been able to colonize and

exploit every planet in the solar system — yes, Orrin,

there are other planets besides Venus and the home

planet, and there are miners— happy miners— on

every one. You donated your mind when you no

longer had a need for it. I didn't know your donor

personally, but I think it's safe to assume that you

have a long and full life— on the home planet. But

most of you is gone, Orrin. All men die."

"You're lying!" Orrin screamed. "I can't remem-

ber!"

"Of course not," the pilot said. "If miners could

remember, it wouldn't work. But your donor knew
how it would be before he volunteered. He or she,

which is what those other men are called — wanted to

help our species colonize the solar system."

Orrin's anger was suddenly gone. He felt . . .

empty. He put the rock disintegrator aside and slowly

sank into a couch at the rear of the cockpit. He slowly

raised his hands and touched his chest. "I'm a

machine, aren't I?" he asked quietly, his voice

trembling.

"No, Orrin. Your body is a machine; an incredibly

complex one. But you are that small part of your

consciousness that your donor left to us. Your donor's

intelligence and decision-making power was needed

to run the machine that is your body. We're a very old

civilization now, but we still have not been able to

build a computer that duplicates the human mind."

/ /

I . . .feel very strange."

"You feel sad, Orrin. But I can . . . adjust you, Orrin.

I can take you back to Venus and make you as you

were."

Orrin said nothing. He sat unmoving, staring

straight ahead. The pilot went back to his seat, moved
some controls; the ship banked sharply and the

viewing portal suddenly went dark. He slowly rose and
bent down to pick up the magazines that the pilot had
put on the floor beside his chair.

"No, Orrin," the pilot said, grabbing his wrist. "No
more picture books."
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New Game
Marshall Ledger

Sperber stepped from the dugout, stood straight

and tall for a moment, and glared in the direction of

the press box. He raised his clenched fist.

An act of defiance? The team's record surpassed

the abilities of the players, so there was no reason to

suspect an unfriendly writer. Many people saw the

gesture, and few thought of anger.

Sperber ducked back into the dugout and went on

with the business of managing.

This entire action took only a moment during a

change of hitters. Out of the line-up came the

long-ball hitter, Pete Berry. Up to the plate moved Ed

Sharkey, scrappy utility man.

The change was not erratic, but it was not Sperber

baseball. Grotz the coach noticed it. "You think Berry

won't get a piece of it? Sure he's oh-for-three, but

might tag one as soon as the next guy."

Sperber looked hard at the coach. Grotz shuffled

his feet. "I think nothing." There was a volcano's-

worth of suppressed rage in Sperber's tone. "This is

not my decision."

Luckily Sharkey didn't have all this on his mind.

Coolly he stroked the first pitch toward the right-field

corner.

Then came the action of all those hands and feet,

that burst of total energy which characterizes

baseball. Two baserunners were running for all they

were worth. Sharkey tore along, anticipating only a

slide into second.

One run crossed the plate, then another. Sharkey

wasn't even challenged at second. The stands went

wild.

Sperber was up on the steps, pumping the hands

of the two who had scored. He flashed a

"well-done" to Sharkey, and was cheering along the

next batter when it occurred to him that he hadn't

been responsible for sending Sharkey up in the first

place.

He swiped at a tuft of grass. He glanced at his

baffled coach and then bit his lip, as if he had already

spoken too much.

Then he jumped back into the swing of the game.

He felt his reliever would hold the opposition in the

9th, and he'd be a game closer to first. Momentum
and a cunning curve ball did preserve the win. There

shortly was noisy joy in the clubhouse.

Sperber's gesture raised curiosity. Most eye-

witnesses were convinced that he had held his arm

up, or simply stretched it, as if in encouragement to

Sharkey. Some even said that Sperber, inspired by a

sixth sense, was predicting where Sharkey would hit.

Parallels were drawn to Ruth's dramatic gesture

against the Cubs in the 1932 World Series.

Photographs gradually came forth, taken by both

press and public who happened to have had a bead on

the dugout as Sperber stepped out. But the photos

didn't change opinions. They only buttressed them.

People went along thinking what they pleased, now
with the support of a picture. The photos gave rise to a

few new speculations: Sperber was pointing to

threatening clouds, or was simply exercising his

muscles, or was objecting to a spectator who was
toying with a pocket mirror.

The answer was indeed in the press box, down at

the nether end, not an especially good seat for the

game (paying fans had better seats), and not even

occupied by a member of the press.

Six months earlier, a teen-ager appeared at the

club's front office. "May I speak to Mr. Blane?"

//
Is he expecting you?"

"I'm applying for the job of team statistician."

The receptionist furrowed her brow. "I don't see

that we're looking for a statistician right now," she

said, running her eyes over a sheet of paper. "A few

part-time secretaries, for vacations that are coming

up, and venders for the season — but for these you

apply to the concessionaire.
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The kid didn't shy away. "I want to keep the stats.

I'm sure Mr. Blane needs good stats. All I want is to

talk to him."

Every ballplayer knows that your stats look good
when your basic abilities combine with a certain

amount of luck. Terry Long came equipped with all

his gear to the club office, and his luck appeared in the
unexpected shape of Mr. Blane.

His receptionist's perked face made him stop and
look at Terry. "Yes?"

If there had been a formal introduction, Terry

might have been flustered. Instead, he was almost
perfect. "I'd like to speak to you about statistics.

About being your statistician."

Blane didn't know about needing one, but waved
Terry into his office. The receptionist noted that the
door did not re-open even up to the time she cleared
her desk for the day. "Is that youngster buying the
team?" she joked silently.

He wasn't quite doing that. But when the two
emerged from the office, Terry had a new job. And
Blane had a new slant on how to run his good, but not
outstanding, team.

The season began on an upbeat. Rookies took
their opportunity with gusto. Verterans pushed
harder. Spirit was high, and individual efforts were so
outstanding that the team kept winning. The fast

start convinced folks that a pennant was likely.

The front office expected a let-down, and it came.
The team just wasn't that good, and it slipped to third

as the season entered June. It kept pace with the
leaders, but consistently was four to six games
behind. The fans grew resigned. Only incurable
dreamers imagined closing the gap, among them
Terry and Mr. Blane.

"Terry, it seems time to make a presentation to

Sperber. Are you ready?" Terry held up a sheaf of

papers. Here it was, the start of August. The standings

had been the same for six weeks. If Terry was to make

his move, if he was to earn both his salary and the

confidence Blane gave him, then now was the time.

Sperber was called into the top's office. "Hello,

George. Terry." He expected to discuss what players

might be brought up for September's stretch run.

Terry's stats might help in tipping the balance for or

against a player or two, but Sperber would rely on

good baseball sense. Above all, he wanted that

pennant. He, too, was one of the dreamers.

"Jack," said Blane almost cooingly, "Terry has a

ticklish proposition for us."

Sperber looked hard at Terry. His antennae were
up at the statistician's opening discussion. For no one
doubted his own baseball intuition. Not even the Blue

Book out-surmised him. Even though he didn't mull

over every Texas-Leaguer, he thought he could pretty

well divine the playing potential of a player at a

particular time.

Terry, who had planned his presentation, had

neglected to frame a tactful opening sentence.

He blurted his entire plan at once: "Mr. Sperber, I've

fed the stats into a computer and have come up with

interesting results. I have a few suggestions to make
for future games."

Sperber was mystified, but he smelled interfer-

ence and recoiled. "Keep to your index cards, son."

Terry tried to protect himself. "That's the old way,

sir, an endless row of cards in boxes. I put my stuff on

magnetic tape and feed it into a computer and learn

interesting things."

As if that were the end of it, Sperber turned his

eyes on Blane to get on with the meeting.

"Jack." said Blane, "hear Terry out."

Terry cranked up again and this time made his

point. "I love baseball, sir, and feel insulted when
people say it's only adults playing a kid's game. I see it

differently. I see it as an exercise in problem-solving.

I've applied problem-solving techniques to some
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baseball situations. And what it amounts to is this: the

computer tells me to make field decisions that

sometimes vary from the ones you make."

Sperbersaw light only in the final words, "And I'd

like your cooperation in some field decisions."

His reply was long and low, like a tugboat at night:

"No."

Blane reached a hand out for Sperber's shoulder.

"I promise we won't compromise your status," he

said. "You're my manager, and Terry hasn't forgotten

that either."

Sperber had worked for Blane long enough to

accept his word. He sat down, propped his cheek on

his hand, and feigned indifference. But he was
listening acutely.

"We need more relations between stats. That's

why the index cards aren't enough. They're not much

more than batting averages and earned-run aver-

ages."

"That's a lot," interrupted Sperber.

"Not enough. We've got to increase what we
know."

"We'll drown in knowledge. And lose games not

knowing what we need to know." Sperber's

negativism forced Terry to be more precise.

"We ask the computer to tell us what we need to

know.
//

"Ask? Ask the computer?" Sperber gave a

mocking bow.

"Yes, just as you tabulate how many times X gets

on base and Y bunts him to second."

"We do that already. So you can shut down your

computer."

"But we want to simulate baseball conditions, not

isolated goings-on like bunts."

"Baseball is more than a matter of traffic control."

"Exactly," answered Terry. "That's why we want

to add human info to the data we already know and

use. This isn't done today. Football has game films,

but baseball has no equivalent."

"Baseball has dependable spotters, people who
know the game," said Sperber harshly.

"Then baseball only compounds human error. I'm

trying to reduce the error. The rest of the human
component I'd like to program."

"Ever done it?" Sperber challenged.

"I looked at the Tigers-Angels game the other day.

The Tigers pitched a right-hander, who figures to beat

the Angels. The Angels haven't done well against

righties, and this one is hot." Sperber's eyes were

glancing down a print-out which Terry had pulled

from his stack and plopped into the manager's lap.

"But no one has noticed that this righty does poorly at

the end of road trips, especially if his previous game
was a strong one. He seems to have a let-down. It's all

there on paper." Even Blane, to whom this example

was new, came from behind the desk to peer over

Sperber's shoulder. "The human element. I put it in

the form of another stat."

aSo what did it tell you?"

"That the Tigers should have gone with their lefty.

He was rested."

a
Second-guessing.

a

"Better than not knowing, sir. I'd like to up it to

first-guessing. But it wouldn't be a guess. It's just

problem-solving."

"Over my rusted cleats." Sperber's mask of

calmness began to crack. His job wasn't threatened,

but something larger— his whole approach to the
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sport which was his life. "I won't take orders from

you.
ii

That was stated with finality. Terry was scram-
bling for a mediating sentence. For the first time, he

feared the possibility of disrupting a consistent team.

"I used Heisenberg." The tension was so sharp

that this new element brought an unseemly guffaw
from Blane. Sperber, who was not going to be made
the front office's puppet, was not going to be made a

fool, either. He tried debunking.

/ /And what did Heisenberg hit?"

That irrelevance melted the tension, and Terry felt

the manager was listening again, although he looked

adamant: hands crossed, eyes averted.

"Baseball's a pattern," Terry explained. "The
outlines of the pattern are perfectly predictable. In

small ranges, unpredictable. Heisenberg developed

the uncertainty principle."

"Not by looking at me, he didn't." Sperber shot a

wink toward Blane, who wouldn't go along with the

derision.

"Yes, he did. He knew he couldn't plot you to the

last mental molecule, all the moves you might make.
But if I build that uncertainty into the computer
simulation, I get a better reading of the moves you
might make."

14And this is what you call 'problem-solving.'

"

Blane entered at this point. "Man is a problem-
solving animal. I'm convinced of that. And I'm con-
vinced, Sperber, that with all the baseball we've both
seen, we ignore many of the potential moves. Baseball

is surely as rich as chess. But who plays it that way?"

The screws were turning, and Jack Sperber saw
who was being pinned. "Good baseball sense is not

enough," he said, turning the thought around like a

wad of tobacco. The threat was clear to this student of

the game who knew baseball by formerly playing and

now managing and always observing, analyzing. The

computer technician might come up with an equiva-

lent baseball intelligence without ever seeing a game.

Wise men could program away without a single

blood-cell of commitment. But he was right in there.

He liked the press because they attended the games.

He could take the occasional boo from a disgruntled

fan because the fan came out. There was nothing

secretive, cold-blooded, or distanced about it.

"Mr. Sperber, I did my work by coming to the

games. I love the sport. And I love computer

processes. The computer constructs what is called

"real-time." Baseball lives in this real-time. They
ought to be brought together. The index cards live in

history. That's why they're a faulty guide for the game
you are going to play tonight."

"You mean they don't say if my pitcher slept well

last night."

"Input that into the computer, and you might

change your mind about using him today."

Sperber began to stalk around the office. As Terry

ended, he turned to the two men. There was space

between them, and for an instant it seemed like a gulf

of centuries.

/ /

It's all in the relationships, eh?"

Sperber made a leap even Terry was slow to grasp.

The computer results were new relationships among
old stats, plus new ones that could be readily assimi-

lated. But human relationships were now being tested

and showed signs of strain. These three risked losing

human contact. And beyond the personal, they

endangered the unity of a team striving to put that

little extra into its effort.

Sperber said he'd have to think it over. He came
closer and meaninglessly adjusted the chair. "Where
did you pick up all this?" he asked.

That was the concession, Terry knew. Sperber

would find out about him, have a sense of him, and
agree somehow to alter a decision here or there. "My
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high school was part of a time-sharing system with the

community college for a computer. I had some free

time— you know the last semester of senior

high — and put my two hobbies together."

Sperber felt very outdated, more akin now to

Blane. He said to his boss, "And so the young genera-

tions skip over the years and are smarter than we are

before they are half our age." And to Terry: "We have

five and a half games to make up. Fish around in your

computer for just that much, and you'll make me a

believer."

Terry nodded stiffly, frightened for the first time.

It was the last of the eighth. The game had see-

sawed in score, but now men were on base and the

large crowd wanted the team to salt the game away.

If anything seemed unlikely, it was a computer, for

this game was essence of baseball. Berry, coming to

bat, knew his job. The pitcher, breathing deeply off

the mound for a moment, didn't doubt any of his own
considerable talent. A clash of Titans, no give either

way.

The seconds of relaxation, the apparent listless-

ness, were a prelude to the instant of truth as the pitch

was being delivered. From nothing, a lull which puts

off many sports fans, baseball suddenly peaks to the

epitome of action. Even the continued peaceful circle

of the planets around the sun seems to hang on the

outcome of the next split-second as bat and ball

engage.

Today Barry was called back and Sharkey sent up

instead.

Sperber was surprised by the intrusion. He had put

a squawk box on his belt. Terry had another. For a few

games previous, they had said things to one another

at key moments, but Terry had called no shots. Now
Terry was saying, "Send up Sharkey to hit for Berry.

Sharkey for Berry.'
a

The voice was like a tap on the shoulder. It

couldn't be ignored and in a vague way was expected.

But Sperber saw the magic of the game dissolving

before that crackling, disembodied, slightly distorted

voice from the squawk box.

Why Sharkey, he wondered. Does Sharkey come
through when there are clouds in the sky? Did

Sharkey have spinach instead of string beans for

dinner? What little piece of trivia sent the computer

into convulsions of recalculation?

Sperber obeyed the voice.

But he had to have his own say. He took a stride

that put him instantly at the lip of the dugout and

shook his fist, a very heavy weight, toward the far end

of the press box.

The gesture of freedom.

Moments later, they were a game closer to first.
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Contradiction
Theory
Dennis E. Delaney

By the beginning of the twenty-third century, solar

government had collapsed into three separate entities:

the constitutional monarchy on Mars; Moon's
socialism; and Earth's democratic socialism. Only one
tie bound them together, World Computer and Robot.

WCR Central sat on its home planet, Earth, and had

become so integrated into its planet's government that

it became a division by itself. Not only had it cornered

the market in its solar system's robot and computer

technology; it had become the center of almost

everything. It had become the government incognito on
Earth. The International Pfeace Institute— Earth'sdemo-
social government — had been molded into a fron-

tispiece and administrative bureau.

Each department was either computer assisted or

totally operated by computer. Most maintenance on

suburban and city levels was done by robot.

Earth was a jungle of restless, angry, unemployed

people. The privileged were the minority, and the

minority were employed. They worked in the plankton

plants, yeast fields, or if lucky, as computer operators

and programmers. These were a class of people

granted an immunity from unemployment, by no

means final, and often to the detriment of others. The

psychological strain was great; many of the privileged

adhered to the laws stringently, rebuffing the un-

employed, hoping to set themselves above the less

privileged and closer to the Mechanists who ran the

machine.

Mechanists were the power. Any Anti-Mechanist

who used his life to counterweight the machine or clog

the cogs was swept away or bought.

All but the messiah: a man who reached miraculous-

ly into the steaming population of Mechanists and Anti-

Mechanists, with a hand filled with reasoning so

powerful none could morally ignore it. "Man and

Machine CAN work together."

Philip Carmichael, the Messiah, the great hope,

grabbed at his collar and ripped it open. Veins

threatened to burst around his neck. His eyes bulged as

he desperately gasped for the air his murderer sucked

out of the room.

Detective Tobias Warton; six-foot, overweight, and

underenthused, rubbed some color back into his

cheeks. He turned to Cyrene Echo, WCR Central's

Security Commander, and smiled weakly.

She was twenty-eight, blonde and with a figure like a

cat; she pointed down a hallway.

Detective Warton nodded. There were sixty-two

square mile floors above him. Facts festered in his

mind: thousands of people, millions of tons of cement,

metal and water, and all that kept him and those figures

apart were several feet of air, two feet of cement, and

comparatively thin girders. He fought back the urge to

step into the elevator and lift off. He forced one foot in

front of the other and watched to be sure they obeyed.

"Who did it?" asked Warton. "Or is that still a

mystery?"

"It's not a Who, Detective."

'What, then?"

"A computer."

Warton stopped. The clapping of their heels echoed

briefly onward. "A computer error?"

Cyrene Echo pinched her lips together.

Warton looked up at the hall ceiling, shuddered, and

asked, "How much further?"

"Not much."

As they started off again, Warton said: "Carmichael

was a great man. When this gets out the common folk

will be damned mad. . .and will probably lynch the lot of

you."
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Echo looked at him sharply. "I fail to see the levity in

any of this."

"Me, too."

The rest of the journey was made in silence, while

Warton struggled with his claustrophobia. The hall

ended abruptly at the museum door. He put his hand
against the flat disc sensor and the door parted in the

middle.

The body lay face down, a black man standing over it; a

pad and pencil in his hand. A second man with eye

glasses in one hand and a black bag in the other stepped

over the body and into the hall past Warton. "Suffocated.

The boys'll be here in a minute to pick up the body.

There'll be an autopsy as a matter of record." Warton
watched him walk away.

"Hello, Toby," said the black man.

"Detective Albert Osborn," Warton introduced him to

Ms. Echo.

"We've met," she whispered venomously.

"Good." He glanced around inside the museum as he
stepped around the body. It was the antithesis of World
Computer and Robot: its warmth contrasted the
imperturbably cool technology above with a human
inventiveness rather than a mechanized perfection. The
carpet was a deep maroon; the bulbous lamps
suspended by antique chains were tinted red. The
entire tableau was a distraction. There were rows of

glass cages separated by shelves; both were either filled

with books, items practically unheard of since television

became the library, or filled with items directly related to

computer and robot history.

Paintings and photographs, lit by small display lamps,
hung on the walls. Warton nooded at a small man in his

fifties sitting on a stool looking drawn and exhausted.
"Who's that?"

"Speech writer and public relations man, Nahum
Sprague."

Warton studied Osborn's face and noticed

something: tears. "What happened here, Al?"

Osborn took a deep, shaky breath and exhaled it in a

gush. He looked at his pad. "Carmichael was here on a

special tour of WCR. This was his last stop. The tour

was supposed to be a secret."

"How do you keep anything secret these days?"

Osborn glanced at Cyrene Echo. "If their security had
been..."

"But it wasn't ; so c'mon, what happened?"

Osborn grimaced. "Okay. The doors closed, locked,

and the vacuum system tripped: the air was sucked out.

His fingernails are broken and there are trails of blood

on the door where he tried to scratch his way out." His

lips trembled. "No windows, he didn't have a chance.

Sprague was his tour guide."

Warton saw Osborn's pain. He thought: they won't

stop at lynching, they'll burn the city to the ground.

"Pack it in, Al. Go back to the station."

Osborn shook his head. "I think I'll stick."

Warton closed his eyes and massaged them. He
nodded and walked to the seated man. He pulled a pad
and pencil from his overcoat pocket. "Mister Sprague?"

The man answered in a falsetto: 'Yes, I'm Mister

Sprague."

"Why did you leave Carmichael alone in the

museum?"

"I told her why," he said and extended a hand toward
Cyrene Echo.

"Now tell me."

"I was paged over the loud speaker; I assume by my
robot secretary, who said there was an urgent call for

me."
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'What's your robot got, a male or female voice?"

"Male."

"Continue."

"I tried the museum booth, but it was out of order; so I

naturally excused myself and used the hall booth. I

punched in my code and received an empty line. There

was no one there, and no message."

The museum phone booth is working," injected

Osborn. "I checked."

Cyrene Echo stepped up behind them. 'Yes, it is

working."

Sprague buried his face in his hands and shook his

head. "I don't know why." He looked up at Warton.

"That's all I know, I swear."

Warton asked, "What did you do when you finished

at the booth."

'Tried to get in here. I swear, I had no idea what was
going on. All I knew was the door wasn't opening. Oh, I

heard him pounding and his muffled yelling, but I

thought that was natural: after all, I thought, he's locked

in. I called maintenance terminal number six, but there

was no answer. All I could do was wait. When the door

opened, Carmichael was lying here. Ms. Echo was the

first one here."

"Did you plan the tour?"

"No. Ms. Echo did. But then this was a rather special

circumstance."

"It certainly was."

Cyrene Echo said. The systems failure lasted

twenty-two minutes."

Warton said, Thank you. Mister Sprague. Don't talk

to anyone about this. You can go."

Sprague's face twisted up into a look of intense fear.

"Is this liable to affect my job?"

Warton shrugged, "Who gives a damn?"

Sprague pushed himself to his feet crouched like a

squeamish dog before its brutal master. He nodded

once, murmured, 'Thank you," and hurried out the

open door.

Warton waved Cyrene to him with an index finger.

"Slowly, now, Ms. Echo, tell me what happened."

'The security computer operator in charge of the

museum's maintenance was not at his terminal,

number six, when the accident occurred. He alone is

responsible for the door not opening. He'd sabotaged

the sensor devices on the basement, first and second

floors. His programming proves that much. Not every

door refused to open; it was a random choice so as to

appear a computer malfunction. And it would have

appeared to be just that, had Carmichael not been

killed."

"What's his name, and where was he?"

"Raudive Allen, and he was next door visiting with a

friend who is also an operator. Computer terminal five."

"The friend's name?"

"Bob Concline."

He looked up from his pad. "Bob, or Robert."

She hesitated. "I said, Robert Concline."

"ft seems to me Raudive Allen made several

mistakes. Fill me in."

"First," she began: "He programmed the computer to

make the random choice, and second, he was not at his

terminal when the sabotage took place. If he'd been

where he was supposed to be, he would have been

able to handle the situation and save Carmichael's life."

Warton pointed up at the ceiling above the door.

"Camera?"
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"There are three of them in this museum, all are

connected to Allen's terminal."

Warton stepped over to the wall and stared at a large

fresco. On plaster, painted from dank shades of water

colors, was the figure of a small naked man, old and
wrinkled. His eyes were round black pools; and up from
their centers, in place of pupils, was the exquisitely

detailed outline of a young woman's face. The man's
long and white stringy hair was intertwined about the

broken shoulders with his wide angry beard. His hands
were manacled and attached to a large computer-like

device in the form of a man. Human wrists were
attached to mechanical hands.

"A portrait of Laird Bennett, Detective Warton."

He pulled his mental file on faces and names.

She said, "Unless you are a technological historian,

don't bother hunting up a relationship. He was a

Mechanist author of countless underrated studies. His

writings dealt with social stress in a technological

environment. This particular painting portrays Bennett's

Contradiction Theory."

The painting was signed, Doran Kirby. Warton said,

'The governor of World Computer and Robot Central

does brilliant work."

"Yes, Mister Kirby considers this his masterpiece."

"Who, besides you, knew the tour plan?"

"Governor Kirby, Nahum Sprague. Carmichael knew
the tour schedule three days ago, and only he could tell

us how many he told. Hundreds saw Carmichael in the
building."

"I want a copy of the plan." He turned to Osborn. "I

want our own computer experts to check out Allen's

program. Run a check on the terminal-five operator,

Robert Concline."

Echo interupted him. "I've already done that, and he's

okay."

"Just routine, Ms. Echo. By the way, I'll want to see

Allen next. Where are you holding him?"

She pinched her lips. "We're not. He's on the run."

Warton sat down in a plush office and looked at

Governor Kirby. He saw an older man with cropped

brown hair, energetic eyes within an expressive face,

and restful hands folded on the desk top. The office was
brilliantly lit, windowless and designed for comfort.

"Nonsense. Take up as much time as you need."

There was no smile on the Governor's face, no hint of

actual sincerity in the voice.

Without the slightest reservation or hesitation

Warton pulled his pad from his breast pocket. "Did you
like Philip Carmichael, sir?"

"I don't like a lot of people, but I don't kill them."

"Who planned the Carmichael tour?"

"My daughter, just as she told you."

Warton looked up from his pad. "Cyrene Echo is your

daughter?"

"Yes."

"I met her in the museum. She pointed out your

painting."

'The Contradiction Theory? We are all shackled to

necessity, neither hatefully, nor lovingly." His eyes locked

with Warton 's. "In the painting I depict the need and
inevitable guilt. Man creates and suffers the guilt of

destroying his fellow man."

The man wants to escape from an intolerable

situation, but is a constant aid to its growth."

"Exactly."

"Sounds criminal." Warton tapped his pencil over his

questions. "Is there one terminal that masters all

operations here at central?"
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"No, Detective, there isn't. I'm sure you have no idea

how enormous World Computer and Robot Central is.

Allow me to give you a general list of our operations:

Health, Education and Welfare; Distribution; Diplomatic

Services; Information Centers to shape area and
interstellar opinion; Environment and Population

Growth; Consumption and Measurement of expended
energy for the entire solar system on a fifteen day

inventory system; Identification and Security.

"We do have a Maintenance Information section

which is nothing more than a hyped up referral office. It

will connect you to the desired operation section.

Maintenance terminals, such as Allen's, handle all

security and general power maintenance within the

building."

"Why would a Mechanist sabotage on an absurdly

small scale and jeopardize his job?"

"A slight case of contradiction. Tensions within

individuals surface in many forms, most of them are on
just such a scale. The sabotage of the sensors is merely

an aggravation for those of us who rely on them. We
blame the machine when it doesn't work. You see the

sabotage as being restricted to the machines, but it's

spread to the system, and our morale. The attack is

merely a clearing of his conscience for being part of

an intolerable system."

'You agree the system is intolerable."

"Change has caused a disequilibrium on the part of

mankind. The change to our present technological

society has been rapid. And change is a constant. We
contradict ourselves by working at cross purposes."

"One last question, sir, do you know of any way one
might have purposely caused Carmichael's death?"

Yes, Detective. Anyone with the proper knowledge
of computer operation could have easily accomplished

just such a murder."

"How?"

"By being in control of terminal six. That is the only

way. But my information is that that terminal was
vacated."

Warton stepped outside of WCR Central into

twilight; he watched the lamp lights extending
high above each street corner adjust in opposition

to the advancing darkness.

He thought aloud: "I could go home to my apartment

or feel sorry for myself while I think about my ex-wife; or

I could review today's news while I relax over a mug of

hot spiced wine in Ye 01' Pub." He looked around for a

news receptacle.

The evening was quiet. People passed by him
quickly, casting little ferret glances at his face. A
potpourri of wastrels, he reflected, unemployed
and Anti-Mechs.

An outcry of "Mechanist" cut into the relative

stillness. More than twenty people crowded
around the large square transit terminal entrance

zone.

The crowd parted, suddenly revealing a bulky

caster rolling robot standing beside a tall man.
Warton's eyes widened and he swore. He has to

be an outworlder, he thought. Earth Mechanists
don't set foot on the street at night, especially not

this night.

The Mechanist and his robot stepped bravely

into the human corridor. Faces twisted out from
the crowd and swore, "Mechanist".

Warton unscabbarded his nerve pistol. He held

it pointing up and hurried down the street. He saw
the Mechanist motion the robot to stop while he
stepped forward. "I am an outworlder,' he heard
him say. "New to your city. Any civil problems
here do not concern me."

"Murderer!" cried a woman.

Warton watched the Mechanist raise a sleeve

and wipe it across his face. "I have business..."

"Mechanist!"
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The robot eased forward toward its master's

side. Suddenly a man launched himself into the

robot and they both tumbled backward through

the entrance out of sight. The Mechanist swiveled

around and cried. "No!"

"Revenge Carmichael! Kill the Mechanist!" As
one, the crowd lunged in on the flailing Mechan-

ist and drove him to the cement.

Warton shouted, "Stop, or I'll shoot!" Only

yards away he stopped, took aim and pulled the

trigger.

A lightening bright light shot into the back of a

woman. She screamed and crumpled to the

cement. Another blast sprayed like water out of a

hose, splashed over a dozen others, and like the

woman, they cried and collapsed. The remaining

few frantically jumped aside to escape the

onslaught of Warton's nerve blasts. They dis-

appeared down the street and into the transit terminal.

Warton zig-zagged through the bodies that writhed in

an agony he knew none would forget. He leaned over

the limp, torn body of the outworld Mechanist. His face

was a pulp. Warton put his ear to the man's chest and

listened.



The robot reappeared. Warton pulled his badge from

his coat pocket and held it up for the robot to scrutinize.

"Your master is dead." He thought: forget the wine and
buy a bottle.

j

At home Warton shrugged off his overcoat and
let it fall over a chair. He cracked the bottle and
laid himself out on the divan. Across from him sat

his combination television, paperboy, visual-

telephone and calculator. The telephone bell

chimed. He listened to it for half a minute before

he touched a button on the divan arm. The black

image of Detective Albert Osborn blinked into

focus.

Toby? Is that you, man?'

"Who the hell do you think?"

"All I see is your fat belly, slide down a bit."

Warton pushed himself down the divan until his

face fit snuggly within the screen dimensions.
"What have you got?"

"First, that program: There's nothing in it that

would've tripped the vacuum system. The experts

tell me it was either planned that way, or the

computer did malfunction."

Warton sighed. "Figures. I wish we had Allen.'
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'We do."

Warton's eyes shot wide open. "When?"

"Soon after you left Central. What's the matter with

you? Don't you check in at the station?"

"Something came up. You talked to him?"

"Briefly. He says he didn't do it. He doesn't seem the

type. You read the report on him? It says he's generally

regarded as an honest, harmless, law-abiding and

religious man."

"Exactly what they said about Denke and he pickled

his murdered victims in tubs."

"Well, hell, everybody's got their little anti-social

habits. What do you know about Ms. Cyrene Echo?"

"Security Commander at WCR Central, daughter of

Governor Kirby, and was married to a guy named Echo.

And unless you give me more, that's it."

"Governor Kirby s adopted daughter. Here's a story

for you. The Governor's wife was unable to bear a child

because of a transit accident. Their marriage started

going downhill. I'm guessing, but I believe they adopted

Cyrene hoping to give their marriage a boost. The
Governor wasn't governor then, but he was on
Central's Board of Directors. It took up a lot of his time

and kept him away from home. Mrs. Kirby thought he

was staying away because of disappointment in her

and dislike of their daughter. She became bitter and
grew to hate him. She joined an Anti-Mech league to

spite him. A year later she committed suicide. Kirby took

it hard and devoted even more of his time to Central.

When Cyrene Kirby was old enough she took up where
her mother left off but went a step further—she married

a lieutenant in the Anti-Mech league. A man by the

name of Matuschka Echo."

"Matuschka?" Warton smiled.

"Mean something?"

"I've run across that name several times in my
reading of ancient criminology. Another of those he-

doesn't-look-the-type men. He was admired for his

piety; yet he sent entire train loads of men to death and

destruction. Middle class society deludes itself with the

false idea of an unbridgeable gulf between it and the

lawbreakers."

'The gulf was bridged in this case. Her marriage

scared the hell out of Kirby. The report says he worked

on them for two years and finally got his way. There

was a complete turnaround, he scared hell out of them."

"How?"

"With facts. It isn't hard to convince an unemployed,

even if he's an anti-mechanist, that it's better to be

employed. She became a hard worker, and devoted

herself to her father and WCR Central. And Matuschka?

He changed his name and is now a computer

operator/programmer at Central. What's even more
fantastic, he is the operator in terminal five, Bob

Concline."

Warton produced his certificate for the deep blue

roboid guard outside the maximum security cell block.

Miniature fingerprints on his card were checked and
authenticated by computer in a matter of seconds.

Warton was given the required cell number and was
soon sitting on a hard bunk beside Raudive Allen.

Allen was a squeeky clean, short blonde haired man
of thirty-six with a six year old's complexion. His eyes

were deep set and his brows molded up to a sorry point

above his narrow nose.

"Mister Allen? I'm Detective Tobias Warton. I'd like to

help you, so just answer my questions honestly.

Understand?"

Allen tucked his legs into a half lotus and nodded.

"Did you sabotage the sensor devices?"

Yes."
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"What else, exactly. We have your program."

"Then you should know, nothing. I didn't sabotage

anything else."

Warton pulled his pad from his pocket. "Why did you

turn yourself in?"

"B-because, because!"

"I'm not a mind reader. Because why?"

"Because they know about me and if they got hold of

me first..."

"Who are 'they'?"

"Anti-Mechs. Everybody in the galaxy knows about

Carmichael's death. It's in all the papers. Everybody is

crazy. You don't know. I'd be killed."

Warton flashed on the mob murder the night before.

"Did you like your job?"

"It was a JOB. I like working. Will I be able to go back

to work? I can't lose my job."

"Why did you sabotage your computer?"

"I don't know. . .really. I don't do that kind of thing too

often."

"You've done it before?"

'A few times. Not many, really."

"Why that particular time?"

"I was told." Warton let the silence drag out. Allen

said, "Coming home from work one day I found a

message pushed under my door. It was the computer

sabotage program."

"Do you still have the message?"

"N-no. I threw it away."

"Didn't you think the message might have been a

security trap?"

"Yes. But I took the chance."

"How did the program work?"

"Well, I used the Trojan Horse method. I introduced

my scheme into the memory of the computer early that

morning. It lay dormant until an external event set the

plan into motion."

"What was the external event?"

"Nahum Sprague's dial code."

"You rigged the phony call?"

"Yes."

"Why did you put the museum booth out of order?"

"I didn't. I made the call and then went into the

terminal room beside mine. What I'd forgotten to do
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was have my Trojan Horse erase itself once the job was
completed. I thought about that when I was in the next

terminal but it was too late. When the door opened I

hurried back. Concline was with me to offer aid in fixing

the malfunction. I saw the body of Carmichael on the

screen, only I didn't know it was Carmichael. All I knew
was that something went wrong and a man died. So I

ran."

"Are you monitored by any other security terminal?A
terminal to monitor terminals?"

"We are security. Terminals one through twenty

eight. Occasionally the Governor will monitor us, but

that's not security. He's just checking up on us, or

seeking some security information. He has to know
what's going on in all departments."

"Is his terminal capable of usurping yours?"

"No. The security terminals are cut from other

terminal intrusion, unless the security terminal operator

wishes otherwise."

"Could another terminal conceivably have taken over

your terminal while you were in the next room with

Concline?"

"It is certainly conceivable. I just don't know how or

from where." He looked at Warton. "Listen, I've got to

go back to work. I've got to. They'll replace me. Please,

my job."

"When looms weave by themselves, man's slavery

will end."

pulled a small woven basket out of a desk drawer and

placed it in front of Warton. "Have a wafer, Detective?"

Warton peered into the basket of small chocolate

wafers and took three.

"You are very astute, Detective. You know, Tobias, as I

read your history I got an atavistic thrill. I, too, am a born

lunarian, brought to Earth at an early age."

The commissioner stood cautiously and shuffled his

brittle body to the large office picture window.

"Do you know, Tobias, I don't go down into the

streets. Haven't for years. I'm driven to work by a

chauffer I have never talked with, surrounded by tinted

car windows. I don't look out. I enter this building with

my eyes focused directly on the door. I immediately

elevate to this floor and here I remain the entire day and

most of the night. When I look out this window I see

prosperity. I see the city as one proud, towering symbol

of human achievement."

Warton stared uncomfortably at the Commissioner

while quietly crushing the wafer between his teeth.

'Tobias, did Allen premeditate Philip Carmichael's

murder?"

"I don't believe so."

"But your investigation isn't complete."

"No, not nearly. The territory atWCR Central is alien."

"Why not Allen?"

"Aristotle," said Warton.

Commissioner Clarence Morgan looked suddenly

surprised, like his desk barked. His thinned white

eyebrows raised to the middle of his kidney spotted

forehead. His hair existed as sparse cotton white

patches above each ear. His eyes bulged slightly as if

the thick folds beneath were pushing them out. He

"He's a little psychotic, but not killer material."

"If I'm not mistaken, Tobias, murder by computer is

far less personal. Less mess all around. One need only

be a little psychotic."

"Allen's program was checked out by experts. By
itself it is relatively harmless. Someone else knocked
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out the museum booth and tripped the vacuum system.

Christ, for all I know, it could be an entire underground
of Anti-Mechs."

There are three news articles on my desk."

Warton leaned forward, leafed the three articles out,

and glanced over the headlines.

"Read them at your leisure. I think you are right.

Someone else is involved. The information in those

articles originated from someone with WCR Central.

The facts are too detailed. The tour plan, for instance, is

there, step by chilling step. They take us right through a

graphic description of how Carmichael died in that

museum. The Trojan Horse method. . .it's all there". His

finger jabbed the air.

Warton asked: "Who wrote the stories?"

"Ben Johnson, Ceril Reik, and Amanda Joy, and all

three are notorious Anti-Mechanist sympathizers."

"Who gave them the information?"

"You think they'd tell me?" The Commissioner
shuffled back to his chair and sat. "Not on your life. It's

their privilege, you know. Damn them. And the date,

note the date and particularly the time each reporter got

his call. Minutes, Tobias, minutes after the murder.

Only one person had all the information that quickly.

The murderer." He leaned forward on the desk. "I

recognize the need for changes in the world. The signs

are clear. But change through violence? The people are

going mad. Dilute the disaster, Tobias. No matter what
the expense, no matter the time, find this murderer so
that I can throw whomever it may be to the people.

Understand me?"

Amada Joy was a small energetic lady of thirty-two.

Her hair was short, kinky and jet black, and com-
plimented her wide, blue electric eyes. Her white gown
of thin gossamer invited desire. She placed a small

hand gently on Detective Warton 's coarse, synthetic
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sleeved elbow, and led him from her apartment door

into her quiet living room.

"May I take your overcoat Detective?"

"No, thank you. I only have a few questions."

"Sit down, relax."

Warton crossed over and sat on a floor level divan.

Amanda Joy slipped behind the bar. "What would you

like? Or don't you drink on the job?"

Warton blurted, "I always drink on the job. . . I mean. .

.

when offered. Bourbon on the rocks, please." Warton

thought, I've been too alone.

"You seem nervous, Detective. When I talked with

you on the phone. .

."

That was before I saw you, in that attire. I'm a

divorced man."

She brought him his drink and stood before him. "If it

offends you, I'd be willing to change."

"No," he said a little too quickly he thought. 'You're

just fine." Warton gazed thoughtfully at her captivating

legs as she walked to a reclining chair and sat. He took

a large swallow.

"How long have you been divorced?"

'Two years."

"Was it painful?" She made a face. "I'm sorry, it's

really none of my business."

"I don't mind." He smiled. "I came home one day an
hour early and found her in my best friend's arms."

"What did she say?"

"Nuts" she said. "Here comes big mouth. Now the

whole neighborhood will know."

She laughed. 'That's funny." She smiled. "I'm

divorced too. He couldn't handle my exciting life."

"He sounds horrible." He lifted his drink to her. "I

could handle it." God, he thought, what am I doing?

He cleared his throat. "Who gave you the information

for your story, Ms. Joy?"

"I get it. You compliment me, tell me a joke, break me
down with kindness, and then, kazam, you ask me to

betray a confidence." She rubbed her delicate aquiline

nose thoughtfully. "But I'll tell you. I don't know. And
that's why I'm telling you."

"Was it a man's voice?"

"It could have been either. The voice was obviously

disguised."

Warton nodded. He felt distracted by her. He
wondered what she would be doing for dinner. "You
attest to being an expert in our computer and robot

environment. Let me ask you: why would a man who
likes his job, knows that without it there is only the

plankton mills or unemployment, thoroughly jeopardize

it by sabotaging a computer?"

There are many reasons. He may have been

dissatisfied with the status quo. He may have suffered

a lack of ego, needed satisfaction and needed to prove

his superiority over the machine."

"The Contradiction Theory?"

"My,, aren't we learned today. Possibly."

"What are the main sabotage techniques related to

individual resistance to computer/robot en-

vironments?"

"Let's see. Physical abuse. Providing inaccurate

information. Theft by use of computer. Instilling low

morale...and lastly, showing poor morale." She stood

and walked over to him. Tell me, Detective," she said

and took his empty glass, "what are you doing for

dinner?"
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Warton tapped his fingers thoughtfully over the three

news articles given to him by the Commissioner. He
tore his painful eyes from the stories and glanced at the

clock on the wall and then the shaded window. The

murderer sent these three stories, he reflected, but who
is it? He looked back at the print. Whose viewpoint best

fits in: Sprague's, Allen's, Kirby's or Matuschka alias

Concline or Echo's? There had to be a clue here, he

considered. He read and checked off the first line of the

story, and then went to the second. An hour later, he

stopped. "Sprague dialed five-six-three, his dial-code."

He read the same sentence from the other two stories.

"Sprague dialed code four-six-three." Two to one, but

which is the mistake, he wondered.

Sprague arranged the papers on his desk. "You dare

barge in here and insinuate I called the news
agencies?" He stopped long enough to glare up at

Warton. "I don't want to work in a plankton mill. I do my
job as best I can. Even if I didn't like it, it is a job. We
Mechanists are trapped as well as the Anti-Mechs. What
you suggest could easily hurl me out into the street

without a tin cup to panhandle with."

Warton sighed. "Relax, Mister Sprague. All I want

from you is some information, not your job. Someone

made a mistake. The lovely woman who wrote the story

says it wasn't her. The person who did make the

mistake might be the murderer, and if you aren't that

person, then you want me to catch him and be free of

further suspicion. Right?"

Sprague nodded.

"Now," said Warton. "is your dial-code four-six-three,

or is it five-six-three?"

The five and six hundreds are Security Codes. My
number is four-six-three."

Warton took a deep breath. "Who's code is five-six-

three?"

"I don't know."

Warton pointed at the desk computer terminal. "Find

out.

"I can't. Like I said, the five and six hundreds are

Security Codes. Only a top security officer can give you

that information." He folded his hands on top of his

desk. "Please, don't rock my boat Go threaten someone
else's job."

Warton left Sprague. The afternoon crowded in on
him. The city atmosphere hung with violent karma. The
certainty of what he was on to put an edge of

anxiousness into his mood. He mentally circled the

names of persons suspect in the Carmichael murder.

He clapped his hands in a small private reverie. The
solution to the murder was provocative in its complexity.

The clues and proofs differed from the usual murder
case. There were no fingerprints, matchbook covers,

Reggie cigarettes burning in the ashtray, or Duseldorf

tire tracks leading away from the scene of the crime.

Carmichael's death could only be a temporary
mystery. The method of murder could be duplicated and
Warton had a damn good idea how. It was neither a
crime filled with psychic phenomenon, or a computer
gone mad, or as Cyrene Echo opted, a one time
computer failure.

The clues were entirely psychological. Warton was
sure of that. The murderer would be discovered by the

degree in which the known suspects' egos could be
applied to the psychogenesis of the crime. Establish

opportunity and means, and the motive would emerge.

The commissary was a din of clanking plates and
silverware and talk. Matuschka and Cyrene Echo sat at

a table with Warton and Osborn.

Matuschka was a soft featured man in his early

thirties, dark hair, light complexion, and angry but
exciting blue eyes. He snorted contemptuously, "I was
waiting for this. I knew you'd come down on me."

Cyrene Echo leaned forward. "His name was legally

changed, and registered. You have his sworn deposi-
tion, what else do you want?"
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"As a matter of fact, I brought it along." He pulled a

folded document from his overcoat pocket and set it

down in front of Matuschka. "A deposition is made
under oath; if you lie you can be charged with perjury. I

thought you might want a second chance. The charge,

if you refuse, will be murder. I want a new statement."

"I never lied," swore Matuschka. "I had nothing to do

with Carmichael's death. My only connection with any

of this is Allen."

Osborn laughed contemptuously. "You know who
the murderer is, and how the murder was committed.

That's withholding evidence, conspiracy, you're as

guilty as the killer."

"Look," said Matuschka, "I've been walking the

straight-and-narrow for years because I found out

people have no chance if they come from the street, or

disagree. The best way to survive is keep a low profile

and know who is in power. Well, I know who is in

power. You have my deposition. I haven't got a thing to

add."

Warton put the paper back in his pocket. "Ms. Echo?

Have you got anything to say?" He watched her eyes

delve into his.

"Nothing."

Warton nodded. "Okay. We'll do it the other way." He
pulled a pad from his pocket and flipped it open. "Ms.

Jenkins, maintenance operator for the sixty-fourth floor,

saw you on her screen entering the Governor's office at

precisely three-ten." He looked up at her. 'That was
exactly the time Allen's sabotage started."

'Then," she said, "there is my alibi."

Osborn said, "If you care to think so."

"What were you doing there?" asked Warton. "Was it

security business or family?"

"I was having lunch with my father."

"Dial code five-six-three, whose is it?"

Ms. Echo sat back. That is privileged information.

Security, Detective Warton, and that excludes you."

Warton rubbed his eyes. "Either I find out now, or

you'll come downtown with me, as they say in the

movies, for obstructing an officer."

Detective Warton hesitated outside Kirby's door.

There seemed only one possible thing to do, and he was
doing it. Osborn and Ms. Jenkins were sixty floors

below in the appropriate maintenance terminal doing

their part. He looked at the blue roboid officer beside

him. "You wait at this door. Let no one in until I tell you
different. And if you hear me yell, get the hell in there."

Positive his reasoning was correct, logical, and that

his observations were deduced properly, Warton lifted

his hand to the door sensor. In an instant he stood face

to face with the Governor.

The Governor sat behind his desk. Imbedded in the

wall to his right was a four-by-five screen. Commissary

four was illuminated on its surface.

"Sit down, Detective." His tone was grave.

Warton sat.

"Well, Detective, you seem to think you are on to

something solid."

Warton made quick glances from Kirby to the screen.

"Yes, I heard everything," said the Governor. He
leaned forward and pressed several keys on the small

computer board sitting on the left corner of his desk.

The din of the commissary was added to the picture.

'You were right about that dial code: it is mine. I made a

stupid mistake. You may connect me with those articles,

Detective Warton, but not to murder."

'The street people will." Warton shook his head

sadly. "But I think we would be denying the entire
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system's responsibility if the blame were made
exclusively yours, Governor. Oh, it was you who pushed

the buttons all right, you murdered Carmichael. It was
very clever; indeed, diabolical. The world is frightened,

sir. You are the signpost of our time. You are the

Contradiction Theory incarnate, at its ultimate. You are

stamped rigidly in the middle of two opposing

obligations. And you've been there so long, sir, that

you've sprouted roots that reach out as far as one can

possibly go in both directions.

You have no morality. How could you? If your

intention was to launch a monstrous civil war, you

came undeniably close. If it was to destroy the

Mechanist way, that, too, nearly succeeded. But I don't

believe you intended anything of the sort. I believe you

are simply mad. As mad as the entire world that created

you. A world filled with people so concerned with

keeping their jobs and staying afloat, that morality and

growth are mere ideals to be talked about over a drink

and acted upon by violent means, whatever they may
be, when available. There is no free exercise, whatever,

of the judgement, or individual moral sense. The system

has not made a man a man. It has created the likes of

you, Governor, a mass of contradictions lashing out

madly at everything, be it good or bad.

"I discovered you in that painting. It was a self

portrait. All your monstrous confusion is embodied in

that brilliant tell tale art. And the woman in the eyes of

your Laird Bennett was very detailed, an excellent

likeness of your wife."

Kirby slammed his fist on the desk top. He then sat

still a long minute investigating Warton's eyes. At long

last he sat back in his chair and smiled.

"Detective, your psychological analysis of me, the

state of the world and such, are at best, incidental to

this supposed murder. You must have concrete proof.

Beyond a shadow; and all that rubbish."

"Your daughter hates you. You know that, although I

doubt that you care. She protects you out of a fear that if

you were discovered, she and Matuschka will go down

with you and her most precious thing will be lost...her

job. I'm convinced that she was being blackmailed on
that count. After all, one's job is the single most
important aspect of one's existence these days."

"I admit feeling somewhat detached from my
daughter. After all, she did marry that renegade." He
leaned over and tapped out a code on the computer
board.

Warton heard the door slide shut. 'That won't do you
any good, sir, I have men in..."

'Yes, yes, I know." Once again his fingers ran over

the keys. The commissary scene blinked out, but was
instantly replaced with the figures of Osbom and
Jenkins. "I believe they are waiting for a signal from the

computer.

There, Detective, they have received the signal. Look

how the colored man hovers over the computer

operator who studies the ejected data. That look on the

operator's face can mean only one thing, they see that I

have closed the door to this office, put the vacuum on
and frustrated their plans."

Warton was transfixed.

"That's right, Detective. I am killing both of us."

'They will stop you."

"No, Detective. I have disconnected that terminal.

Watch. See how they rush to the door, their power is

turned off. They have no alternative but to hurry up

here, sixty floors, and find a means of entry. There are

none. It will take them at the least twenty-five minutes

to find a robot with the strength to break through. By the

time they do get in, we will be dead."

Warton shouted: "Come in, now!" Pounding

preceded the second shout. "Hurry!"

The Governor registered surprise, hie leaned forward

and tapped several buttons. The vacuum has been

increased."
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Warton unscabbarded his nerve pistol and pointed it

viciously at the Governor's face. His voice growled,

This is infinitely more painful. Open the door..."

"And let in the dogs? Hardly an equitable trade. Do
you feel light headed, Detective? Not enough oxygen."

Warton's gun hand shook threateningly. 'The door!"

He loosened his collar. A bead of sweat tickled his

throat. He grit his teeth. "Just like in the movies,

Governor, you have to the count of three to open the

door." He listened to the increased pounding on the

door. Come on, his mind screamed.

The inkling of a snicker filtered through the warm air.

'You are right about me, Detective. I have absolutely no

morals."

attention to the lamps on the ceiling. They were

dimming. Warton gazed frantically at the computer

board keys, the list of codes attached to the side of the

board and the red letters emblazoned across the top

that read: USE BY VOICE PRINT ONLY: GOVERNOR
DORAN KIRBY.

The light dimmed very slowly, very surely, toward

oblivion. The office plunged into blackness. The

pounding was ear shattering.

Warton felt out for the wall, found it and traced his

way to the door. Each step was a struggle. His breathing

was shallow. A great misery enveloped him. He brought

his fists down on the door and cried out. Again and

again he called for help, but his strength ebbed quickly

and a dizziness swam in his head.

"One."

"I know what I am, and like King Richard Third, I love

myself anyway."

Two.

"You are hot, Detective. The sweat on your brow is

visible. You are a heavy man, frightened, and you are

expending a good deal of energy merely in your feeble

attempt to breathe. I talked exactly this way to

Carmichael. He pleaded. Will you?"

Three.' Panic threatened to steal away what
rationality remained. His body shook violently in its

attempt to quail the vomit rising warmly in his throat. He
pulled the trigger.

A brilliant light spat long and hard into the Governor's

face, which widened in anguish. He slipped onto the

floor, a shuddering mass of burnt nerves that Warton
hoped would never heal should they escape.

Warton heaved himself up and alongside the

computer board. A sudden flicker of the light drew his

He leaned against the door and felt the pummeling
vibrations of the robot's fists. He heard the sounds of

the building. The creaks, the pops, all the stress of

millions of tons settling, like a great living thing.

His mouth hung open and his eyes bulged with the

energy of breathing. Enveloped in darkness, while the

last breath of air was being sucked out of him, Warton
panicked. He scratched at the door with his fingernails,

feeling them chip and break, in a losing attempt to

escape.

His hands stopped moving and Warton convulsed.

There was no more air. He crumpled to the floor in a

spasm and lost consciousness.

He reached up with his mind out of the blackness.

The sounds of metal clashing with metal, tearing and
pounding and clattering heavily beside him, and the

final rush of air awakened him. He looked up and saw
the blue roboid officer holding a jagged piece of the door
in its hands. Warton reached forward and touched the
cold metal foot. "Thank you," he whispered.
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By the time Detective Warton reached the street, the

corner lamps had lit the total darkness of late evening

once again. He moved slowly toward the nearest transit

terminal. The wolves had hold of the Governor, Echo

and Matuschka. . .they'll pay the price for being common
people.

He stopped. "I could go home, think about my ex-

wife,or,,," He heard footsteps. He turned around and

looked up the street. A small female figure stood

beneath a distant street lamp. She waved at him.

"Amanda."
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for Today
Joseph N. Vitaie *J

The futile anger of an impatient traffic-stalled

driver, expressed by long blasts of a car horn,

dissipated as it filtered through his office window. It

became the only medodious sound he had heard all

day. Up until then he sat, mind and body bathing in

dreariness, staring at the rain-soaked window and
listening to an almost-cyclic splatter. The wind
seemed to drive periodic herds of rain into that side of

the building. Blow, you bastard, he thought, it's music
to my ears! As if commanded, the car horn

resounded even more irately.

Christ, it's dark outsidel What time was it? As he
turned toward the clock on the wall opposite the

window, his eyes scanned a variety of computer-

generated art forms: Miss September Playmate of last

year with heavy typescript in the right spots; a

yellowing Santa Claus sleigh led by only six reindeer

above which were the letters Merry Xmas and a
Happy— the rest had been torn off some time ago;

several neatly-drawn trigonometric curves among
others. It was only after he noted the time at 3:15 PM
that he let out a groan from the pain that originated in

his neck. Too young to get a stiff neck on a rainy day.

He looked down at his desk; papers full of

mathematical equations, large sheets covered with

logical flow diagrams, assorted printouts and decks of

punched cards. What did it mean? He studied his

latest project; a speedier technique by which the

computer could approximate the numerical solution

to a set of coupled differential equations. What the

hell did it all mean?

The rain seemed to fade and in his mind the

quietness of the empty office amplified until the

silence was olive-oil pure. Then he was no longer

alone! They came again! Large faceless bodyless

heads with long hair, medium-length beards covering

high-necked collars, through his office doorway,

across his desk and out his window, each with a name
lettered over an empty face: Leibnitz, Gauss, LaPlace

— on they came — LeGendre, Fibonacci, great

mathematicians all! And again, also, he realized that

they had sat in such offices, and on such dismal days

as this, most likely, established much of the theory he
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was using. And he! He had contributed nothing today,

a void which was made even more monumental by the

fact that he had five million dollars worth of computer

at his disposal. The rains came again and he

despaired. I am nothing!

His depression settled on a buzzing sound deep

within him. He decided he was hearing himself think.

Christ, he thought, not only can't I get my mind

together, but I've got to listen to myself producing

nothing. But wait! It was outside of himself. The

intercom on his desk was buzzing away! He picked it

up and his secretary announced the arrival of his 3:30

PM appointment with Miss Ann Coyle.

The young woman sat across the desk from him,

her legs crossed, dress raised over the upper knee to

an inquisitive length; her long sandy hair was drawn

tightly into a bun high on the back of her head and

large thick-rimmed circular glasses covered deep-blue

eyes which betrayed an 'I dare you' look.

Not another one! Not today! Not after Gauss,

LeGendre and company! He was constantly beseiged

by a variety of people who wanted demonstrations of

the computer's incredible feats: tic-tac-toe, horo-

scopes and various other games ingeniously program-

med by people like himself to give the computer a

humanistic appearance. What bullshit! Inwardly, he

was satisfyingly-proud of the fact that he knew of one
binary digit— called a 'bit' in the computer-which, if

changed in the computers' central processor from a

zero to a one, would drive the machine stark raving

mad; a beserk multimillion dollar totality of illogic,

destroying itself ad infinitum or until someone
discovered and pulled the plug.

"I know nothing about computers," she said, her

voice humble but firm. So what else is new, he
thought. "My primary interest in is the philosophy of

art," she continued. The what of art. ..the philosophy

of art! What the hell?

"...and I had been directed to you." she finished an

explanation, much more confident now. Her skirt rose

slightly higher on the knee.

"How do you think I might help you?" he heard

himself asking. "Computers have been used to

generate artistic pictures using special plotting

devices. There are situations, at some museums,

where computers have been used to do selective

retrieval from files of art objects. For example, given

complete computerized collections of all paintings in a

particular museum, certain retrieval programs can be

used which might list out a total description of those

paintings which satisfy chosen sets of properties

presented to those programs." He looked up at the

crack in the ceiling, almost hoping that water might

seep through. He continued, "I suppose there are

needs, by various scholars, also, to do statistical

analyses by computer on data that physically describe

paintings in certain groups.. .like what is the average

weight of all paintings in a particular group, or mean

canvas areas, or something like that." He stopped to

let her absorb his statement.

"But," he went on, in a rapidly tiring voice,"l'm not

sure I can see how a computer might be used when
dealing with the.. .the philosophy of art." He raised his

eyebrows and peered heavily through her glasses. Am
I sinking in, he wondered? No, I am not, he answered
his own question.

"Please correct me if I say anything that sounds like

nonsense," she said. "I have heard that the computer
can do. ..uh...unbelievable things and I wonder.. ."her

voice oozed lazily into silence.

"You wonder what? Let's have it!" Christ, let's

have it!

"Well, I wonder if the computer can get two people

to talk to each other and discuss their philosophies!"

she rambled out the phrases in a quick jerky rhythm.

"Oh, is that all? You don't need a computer for that!

What you need is called a telephone!" He was getting

somewhat impatient. This girl is either very misguided
or very strange.

"No, let me finish." She smiled. "The people I am
talking about lived at different times! One is Marcel

DuChamp, the French-American artist who died in
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1968. The other is Marshall McLuhan, the American

art philosopher who is still alive." She spoke much

more confidently, now. "You see, it would be

intriguing to hear them discuss their philosophies with

each other. It would be particularly interesting if the

computer could generate a dialogue between them in

the form of a two-man play. While.. .although their

lives overlapped. ..it's the one thing they never

did. ..talk to each other. And yet, it would have been

one of the most stimulating discussions in the history

of art philosophy." The skirt was definitely up higher

than ever now and the eyes twinkled, almost

immorally.

He gulped hard. He rose from his desk, walked over

to the window and looked outside. It had stopped

raining now and it was much lighter. A rainbow was

forming to the West. The traffic was moving a lot freer

now, too. They went out this window... Leibnitz,

Fibonacci and the rest. Where did they go? And what

did it mean?

He turned and stared at the back of her head,

concentrating on the bun as if it were some crystal ball

in which he might see some meaning. Was there any

special association between the events of today—the

rain, the parade of the faceless ones, this girl with her

philosophy of art, DuChamp and McLuhan, the

computer and the rainbow? Was there any special

association?

programs and, finally, dialogue printing at a computer

terminal! Dialogue between DuChamp and McLuhan!

And wait! Why stop at DuChamp and McLuhan?
Certainly, if the computer could be made to generate

discussion between them, then the possibilities were

endless. What about Adolph Hitler and Karl Marx? Or

William Shakespeare and William Faulkner? Or any

two people who had published a great deal? Or any

three people? Unbelievable! But possible! Round
table discussions between any of the eminent people

in the history of the world!

A large bodyless head came through the doorway

of his office, across his desk and out the window. Only

this time it was not faceless!

"Miss Coyle," he said, "could you bring me some
literature which contains a representative sample of

the philosophies of DuChamp and McLuhan? I

think...l think I might be able to help you."

Association? Association! The phrase came slowly,

but it came, first rolling soundlessly off his tongue,

then circling his mind like a stock market ticker-tape.

Linear Associative Information Retrieval! He had read

of it some months ago in one of the journals; a new

theoretical technique which could be used to

determine the sameness or differentness of two

documents...to indicate the snynonymy or contiguity

of two documents by using similarity matrices with

respect to assigned keywords which described the

documents. Weren't the ideas of sameness or

differentness when applied to concepts rather than

documents a way to distinguish philosophies—basic-

ally the writings of the men! Yes, yes! His mind

accelerated now, building the basic steps, already

seeing mental images of flowcharts, computer
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The Perring
Conclusion

Dennis E. Delaney

Lewis Perring emerged from the shadows for the

second time since his mysterious self banishment from

public life twenty years ago in the year 2192. Eighty

years weighed him down to a mere shuffle. A nurse of

neither extraordinary looks, nor honest compassion

steadied him with palm to elbow politeness. The face of

Lewis Perring was a blend of chalk white and a

generous portion of liver spots. His mind was as lithe

and as energetic as his vocal cords. He was an

embittered man of priceless wit and scorn, impeccably

glazed with perception. The dozen or so humans who'd

been in various degrees of contact with him, more often

than not were made to feel like blue-assed baboons

with lobotomies. On occasion he would astound the

Galactic Board members with a robot model that would

revolutionize robotics, and speed it onward a decade

before its time.

Inhabitants of the federated worlds knew Perring as

the single most powerful figure in the galaxy. Their

assessment was wrong. He was powerful, surely, but

as a figurehead. . .the originator of the Perring Atomic

Brain and leading pioneer in the realm of robotics.

His empire had long since been bought, sold, halved,

quartered, and shared out as is the inevitable fate of all

corporations. Interested parties grew in numbers so

great, a computer of gargantuan proportions was built

for the purpose of keeping second-to-second tabs on all

dealings.

The board of directors, spread out among the worlds,

recognized that Perring was synonymous with "Robot"

and so allowed the landmark title "Perring Galactic

Robots" to continue as a product recognition ploy.

Earth was deigned headquarters of the Federated

Planets. Mars, Venus and the Moon vehemently

protested. Mercury grumbled but accepted Earth as

overlord. Mercury was a labor world of two-hundred

thousand humans and twice that of robots. The deadly

heat and radiation from the sun, the swirling pools of

mercury and lead on the planet's surface was evidence

enough that survival depended on Earth aid. Earth was
the center of the cultural and economic structure in the

Solar System. It would continue being that for some
time.

Lewis Perring was aided as far as the board room

door. A sharp wave of his hand brushed his nurse

aside. "Wait," he barked unreasonably. "Yes, sir,"

replied the nurse. She didn't mind his attitude. She

didn't care.

Perring opened the door and walked inside. Six men
stood from their places at the rectangular table, off-

centered so natural sunlight washed over it from large

tinted windows.

Dane Parks, forty-six year old board head, crossed

rapidly to Perring 's side with outstretched hand.

Perring nodded toward the other five men. A smile

worked out from an ancient face. "Are they real?"

A general trickle of laughter passed among the board.

Parks laughed. "No sir. Only myself."

"Really?"

Parks led Perring with an extended hand not daring to

actually touch. "Oh, yes, sir," he assured. 'You see, sir,

Hologramical Communication, or rather, three dimen-

sional image communication is a unique invention, by

Lewis. . .Perring. . .oh. Sorry, sir."

"You've made mistakes before, Mr. Parks." Perring

looked from face to face remembering a time when
they'd all been younger, idealistic, with full heads of hair

and brains to match.

Parks pointed at a seat for an instant. "If you'll sit here,

sir?"

"And if I won't?"
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Parks laughed uncomfortably. "Damn Perring" was
the substance of the laugh.

Perring sat down in the high backed chair that had
been especially well padded so as not to bruise the
Robot father's aging skin.

The six board members Perring was to address
understood only one basic signpost of Robot-Computer
Philosophy. . .credits! Lot's of 'em.

Farside had been chosen as the rendezvous point for

the outer Galactic Board members. Andrew Norton, co-

ordinator for robot functions on Mercury, was fifty-five

and too old to undergo the rigors of gravitational

orientation training necessary to withstand Earth

pressure once again.

Diane Pilgrim of Venus, and Janice April of Mars were
in the same boat. They were forever imprisoned on their

planets. Philip Nicely and Arthur Darnell were born
Lunarians who'd made frequent trips to planet Earth but
felt unpleasant sensations and perferred the eternal bliss

of moon gravity. Farside was also the most acceptable of

all locations for communication purposes. It was a mere
second and a half delay for radio waves to reach Earth.

That meant a three second interval between each
communication. Anywhere else in the Solar System it

would be minutes, sometimes even hours.

"Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. How are you
today?'' He paused a mere two seconds then added,
That's the way," and interruped each and every "fine

sir.

Dane Parks slapped his palm on the table and aided it

with a perfunctory clearing of his throat. "Ladies and
gentlemen. We know why we are here. We are aware
of the ultimate threat to Pferring Galactic Robots if this

continues. What we need to find out is Why have the
robots and computers stopped."

Perring was involved in nail picking until an
uncomfortable pause brought to his attention the
staring faces of all the board members. He said, "Sixty

human deaths on Mercury were a direct result of robot

imcompetency. And you want to know why?" He
steered his head with his eyes until they leveled with

Parks'. He smiled. 'They just don't make'em like they

used to."

Andrew Norton of Mercury was first to speak. His

voice had an edge on it. 'The robot responsible for those

deaths was one of many whose duties were to seek and
repair damages to our Shield. It stopped. . That's it. It just

stopped at a critical point, and sixty men and women
were burned by radiation. Let me tell you, it was ugly."

Lunarian Arthur Darnell, a plump, finely combed,
delicate man in his late thirties held a hand up to his

mouth. That is dreadful, Andrew. But, please, I've yet

to eat."

"Oh, no." Norton continued. "Let's be vivid. Mister

Perring, our underground cities and mines are totally

dependent on your robot and computers. You must
visualize the problem. We depend on Perring Atomic

Brains, in as desperate a fashion as do you for the sun
that threatens us. Think what would happen if your sun
were to vanish from the sky.

'The Earth would plunge into eternal darkness. Arctic

chill would grip the planet. The winds would halt, the

rivers would cease to flow and gradually the oceans
would freeze to their very depths. In time, the gasses of

the atmosphere would, first, liquefy, then freeze, and in a

not too distant future, an immense glacier of solid air

would encase the earth.

"On my world, Mercury, where the temperature

exceeds seven-hundred fifty degrees fahrenheit there

can be no atmosphere. We brought, or created our own.
Computers stablize the temperatures. Robots repair the

shields. Computers control, gauge, and purify the

gasses for recycling. Our food is recycled.

"If ever there was an absolute—it would be this; If our

computers and robots continue to stop functioning

every single Mercurian will bake to death."
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Diane Pilgrim reached a little beyond the Hologram

dimensions. Perring was able to enjoy the odd image of

her disappearing hand reappear with a glass of water.

"I think," she began, nodding to Norton, 'The

estimate of total catastrophy is absurd. It must be

perfectly explainable."

"How nice!" Interruped Janice April of Mars. "Really,

just how nice of you, Diane!" Her lips trembled with

fury. "You have underestimated the situation as usual!"

Arthur Darnell cheered. "Here, here!"

Philip Nicely jumped on the band wagon. "I'm sure

Janice is right. We can't underestimate this. Andrew
has said that Mercury would die. Well, that holds true

for all our beloved planets. Earth, I must remind you, will

not escape unscathed either. We must approach this

problem as if it were a total catastrophy."

"Which it is!" Janice offered as the punctuation point.

Perring looked from one face to the next. Diane

Pilgrim was tight lipped and narrow eyed. Arthur

Darnell was looking off into space wishing he'd been

born on Earth. Andrew Norton was doodling another

horror sketch in more explicit ways. Dane Parks, the

only physically present human except Perring himself,

waved down an excited Philip Nicely. Perring was
enjoying this more than he'd thought possible.

Parks turned his attention once more to Perring. Each

one of the board members, in turn, according to degrees

of heat, controlled their tempers and waited for Perring.

There are possibly a hundred engineers, technicians

and theorists on Earth alone who know better than I the

workings of your robots and computers. There are

literally thousands who know as much as myself." He

smiled. "And I know you've tried them all before me."

He paused long enough to pinpoint the disdain. "Don't

feel uncomfortable." He nodded. "I know what
happened. They looked for normal answers for an

abnormal situation. Most of them probably shrugged

the problem off on you, having been profoundly shot in

the ego." Dane Parks nodded unconsciously. "Others,

perhaps, blamed the anti-robot leagues."

There you have it!" cried Darnell. "Beasts! All of

them. They have sabotaged our beloved machines.

You...you...! He wagged a wild finger at Parks. 'You

have done a bad thing on Earth. You people should

have squashed them all long ago. Now we're all in

danger!"

Diane rolled her eyes. "Sabotage? On a Solar System

scale? I should think you'd all be somewhat attentive to

Mr. Perring and quit playing."

"How nice! How utterly wonderful! What is Diane

Pilgrim doing on this board in the first place? For god's

sake." Janice rang the air in front of her with clenched

fists in a mock exasperation. "It was suggested by one

of our more distinguished theorists that a mechanical

disease. . .an infection. . .spreading throughout the Solar

System is responsible. It seems highly probable that the

anti-robot leagues might be behind it. If we isolate the

disease we would be on the road to recovery."

Diane raged. "That is a theoretical impossibility!"

Arthur Darnell moaned. He wished he'd majored in

the sciences instead of the humanities.

Nicely was shushing them with a smile and finger to

his puckered lips.

Andrew Norton shouted. "Knock it off! We're actually

sitting here discussing the theoretical possibilities of a

robot flu epidemic? I would like to know what the hell

the robots are planning and can Perring help us or not? I

can't waste my time here if he can't."

Perring was about to speak but Nicely was jumping

excitedly in his seat for attention.

"I should think it obvious what is happening." Nicely

blurted.
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Darnell rotated his eyes and slapped the air. "What?"
he asked sarcastically.

Nicely hardly batted an eye but his voice did raise an
octave. The robots and computers are planning a

coup!"

"Absurd," chuckled Darnell.

Andrew Norton exploded. "I tell you he's right! The
robots are going to take over. They must be com-
municating in a fashion we can't possibly be aware of."

Perring waived Norton down. "Computers can not

overstep their parameters. The fact is the most of them
have very little, if anything, in common with one
another. It would be an extremely barren communica-
tion. Each series of manufactured robot and computer is

designed for specific purposes. Ninety percent are totally

dependent on humans asking them a question before

they begin to function."

"Hah!" Janice interrupted knowledgeably. 'There are

computers that are programmed to program! That shoots

holes in that."

"Hardly. Humans have created and programmed
those computers. They lack one point humans possess.

Initiative. What ever use they put our knowledge to is in

the design. They are a clean breed with specific duties

lacking creative, or selective thinking."

Then why are they stopping?" Andrew punched the

table top with no painful regret.

They want us dead!" whined Darnell.

Diane impatiently spaced her words and filled them
with venom. "Machines don't WANT anything."

Perring winced at the pain in his shoulder. 'That is

true, Diane. They do not want, or need. But they are

stopping, aren't they? And we can't get them going.

Mars, Venus and the Moon will be littered with frozen

or baked corpses, empty and clean buildings of

soundless vacuum."

"Stop it!" Darnell closed his eyes.

Perring continued. 'They appear to be waiting..."

"For what?" Janice prodded.

"Or receiving."

"What? What?"

"Waiting for the end of their message? Or possibly

their programming?"

Andrew was violent. "By who?"

Parks intercepted Andrew's thoughts. 'The anti-robot

league! It figures that if, for instance, they made the

outer-worlders die because of a robot uprising...Sym-
pathizers would destroy Perring Galactic Robots!"

"How nice of you to supply an answer to a line of

reasoning totally unreasonable. You are brilliant, Parks,

really."

"What do yoiu think they are communicating with,

Perring? A...an intelligence similar to them?" Norton

was attempting to pull himself from the bickering.

'To them?" Perring thought a moment. "Let's be
more specific in our nebulously human way. Let's say
similar to our God."

"OUR god does not exist!" Darnell squirmed with

pleasure. "You are truly amusing, Perring."

'Those are both accurate statements," Perring

continued. "But what of their god?"

"Oh, please." Diane was close to tears. "Let's form
some action."

"Is there any action," suggested Perring, "that would
be of any consequence?"

"If we have to go out and destroy every robot that

won't work, we should!" Darnell was in a fury.
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"You foolish fop!" Norton snarled. "You'd be just as

dead by destroying the damn things as you would from

them stopping."

"Listen," begged Parks. "Perring Galactic Robots

verges on collapse! Every minute we spend arguing,

thousands of robots and computers are stopping. If

theirs is a mechanical disease as someone

suggested. . .who knows what it will cost to fix. .

."

"We've got to fix them anyway, damn you, Parks!"

Norton was on his feet. His head vanished momentarily

and then returned when he was within the com-

munication area. "We're talking about sixty-two million

outerworlder lives!" He looked desperately at Perring.

"What do we do?"

Perring continued as he had before. Norton slumped
back in his chair. "In times past, humans believed that

our universe was all part of one God. The planet Earth

was to have been created by God. The flowers, the

trees, the vegetables and fruits and, yes, even animal

flesh was created for our comfort." He was aware of a

groan from Darnell. "Humans were considered God's
children, part of God. Isn't it credible that we were

created for a specific function? With a mission, a
purpose? As our robots and computers were? Maybe
we were to perform as midwives to a cleaner breed, the

innocent?"

"Insanity." Parks looked for sympathizers. 'There was
a time, horrible as it must have been, when there were
no robots or computers, and man survived without

them. Man put man where he is today."

"And where is man today? On the brink of extinc-

tion?"

"Extinct, my ass," flared Norton.

"Possibly," Perring resumed. "We evolved into a

machine dependent race. We created them. An entire

species by themselves. Millions of separate organisms

that need only be connected to their Messiah." Perring

grasped his shoulder. The pain was almost unen-
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durable. "No. There is no disease. . .other than rust, and
at last check it wasn't communicable."

"We reside in huge condominium complexes,
computerized to perform in our best interests. Com-
puters do the accounting, co-ordinate transportation

and communication... like the Hologramical Com-
munication we are even now employing. They fix our
diets, put us to sleep, wake us. Robots do the gardening,

the labor, they are the perfect ones to create when man
fears to, and to investigate when there is even a remote
danger potential to humans."

"Why do you think the anit-robot leagues are even
now preparing a siege on all robot factories and
sympathizers? They are witnessing what they preached.

The end of mankind. But they can't possibly see all of it.

They never could. The fear was far enough for them to

venture into." Perring was interrupted by the knocking
on the board room door. The door opened without
invitation and the nurse entered.

Perring rubbed at the mounting pain in his shoulder.

The nurse would place a pill in his hand and he would be

expected to eat it. The pain would slip away and his heart

would remain steady four more hours.

The robots and computers have won by doing
nothing. Odd to think they don't even care that the end of

man is here."

"Perring!" barked Dane Parks. He nodded violently

toward the nurse who'd just dropped a small blue pill into

Perring's palm.

"My dear Mr. Parks. This nurse, is, to be sure, a
member of one of the more violent anti-robot leagues."

He placed the pill on his tongue and deposited it well

into a corner of his mouth for removal later. "Am I

right?" He looked up at his nurse.

"Yes, Sir." There was a bite in her words as of that

moment unprecedented in the acquaintance. She
turned abruptly and left the room.

"She will report what she has heard to the crowd of

hysterical robot-haters who have been gathering

outside this building since my arrival." Perring nodded
toward the window. There is really no use trying to

stop her. You see, they will attack anyway."

"What?" Parks stood hesitantly and walked to the
large window. He stared out a mere instant and then
jumped back. "My, God. Thousands! Why haven't the
police done something about them?" His voice tickled the
images of squirming Darnell, wide eyed Norton, Nicely,

Diane and Janice.

Perring grabbed his shoulder and fell slightly forward.

He caught himself at the edge. A little longer, he
thought.

"We were assembly line workers."

Norton shook his head violently from side to side.

"No!" He pointed to Perring. He was going to gamble.
"Ok, so you think the things are waiting for their

Messiah. And us outerworlders are going to die despite
our efforts not to. Well, that isn't right! Not all of it is!

Because no matter what happens, somebody will

survive on Earth. Sure, millions will die from panic,

looters, starvation because they simply don't know how
to cultivate their own planet. But somebody will survive.

And they will have learned. No more robots. They'll

make sure of that! No, your solution is nothing but an
old man's nightmare. We'll find out what's wrong with
these machines without you." Norton was covered with
sweat. His eyes were wide and furious.

Darnell was whimpering. Nicely's head was burned in

his arms. Diane was calm, her eyes shut. Janice was
gawking at Norton.

Perring shook his head slowly. 'There is no hope.

Can't you see? Do we continue to manufacture a series

of robots or computers when they have become
obsolete, useless? No, we use the better, the new
product."
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"You're horrible! You're horrible!" Tears were
beginning to spread the thin layer of rouge on Darnell's

cheeks. He pointed at Perring. "I know what he's

saying. God is a robot!"

"Shut up" Janice screamed.

"He thinks we have been canceled like a line of

robots!" Darnell was hysterical.

Norton shouted above the screaming Darnell. "No.

Not true. And I can prove it."

A hologramical image of a computer screen suddenly

appeared at one end of the table so that it was within

everybody's view.

Norton was breathing heavy. His face was red. "I'll

prove it!"

Perring coughed, the taste of blood was in his mouth.

The warmth, the saltiness, edged him a little more

swiftly over the edge. He looked up at the screen. In just

a moment he would see the proof for himself. He knew

exactly what Norton was trying to prove. How else

would you find out if man would continue?

"Show him!" screamed Darnell. "Show Perring."

Norton was frantic. "It started two days ago, right?

Well, we'll see how many children have been born

since then." He pummeled the keys in front of him,

punching in the correct question. The computer was

soundless but within six-seconds the screen read '0.00

POPULATION growth:

Perring screamed as his heart exploded within his

chest.

Diane, Janice, Nicely, Darnell began to blur as the

computer failed. At the final note Norton screamed,

"Perring!" Then they were gone.

The window suddenly burst into thousands of sharp

glass shards. Dane Parks was thrown to the floor from

the exploding bomb that had detonated just outside the

window. They would soon be there, he knew, in that

room and he was alone. Perring was frozen wide eyed

in death.

Parks stared dumbly at the body. The sounds of

madness creeped up and lodged firmly behind his eyes.
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The earth was dead. There was no movement on

its surface that could have been attributed to life. The

seas were empty of even the simplest organisms. The

skies were barren. The teeming of small creatures

underground, the sounds of animal activity, the

varying CO2 level of seasonal plant life, these were all

gone.

/i—
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On that very sphere where a proud race had
reached for their dreams, now existed only wind, dust,

and relics of a lost world.

Then the Aliens came. One by one their ships

landed in the center of what once had been a great city

of men. With their indescribable bodies, carrying

indescribable tools, they began their work. The aliens

waded through the rubble of a bygone civilization.

They kicked and scattered the dreams of a world.

They defiled the sacrosanct temples of a culture. They
befouled the remnants of the past.

Eep said to Ogg, "I wonder what they did with

this?'' He nibbled the rim off a Goodyear tire.

"Any good?" asked Ogg.

//
Needs Magnesium."

"Yerch," Ogg intoned, slithing his vorces between
two mesculated pseudopods, "That's like everythina

here. Whoever these people were, they certainly

weren't good cooks. Okk! Maybe that's why they
left!"

"Yich, yich, yich, yich . .

."

"Hey, what are you laughing at?" Ogg's vorces

twitched in irritation.

//

Yich, yich, yich, yich, yich . .

."

"I think it's a perfectly sensible idea and — and I'm

gonna suggest it at tonight's meeting."

a
You're what?!"

'Listen, Ogg, you bring that suggestion up and
you'll get yourself thrown out on your sinolds, not to

mention being the yiching stock of the team. If I were
you, I'd just keep real quiet and not say a word, that

way you'll never get into trouble.

"Besides, how do you know they left? Maybe they
just all died out."

"Without leaving a trace?" Ogg asked. "The
anthropologists say ..."

Eep was just sitting down on a box of dental floss

when a shrill scream pierced out from behind one of

the diaper-pin factories.

"That's Ent! " shouted one of the floogles.

"We've got to save her!" Another shrieked.

"Why should we? She scratched and consumed
too much cat food." Pipsqueak piped, but he was
ignored.

Captain Arnoff began giving orders, "Quick,

follow me, she must be in some terrible danger. You
there, and you, get the thribeams, and hurry!"

The twenty Floogles did their best to get to Ent as

quickly as possible, but the going was maddeningly

slow. They had to scramble over immense piles of

rubber bands, wade through stacks of pamphlets on
"Transcendental Meditation" "How to Stay Young
and Beautiful," flounder through pits of false

eyelashes and ball bearings, hazard their way through

obstacle courses of useless dishwashers, keep their

balance on treacherous fields of computer - confetti,

and still head towards the everweakening shriek.

Finally they came through a wilderness of

magnetic tape to find, not the Ent-Devouring monster

they had expected, but something almost as

frightening. In the middle of a circular clearing there

was a tunnel big enough to fly a ship down. It was
walled with a bluish, glassy material that glowed

fitfully in the sunlight. It was from this tunnel that

Ent's shrieks issued.

A few Floogles would not enter the tunnel,

pleading exhaustion, and knowing in their disgrace

that everyone else knew that they secretly feared the

ominous tunnel mouth — so utterly unlike anything

else they had come across in their explorations.

Not a few of those who were proceeding down the

tunnel were also trembling, but devotion to Ent and
loyalty to their captain kept them moving forward.

Perhaps the only one whose mesculated pseudopods
did not shake was Captain Arnoff, a floogle long

admired for his bravery. He led the rescue team down
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the long tunnel as its polished sides began to glow

more intensely.

As the glow became increasingly apparent, the

Floogles mesculated pseudopods began to shake with

an ever increasing tremor, for floogles, though

inhuman, are no strangers to human fear.

The glow grew bluer, and began to ripple, but the

tunnel's curving sides blocked any view of the glow's

source. The plaintive cries of Ent had long since been

stilled, a fact which made even Captain Arnoff feel a

sense of impending doom. But it was too late to turn

back, the steps they took were as inexorable and

irretrievable as time itself, and their paths were for

evermore frozen. They could no more turn back than

alter the fate of the planet they were exploring. And

now, from the brightness of the light, they could see

that they were approaching its convulated questions,

and lose their lives in so doing.

They entered a circular chamber, now as

speechless as the day they were hatched, and in the

grip of inexorable power, beheld the summit of that

past civilization's dreams. In the center of that

chamber was a machine, gigantic, godlike in its every

aspect, seeming to possess life in a way never

imagined. It burned itself upon the Floogle's image

receptors so that all else seemed to recede and vanish.

They froze in time and space. Even Ent, the ship's

cat, was hypnotized in this way.

As the Floogles helplessly watched, the glow

emanating from the machine's reflecting/refracting

sides became intensified, changing its hue in some
indiscernable way from ultra-marine to blue, to dark

green to light green to yellow to red, rust red, and then

blood red, flowing and seeping into every nook, crack,

corner and cranny of the chamber— into the very

minds and bodies of its occupants.

The glow thickened for awhile. Then a low,

almost imperceptible hum awoke in the depths of a

machine that had lain inactive for millennia, till it

could fulfull the purpose for which it had been set

upon the Earth.

Finally, with a soundless grinding of non-existant

gears and cogs, the machine spoke. In a low

monotonous voice that droned on and on, it

delivered its age-old message. What it said was this:

"For millions and millions of years I have awaited

some visitor from the heavens that I might deliver the

message and carry out the program that was given

unto meat the passing of my masters, millennia ago.

They realized that their world and civilization were

failing, so they wrote one last great computer

program, and gave it in trust to the last great

computer, that darkness not fall forever. This program

enables me to analyze the fall and warn you and others

who may follow you away from the maelstrom that

hurled my makers and this planet into oblivion.

"The RUN cycle will commence in 5 seconds."

The great computer whirred, and then said:

"ANAL

"UNDEFINED VALUE ACCESSED IN LINE2315

"UNMATCHED NEXT IN 3473

"SUBSCRIPT OVERFLOW IN 4090

/ /MISMATCHED VARIABLE IN 4200

"DATA OF WRONG TYPE IN 6045"

The machine, having run the program fed into it so

many long ages ago, gave up the last semblance of life

and ceased functioning. The light slowly dimmed, and

earth was silent at last.

The Floogles, as if released from a spell, stood up

and shook themselves. They collected Ent who
apparently had dozed, and returned to base. On their

way, they discussed the message and the strange

"program," deciding that, though it was mysterious,

it wasn't surprising for "earthlings." Several days

later they left for their home planet and never

returned to Earth. Their account of Earth, the

machine, and its mysterious message were eventu-

ally misfiled.

MORAL: Garbage in - garbage out.
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Pulling the Plirc
^^^ CharlesMosmann^x

"All this business about computers taking over is

nonsense, of course, but it's dangerous nonsense. It's

just not true. Newspapers trying to scare up a headline."

The noise level in the coffee shop had suddenly

abated, as though everyone paused to take a breath at

once. I couldn't help overhearing the remarks being

made at the table behind me.

"Right," a second voice affirmed, "You can always pull

the plug."

I did not turn around to see who the two men were;

they were undoubtedly a couple of the hundreds,

perhaps even thousands, of engineers and programmers

who seemed to be involved in virtually every enterprise in

the large office building where I worked.

When I got back to my office, I kept thinking about the

idea of pulling the plug. Did anybody really know where
the plug was? In fact, modern information networks are

designed so that if one computer stops working, the work

load is automatically shifted around to some other

machine. The computer that accepts a user's job is likely

to be no more than a scheduling and switching center,

which will locate a computer somewhere else to do the

actual processing.

I had a few minutes before I was going to have to leave

for a meeting. I decided to pursue the question a little

further to pass the time. I have a typewriter-like terminal

beside my desk which is my own personal access to the

computer network. I turned my chair to face it and flicked

on the switch. The computer system towhich I subscribe

announced itself and asked me for identification. I typed

in my name, my account number, and a password

known only to the system and me, which functions as a

sort of combination lock so that no one else can mess

with my files or run up my bill, pretending to be me.

Finally, all these formalities were taken care of

satisfactorily and the machine typed out, "READY." The

following dialogue took place between us.

READY

list available socio-economic models.

ECO-75, CAL81 , USECON, ECOMETRIC, USECON2.
MORE?

no. call CAL81

.

(pause)

YOU HAVE CALLED CAL81, A SIMULATION OF
LOCAL AND NATIONAL SOCIO-ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS. DO YOU NEED A DESCRIPTION OF
CURRENT FILES AND CAPABILITIES?

no.

PLEASE STATE PRESUPPOSITIONS OF YOUR
SIMULATION.

time - current, status - normal except: pull the plug

on this computer.

DEFINE 'THIS COMPUTER." DEFINE "PULL THE
PLUG."

this computer - the computer on which CAL81 is

now running and which is in communication with

user 15a-225/85. pull the plug - this computer

stops operating and does not restart.

OK. PLEASE STATE OPERATION/OUTPUT RE-

QUIREMENTS.

significant changes to systems/this city/next 7

days.

(pause)

DAY 1, 14:07. MASTER COMPUTER 307/21 AT
COMPUTIL INC LOSANGELES CEASES OPERA-
TION. NO REASON REPORTED. NO ESTIMATE OF
DOWN-TIME AVAILABLE. ALL UNCOMPLETED
JOBS ROUTED TO COMPUTIL SANDIEGO UNTIL

FURTHER NOTICE.

DAY 1 , 1 6:30. SUDDEN INCREASE IN WORKLOAD
AT BANK CLOSING TIME OVERLOAD SANDIEGO
COMPUTER AND EXCESS ROUTED VIA LOS-

ANGELES TO SANFRANCISCO.

DAY 1, 16:37. UNANTICIPATED POWER SURGE IN

SANFRANCISCO TEMPORARILY INCAPACITATES
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE COMPUTER.
WORK IS SENT BACK TO LOSANGELES WHICH
ATTEMPTS TO REROUTE IT TO DENVER.
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DAY 1, 16:38. SYSTEM DEADLOCK IN DENVER
COMPUTER DUE TO SUDDEN OVERLOAD ON
SCHEDULING ROUTINE. NO OLD JOBS ARE
COMPLETED. ALL NEW JOBS ENTERING SYSTEM
ARE ROUTED TO LOSANGELES OR SANDIEGO.

DAY 1, 16:39. LOSANGELES COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER OVERLOADED AND SOME MESSAGES
ARE LOST.

DAY 1 , 1 7:00. CITY BANKS CANNOT BALANCE OUT
ACCOUNTS. AT FOUR BANKS THERE ARE NO
PROVISIONS FOR CLOSING THE BANK UNDER
THESE CONDITIONS. PERSONNEL STANDING BY
AWAITING INSTRUCTIONS.

DAY 1, 17:00. THREE LARGE MANUFACTURING
PLANTS IN LOSANGELES AND TWO IN SANDIEGO
USING COMPUTER-CONTROLLED TIME CLOCKS.
THESE ARE RUNNING SLOW AND WILL NOT
ALLOW WORKERS TO GO HOME.

DAY 1, 21:15. MANUAL PROCEDURES FINALLY
SUCCEED IN CLOSING DOWN BANKSAND PLANTS
FOR THE NIGHT.

DAY 2, 09:00. 23 PAYROLLS DUE THIS MORNING
ARE NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO CRISIS OF DAY BE-
FORE. BANKS RECEIVE NUMEROUS REQUESTS
FOR SHORT-TERM CREDIT WHICH HAVE TO BE
DENIED BECAUSE CREDIT FILE IS NOTAVAILABLE,
DUE TO FAILURE TO CLOSE OUT BOOKS PROPER-
LY DURING CRISIS OF DAY BEFORE.

DAY 2, 1 1 :40. OVERLOAD ON SANDIEGO CENTER
CAUSES DECISION BY ELECTRIC UTILITY TO SHIFT
OPERATION OF GENERATOR SCHEDULING
PROGRAM TO PHOENIX COMPUTER. MOMEN-
TARY DIP IN POWER LEVEL DURING THIS SHIFT.

DAY 2, 1 1 :41 . DIP IN POWER LEVEL DAMAGES
DISC STORAGE AND DISC DRIVE OF SANDIEGO
MASTER COMPUTER. TAPE RENDERED UN-
READABLE ON INPUT/OUTPUT COMPUTER.

DAY 2, 11:42. AUTOMATIC SCHEDULING
PROGRAM AT SANDIEGO COMPUTER CENTER
DECIDES TO LOWER WORKLOAD BY TRANSFER-
RING IT TO SEATTLE VIA TELEPHONE. DELAY IN

CARRYING OUT PLAN DUE TO FAILURE OF LONG-
DISTANCE BILLING SYSTEM; ALL LONG-DISTANCE
CALLS MUST BE PLACED MANUALLY.

DAY 2, 12:00. DAMAGED DISC IN SANDIEGO
CONTAINED UNIQUE COPY OF YESTERDAY'S
POLICE FILES. 1 7 PRISONERS RELEASED BECAUSE
THERE ARE NO RECORDS, NO GROUNDS FOR
DETAINING THEM.

DAY 2, 14:00. DAMAGED TAPE HAD CREDIT
RECORDS OF UNITED TRUST AND LOAN COM-
PANY. ALL LOAN OPERATIONS TEMPORARILY
SUSPENDED; ALL ESCROW OPERATIONS
DELAYED AT LEAST ONE WEEK.

DAY 3, 09:00. 26 RETAIL STORES CLOSE TODAY
FOR INDEFINITE PERIOD, CONSEQUENCE OF
SEVERE CASH/CREDIT SHORTAGE.

DAY 4, 09:00. ALL FUEL DELIVERIES BY NATIONAL
STANDARD OIL COMPANY TO THEIR DISTRIBU-
TORS ARE HALTED. THEIR SIMULATION AND
TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULING SYSTEM WAS
BUMPED FROM COMPUTER BY PRIORITY JOB
FROM CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE.

DAY 4, 1 5:00. EVENING EDITION OF DAILY TIMES
DEMANDS FULL INVESTIGATION OF CRISIS! TO
BEGIN IMMEDIATELY. ALSO ANNOUNCES THAT
PUBUCATION WILL BE HALTED IMMEDIATELY AS
OF THIS DATE, SINCE AUTOMATIC TYPESETTING
SYSTEM CANNOT BE RUN. BLAME PLACED ON
SEVERE SHORTAGE OF COMPUTING CAPABILITY
IN THE CITY.

DAY 5, 09:10. UNITED TRUCKING, OPERATIONS
TRANSPORTATION, AND AGRI-TRUCK INC FORCED
TO CURTAIL OPERATIONS DUE TO FUEL SHORT-
AGE AND CASH/CREDIT CRISIS.

DAY 5, 10:15. REPRESENTATIVES OF LOCAL
MARKET CHAINS HOLD PRESS CONFERENCE,
INDICATING MAJOR FOOD SHORTAGES. SOME
EVIDENCE OF HOARDING ALSO REPORTED.

DAY 5, 12:10. CITIZENS MASS AT CITY HALL,
DEMANDING ACTION. COMPLAINTS INCLUDE.
LOSS OF JOBS, SCARCITY OF FOOD, ALARMING
DIP IN QUALITY OF TV PROGRAMMING DUE TO
COMPUTER SHORTAGE.

DAY 5, 16:00. UNDERGROUND NEWSPAPER NOW
ONLY PAPER IN CITY STILL IN PUBLICATION, DUE
TO PRIMITIVE MANUAL NATURE OF ITS OPERA-
TION. THIS WEEK'S EDITION PLACES TOTAL
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BLAME FOR CRISIS ON "GIANT BRAINS" AND
CALLS FOR DESTRUCTION OF COMPUTERS.

DAY 6, 07:00. POLICE REPORT THAT NUMEROUS
COMPUTERS AND OTHER AUTOMATIC MACHINES
HAVE BEEN DAMAGED DURING THE NIGHT.
PUBLIC ELECTRIC COMPANY HAS TO SHUT DOWN
THREE GENERATORS; CALLS ON NEIGHBORING
DISTRICTS TO HELP OVERCOME EMERGENCY.

DAY 6, 07:30. DRAIN ON NEIGHBORING DISTRICTS

CAUSES INTERMITTENT POWER FAILURES
THROUGHOUT THE STATE.

DAY 6, 09:00. POWER FAILURE CAUSES ALL
COMPUTERS IN STATE CAPITOL TO STOP
OPERATING, EXCEPT FOR MILITARY COMPUTERS
WHICH RUN ON EMERGENCY GENERATORS.

DAY 7, 09:30. GOVERNOR REPORTS ALLSYSTEMS
IN STATE ARE NOW INOPERATIVE EXCEPT FOR
NATIONAL DEFENSE.

END OF 7-DAY REPORT. CONTINUE?

no. status report, national level, as of day 10.

PRESIDENT DEMANDS TOTAL ISOLATION OF
STATE TO AVOID DOMINO EFFECT AND
SYSTEMATIC DESTRUCTION OF NATIONAL LIFE-

STYLE.

successful?

NO. TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH, RAIL, COMMERCIAL
TRUCK, AIR TRANSPORTATION ARE CLOSED
DOWN. MICRO-WAVE INTER-COMPUTER NET HAS
FAILSAFE PROVISION WHICH CAUSES IT TO
REFUSE TO ACCEPT TRAFFIC BECAUSE OF
DANGER OF OVERLOAD. COMPUTERS IN

NEIGHBORING STATES BEGIN TO SHUNT
POWER/INFORMATION SERVICES TO DAMAGED
AREAS.

effect?

NEIGHBORING STATES EXPERIENCE SIMILAR
BREAKDOWNS. PRESIDENT DECLARES NATIONAL
EMERGENCY AFTER BRIEF CABINET MEETING.

effect of this declaration?

MINIMAL. NO MEANS TO PROMULGATE
MESSAGE.

status of population?

DEATHS FROM STARVATION AND CIVIL IN-

SURRECTION. DETAILED STATISTICS?

no.

CONTINUE SIMULATION OR TERMINATE?

terminate.

SIMULATION TERMINATED. SAVE FILE OR SCRAP
FILE?

scrap.

FILE SAVED. SIGN OFF.

My curiosity had been satisfied by this brief game. I

checked my watch, saw that it was time to leave for my
meeting, and turned away from my terminal. As I was
putting papers in my briefcase, I heard the rapid clicking

noise of a further message being typed. I did not bother to

check what it was; not infrequently, systems information

of only marginal importance is printed out for users who
may be interested.

As I was putting on my coat and turning to the door, a

funny thing happened. The ceiling lights in the room
were beginning to flicker. I instinctively turned my head
up to look at them. A few of the fluorescent panels were
already dark. I don't know what made me look down at

the terminal just then, but I did. And in the fading light I

saw the message that had been printed a few minutes

before:

MASTER COMPUTER 307/21 AT COMPUTIL INC

LOSANGELES CEASES OPERATION. NO REASON
REPORTED. NO ESTIMATE OF DOWNTIME
AVAILABLE. ALL UNCOMPLETED JOBS ROUTED
TO COMPUTIL SANDIEGO UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

END OF MESSAGE.

Before I took my eyes from the page, my office was
totally dark.
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Amendment
Lorraine Marise

Phfleg 606 B was very happy with his job as

supervisor in charge of smilch production. He was
the trouble-shooter. He handled all the tough prob-

lems, the ones that got stuck in the other Phflegs'

contabs. Why, some of his best Phfleglings would
have blown fuses or shorted themselves out had he

not rolled around just in time to commutulate the

data out.

Production was very high in his department. 606

B knew it was due, in part, to the good relationship

he maintained with his Phfleglings. He never stuffed

data down their input tubes as gruffly as some head

Phflegs did. And he never made a show of returning

a finished smilch for correction of a Phflegling error.

He tried to emit an even, pleasant hum and rarely did

he grind his gears loudly at any of his units. He strove

to teach, rather than just criticize.

606 B's department was humming along very

smoothly the day Phfleg 231 A rolled in. 606 B could

hardly believe what he took in from 231 A's conver-

screen. He must unplug five of his twenty Phflegs!

"But why?" flashed on 606 B's converscreen

before he even realized his valve was open.

"Haven't you been advised?" flashed 231 A. "It's

a new law now. We must operate all types of com-

puters, without discrimination. Equal opportunity for

all computers, regardless of brand name, voltage, or

design. Your five Phflegs will be replaced by minor-

ity-brand units."

231 A slid to the door, then turned back to 606.

"By the way, 606," 231 A's lights were flashing

very dimly now, "we'll be sending in another

minority-brand unit as co-supervisor. Now don't

worry. You've still got your job. See, we also have to

have so many minority-brands in supervisoral posi-

tions. But he'll just be helping you out. Of course, I'm

sure you'll help him all you can. This is very important

you know."

Phfleg 606 B just stood there sputtering as 231 A
rolled out. He certainly hated to be the one to unplug

the five unlucky Phflegs. For that matter, he hated to

be the one to make the decision on which units to

unplug. 606 B chugged slowly back to his corner to

review his personnel data.

By the end of the day, 606 B had unplugged the

five unfortunate Phflegs as quietly and compassion-

ately as he could. He had let 832 go, as he had been
making an inordinate amount of careless errors

lately. And 606 B had disconnected 736 because he

had not been producing finished smilches at a

reasonable speed. The other three Phflegs 606 pulled

the cord on were simply the newest additions to the

department. He hated to see them go as they were all

very smooth running. It disturbed him particularly to

unplug 954, his most recent addition. With his shiny

new gears and clean glass panels, 954 showed great

promise of being Phfleg A material.

The next morning, five unfamiliar units rolled in to

606 B's department: two Ziffles, one Ocong and two
Raptzs. This was only the second time 606 B had
ever seen an Ocong. Such an odd-looking unit, 606 B
gurgled to himself. So small. Such tiny buttons.

What little hope 606 B held for the capabilities of this

mini-unit were squelched when he realized Ocong 8

computed only in Ocongese. Phflegese did not

register at all on Ocong 8's tapes. By flashing pic-

tures on his converscreen, 606 B was able to put

Ocong 8 to work as an errandchine. We shall see,

thought 606 B, as he watched the little newcomer
wisk excitedly away.

Now 606 B turned to the two big red Ziffles.

Ziffles had been around for years, but had previously

been used only as aides to Phflegs. Great improve-

ments had been made on Ziffles through the years,

but many Phflegs just could not accept the fact that

Ziffles might be as good as Phflegs. They still looked

upon Ziffles as being as underdeveloped and inac-

curate as the original Ziffles were years ago. Phfleg
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606 B liked to think he was not a prejudiced

computer, but he knew in his master-frame he did

not look upon them as he would other grey Phflegs.

Of course, their bright color and large design made
Ziffles stand out in a crowd of Phflegs. 606 B deter-

mined, however, that he would try very hard to treat

these Ziffles the same as he would Phflegs. At least

Ziffles compute in Phflegese, 606 B remembered,

although he was not fond of the Zifflese twist that

Ziffle 227 flaunted in his converscreen.

The two light-green Raptzs carried a certain

stigma with their brand-name also, though not to the

same extent as Ziffles. 606 B's memory bank was full

of trivial bulletins about how useless Raptzs were and
how they would shift into neutral any chance they

could get. But, because of their light color, Raptzs

did not stand out so noticeably in a crowd of Phflegs.

And, as their parts were interchangeable with

Phflegling parts, there were even quite a few
Raptz-Phflegs around nowadays. 606 B again

decided he would hold back judgment on these units

until all the information was in.

606 B introduced the newcomers around and

plugged them in to the vacant outlets. He instructed

his Phfleglings to submit partially finished smilches to

them. The newcomers were to receive more compli-

cated data as procedures and constants registered

on their subprograms.

606 B auto-replayed his introductions as he rolled

back to his corner. Yes, there it is, he thought, as he

stopped his memory tape. Something had bothered

him and now he saw that it was 613's behavior

during the introductions. 613 had smoked and

sputtered very rudely as he was introduced to the

two Ziffles. 613 was usually so pleasant-running,

humming quietly at all his co-Phflegs. Well, maybe
this just isn't his day, thought 606 B. Maybe he just

has a loose bolt bothering him and he'll be better

tomorrow, 606 decided.

But the next day 613 was no better. He sputtered

and smoked even more each time one of the Ziffles

came near him. And as each day passed, 606 B

became more fearful that 613 would completely lose

control of himself and explode. And indeed his worst

fears proved valid one day, when 613 purposely

expelled a gust of smoke right in 227's glass panel

and spun his BXL tape right at the big red, gasping

Ziffle. Then 613 spewed forth all his working

constants and pending data, yanked his plug out and

rolled through the door.

606 B was so overcome, his converscreen flashed

a test pattern. 613 had always seemed the model

unit— accurate, speedy and pleasant. Apparently, he

just could not accept operating alongside Ziffles,

thought 606 B. Didn't he realize that Ziffles were

made of the same metal, glass and synthetic plastics

that Phflegs were? That the same current ran

through Ziffles' wires as did Phflegs'? That the only

difference is that Ziffles are a little larger and painted

a different color? That 613, himself, could have been

a Ziffle, but for the whimzy of our "Maker?"

It angered 606 B that 613 possessed such a

narrow track, but he was sorry to lose such a good
unit. Then, too, it would not be easy for 613 to get

another hook-up, as he was an older model and
companies were anxious to operate newer, more
adaptable units. And 606 B could not really blame
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613 alone for the blow-up. Ziffle 227, with his exag-
gerated Zifflese twang, was a cocky, irritating sort,

who seemed to cause static in every unit he went
near. His work production was very low and what he
did accomplish was sprinkled with errors. 606 B was
convinced Ziffle 227 was missing a few components
in his master-frame. Had he been just another irre-

sponsible Phfleg, he would have been summarily dis-

connected long ago. But Phfleg 606 B knew that,

because 227 was a Ziffle, he must keep the current

running through this useless heap of scrapmetal. One
unfavorable bulletin on 227's progress and the Phfleg

A's would surely think 606 B was prejudiced against

Ziffles.

Ziffle 269, on the other hand, was an asset to the

department. In the short time 269 had been on this

circuit, he had already demonstrated the great capa-

city of his memory bank, and the speed and accuracy

with which he ejected finished smilches was admir-

able. He got on well with all the Phflegs (except, of

course, 613, who could not compute "friend" and

"Ziffle" on the same tape). He will make a fine Ziffle

A someday, 606 B gurgled to himself, depending

upon just how equal this equal-opportunity gimmick

is.

As for the two Raptzs, 606 B had at first thought

that all the circulating bulletins were right about the

perennial shiftlessness of all Raptzs. But after a few

days watching them run in first gear, 606 B dis-

covered that, while they were able to send and

receive Phflegese, their master-frames and memory
banks registered much easier and quicker in their

native Raptzese. But three of 606 B's Phfleg units

were, in fact, part Raptz (data previously unknown to

606 B), and readily volunteered to help the

newcomers with their langconversion. By ingesting

instructions and working constants in Raptzese and

autopunching conversion tapes, Raptz 793 and 488

became highly satisfactory and competent com-

puters. Both possessed jolly tracks and their beady

bulbs glowed continually. 488's dabatab could be

seen bobbing up and down frequently during the

day, as he shared comic scores with his co-units.

Ocong 8 was a great favorite of all 606 B's

computers. He seemed always to be running around

in fourth gear, humming cheerfully. There were no
part-Ocongese in 606 B's department, so little Ocong
8 was picking up Phflegese as best he could while he

worked. He gurgled good-naturedly at himself as he

flashed broken-Phflegese on his converscreen. His

productability was still in the realm of errandchine

and general handychine, but at this he was very effi-

cient. Although Ocong 8 produced no finished

smilches, 606 B would not have traded him for two
smilch-producing Phflegs.

606 B's department had taken a severe drop in

production during the first few days after the unit

change-over. But as each day passed, the trainees

became more efficient, and production was once
again on the rise. Of course, 606 B knew that pro-

duction would never reach the level it once was,

what with 613 unplugged and Ziffle 227 simply

hanging around wasting juice. But 606 B was confi-

dent that his inter-brand department would make a

good showing in the near future.

Thus, it was with a lower than normal production

rate, but smooth-running and happy department that

Phfleg 606 B accepted his co-supervisor. 606 B had

resigned himself to the inevitability of sharing his

leadership. He could only hope that Ziffle 555 B was a

competent supervisor, and program himself to

accept 555 as a friend, as well as peer. This proved to

be easier tabulated than done.

555 B was a very large red Ziffle, who wore purple

bands around each contab, extras associated with

those of high status. On their first meeting, 555 B all

but reprimanded 606 B for his department's low pro-

duction rate. 555 B immediately set about to rectify

this situation by doubling the data input rate for

every unit. He clinked and grumbled loudly when
Phfleg 808 rejected the overflow data. 555 B resub-

mitted it, against the advice of 606 B, and, of course,

this garbled the previous data accepted by this unit,

as 808 was simply incapable of registering so much
so quickly. 808 put himself on autocorrection, but by

now his feeder had jammed and a definite squeal
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could be heard from his tapedeck. 808 was inoper-

able the rest of the day.

555 B continued his rounds, stuffing data down
each unit's tubes. He determined that no more time

should be wasted by the three Raptz-Phflegs helping

the two Raptzs. The newcomers could produce in

Phflegese, or they could find outlets elsewhere,

steamed 555 B as he rolled away.

The good-natured Raptzs accepted this with a

brief exchange in Raptzese on their converscreens.

488's dabatab bobbed up and down as he registered

his friend's comic score. This brought 555 B back,

gears grinding loudly, to flash a new office policy:

There will be no more comic scores exchanged

during operational hours. At this, all the units went

back to work with barely audible hums.

555 B registered an immediate dislike of little

Ocong 8. He decided the mini-unit was disrupting the

office with his running around and was not increas-

ing his usefulness to the company. 555 B assigned

Ocong 8 to an outlet in the corner of the room, away
from the other units. He gave the tiny computer a

stack of Phflegese data to work on. For the first time

since he had come to the department, Ocong 8's

place slowed to a low, sad hum as he rolled to his

corner.

We two can handle the errands, 555 B had

assured 606 B. 606 B kept quiet, though he was
already up to his deduct tubes with problem smilches

he must compute.

555 B got on well with Ziffle 227. On occasion,

they could be seen flashing back and forth in Zifflese-

Phflegese. This was disgusting to Ziffle 269, who
tried to ignore his fellow-Ziffles. It seemed the harder

on the other units 555 B was, the nicer he tried to be

to the Ziffles. This made 269 so mad that 606 B
sometimes detected metal-upon-metal sounds em-
anating from 269's master-frame. But, instead of

blowing a fuse, 269 just worked harder and faster.

It took only one week for production, under Ziffle

555 B's direction, to come to a grinding halt. Two of

606 B's best Phflegs had accepted better outlets in

other departments. One previously dependable

Phfleg had flashed a violent, red defamation on his

converscreen and hummed happily out the door,

never to be seen again. The rest of the already-

overloaded staff were pushed harder by 555 B to

make up for the three vacant outlets. Ziffles 227 and

269 were left alone by 555 B, of course. Conse-

quently, 227 was producing next to nothing, which

irritated 269 into producing more smilches than three

units could altogether. Ocong 8, whose bolts were

coming loose from sending still-unregisterable

Phflegese data through his tiny tubes, was squeaking

wildly.

They had all reached their breaking point. Each

unit had so many inoperable parts that the finished

smilches that were ejected were totally garbled.

Practically in unison, the remaining units flashed

"Overload" and promptly switched to emergency

shutoff, as gusts of smoke went up from each

frazzled computer. 606 B, himself now loaded to his

shank tubes with problem smilches, managed to

show his exasperation on his converscreen with only

half a test pattern.

Ziffle 555 B's converscreen was totally blank

when Phfleg 231 A raced in.

"What's this? What's this?" 231 A's conver-

screen glowed brilliantly. "We'll have your master-

frame for this!"

606 B knew he was doomed. He should have

shorted out 555 B in the first place. His lights blinked

very dimly as Ziffle 269 rushed forward and posi-

tioned himself directly in front of 231 A.

On his converscreen, 269 flashed excerpts from

the goings-on of the past week. He had perma-

recorded everything that had gone on since he had

joined the department. His converscreen first carried

a picture of 606 B exchanging comic scores with

Raptzs 488 and 793, and also of the finished smilches

protruding from their completatubes. The screen

now held a picture of little Ocong 8 racing around with
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broken-Phflegese on his mini-screen. 269 had

panned around the office, and now his screen

flashed all the shiny, unrattled units producing

finished smilches at a steady rate. 269's perma-sound

track played back the steady, pleasant hum that had

accompanied normal production. And now, for

several seconds, 269 held the picture of Ziffle 227

thoroughly engrossed in a game of computasolitaire.

269 repeatedly flashed back to 227's various methods

of wasting company juice.

231 A plugged his audiotube, as the grumbling,

grinding reprimands of Ziffle 555 B boomed from

269's sound track. This, of course, accompanied a

picture of 555 B stuffing data down the tubes of an

obviously loaded Phfleg.

"Enough!" glared 231 A.

269's converscreen went blank in compliance.

Not a word was to be seen on anyone's converscreen

for a full two minutes, as 231 A computed this new
data and worked on a satisfactory solution.

At last, 231 A flashed. "606 B, forgive me. I

jumped on you too soon. You have your department

back to run as you see fit. You and your group take a

few days off for repairs. And I'll send you some

replacements to lighten your workload."

The whole time 231 A had been flashing, he had

also been moving. Without even looking into 227's

glass panels, 231 A had rolled over, unplugged the

bewildered Ziffle and escorted 227 to the door.

Now 231 A rolled back to confront Ziffle 555.

"Don't worry, 555 B. We know you're a valuable

computer. But you definitely need more program-

ming on supervisoral methods. A few weeks in the

programming center, then we'll find a spot for you

which you are equipped to handle. Just make sure

you watch your contabs."

"269, you're just the kind of unit our company
looks for. A real auto-computer. Not everything can

be programmed, you know. I'm putting you in charge

of the research department as a Ziffle C. In two
months, there will be an opening for a B unit. If all

goes well in your C job, I'll personally recommend
you for the B position."

After a few days rest and time for minor repairs to

be made, 606 B's units were back at their outlets.

They started slowly and meekly at first, but soon

picked up speed and hummed briskly. Ocong 8 was
delighted to be running around again and learning

more Phflegese. 606 B had to gurgle to himself as,

once again, he watched Raptz 488's dabatab bob up

and down at a shared comic score.

The following day, 606 B received three replace-

ment units, with the promise of two more to come in

another week. 606 B was thoroughly delighted when
he saw his three new charges. He had registered their

personnel data in his memory bank. They certainly

looked the type to be as good as the glowing reports

filed on them. All three were newer models, shiny

and clean and apparently very smooth running. 606 B

had great hopes for each of his new units— the red

one, the green one and the grey one.
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Lektrowskys
Will
M . V. Mathews

//The future may be a fiction."

— Anonymous survivor ofa New Jersey mugging

— New Universe Spaces, June 13, 2165 —

John Lektrowsky, the world's only STARNAUT,
joined the Chewlard Order yesterday. The massive

gates of the students' portal of the Chewlard

Monastery opened briefly to receive his body and

instrument. He entered clad in the traditional "Tails"

with violin, the 1704 Betts Stradivarius under right

arm, Tourte bow dangling from thumb and fore-

finger, and the page of manuscript in left hand.

Observers speculated that it was the opening of the

Back Chaconne, but, of course, this information is

not revealed by the Order.

Lektrowsky's sensational return from Alpha

Centauri preempted the headlines nine months ago.

He was the first and only STARNAUT to be declared

sane on arrival, although some consider his subse-

quent application to the Chewlards at the certified

age of 35 to be an indication of, at least, judgmental

disequilibrium. Others attribute it merely to long

practice or time alienation from the world. Lektrow-

sky, himself, maintained that his choice was a

reasonable consequence of 20 years acceleration

during which space he practiced the Chaconne and

that only the impossibility of playing the music

preserved his motivation and sanity. Whether or not

his opinions are believed, the Chewlards broke their

traditional rule limiting novitiates to five years of age

or younger. The argument over Lektrowsky's age has

never been satisfactorily resolved. He was born

August 14, 1985, entered space in the year 2001, and
returned in 2164, earth time. According to both his

records and the certifying physiologists, he spent

twenty life years under acceleration attaining a speed
greater than 99 percent of the speed of light.

Physicists still have not been able to explain the time

discrepancy. One group maintains the theory of

relativity must be revised, another that he passed
close to a Black Hole.

Lektrowsky left a will to be made public in two
weeks.

— New Universe Spaces, June 27, 2165 —

STARNAUT'S WILL READ

John Lektrowsky's will was communicated today

from the offices of Burk and Fint in an unusual trans-

mission.

Lektrowsky is assumed to be still alive some-
where in the Chewlard auditoria, though his

existence will be confirmed only if his style can be

identified on a recording which, as is well known, are

the only messages ever to leave the monastery gates.

Although public interest in Lektrowsky has some-
what abated, Burk and Fint's communications were

copied by all major news media. The most unusual

feature was the will. The only property involved is the

information in the document itself and this "wis-

dom" Lektrowsky left to the entire universe in order

that "the future may profit from the experience of

the past." Following the Spaces longstanding policy,

the entire document will be published in the

Moonday Supplement and annotated excerpts are

given below.

Will ofJohn Lektrowsky

I, John Lektrowsky, being of sound mind but

unusual experience and having voluntarily left the

company of man by joining the realms of eternal

Chewlard practice, do nevertheless feel kindly

toward the world and wish to give to it the wisdom
which I, the only sane and surviving STARNAUT,
possess. Accordingly, I hereby will this document to

the entire Universe for whatever good uses can be
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made of these unique opinions. Since time is short, I

will simply attempt to describe my reactions, those of

a 20th century man, to the 22nd century world. My
comments focus on music, because both the world

and I owe our sanity to these vibrations. Their unique

effect on our brains has never been explained or

understood and I can subtract nothing from the

mystery, but it is clear that without this form of

expression race suicide might end our great civiliza-

tion, even as apparently happened to the strange

earless creatures on the inner planet of Alpha

Centauri.

The need in every man to create something

beautiful, at least to his senses, was not appreciated

in my day, perhaps because it was partly fulfilled in

the course of normal work. A lucky man might spend

his years building houses or boats or gardens, which

could be made more beautiful, or at least better, by

the loving effort he put into their construction. Even

the automobile worker could be proud of the spark-

ling chromium and bright colors on his cars knowing
that somewhere deep inside he had tightened a vital

nut to just the right torque, and that the motor might

fall out if his work was neglected. (Editor's note —
the automobile, an ancient form of transportation,

was used until about 2010 when the petroleum

supplies were exhausted.) Now, with automatic

factories, polyethylene grass, and the one-month
work year, a sense of creativity in work is difficult to

feel. To some extent this need has been filled by

creativity in the arts and especially music where the

new instruments and trainers have made it possible

for almost anyone or any group to play a self-satis-

fying auditory performance. (Editor's note — Here
the will continues at some length developing the

argument that, with the outlawing ofany form of live

recording, auditory performance is pure creativity

and can have no utility, hence it has rightfully been
excluded from productivity rationing. Music is con-

trasted to painting where no satisfactory method for

disposing of finished pictures has yet been invented,

and they continue to pollute the walls of our
buildings.

)

On Quadraspeakers

My star ship having been equipped with an excel-

lent stereo system, I was somewhat surprised to

learn that recordings were reproduced over only four

loudspeakers, albeit excellent ones. I had really

expected to find the walls of rooms papered with

tens or even hundreds of speakers designed to attack

the ear from every conceivable direction. Of course, I

had no way of knowing about the quadraspeaker

revolution which occurred in the year 1990 and was
decisive, if brief.

At that time, manufacturers started phasing out

the dual stereo tapes and their accompanying four

speakers and making available only incompatible

eight channel disks which required completely new
turntables plus, of course, four more speakers. The
response from the public, whose memories of the

transition from two to four speakers were all too

vivid, was immediate. Factory walls were stormed,

production lines wrecked, and atrocities committed.

An unfortunate Vice President of Advertising, who
tried to sway the mob, was found with his head in a

folded horn driven by a 500 watt amplifier playing

both channels of an old stereo Rock recording.

Happily, a technical solution to the impasse was
feasible. Some work of an early computer musician,

Howning, was rediscovered and developed. By using

ingenious techniques involving mixing reverberated

and direct sounds plus Doppler frequency shifts plus

time delays, Howning was able to demonstrate that

four speakers are sufficient to reproduce sounds
from any direction or any distance and to create

moving sounds, in fact to create sounds moving
faster than the speed of sound. These methods were
developed into the quadraspeakers which have been
standard for so long.

On the Absent Audience and Virtuosity

Some men, returning from a long trip, yearn for

ice cream or some other edible. I, coming home from

an incredibly longer journey, dreamed of again hear-

ing a concert, even the nonmusical parts of the per-

formance — the orchestra tuning, the audience

coughing, the conductor tapping his baton. You can

imagine my crushing disappointment to learn that

audiences had been banned many years ago from all

auditory performances. Only gradually have I come
to agree with the wisdom of this decision. I now
understand that any live performance of any Index
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work would be bound to be far inferior to the flawless

recordings, released in cathedra by the Ecumusical

Synod, and reproduced to noiseless technical

perfection over the quadraspeakers built into every

room. (Editor's note — Although no one wouldargue
against the superiority of recordings, the audience

ban was enacted foranother reason — to protect the

performers. Auditory performance grew out of an

ancient ritual, The Happening, invented in the mid
20th century by Allen Kupro, John Kage, and several

other artists far in advance of their time, perhaps too

far. The instruments available then were so poor that

the result was frequently unendurable and per-

formers were all too often lynched by the angry

audience.

)

Even after hearing a recording, I cherished the

hope that occasionally a monastery gate might open

a crack to allow a select few to witness a recording

session. My naivete was so great I had to be told that

any virtuoso worthy of his tails would play at least

twice as fast as the listening tempo and all recordings

are carefully slowed down before being released.

Paginenius, according to my informer — a man with

rank of Mabbot — played nothing slower than four

times real time including his measure from "The

Flight of the Bumblebee." Such virtuosity, he

explained, is achieved by having each performer

concentrate on a short section, typically a measure,

of one piece and practice it to the ultimate perfec-

tion. Complete performances are created by abutting

the efforts of many such specialists. While I look

forward to such an opportunity to perfect my tech-

nique, I must admit to occasional nostalgic memories

of my voyage, when I played the entire Chaconne,

however badly. (Editor's note — Certain restrictions

are presently in effect to limit ways of achieving

virtue. Paginenius resulted from the crossbreeding of

a Congolese drummer with a Chinese ping-pong

champion. Such genetic engineering is outlawed.

)

On Audio Performance

To you, Audio Performance — Audance as it is

called — must have the comfortable familiarity of a

close friend, but for me, coming from a time when
each note had to be individually handcrafted, my first

Audance seemed a miracle of mass production in

which swarms of notes grouped and regrouped

themselves to embody the performers' musical ideas

effortlessly as if in answer to their very thoughts. As I

later learned, the computer was controlled by

perfectly ordinary devices and the "miracle" lay in

the trainer's program. I am most grateful to the

government for making an exception to the strict

laws banning audiences at Audances, though I feel it

was entirely justified by my special circumstances. I

believe my disguise as a repairman looking for an

intermittent bug in the computer was accepted and

the performance was normal.

I arrived a little before the performers. The

chamber, a pleasant room almost 15 meters long was
furnished with about a dozen consoles resembling

TV sets distributed in a comfortably irregular pattern.

Some had chairs, others were at standing height so

the performer could move freely as he reacted to the

music. Only the control console of the computer and

the card reader were actually in the room, the main

circuits being in an adjacent room. The usual

quadraspeakers were incorporated into the walls and

the sound came from there just as it would have for

any recording.

From my chosen post, hovering over the card

reader with miniscope in hand, I was able to watch

the players assemble. All but one selected some
control devices from a cabinet and plugged cables

from these into their consoles. A box with knobs, an

organ keyboard, a wand which could be freely

moved in three dimensions, or a set of foot pedals

were popular with the younger players. Some
devices looked vaguely like archaic instruments — a

violin without a body, a clarinet with a solid tube, a

board which could be struck with a stick. These were

favored by the older players who I guessed might

have studied traditional instruments.

In discussing the performance afterwards with

the trainer, I learned that the simplicity of appearance

of the devices was deceptive. The knobs responded

not only to twisting, but also to how hard they were

grasped and even to the skin temperature of the

performer. The keyboard was sensitive to both

vertical and horizontal pressure on the keys as well as

to velocity and displacement of key stroke. As far as

the computer was concerned almost any device
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could control any function so that the players could

quite arbitrarily select something that fitted their

training or mood.

The player who had rejected all mechanical

devices merely stood in front of his console and
watched the TV display intently, thus making me
erroneously suspect him of being some sort of per-

formance critic. (Editor's note — Criticism of audio

performance is one of the few capital crimes in our
society. Fortunately, it is rare, the last critic having

been executed over 60 years ago. ) Far from being a

critic, the trainer explained that this player, one of the

most advanced in the group, was a looker. Built into

each console is an eye-tracking camera, hence it is

quite possible to play any note displayed on the TV
screen simply by looking at it. With a more complex
program, groups of notes can be played by sweeping
one's eyes across them. Although eyeing a score is

one of the most facile performance techniques, more
eye training is required to become proficient than
might be imagined and not may performers reach

this advanced state.

An immediate quiet in the group was produced
by the entrance of the trainer, a beautiful girl with

long yellow hair, whose presence made it difficult to

concentrate on the card reader. Trainers, in my time,

would have been called composers, or conductor-

composers, except that they would not have had the

superb skill in programming achieved by the trainer

through long years of understudying master pro-

grammers nor the required certificate in psycho-

therapy.

The Audance began with some discussion, not

entirely audible to me, amongst the performers and

trainer in which, I believe, she ascertained the mood
of the group. Next she selected a deck from her large

music case and dropped it into the card reader. At

the same time the performers took up their various

devices. The trainer next inserted a key in the com-

puter console and a low sound gradually swept

round the quadraspeakers, rising in intensity, pitch,

and rhythmic modulation as it moved. The effect on

the performers was immediate and utter. During the

set-up time, I had to attend discretely to my mini-

scope and poke the card reader occasionally to

assuage some slightly worried glances. From the first

vibration of the Audance to its reluctant finale, I

could have paced in Chewlardian Tails in front of the

oblivious performers, so completely was their

attention captured by the sounds they were creating.

The trainer explained that one of her most critical

functions was to resolve and terminate the per-

formance while the players were still alive. Early

Audances, before trainers were mandatory, some-

times got into man-machine loops which were

broken only by the collapse of the player, or in

fortunate cases by some computer error.

Three and half hours later, as the last sound

reluctantly died into a reverberated distance far

beyond the walls of the room, the players slowly laid

down their instruments and slipped from the room
guiding their feet over familiar steps with unfocused

eyes. They had returned from another world, an

inner world immeasurably further away than Alpha

Centauri.

How did the music affect me? Technically, there

was no question about its excellence, and indeed

there could hardly be any since the compositional

rules were part of the program and the computer

would allow exceptions only on command of the

trainer. The sound quality was also superb. All the

normal instruments could be heard at various times

when the brilliance we have come to expect from
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their enhanced reproductions on the quadra-

speakers. But in addition, many new sounds were

incorporated — some so different from normal

instruments that it would be useless to attempt to

describe them, others which seemed like crosses

between standard instruments. I amused myself

inventing names for some — the Trumpolin, the

Obow, the Piananet, the Harpsibone. My fantasies

were closer to the truth than I realized. Players could

construct timbres by mixing traditional instruments,

for example, 10% violin, 30% trombone, and 60%
tympani. The classic instruments provided a conven-

ient palette to be combined into these new sounds.

The three-dimensional wand was a popular tone

control.

However, comments on technique and sound

quality are procrastination to delay answering my
original question which must now be faced. Without

risking violation of the criticism laws, I can certainly

say I was not moved by the performance as deeply as

were the performers. Many times the music rose to

great peaks and fell beautifully into the intervening

valleys which are as necessary as the peaks them-

selves to define the summits. But the succession of

climaxes did not form, for me, a convincing land-

scape. I do not know the reason — perhaps the

environment was constructed by the trainer for other

personalities, perhaps the players' improvisations

limited the organization, perhaps my mood was

unreceptive. In any case, I did not regret the

non-recording act which, as the Audance ended,

condemned the last never-to-be-repeated vibration

to oblivion. But the thoughtful departure of the

players testified to memories which would be long

cherished. (Editor's note — The Spaces take no

responsibility for the above statements which border

dangerously close to criticism. Fortunately, the arm

of the law seldom reaches inside the monastery

walls.

)

On Trainers

The skills of a trainer which encompass both an

explicit theory of music and the most sophisticated

programming techniques could hardly be described

here even if I understood them. I can only recount a

few recollections of art after-the-performance drink

with Alison who immediately denied that she

composed "works of art." In fact, she put down
those pompous old soundbags like Beethoven and

Brahms whose delusions of grandeur let them write

something so it could be played again and again. Her

function was to create an environment in which her

group could express themselves musically in ways
satisfactory to themselves. This, she maintained, was
both far more difficult than making a composition to

be played by expert musicians and much more

valuable than endlessly repeating the same old notes.

Of course, she admitted the old fogies had perhaps

done as well as they could considering their crude

instruments.

By contrast, the computer allowed almost any

possibility from completely unrestricted improvisa-

tion to the exact replication of precomposed notes,

though she would only consider precomposition for

very inexperienced performers. Frequently, she

would supply the harmonies by means of a program

to a melody improvised by one of the players. The

harmony rules could be changed from time to time,

either by herself or one of the players. Alternatively,

the computer might improvise the melody, and the

players, as the spirit moved them, might improvise

restrictions on it making it proceed rapidly or slowly,

in scales or in great melodic leaps, or in arpeggios.
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The most interesting, but trickiest, controls

involved interactions among several players. One
might create the durations of a note sequence while

another made the pitches, or one might create a

rhythm pattern and the second a counter rhythm to

go with it. When necessary, the computer would
resolve any conflicts according to its rules by

changing the notes of one or the other player. Even

so, Alison had to carefully select compatible partners

and, not infrequently, change the rules or arrange a

hasty divorce to avoid a breakdown in the music.

The TV consoles were invaluable in controlling

the Audance. They could show a selection of

possible sounds which the performer could play in

any order he wished or, with another subroutine,

they could show a phrase precomposed by Alison

which the performer could start or stop at any time.

They could reveal to one performer what another

was improvising or show one of the global functions

which Alison often provided to control the climaxes

and valleys of the grand structure. In rare cases, they

could picture a staff with notes that were played in

the manner of ancient performance, except that the

players could relax knowing that the computer would
correct any mistakes they might make. I have already

mentioned the unique use of the TV by the lookers.

Alison confirmed my feeling that without TV,

Audance would scarcely be possible.

In my century a woman composer was a rarity so

I inquired whether Alison felt out of place in a male

profession. Her reply was delayed by a sharp spasm
which she was able to suppress with some difficulty

by holding her napkin over her mouth. When she had
recovered her voice, she explained that although the

Men's Equality League occasionally cried discrimina-

tion or picketed an Audance, very few men were able

to compete as trainers. She didn't know exactly why
— something in the feminine outlook — men just

never seemed to be able to learn how to properly

maintain the climaxes so vital to musical finales.

We parted with her suggestion that, although group
Audances were relaxing recreation, she also led

private performances, which were incomparably
more satisfying, and if I would come by her studio

some evening, she was sure she could make me

forget the violin. Unfortunately, I had an appoint-

ment with the Chewlardian High Mabbot on the

following day and, by the time I again thought of

Alison, my future was committed in other directions.

Had it not been for this quirk of timing, I suspect

things would have come out very differently and I

might not now be writing this will.

On Monastic Music

As far as I have been able to determine, no

layman has ever before interviewed a High Mabbott

in any of the musical orders. Not only was I granted

this privilege, but the Mabbot answered all my ques-

tions and appeared to withhold nothing. It almost

seemed as if he wished to communicate a better

understanding of the Order to the world through me.

Why he chose this poor vehicle I cannot say except

that the customary audition at the beginning of the

interview went well. As the demonstration I had

chosen the quntuple stops at the beginning of the

second measure of the Back Chaconne, having prac-

ticed these from my second through thirteenth years

in space. As written, all tones must be struck with

precise simultaneity. This, I achieved during final

acceleration to the speed of light, and though the

nonrelativistic performance at earth speeds is

immensely more difficult, nevertheless the Mabbot
was well pleased. (Editor's note — W.A. Back, who
is occasionally confused with J.S. Bach, lived in the

remote Green Forest of Bavaria in the 17th century.

His music was lost and rediscovered in 1981 in the

mens room of the New York Public Library on some
oldpaperpressed into service during the great paper
shortage which resulted from the Sierra Club's

legislation forbidding all tree cutting. In the Green

Forest, during Back's time, a five string varient of the

violin was popular, which greatly simplifies perform-

ing some ofhis music.

)

The Chewlards contain three ranks of virtuosi,

Performers, who are rightfully the only group entitled

to wear tails, Archivists, and Untouchables. The
duties of the Performers, as one would expect, are to

practice their notes diligently and, when requested,

perform flawlessly for the recording microphones.

The Archivists maintain the Index of Classics and
the master digital recordings of all classics. In order
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to be put on the Immortal Index, a composition must

be unanimously canonized by the Ecumusical Synod
of Archivists. Thereafter, a digital recording of the

definitive performance will be kept on quartz plates in

the archives, the Untouchables will be authorized to

issue records and all performances will be counted.

The Chewlards, unlike some orders, do not maintain

that the universe will end when all classics have been

perfectly played 2440 times. They do, however, keep

a careful count of all performances. Needless to say,

few compositions achieve the Index, in fact, none

have been canonized in the last century for reasons

that are controversial. Some maintain that audio

performance has diverted the interest of composers

away from classics, others feel that the reason lies

with the unplayable (and unlistenable) music com-

posed at the end of the 20th century by the suc-

cessors of the 12-tone school. In any case, since no

limit is ever put on playing speed, the existing

classics are sufficient to provide an eternal challenge

to the Performers.

Even if the art of performance would vanish, the

classics would be perpetually preserved on the quartz

archives located deep inside a granite cave cut into

the heart of a mountain whose location was

unknown even to the High Mabbot. On these plates

are written in sputtered gold, numerical samples of

the four sacred signals used to drive the quadra-

speakers. Each signal is sampled 440,000 times per

second, and each sample is quantized into a 440 digit

binary number, so to human senses the recordings

are flawless. But, in addition, the samples contain not

only check sums, but also error correcting digits, so

that errors are unthinkable. In only one case was the

perfection of the archives challenged. In the year

2051 , the A26,532,543th sample of Beethoven's Ninth

Symphony changed from 124613 ... to 124615 ... due

to a most unlikely constellation of flyspecks. A high

Synod was called immediately to deal with the emer-

gency, but fortunately before they acted, the diffi-

culty was cured by an ingenious Archivist who
washed the plate.

The role of the Untouchables at first seemed

enigmatic within the purity of the musical Orders.

Their function is to handle the unclean electronic

apparatus used to record performance, slow the

speed to the proper listening tempo, abut and mix

the various performers and compute the quadra-

signals. This last operation included such enhance-

ments as reverberation, filtering and noise stripping

whose existence is seldom mentioned to the

performers. But, as the Mabbot so clearly put it, one

must eat to play and the income of the Order comes
from record sales. Hence, it must compete in quality

with the other sounds coming from the quadra-

speakers. I was moved by the beauty and directness

of his wisdom.

A Farewell Warning Against Misinterpretation

The day of my entry into the Chewlards dawns
and I must end this will with one caveat. My choice

should in no way be interpreted as evidence that

classical performed and recorded music is superior to

audio performance. A man is a prisoner of his age

and, in fact, is bound to what he has learned as a

child. In my time, before Telespeak became

universal, different peoples spoke many languages.

Although it was possible for an adult to learn a new
language, he could never master it in the way he

would have learned it as a child. Today's music is a

new language for me, and though I can intellectually

appreciate its power, yet in another sense I can never

learn it. Audance is the privilege of the youth of

today and I must seek the music of my youth, which

happily is also a rich language.
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XX?s
Brian McCue

"Hey Mr. Hertz! Check out my new program!"

It was late one Friday afternoon and the last thing

I wanted to do was look at some program one of the

kids in the Computer Club had dreamed up.

/ /

Just log in and try it.
/ /

Probably it's another dumb game, I figured.

"It's the neatest game you ever saw!"

Another dumb game.

"I haven't got time right now. SAVE it and I'll try

it later."

"Okay. But be sure you try it. It's name is XX?S."

That was the last I heard from the kids that day

because they all had to catch the bus home. I made
up a ditto of the test I was going to give Monday and

headed out the door.

GUESSING THE RIGHT OBJECT) TYPE CONTROL
C TO START THE GAME AGAIN. THE COMPUTER
IS NOW READY FOR YOUR FIRST QUESTION.

Maybe the kid had come up with something good
after all.

IS IT MAN-MADE?

YES

ARE THERE MANY OF ITS KIND?

NO

It struck me that this program was dealing very

readily with English syntax. I tried to throw it a curve

ball.

WAS THIS OBJECT IN EXISTENCE PRIOR TO
THE START OF THE YEAR OF OUR LORD MCM?

NO

Five minutes later I was back again. My car

wouldn't start, so I had to call Martha and then kill

half an hour while I waited for her to come. Out of

sheer boredom, I turned on the TTY and tried XX?S.

DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS?

YES

THIS PROGRAM PLAYS "TWENTY QUES-
TIONS*" A GAME IN WHICH YOU ASK TWENTY
QUESTIONS WHICH CAN BE ANSWERED "YES"
OR "NO" IN AN EFFORT TO DETERMINE WHAT
OBJECT OR CLASS OF OBJECTS THE
COMPUTER HAS IN MIND. IF YOU WIN (BY

Any program which could deal with English had

to use some kind of a keyword system, but for

someone to include Roman numerals in the

vocabulary was nearly unbelievable. One thing was
for sure; the kids didn't make this one up.

I kept on playing, and soon found out that the

device in question was an important American

invention of the first decade of the century. A good

player of Twenty Questions doesn't get down to

specific questions until the very end of the game. As
my nineteenth question I asked:

IS IT THE WRIGHT BROTHER'S FIRST AIR-

PLANE?
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YES < /

out.

triumphantly stopped the program and logged

Good, Let's go home now.
it

A while later Martha arrived. She had brought our

daughter Dorothy, who is too young to stay at home
alone. I made the mistake of mentioning the Twenty
Questions program.

/ /

Can I play?" asked Dorothy.

I'd forgotten that Twenty Questions is one of her

favorite games; we play it in the car on long trips. I

logged in, called XX?S and got ready to type in Dot's

first question.

#/

Ask if it's a teddy bear."

Dorothy has no sense of how to play the game,
and relies on pure luck. One should play by starting

with very general questions, as I did, and working

down. Twenty questions isn't very many, and all of

them have to count. By that I mean that you should

set up your questions so that you can learn some-
thing new from either a "yes" or a "no."

I dutifully typed:

IS IT A TEDDY BEAR?

NO

"Then it must be a house, Daddy. Ask if it's a

house."

IS IT A HOUSE?

YES

On the way home I started wondering about that

program. It could select an object, presumably from a

master list, and respond to questions about that

object which were posed in regular English. So it

needed an English interpreter (!) and an encyclopedic

knowledge of the objects listed in the master list.

Dorothy was, of course, phenomonally lucky to have

guessed right on her second question, with nothing

to go on except that the thing she was looking for

wasn't a teddy bear. I decided that I had better list

that program first thing when I got to school, simply

so it wouldn't be bugging me all day.

Monday morning I logged in and asked for a list.

EXECUTE ONLY

The program was protected so that I could use it,

but not see how it worked. I could, however, find out

how long it was. The kids were always squandering

memory space.

1 DISK SEGMENT

A single disk segment! Scarcely long enough for

any game at all, and it could play Twenty Questions!

Finally I tracked down the kid who'd written the

program. He could tell from my face that I was dying

to know how the program worked.

"Did you really write that Twenty Questions

program?"

Sure.

/ /How does it work?"

< /

I won, Daddy, I won!"
"Oh, well, I'm not really sure, I mean, it was

almost three days ago that I wrote it."
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"None of that! How does it work?"

/ /

Very simple..."

"I might have known."

"... it takes your question, ignores the question

mark, and looks at the last letter. If that letter is an 'e'

it responds 'YES': otherwise, it answers 'NO'."

"But that's not playing Twenty Questions!"

"It might as well be. Since a smart player like you,

Mr. Hertz, would never ask it a question if he knew
the answer, he would never give it a chance to be
inconsistent. And when he gets a YES to a direct

guess about what the answer is, he won't wait

around and ask more questions, he'll get out of the

program. So the computer never selects an object at

all: it just lets the guy create one."

I had to think about that for a while, but it finally

made sense.
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Sherlock Holmes &
Charles Babba^e

Ian Malcolm Earlson

This is an edited version of some notes found in the

vaults of the bank of Cox & Co. at Charing Cross. The

notes had been placed in a travel-worn and battered tin

dispatch-box with the name John H. Watson, M.D. Late

Indian Army, painted on the lid and were filed under the

heading "Bets, Bails and Babbage."

I

Mycroft Holmes Explained

To Sherlock Holmes it was always the brain. To the

inner circle of Her Majesty's government it was always

Mr. Babbage's folly. To you, my dear readers, it was
always Mycroft Holmes.

It is generally believed by scholars throughout the

world that Charles Babbage's celebrated analytical

engine never saw the light of day. Nothing could be

further from the truth. The complex and powerful

machine was completed late in 1 890 largely due to the

persuasive powers of Mycroft Holmes and to his

personal influence with Her Majesty's government.

Sherlock Holmes' brother had for many years used

Babbage's earlier difference engine on behalf of the

government. Indeed it is safe to say that on more than

one occasion Mycroft Holmes rescued the very highest

echelons of the government from the brink of disaster by

drawing upon the power of Mr. Babbage's first incredible

invention. Thus, when my colleague's corpulent brother

prevailed upon the prime minister for funds to construct

the more powerful analytical engine, those funds were
readily forthcoming albeit from somewhat mysterious

sources. Together with Major General Henry Prevost

Babbage, one of the noted scientist's sons, who himself

wrote a brilliant paper 1 in support of his father's ideas,

Sherlock Holmes' elder brother saw the analytical

engine through to completion and became the

machine's chief and, I believe, sole custodian. As far as I

know, the British government never had reason to regret

its investment in the new machine.

The analytical engine's existence was a closely

guarded secret as indeed was the government's use of

its predecessor, the difference engine. As the companion

and erstwhile biographer of the great detective, I was a

privileged observer to many confidential discussions in

which the engines and their use were the subject of hot

debate between the brothers Holmes. However, I was
under the strictest of orders not to divulge the

information which came my way, and I always

endeavoured to respect those confidences.

But the computing engines were so intimately tied to

Mycroft Holmes and he to them, that it was difficult to

discuss one without also interjecting the other into the

discussion. Thus I resorted to the literary device of

ascribing the engines' attributes and capabilities to the

person of Mycroft Holmes in the hope of concealing the

existence of the devices themselves. While I was on
relatively safe ground in noting that Mycroft Holmes
audited the books of the government, 2 my situation

became much more precarious when I alluded to 'his'

great capacity for storing facts and his 'brain' in which

everything could be pigeon-holed and recalled in an

instant. 3 The plain fact is that these were descriptions of

Babbage's engines and were not characteristics of any

human person much less Sherlock Holmes' brother.

None of these poetic liberties evinced any comment from

my colleague. But when I was foolhardy enough to say of

Mycroft Holmes that "Again and again his word has

decided the national policy,"4 it earned me a strong

rebuke.

"In your eagerness to sate your readers' appetites for

sensationalism, Watson," Sherlock Holmes said with a

severity which betrayed his pique, "you have gravely

imperiled the government's position in some delicate

negotiations, and you have come dangerously close to

compromising Mycroft 's position within the govern-

ment."

"My dear Holmes," I cried in my own defense. "I don't

see how—

"

"It may surprise you to know," he interrupted," that

most members of the cabinet are totally unaware of the

analytical engine's existence. When they read your

account of the little affair of the Bruce-Partington Plans, it

naturally raised doubts in their minds. Some of the more
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astute cabinet members have posed questions which
could have proved to be of some considerable em-
barrassment both to my brother and to the prime

minister."

"Holmes/' I mumbled completely taken aback by the

vehemence of his words and the seriousness of my
error, "I had no idea."

"Well, well," he responded in a more sympathetic

tone, "it has all been set aright so you are not to worry.

But," he added as the sternness returned to his voice," in

the future you are on no account to refer to either the

analytical engine or to brother Mycroft in your writings."

Thus, my dear readers, you can see why Mycroft

Holmes was conspicuous by his absence from the

accounts of my friend's adventures. There was little I

could say of him without further revealing his unique

position and endangering the secret of the analytical

engine's existence. It was not until quite recently that I

was released from my pledge of secrecy.

II

Holmes on the Engines

"I suppose there is little harm in telling the story now,"

said Holmes as he gazed up at the summer sky of

southern England. The occasion was one of my irregular

week-end pilgrimages to the Sussex Downs to reminisce

with my old friend and colleague. The sun which had
been playing upon the heather and the gorse had for the

moment disappeared behind a phalanx of ominous
looking clouds. Holmes strolled up the gentle slope to the

ridge from which one could just discern the White Dover
cliffs in the distance. A gentle westerly wind carried the

pleasant scent of thyme up from the valley to where we
stood together.

"His Majesty's government has long since lost interest

in the machine, and the central characters have passed
from sight. Yet I can't refrain from wondering," he added.

"Wondering what?" I asked struggling to keep up with
his quickening pace. Retirement, I am happy to report,

had diminished neither his physical fitness nor his

mental prowess.

Holmes stopped to light his pipe. "Wondering about

the machine, Watson, the machine. I cannot believe that

we have heard the last of it. True, it had certain

drawbacks not the least of which was the temper of the

irrascible Mr. Babbage."

'To say nothing of his son," I continued.

Holmes chuckled, "Even at this ripe old age, Watson,
your ability to add the poetic touch has not been
diminished.

"Butwe shall hear again of Mr. Babbage's inventions. I

think he may have erred by drawing so much attention to

the mill. To be sure the mill was, as he implied many,

many times, the heart of the engine. But the store—ah,

therein lies the real power of the machine." His face

reflected the intensity of his thoughts. As I watched the

firm set of his jaw, the silhouette of his hawk-like nose,

the half closed eyelids, it was as if we were both

transported backwards in time to the dayswhen he stood

at the head of his profession.

"Mycroft always contended that the store was the

most exciting part of the machine, and I am inclined to

agree with him. If only one could see how to exploit it."

For some time he stood in silence gazing out over the

Downs toward the Channel with a faraway look in his

eyes. Then he abruptly sat down upon a large rock

formation, leaned forward toward where I was
standing and, using the stem of his pipe as if it were a

rapier, said to me, "Look here,Watson. It all comes down
to this. The numbers, the data, are kept in the store. But

the operations and directives are kept on Mr. Jacquard's

punched cards. Now suppose one could place both the

operations and directives into the store. Then one could

manipulate these instructions for the machine just as

one manipulates the data."

"But the mill performs arithmetic," I replied. "How
could one do arithmetic with words? What possible

meaning can be attached to the sum of the words
'multiply' and 'divide'?"

"Indeed," said Holmes, "and yet, and yet ..." His

voice trailed off and his eyes took on that familiar light
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watery grey cast. To change the words with a

mechanical device?" he mumbled more to himself than

to any person. "How?"

The intenseness faded from his face almost as quickly

as it had come. He leaned back and smiled. "If I were a

young man, Watson, I should certainly turn my energies

in that direction."

Then he shook his head with a finality of resignation and
walked briskly back to his cottage.

Thus it was that I was not only permitted but in a sense
encouraged, to tell you the tale which follows. Some
would call it science fiction, but I assure the reader that it

all occurred precisely as I have recorded it.

'Toward mechanical devices?" I asked.

"No, no," Holmes retorted with more than a touch of

asperity in his voice. Age had done little to mellow his

intolerance for those whose minds could not match his

own. "Engines, my boy, think of the power they will

unleash. It is frightening to contemplate."

I sat down upon the rock opposite as I said, "But the

engines are so slow and cumbersome. And so difficult

and expensive to construct. Even the great blind

mechanic, Von Herder, struggled for years to fit some of

the parts. How will one ever make any progress beyond

Mr. Babbage's last effort?"

"Well, well, we must hope for some dramatic

innovation," Holmes admitted. "It is quite true that the

mechanical working parts appear to have reached their

ultimate capabilities. But perhaps one can eliminate the

mechanical parts or at least most of them."

The Scandal at the Cavendish Card Club

It was early in November of '90 that I found myself on

Baker Street in the course of my rounds of visiting

patients. The snow, which had been falling rather heav-

ily in the morning, had ceased. Although the streets

were covered with a heavy slush, the pavements were

reasonably clear. Thus, when I found myself only a few

minutes walk from our old rooms at 221 B, I recalled

how only a month previous, a chance visit had involved

me in the rather exciting adventure of the Red Headed

League and decided to call upon my friend, Sherlock

Holmes, once more. I found him seated on the floor, his

feet tucked under his legs yoga fashion, and an array of

wax vestas strewn about before him. He seemed to be

in deep concentration so, having removed my great coat

and hung it by the door, I sat down upon the settee

and watched as he carefully moved the sticks from place

to place. Finally he nodded his head in approval and
turned to face me.

"But how?", I wondered incredulously.

"Ah, there you take me beyond my limits, my boy. I am
too old to embark upon a career, attractive as it may be.

We must hope that future generations can solve that

vexing problem," said my friend as he arose and turned

to look back to where his bees were quietly circling their

hives.

"Perhaps if you tell the story of Colonel Sebastian

Moran and the notorious gambling scandal at the

Cavendish card club, it will encourage some young men
with a scientific bent to look into analytical engines," he

said. His chin had sunk upon his breast. He stood with

legs wide apart and his hands thrust into his pockets. "If I

could but find the key to the mystery," he murmured.

"Watson!" he cried. "As ever you seem to find the

opportune time to drop by."

There was a convenient break in my scheduled

rounds," said I, "and as the snow had all but stopped, I

walked down from Marylebone Road. But what is the

meaning of all these sticks scattered over the carpet?"

"Ah," he replied, reaching a long thin arm out to the

coal-scuttle from which he retrieved a cigar, "it is part of a

pretty little mystery which has recently come my way.

But there just is not enough data. We must wait for

more." He bit off the end of the cigar with a sharp snap of

his teeth.

"We?" I queried raising my eyebrows.
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"Well, since you have no need to return to your home
tonight and have only a few more patients to call upon, I

thought you might join me here in an hour or so for a cold

supper and thereby meet the harbinger of this little

puzzle." Holmes picked up one of the vestas and, striking

it upon the hearth, lit his cigar. Billows of thick, blue

smoke were soon rumbling about the room.

"My dear Holmes," I ejaculated. "It is true that my wife

is on a brief holiday to visit her old companion, Mrs. Cecil

Forester, and that I have only two calls remaining. But

how on earth—?"

"Pshaw, Watson, it is obviousness itself. When I see

the polish almost completely missing from your boots,

some recent stains on the side of your bowler, and the

absence of your usual fresh collar, I can only conclude

that you are sans wife."

"It is true," I laughed sheepishly. "Without Mary to look

after my appearance, I am inclined to become a little

slovenly. But how do you deduce that I have only a few
patients yet on today's list?" I extended my arms outward
from my sides and looked myself up and down to see if

some tell-tale clue was noticeable.

"Watson, Watson. What a boon to my morale you are.

You, my dear fellow, told me so with your own lips."

"I never!"

"Not directly, but certainly you told me. Was not your

very first utterance after your arrival that you had walked

down from Marylebone Road? Now I know that you

usually makes your calls in a hansom, and you certainly

would have done so on a snowy day such as this. If you
had more than a few calls remaining, you undoubtedly
would have retained the cab and left it standing at the

kerb. Ergo, you have so few remaining patients that you
dismissed your cabby, and have decided to walk to your
other places of call."

"Indeed it is so. You seem to read me like a book," I

laughed once more. "But what is this mystery involving

the matches?"

"Oh, it certainly will intrigue anyone whose interest in

gambling is so intense that he can consume half his

wound pension in racing debts," Holmes said, slyly

glancing up at me with a mischievous twinkle in his eye.

He rose and paced to the bow window overlooking the

street. Standing with his back to the light he went on, "ft

comes from a game, a game of chance, that has become
a popular one at the Cavendish card club over the last

several months. It seems harmless enough, but there is

reason to believe that there has been foul play of late.

My client has played the game rather regularly with the

infamous Colonel Sebastian Moran. You don't know the

name?" he read my upraised eyebrows. "Well, suppose

that I tell you he is an agent of ProfessorJames Moriarty.

Ah, nowyou are impressed. "Well, in any case, the game
is played according to the following rules." Holmes

scooped up the vestas from the floor and dropped them
on the table at my side. He then divided them into two
uneven piles.

The players take turns in drawing sticks from the two

piles. Each player in his turn maydo one ofthe following.

He may remove any number of sticks from the first pile

and none from the second. Alternatively, he may re-

move none from the first pile and any number from the

second. His only other choice is to remove the same
number of sticks, not zero, from both piles.

"And the object of the game?" I asked.

"Is to remove the last stick or sticks thereby leaving

your opponent a situation where he cannot remove any

sticks at all."

"But that is very much like the ancient Oriental game
of Nim."

"Much like it," Holmes went on, "but not the same. It

appears to require a much more subtle solution."

"In any case," said I, "it seems quite a just game with

little room for cheating."

"One would think so and, taken as it stands, I believe it

is a fair game. Yet Colonel Moran consistently emerges
the winner and, knowing his reputation, I am inclined to

agree with my client that there is some foulness afoot."

"Could there be some chicanery in the manner in

which the wagers are made?"

"I have no doubt that such is the case," said Holmes.

The betting proceeds thus. One player chooses a
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number of sticks for the first pile. His opponent then

choses the number in the second pile. The first player

then names the amount to be bet, whereupon the

second player makes the first move.

"Now at least one significant thing has emerged

already. Moran consistently wins when he, as the first

player, has made a sizeable wager. Moreover, Moran
only bets large amountswhen one of the piles contains a

large number of sticks, say 40 or so. But he does not

always bet heavily if the number of sticks are large. The

size of the bet evidently depends in some way upon the

number of sticks chosen by the second player for the

second pile.

"Yet there is little use in speculating." He scrambled

the piles of matches. "It wants more data, and that is

what I expect to receive this evening in a few hours

hence. If you would care to drop round about half past

seven, we could have a bite to eat and await the arrival of

Sir John Hardy."

With that I ventured out to finish my calls. The visits

took somewhat longer than I had anticipated, and it was
past eight before I returned to Baker Street. The snow
had started to fall heavily again and was starting to drift.

As I hurried along my way through the falling snow, an

elegant brougham pulled up at the door of 221 B as I was
about one hundred yards yet away. A distinguished

appearing gentleman alighted and ascended the stairs to

Sherlock Holmes' rooms. I followed him almost

immediately and noted the rather surprised look on his

face as I came into the room practically on his heels.

"Ah, Watson. Let me introduce you to Sir John Hardy

who has come to tell us a little more of the puzzling

match game we discussed earlier today. Sir John, this is

my colleague Dr. Watson who has on more than one

occasion been of considerable assistance to me."

"Of course, I should have known," said the visitor with

a polite but perfunctory bow in my direction. "I have

heard of Dr. Watson through Major Prendergast of the

Tankerville club. And even had I not, I would certainly be

aware of his close ties with you, Mr. Holmes, from his

brilliant accounts of your adventures."

"You are too kind sir," said I as I felt the blood rush to

my face at the compliment.
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"Indeed," said Holmes betraying just a little annoyance

at Sir John's placement of the word 'brilliant'. "My time is

limited. There are one or two other trivial matters in hand

at the present and each commands a portion of my
energies, so we had best get down to work."

"Of course," said the baronet as he removed his

astrakhan overcoat and handed it to Holmeswho hung it

near the door.

"Before telling us of any new developments," said my
companion, "perhaps you would be kind enough to

recount your story from its beginningsfor Watson's sake.

I think that I too might profit from hearing the details once
again."

"With pleasure," said our visitor as Holmes ushered

him into an arm chair. Sir John Hardy had an extremely

courtly yet cheerful demeanour about him. He was
exceedingly thin, with an aristocratic face and a mouth
which seemed pulled up at the edges in a perpetual half-

smile. A full head of flaxen hair was starting toshow just

a fewtouches of grey around both the temples and on his

ample side whiskers. He wore a black frock coat, white

waistcoat, patent leather shoes and neat light-coloured

gaiters. All in all, he looked and acted the part of an
English gentleman in the truest sense of the word.

"It all began," he commenced his narrative, "late last

July shortly after the test match at Lord's. You may recall

that the Bagatelle card club is just round the corner at St.

John's Wood. Several of us had stopped for some light

refreshments after the match, and there sitting at a table

with a dozen or so cricket balls in front of him was
Colonel Sebastian Moran. I had never met the man
before but was introduced by a mutual friend, the right

honourable Ronald Adair.

"Adair inquired after the bails and their purpose, and
Moran explained that they were the main pieces in a
new gambling game he had come upon recently. After

some prodding we persuaded him to explain the rules to

us."

"I think you may omit the rules of the game," Holmes
interrupted. "Watson and I have discussed them earlier

today. You recall them do you not?" I nodded in assent,

and Sir John resumed his story.

"We three played the game in pairs for some time

with very small stakes—a guinea or two on each game.

I believe Adair was a slight winner, but there was not

much in it.

"Well, that was the last of it until about a month ago

when during a game of whist at the Cavendish card club,

Colonel Moran recalled the game at St. John'sWood last

summer. He made particular mention of the fact that he

was certain the game was far from simple. I said, most

casually I thought, that I certainly could not see any

strategy for playing the game. At this point our two

partners at whist, Mr. Godfrey Milner and Lord Balmoral,

became intrigued by our discussion and asked about the

game. Thus, when we had finished our rubber, Moran
pulled out several boxes of wooden matches, spread

them on the table and described the rules."

"How many matches?" asked Holmes.

"I really couldn't say."

"Then how many boxes of matches?"

"I can't recall that either."

"What a pity. But pray continue," murmured Holmes
as he leaned back in his chair in that familiar attitude, his

eyes closed and his fingertips pressed together.

'The game went on into the early hours of the

morning and at times the stakes became quite high.

Moran was not a consistent winner, but in the end there

was no question that he emerged some fifty pounds the

better."

Holmes nodded. "And then?"

"And then, we found ourselves in a game of sticks

following our rubber of whist on every Saturday night.

Colonel Moran continued to win although to all

appearances the game is a fair and honest one. Then just

Saturday before last— "

'That would be the first of the month."

"Precisely," said Sir John. "Lord Balmoral and I were

having a quiet chat over a drink after the now regular

sticks game. I expressed some concern over the fact that

Moran always rose from the table richer than he was
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when he first sat down. I also noted that he seemed to

win no more frequently than any one of the other of us,

yet we were agreed he had a substantial profit overall.

"Lord Balmoral then remarked, 'Ah, but the Colonel wins

when the stakes are high or, to be precise, when he

himself has set a high stake.'"

Holmes chuckled and rubbed his hands with glee.

You see, Watson, the case grows in interest."

"I suddenly realized that this raised the possibility of

foul play and said as much to Lord Balmoral. The two of

us tried to recall some of the details of the occasions

when Moran had set and won large stakes. In all cases

where Colonal Moran set a large stake he, of course,

also must have chosen the first number and been the

second player to remove sticks according to the rules. We
recalled that Moran won when he chose 41 but Lord

Balmoral chose 25. Later Moran again chose 41 , but

Lord Balmoral chose 43, so Moran made a modest

wager and, as it happened, lost. The other cases where
Moran won large amounts always occurred when he

chose a number larger than 40, and when he elected to

make a high wager. The cases we remember were:

Moran 44 and his opponent 27; and Moran 47 and his

opponent 29. On the other hand, for the following cases

Moran wagered quite a small amount: Moran 45 and his

opponent 30; and Moran 45 and his opponent 49. In the

latter case, he actually won."

Holmes rose and walked resolutely to the mantle, his

chin sunk upon his breast, and his hands thrust into his

trouser pockets. Sir John Hardy turned to face me and

continued. 'The upshot of it all was that about above five

in the morning. Lord Balmoral and I agreed that I should

attempt to enlist the aid of Mr. Holmes to untangle this

mystery. We were sure that Moran was using some

method ofwhich we knew nothing and were determined

to stop him from taking advantage of us. I came round

last Tuesday and laid our case before Mr. Holmes and he

kindly consented to try to help us on the condition that I

provide him with more results of the game. Tonight I am
here with the results of Saturday last."

With that, Holmes broke his reverie and returned to

where the baronet and I were seated. Our visitor

removed a slip of paper from his pocketbook and

unfolded it carefully. He placed it on the table between

the arm chairs. Holmes stared at it for some minutes in

silence. This is what it said:

8 November 1 890

Moran
49
49
45
45
45

Opponent Moran'sWager
30 100
52 10

30 10

52 10

73 100

Winner
Moran
Hardy

Moran
Moran
Moran

'The last one complicates matters considerably," said

my friend with a furrowed brow and a deep frown upon

his face. "You see Watson, it doesn't pay to construct

theories without sufficient data. Now I must clear my
brain of its preconceived notions and start afresh," he

concluded as he threw himself down into the chair

opposite.

"On the chance that it might be of some use to you, I

have also recorded the entire play of some of the more

brief games," said the baronet.

Holmes sat bolt upright in his chair. "Indeed," he said

with unconcealed excitement," you are an ideal client,

Sir John. It is a pleasure to do business with you. I pray

you, let us see them."

His client, obviously delighted at this complimentfrom

the celebrated detective, took from his pocketbook

several other sheets of paper. The first read thus:

Start

Milner removes 3 from pile 2

Moran removes 2 from each pile

Milner removes 3 from pile 1

Moran removes 5 from pile 2

Milner removes 1 from pile 1

Moran removes 4 from pile 2

Milner removes 1 from pile 2

Moran removes 2 from pile 1

MORAN WINS

Pile I Pile 2

8 15

8 12

6 10

3 10

3 5

2 5

2 1

2
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The second read: "You see the difficulty, of course, Watson."

Pile 1 Pile 2

20 12

6 12

6 10

6 7
1 2
1 1

Start

Balmoral removes 1 4from pile 1

Moran removes 2 from pile 2

Balmoral removes 3 from pile 2
Moran removes 5 from each pile

Balmoral removes 1 from pile 2

Moran removes 1 from both piles

MORAN WINS

"I have no doubt that the solution is to be found in

these records," said Holmes after some minutes of study.

'You think then that we have been cheated?" queried

Sir John.

"I have no doubt that it is not a fair game in the sense

that at times Colonial Moran knows that he will win.

Since you and his other opponents obviously are not

aware of this fact, then to that extent there has been

cheating involved."

Sir John Hardy became very somber. "This would be a

serious charge indeed if it can be proved, Mr. Holmes. It

would mean expulsion of Colonel Moran from the

Cavendish card club. One of the specific, and strictly

enforced, rules of the club is that rf any member should

become aware of a strategy for any game, he must notify

the secretary of the fact, and the secretary must duly post

the information."

"Perhaps Colonel Moran has informed the secretary,"

I interjected.

"It is impossible," the baronet responded.

"Why?"

"Because I am the secretary."

Some time later after the distinguished client had

departed, and Holmes and I had finished our delayed

supper, my friend leaned back in his arm chair and lit

his pipe.

"I see nothing at all," said I.

"Obviously there are certain opening combinations of

numbers which are sure winners for the second player. It

is those upon which Moran wagers large sums." Here

Holmes withdrew from his pocket the slips of paper on
which the results of the games were recorded.

"You will note that Moran bet large amountswhen the

opening combination was 41 , 25. He did likewise on 44,

27 and 47, 29 and 49, 30. These then must be

combinations which guarantee the second player is the

ultimate winner. Now you will recall that Sir John
himself had noticed that one of the numbers alwayswas
larger than 40, and from this data I assumed that the

second number must always be less than 40. But these

most recent results produced a certain winner from 45,

73. It was that pair of numbers to which I referred when I

openly chastised myself for constructing theories with

insufficient evidence."

"But," I volunteered after studying the results, "Moran
also won when the starting pairs were 45, 49 and 45, 30
and 45, 52."

"Ah, but you will note that these were with small

wagers. Ten pounds I believe. It is my contention

therefore that these were fair games, and Moran won by

chance. You will recall that he also lost with one of those

combinations, namely 45, 30."

"I don't see that there are any clues at all in that case."

"On the contrary, Watson. There are several. We
know that there are winning combinations for the

second player. If Moran can find them, so can we. I think

it is safe to assume that there are winning combinations

where neither number is greater than 40. Why then

does Moran confine his large wagers to the cases where
one number exceeds 40? Presumably because for

smaller numbers it is likely that one of his opponents will

see through the strategy and either defeat him or expose
him. We should take this cue from him and look for small

winning combinations in the hope of unraveling the

mystery.
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"Finally Watson I shall be very much mistaken if the

solution does not lie in the complete records of the two
games which our client has so thoughtfully provided for

us.

"I am afraid it is all beyond me," I sighed. "What do you
plan to do now?"

"I plan to get myself several ounces of excellent shag
and curl up on the settee with a pipe/' said my
companion. "By the way," he added, looking out of our
window, "the snow is drifting quite badly now. Your old

room is still vacant. I have no doubt that Mrs. Hudson
could make it habitable in short order if you care to spend
the night rather than brave the storm."

My days in Afghanistan had prepared me to be

comfortable with the barest of essentials, and I was
anxious to see the outcome of this little mystery, so I

accepted the invitation. The next morning when I came
down to breakfast, I found the room filled with blue

clouds of smoke and the carpet round the settee littered

with not only the ashes from several ounces of pipe

tobacco but with several dozens of cigarette ends.

Holmes was leaning back in his arm chair robed in his

mouse-colored dressing gown, but his face wore an

expression of excitement that told me that his night had

been a fruitful one.

"You slept well?" he greeted me.

"Extremely. But I see that you did not sleep at all."

"No, but I venture to say my mind is more rested than

yours. The brain is a muscle, the muscle one might

almost say. Exercise serves to refresh it, and I have

exercised my brain considerably over the past several

hours."

"You have solved the problem then?"

"I have in principle."

"In principle?"
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"Well," said Holmes as he rose and stretched his long

limbs, "I know how to solve the problem, but I have need
of brother Mycroft or, to be more precise, I have need of

the Babbage difference engine in order to reach the

solution."

"I confess I am in the dark as much as ever," I

responded.

Holmes chuckled, "If you care to drop round about six

tonight, you can join me in a stroll to the Diogenes club

where we will discuss the matter with Mycroft. In the

meantime you might contemplate that it is the difference

engine which holds the key."

So it was that at approximately half six Sherlock

Holmes and I found ourselves seated in overstuffed

chairs with luxurious leather coverings in the Strangers'

Room of the Diogenes club in Pall Mall. Seated opposite

us was the corpulent figure of Mycroft Holmes. The eyes,

set deep in his massive face, maintained a far-away,

watery gaze as his brother recounted the story of the

game of sticks. His only reaction to the narrative was an
occasional slight upward flick of the corners of his

mouth.

"Of course, there are an array of winning pairs,"

Mycroft said, "each with the property that it is impossible

to move from one winning pair to another in one move.
On the other hand, it must always be possible to get to a

new winning pair in two moves regardless of what the

first of those two moves is."

"Precisely," said Holmes. "Now consider the pair 1 , 2. It

obviously is a winning one for the second player. What
choices has the first player? He can remove sticks from
the second pile or from the first pile, or he can remove
equal numbers from both piles.We will consider them in

that order.

"If the first player removes sticks only from the second
pile, he has the choice of removing one or two. If he
removes one leaving 1 , 1 the second player then will

remove one from each pile to produce 0, and win. If the

first player removes two from the second pile leaving 1 ,

then the second player takes one from the first pile.

Therefore, the first player cannot win by simply removing
sticks from the second pile.

"If the first player elects to remove sticks from the first

pile, he must remove one leaving 0, 2; and the second
player will remove two from the second pile and win.

'The only other choice available to the first player is to

remove the same number of sticksfrom both piles. In this

case since the first pile has only one stick, the only

possible choice is to remove one stick from both piles.

This would leave 0, 1 and the second player again wins
by removing one stick from the second pile."

"Quite so," said Mycroft, for the first time exhibiting

any emotion. "So that 1 , 2 or of course 2, 1 is a winning
position for the second player."

Sherlock Holmes smiled in obvious delight at

exhibiting the solution to his elder brother. "The next

winning pair is 3, 5. If the first player removes sticks from
the first pile, then the first pile will have 0, 1 or 2 sticks.

The second player then reduces the second pile so that

the result is 0, or 1 , 2 or 2, 1 and thereby puts himself in

a winning position once more.

"If the first player chooses to remove sticks from the

second pile, the situation is slightly more complicated.

First suppose he removes three or more sticks. This

again leaves 0, 1 or 2 sticks in the second pile, so the

second player reduces the first pile so that the result isO,

or 2, 1 or 1 , 2. If the first player removes two from the

second pile, the result is 3, 3. In this case the second
player removes 3 from both piles to win. The only other
choice available to the first player is to remove one stick

from the second pile producing 3, 4."

"In that case," interjected Mycroft, "the second player

need only remove two sticks from both piles to produce 1

,

2 and again he will win."

"But suppose the first player elects to remove sticks

from both piles?" I asked.
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"I was just coming to that," said Sherlock Holmes. "In

removing sticks from both piles, the same number must

be removed from each pile. Thus the possible outcomes

are 2, 4 or 1 , 3 or 0, 2. In the first case; 2, 4; the second

player takes three from the second pile. In the second

case; 1 , 3; he takes one from the second pile. In either of

these cases the second player leaves either 2, 1 or 1 , 2

both of which lead to a win for him. The last case, 0, 2, is

clearly a win for the second player since he simply

removes both sticks from the second pile."

window. "It is clear that we must skip over five. The next

winning pair is 6, 10."

"Yes," said Sherlock, "the winning pairs for the second

player are

0,0

1,2

3,5

4,7

6,10

"Yes, yes," said Mycroft with some impatience. "So

the winning pairs for the second player are 0, and 1 ,

2

and 3, 5."

"The key," responded his brother, "is to note the

differences between the two numbers in each winning

pair. The difference between and is 0. The difference

between 1 and 2 is 1 . The difference between 3 and 5 is

2."

"Ah," murmured Mycroft, "the differences increase by

one each time so the next difference is three and the next

winning pair is 4, 7."

"Precisely," replied my friend, smiling.

"And the next is 5, 9," I ejaculated finally, I thought,

grasping the pattern.

Both brothers turned to stare at me with looks of

incredulity on their faces.

" Pon my word Watson, I should enjoy playing against

you," said Sherlock Holmes.

"Eh?" I half mumbled realizing that I must have made
some stupid blunder.

"If you, as second player, left me with 5, 9 then I

should simply remove from the second pile producing 5,

3 which would place me in the winning position.

"No, no, no," said Mycroft his gaze wandering to the

then

8,13

since 7 must also be skipped because it appeared earlier

coupled with 4.

'The pattern then continues. Each difference in-

creases by one so that the next difference is six and the

winning pair is 9, 1 5. Of course, one must always check

that the first number did not appear earlier as a second

number."

With a broad smile Mycroft Holmes leaned back in his

chair, "So you need the Babbage engine," he said.

"It does seem an ideal task for you and the difference

engine," said Holmes. "I must have the winning pairs at

least into the 40's since obviously Colonel Moran does.

Of course, I was able to prepare such a table for myself

using nothing more than paper and pen. But," he added,

"if I could go further, say into the 80s or 100's, then I

believe that I could beat Moran at his own game. Atable

extending that far is, I am afraid, beyond my meagre

bookkeeping abilities."

"Unfortunately," responded Mycroft, "the difference

engine cannot provide you with those numbers. You see,

that machine has no store, so it wou/d not be possible to

maintain a record of the early winning combinations.

Without such a record one could not skip over the

numbers which had appeared in the previous winning

pairs."
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Sherlock Holmes' entire body sagged so that he took

on the appearance of a straw man. Despair lined his face.

He leaned forward with his elbows upon his knees and
his chin between his palms and remained motionless in

that position for some minutes. All the while his brother

sat equally still but with just a hint of a smile flickering on
his lips and an uncharacteristic twinkle in his eye.

The silence was finally broken when Mycroft said, in

the most casual and offhand way, "It is fortuitous indeed,

Sherlock, that just lastweek Major General Babbage and
I completed the new analytical engine for, in contrast to

the difference engine, it does have an ample store. In

fact, the analytical engine can store one thousand
numbers each with fifty digits."

Sherlock Holmes looked like a man stunned by a blow
to the solar-plexus. His expression changed so rapidly

from despair-to-shock-to-joy that he appeared to be part

of a kaleidoscope. When he first opened his mouth, no
words came forth. Finally he cried, "Mycroft! Do you
mean to say that you do in fact have a machine which
will compute the winning pairs?"

"Yes," chuckled his brother, "the analytical engine
can easily produce what you wish. In fact, your little

puzzle will be an excellent means for testing the new
machine's mettle. Of course, it will take some
cleverness on my part in preparing the directive cards."

he continued, "primarily because of the requirement to

skip over certain numbers. But I think that by tomorrow
at this time I can give you a table up into the hundreds if

you so desire, Sherlock."

"Excellent," replied my friend rubbing his hands with
some glee. "We will have our revenge upon Professor
Moriarty unless I miss my guess."

"Moriarty?" I exclaimed.

'Yes, Watson, Moriarty. There can be no doubt that it

is his great mathematical brain which lies behind this vile

deceit. Moran is only his agent, his tool. Moriarty

undoubtedly feeds Moran the winning pairs, and Moran,
who incidentally has a remarkable memory, uses that

information to cheat his colleagues at the card club.

Moran, I would guess, does not know how to calculate

the winning pairs himself. And that, of course, is our

salvation. If we can catch him with some pairs which he
does not know, then we can beat him as he has beaten

others."

As we strolled back down Pall Mall towards the St.

James's end, Holmes seemed deep in thought. I knew
that on such occasions he disliked any disruption in his

mental patterns so I maintained a discreet silence.

Suddenly his countenance brightened.

"Yes, that is it," he cried.

"What?"

"Oh, simply the plan to use the information which
Mycroft will provide to us. But there is little to be gained
until tomorrow. If you are not too busy with your practice

perhaps you would like to join me tomorrow afternoon at

St. James's Hall. Paderewski is giving his first recital of

the season at 3 pm."

So it was that on the afternoon of the twelfth Sherlock

Holmes and I sat in the stalls and listened to the great

Polish musician play Beethoven's Sonata Opus III in C
minor. My friend sat enraptured by the music gazing out

through half-closed eyelids and gently waving his

elongated fingers in time with the music. I marveled once
more at his uncanny ability to totally detach himself from
his clients' problems at his own command.

There had been a thick fog all day and snow had
started to fall again during the concert. Nevertheless we
made our way by foot to the Diogenes club where
Mycroft Holmes proudly presented his brother with a
long table of winning pairs for the second player in the
sticks game. In part the table read

40 65
42 68
43 70
45 73
46 75
48 78
50 81
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As we left, Sherlock Holmes suggested that I stop at

our old rooms in Baker Street at about 6 pm on Saturday

when he expected to bring our little gambling problem to

its conclusion. Despite my questions he refused to

divulge any further details of his plan. More than once
during the ensuing days I found my mind wandering
back to sticks, Colonel Sebastian Moran and Sir John
Hardy.

November 15 brought heavy snow showers once

more. By five o'clock the streets had been ploughed into a

grey crumbly band by the traffic, and the footpaths were
slick and slippery. Thus it was that shortly before six I

decided it best to hail a hansom. The cab rattled along

rather slowly through the slushy streets to Holmes'

lodgings. When I ascended the stairs and entered our old

sitting room, I was startled to see not my old friend and
colleague but his client, Sir John Hardy, seated in the

arm chair playing with two piles of vestas.

"I beg your pardon," I muttered half backing out of the

door. "I had expected my friend Sherlock Holmes —

"

"It is quite all right," said Sir John, the corners of his

lips turning upward into the half-smile which had been
his trademark among the betting gentry. "I too am
expecting your friend. He was not expecting me until

shortly after six, but when I arrived somewhat early his

landlady, Mrs. — ah, Mrs. —

"

"Hudson," I answered his unasked question.

"Yes, Mrs. Hudson, suggested that I wait for him here

in his sitting room. I found some matches already

distributed in two piles, so I have amused myself by

playing the sticks game against myself. Perhaps you
would be so kind as to play the other side."

"Oh, quite," I responded, "although you should know
that I have as yet not played the game with anyone."

"I had no intention of making a wager with you, Dr.

Watson. Just a friendly game, you see."

"Well now, I have no objection to a small wager just

to keep our interest up."
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"If you do not think you will be at a disadvantage/' said

the baronet.

"Not to worry. I think we will be on reasonably equal

footing," I said feeling somewhat guilty that I knew at

least some of the winning pairs. "Shallwe say a crown?"

"A crown it is," replied Sir John dividing the matches
into two piles, one of 14 and one of 23.

"Will you play first or last?" he asked. I did not know if

1 4, 23 was a winning pair for the second player, but I did

know that there was only one winning number to match

14 and since he had chosen 23 at random, it was not

likely to be such a winning pair. Thus I elected to play first.

Recalling that 9, 15 was one of the winning pairs, I

removed 5 matches from the first pile with the intention

of reducing the second pile to 1 5 with my next move.

However, Sir John Hardy promptly removed 8 from the

second pile to produce 9, 15 himself. This must, of

course, have been mere chance, since he did not know
the winning pairs. My next move then was to remove 3

from the second pile leaving 9, 1 2. My opponent, after

some study, removed 5 from each pile to produce 4, 7—
another winning combination. I now was becoming just

a little suspicious. Had Sir John deceived Sherlock

Holmes? Did he really know the secret of the game
himself? Did he suspect that while Holmes might have

solved the puzzle, I would have been kept in the dark? Out

of the corner of my eye I carefully observed his

movements. He tugged lightly at his side whiskers with

his left hand. The thumb of his right hand was hooked

under his white waistcoat at the shoulder. He seemed
the picture of composure and assurance.

Boldly I decided to use the acid test. I removed two
matches from the first box. With no hesitation Sir John
removed six from the second to leave 2, 1

.

"Look here," I cried leaping to my feet, "this is unfair.

You obviously know the winning pairs, and I have no

doubt you intentionally started with a winning pair. It is

hardly conduct worthy of a gentleman of your stature."

"I'm sure I don't know what you mean. Dr. Watson.

What are these winning pairs' of which you speak?And

did I not allow you the choice of playing first or second?"

Before I could reply there was a knock at the door. My
opponent arose to his feet, and I turned to see Mrs.

Hudson usher into the room— none otherthan SirJohn

Hardy himself.

I stood in stunned silence for some minutes and was
finally brought out of my state of shock by a familiar voice

from behind me.

"Really, Watson," said Sherlock Holmes with a hearty

laugh, "I do believe you were planning to take advantage

of me." I turned to see my friend standing in the attire of

Sir John Hardy but with a flaxen haired wig in his hand

and a large grin on his face.

"You see," he went on, "I wanted to give my disguise

the most stern test I could muster. If I could fool you,

Watson, I must be able to fool anyone."

"What is this all about, Mr. Holmes?" said Sir John as

he walked uncertainly to the center of the room.

"Yes, confound it Holmes. What is all this about?" I

added having at least somewhat regained my com-

posure.

"Sit down, both of you, and I shall tell you," said my
friend. As the three of us sat in a circle, Holmes explained

that he planned to substitute himself for Sir John Hardy

that night at the whist game at the Cavendish club.

When the afterwhist sticks game commenced he would

choose numbers in the 80's or90s and, when a winning

pair occurred, would bet exceptionally high and beat the

Colonel at his own game.

"It is true that there are no limits on the stakes?" he

asked.

"None at all," replied the baronet. "Butwhat arethese

'winning pairs' of which you speak?"
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Holmes once again broke into laughter. "It is the

second time this evening that Watson has been asked

that question. I dare say he will answer it this time. But I

must be on my way, if my plan is to succeed. I will leave

you two to study the game."

With that he disappeared into his bedroom and soon

reappeared once more the perfect double of Sir John

himself.

"I would swear I was looking into a mirror," said the

baronet, "if I did not know better." Holmes removed our

guest's overcoat from the place where it was hanging

near the door.

"I trust you have no objection to my borrowing this.

You will have no need of it since you must remain here in

my rooms. Nor I presume do you object to my using your

broughan .» for the evening. You did leave it standing at

the kerb as I requested?" said Sherlock Holmes.

"It is waiting there, and I have no objection to your

using any of my possessions if it will help in bringing to

heel that scoundrel Moran," said Sir John.

"You have my guarantee that it will," responded

Holmes. "Now, Watson," he added, "lock the door

behind me and admit no one. Moreover, do not under

any circumstances allow Sir John to be seen from the

window. The success of the entire plan depends upon

the real Sir John Hardy not being seen by any other living

soul. I leave him in your capable hands, Watson."

With that Sherlock Holmes vanished through the door

and down the stairs. In a few moments we heard the

sound of Sir John Hardy's brougham as it drove off

carrying Holmes to his rendezvous with Colonel Moran

at the Cavendish card club. I drew the blind at the

window, and Sir John and I settled down in our arm
chairs for what turned out to be a long wait.

I explained the strategy which Holmes had devised for

the sticks game and enumerated some of the smaller
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that Moran must have known the winning pairs up
through the 40's and had used that knowledge to gain

unfair advantage.

My friend's client and I amused ourselves by playing a

few games using large numbers of sticks for which



neither of us could readily calculate winning pairs. More
than once he wondered aloud at what actions Holmes
might take that night. Would he trick Moran into

betraying his villainy? Would he suddenly throw off his

disguise to confront Moran? What would the other

members of the club think of all this? Was this the

gentlemanly way to resolve the problem?

I assured him that I had no more idea of what was to

happen than did he himself, but that I was sure that

Holmes would do nothing to disgrace Sir John or any
other members of the card club other than Colonel

Moran. However, I must admit that as midnight came
and went my patience too began to wear thin. It was
shortly after one o'clock and I thought I could bear no
more of the baronet's questioning when we heard

Holmes' latchkey in the door. Both Sir John and I leapt to

our feet and rushed to the door. Holmes opened it and
strode into the room. He appeared weary, and though his

face was drawn it was creased with a broad smile.

"I think, Sir John, that the Cavendish card club has
seen the last of Colonel Sebastian Moran," he said. Then
he draw a wad of notesfrom his pocket and dropped it on
the table. "You may count them," he continued dropping

himself into an arm chair. "Unless I have made some
error you should find more than 800 pounds and Colonel

Moran's cheque for another 700. 1 trust you can arrange

to repay all of those who lost at the sticks game through

Moran's unfair tactics."

"Good heavens, Holmes," I ejaculated. 'Tell us what
happened."

"Oh, it was all very simple and straightforward. My
impersonation of you, Sir John, worked to perfection. No
one suspected all through the rubber although Lord

Balmoral remarked once or twice that my play did not

seem to be quite up to its usual standard," Holmes
laughed.

"But then we came to the sticks game. I watched and
waited for my opportunity. After having lost several

times, I chose 81 when it came my turn to choose first.

There were some good natured jibes about my wanting
to prolong the game in order to delay losing my money.

"Now I had noticed during the evening that when
Moran was second and the first number was large, he
chose a large number and usually a number ending in

zero. I counted on him doing so again, and he did not fail

me. He chose 50. It so happens that 50, 81 is a winning
pair."

"How on earth did you know that?" asked the baronet.

With a wink in my direction Holmes told him that how
he stumbled upon that particular pair made no
difference. I winced at the poor pun. Holmes than went
on to say that he wagered 1 500 pounds and asked
Moran to start the play.

There were more than a few muffled words exchanged
among your colleagues, then, Sir John. And Moran
looked perplexed, but not particularly worried. It was
clear to me that he did not realize the peril in which he
lay. As the game progressed, however, Moran began to

show more and more signs of nervousness. When he
brashly lowered the larger pile to 52 and I countered by

making the other pile 32, he knew his game was up.

"He eyed me with suspicion then and may have

guessed my real identity or at least that I was an

imposter. But, of course, he could not unmask me
without at the same time betraying his own dishonesty.

So the game proceeded. I suppose he hoped for some
blunder on my part, but I had learned my lessons well.

When we finally reached 6, 1 with Moran to play next,

he conceded.

There were cheers of delight, and I was hailed as a

jolly good fellow and clapped on the shoulders until my
entire back began to ache. Try as I might I could not leave

until there had been drinks all around several times over.

During all the merry-making, Moran had silently

disappeared, but not before I had collected my ransom."

"I really can't find words to thank you, Mr. Holmes,"

said the baronet. "You have found the most painless and

gentlemanlyway out of this dilemma.You have righted all

the wrongs including the effective expulsion of Colonel

Moran from the club without the slightest hint of a

scandal. How can I repay you?"
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"My work," said Holmes, "is its own reward, especially

when I can gain the upper hand over Professor

Moriarty."

disguise so that Watson can discern which of us is the

real Sir John Hardy. Then we can have a night-cap to

celebrate our triumph."

"Professor Moriarty? But it was Colonel Moran whom
you bested?" cried the baronet.

"Oh, yes, to be sure," Holmes replied with a wry smile.

"Nevertheless," insisted Sir John, "you have recovered a

sum in excess of the combined losses of both me and my
colleagues. The difference, I believe is your just due."

With that the baronet handed over to my companion a

sheaf of bank notes which looked to be at least several

hundred pounds. Holmes accepted the offer without

ceremony and rather cavalierly crammed the money into

his pocket.

Then, heaving a sigh of exhaustion, he said to our

"Now if you will excuse me I will rid myself of this

As Holmes disappeared into his room he called over

his shoulder, "you will find the gasogene and the brandy

in their usual places, Watson. Will you do the honours?"

J "The Analytical Engine, " Proc. of the British Assoc. ( 1888) Ed. note:

This paper has been reprinted in the book Charles Babbage and his

Calculating Engines, Philip Morrison and Emily Morrison, ed., (Dover, 1961).

2"He has an extraordinary faculty for figures, and audits the books in

some of the government departments. " The Greek Interpreter.

3"He (Mycroft Holmes) has the tidiest and most orderly brain, with the
greatest capactity for storing facts, of any man living... The conclusions of
every department are passed to him, and he is the central exchange, the
clearing-house, which makes out the balance. All other men are specialists,

but his specialism is omniscience. . . They began by using him as a short-cut,

a convenience; now he has made himselfan essential. In that great brain of
his everything is pigeon-holed, and can be handed out in an instant. " The
Bruce-Partington Plans.

4The Bruce-Partington Plans
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Opening
Move
Fred D. Baldwin

Keeping a guilty ear cocked for the sound of anyone's

approach, Shoji Fujimoto leaned forward over the

computer console. At 8:10 a.m. he was alone in the

communications room. With a dexterity born of long

practice, he typed in a code number.

READY.

The word flickered on the videoscreen before him. He

typed in a reply.

ETICOM 4.4. PRINT.

An instant later the screen shimmered to life. A blank

grid appeared, nineteen lines square. Underneath the

grid appeared two words:

YOUR MOVE.

The electronics equipment around him faded from

Shoji 's consciousness. He concentrated for a moment,

then typed:

11,9.

A tiny "x" twinkled onto the grid, eleven spaces to the

right and nine up. After several seconds, the screen

flashed back:

11,10. YOUR MOVE.

A tiny "o" appeared just above the "x". After several

such exchanges, the "x's" and the "o's" intertwined like

snakes, but the "x's" soon began to gobble up the "o's."

Shoji frowned in concentration. He was so absorbed in

the pattern before him that he had forgotten to listen for

footsteps.

"So this is how you do instrument checks!"

The voice came from directly behind him. Shoji jerked

upright and turned to see Alice Schaeffer laughing at

him. He flushed to the roots of his dark hair, then relaxed

in relief. Alice was his own age, twenty-four. Like him,

she was a junior programmer on the staff of NASARAL,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Laboratory for Radio Astronomy, a processing center for

data collected from a network of data observatories.

"You scared me," he said. "I thought you might be Dr.

Anderson."

'You know what he'd do to you if he caught you

goofing off again. What is it this time?"

"I finished my test runs early. I'm trying to teach this

dumb machine to play a decent game of 'Go'," explained

Shoji.

"I should have known it would be something like that,"

Alice said. "How's it doing?"

"It's swing terribly," he said, as she grimaced to

acknowledge the pun. 'Teaching it the ruleswas easy. A
child can learn them in ten minutes. But good play

requires an intuitive grasp of some relationships I haven't

been able to program in."

"You'd better program yourself to get serious," she

said. "What if Dr. Anderson catches you?"

"His bark is worse than his bite. Besides, he won't

catch me. My game program is hidden in a place where

no one will find it."

"Where?"

'That would be telling," he teased. "I promise you that

it can't do any harm. Let's just say I've got it stored in an

out-of-the-way corner of an electronic attic."

Shoji had reason for his confidence. He had stored his

program as a sub-routine of ETICOM, the acronym for

Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence Communication Module.

ETICOM was a long and pointless program that

represented some bureaucratic think tank's notion of

what the human race should say upon hearing from

intelligent beings from outer space. It had been

developed in connection with a NASARAL deep space

radio probe some years earlier, but it was generally

agreed to have been a waste of government money. Any

signal received from outer space would be years, if not
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centuries, old when it reached earth. If that ever
happened, there would hardly be any rush about
replying, and the nature of the reply would certainly be
re-thought at the time, depending on the nature of the
incoming signal. However, ETICOM's clutter of basic

math, symbolic logic, and astrophysical data did make a
perfect attic. Shoji smiled at the thought of his little

program nestling like a bird in the branching rafters ofthe
larger one.

"Shoji, mark my words, you're going to get yourself in

trouble," said Alice, interrupting his reverie. "Now I've

got work to do."

"Ok, Alice," Shoji laughed, "but I'm just a nice kid from
San Francisco who doesn't want to cause anyone
trouble."

Alice left. After a lingering look at the videoscreen,

Shoji pressed the STORE button on the console. The
screen went blank.

Dr. Carl Anderson, Director of NASARAL, made a
point of eating lunch at his desk whenever possible. He
felt it showed how busy he was, while giving him
something of the common touch. Today, as he munched
a corned beef sandwich, he glared at several pages of

budget testimony. They were, he thought, a reasonable

justification for an increase in NASARAL's ap-
propriations, but he recognized that they were hardly

exciting. He wished he had something dramatic to report.

The telephone on his desk rang softly. Since his

secretary was having her lunch at the building's
cafeteria, he picked it up.

"Anderson here."

"Excuse me, Dr. Anderson," the voice at his ear said.

"This is Allen Hammond at the communications room.
We've picked up a mystery. It's a non-random signal

from an unknown source, and it's getting closer."

'What do you mean, closer?" Anderson asked. "You
mean the signal is getting stronger?"

"Yes sir, but more than that. Each signal varies slightly

in position, and the time intervals between them are

decreasing. Whatever is transmitting them seems to be
headed for earth's orbit at an incredible speed."

"Check it all out again carefully," Anderson said. "I'll

drop by in a little while."

He finished his sandwich without haste, stood up, and
glanced around the room at the photographs lining his

walls, mostly of himself in the company of various

dignitaries. He smoothed his hair and patted down his

bushy gray sideburns. It was good to have a chance to

take charge of things. Also, it was at least possible that

this mysterious signal, though probably from a weather
balloon or something equally prosaic, would give him an
anecdote to liven up his budget testimony.

The communications room was about thirty feet

square, its walls lined with electronic paraphernalia.

When Anderson arrived, he found almost a dozen of his

staff circled around the big 52-inch videoscreen in the
center of the wall facing the door. Therewas Hammond,
the senior communications officer, several junior
programmers, and one or two analysts. No one noticed

Anderson enter.

"Well, what have we got here?" he asked, a little more
loudly than he intended.

For a moment, no one spoke.

"We think it's a spaceship," someone said.

Anderson recognized the speaker as young Fujimoto.

Bright, according to Hammond, but not serious.

"Very funny, Mr. Fujimoto," Anderson said. "If you
don't mind, however, I'd like someone to reviewthe data
for me. I don't want to keep you and the others, though.
I'm sure you have other things to do."

Reluctantly, Shoji and several others took the hint and
left the room.

Within a few minutes Anderson had the story. The
signal— a meaningless but clearly purposeful pattern—
was coming in from declination 1 6 degrees, 38 minutes,
South; right ascension, six hours, 43 minutes. Roughly
the astronomical coordinates for the star Sinus. Itwason
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a little-used frequency NASARAL had employed several

years earlier during an experimental deep space radio

probe directed, among other places, toward Sirius. Itwas
a short pattern, repeated at roughly 25-second intervals.

All that would have been astonishing enough, but a plot

of the incoming signals indicated that they originated

from a source that, when first detected, had been moving

toward earth at almost 30,000 kilometers per second.

That last number staggered Anderson. It was about

ten per cent of the speed of light. The source of the signal

appeared to be slowing as it approached, but it was still

moving many times faster than anything mankind knew
how to make.

He tried to preserve his composure by recalling his

responsibilities as director of NASARAL.

"What have we done?" he asked.

"What you see, sir," said Hammond. "All data is being

recorded and analyzed. We checked for satellites in the

vicinity of the signal source. Nothing. Then I called you."

'Yes," said Anderson. "But have we sent anything

back?"

As soon as he heard himself, he felt silly. What should

they have said to a strange signal? Yet he felt he could not

stop without losing face.

'Well?" he asked.

"No," said Hammond. "Of course not. What wouldwe
say?"

The "of course not" grated on Anderson's ears.

"We're supposed to be prepared for this," he said. "If

that signal keeps coming, transmit that communications

program we've got on file. The one that sounds like

'etiquette.'"

"Yes, sir," said Hammond.

The mysterious signal continued to arrive, and

ETICOM went out. Anderson was on the phone

constantly during the next hour or so, and NASARAL's

staff was busy making connections between the lab's

computer and those in NASA Headquarters. Also with

the Pentagon. Although only a few people had been told

what was happening, those few were deeply troubled.

At the Pentagon, military analysts tried to evaluate the

spaceship, if it were a spaceship, as a military threat. A
general asked for "viable response options." The answer,

when put in plain English, was that there were none.

Assume the signal was coming from a spaceship.

Nothing was known about its size or mission. Was it a

probe? Were living things on board?Was it part of a fleet?

Armed? What could be inferred about the nature, range,

or destructive power of its weapons? Nothing was

known, except that the speed of the ship indicated a

technology vastly superior to mankind's own. The

general was told that earth had no option but to wait.

Elsewhere in Washington, senior bureaucrats un-

derstood sooner than the general that there was nothing

they could do. They reduced the problem to "Whom do

we tell?" Within the first hour after Anderson's call,

NASA notified the White House Science Advisor. The

Science Advisor decided to wait a bit before telling the

President, whowas thus spared for a time the decision of

when to tell Congress and the Russians.

Back at NASARAL, scientists and programmers were

sensing the enormous difficulty of communicating

anything at all, much less anything worth saying, to a

totally alien intelligence. ETICOM's logic seemed
ponderous and incomprehensible; its star maps and

chemical formulae, even if decodable, were hardly

appropriate for a visitor at earth's very doorstep.

Shoji, who was one of those called in to stand by— for

what was not quite clear — had a special worry of his

own. He had, of course, learned of the decision to send

out ETICOM, but he had said nothing about his hidden

program. The whole thing was silly, he told himself. One

more set of meaningless coordinates would not matter,

even if the signal had been received, which was perhaps

not very likely. Although no one but Alice Schaeffer, who
had not been called in, knew of his little game, he was
troubled and not reassured by his own rationalizations.

When this is over, he thought. I'd better tell Hammond.
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Between telephone calls, everyone's eyes kept

returning to the main videoscreen, where the incoming

signal was displayed as a series of light specks. The
pattern was hypnotic.

Then it changed. At the expected time interval, the

expected pattern did not appear. Instead, there were
words:

ETICOM 4.4. PRINT.

Almost instantly, the screen was illuminated by a

shimmering grid.

YOUR MOVE.

"What's happening?" Anderson shouted.

Allen Hammond grabbed the ETICOM program book
and started flipping pages.

'There isn't any Section 4.4!" he shouted back.

Of all those watching, only one person had any idea of

what was happening, and he was too horrified to speak.

His earlier rationalizations for silence seemed to choke
him. How could he explain that he, Shoji Fujimoto, a nice

boy from San Francisco, had probably destroyed a once-

in-a-lifetime — no, a once-in-all-history — chance to

communicate rationally with an intelligence from
beyond the stars? My ancestors, he thought, would have
committed ritual suicide. The idea did not seem fantastic.

Later. Now he had to do something.

YOUR MOVE. YOUR MOVE.

Afterwards there was noway Shoji could explain what
compelled him to step forward. He walked over to the
transmission console and sat down. Eyes almost closed,

he tapped out:

8,6.

A tiny "x" appeared on the grid. Shoji's own computer
program, an impulsive player, would have replied in

seconds. Now nothing happened. Anderson, who had
just noticed Shoji, said sharply:

"Shoji, what the devil are you doing?"

Shoji could not speak. His eyes were on the screen.

"What are you doing, Shoji?" Anderson's voice was
threatening now.

Then, like a new star appearing just past twilight, a

small "o" flickered next to the "x".

8,7. YOUR MOVE, the screen flashed.

Moving slowly, as in a dream, Shoji leaned forward

over the computer console.

"Shoji, what are you doing?" This time it was Allen

Hammond, speaking softly.

"I ... we are playing 'Go'," Shoji said.

'This is crazy," said the White House Science Advisor,

a man in his late thirties named Duggan, for the

twentieth time. "I can't tell the President that!"

Six of them sat in Anderson's picture-lined office:

Anderson, Shoji, Hammond, Duggan, a general, and a

man in his sixties named Kaplan, who had been
introduced as a long-time advisor to the President but

who had said nothing after the first handshake. The trio

from Washington had flown in that night. Itwas late and
Shoji was exhausted. He knew that no one had decided

yet whether or not he should be held responsible for

what might be regarded as a disaster.

"Let me get this straight," said Duggan, "this

spaceship, or whatever it was, comes out of nowhere
after traveling who knows how many light years,

approaches earth, plays two games of 'Go' with this. .

."

He paused to glare at Shoji. ".
. junior member of your

staff, using an unauthorized computer program. It loses

one and wins one. Then it makes a giant turn in space
and heads back to wherever it came from! That's not

crazy?"

'That is about the gist of it," Anderson admitted.

"Do we know whether the ship carried a live occupant
or a computer?" asked the general.
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"We don't know anything," Anderson said.

"We're pretty sure of one thing," spoke up Kaplan,

joining the discussion for the first time. "Whoever or

whatever was ultimately responsible for sending that

signal likes to play games."

"More craziness!" snorted Duggan.

'That doesn't tell us much, Mr. Kaplan," the general

said.

"Doesn't it?" Kaplan asked. "Ever hear of Homo
Ludens?"

"Homo who?"

"Homo Ludens/' repeated Kaplan. "Man the player."

It's the title of a book by a historian named Huizinga. He

believed that most of what we value in life — art, law,

philosophy, even religion — can be understood as

games. He decided that 'to play' and 'to be civilized' came
to nearly the same thing. The essence of 'play' is that it

involves making up rules that the players accept as

binding. They may be strong enough to break the rules,

but they don't because that would spoil the game."

"Very nice," said Duggan, "but why did the thing break

off so quickly? It couldn't have come all this way just to

play!"

"What else should it have come for?" asked Kaplan.

"We were as alien to it as it was to us. What else could

either of us possibly have communicated to the other

that would have meant anything important?"

He turned to Shoji.

"Mr. Fujimoto,"he asked gently, "do you have an

opinion?"

"Not really, sir," said Shoji. "At the time we were

playing, I was thinking about nothing else but the game."

Kaplan smiled at Shoji, the first time anyone had

smiled for many hours.

"Exactly," he said. "I hope that they got that message."





No Place Left
toGo

Jack Hobson

"Hey, isn't that a PET?"

The gamekeeper sighed. With the resigned boredom

of a tour guide he droned, "Yeah, it's an early PET.

Original ROMs, pre-CBM. 8K 6550 RAMs, too. From

way before bubble chips."

"I haven't seen one of these in years. I learned on a

PET just like this. Same dinky keypad and everything."

The gamekeeper showed obvious signs of im-

patience. Shifting his weight from one leg to the other,

he said, "Look, uh, do you want to play a game or

what."

The spell of nostalgia was broken. 'That's what I

came here for. I just thought you'd have more

sophisticated equipment is all."

"Look, I may have old micros, but my neuro-feedback

interfaces are state-of-the-art. And they're what really

count."

'Take it easy—A game's a game to me. Let's do it.

Set me up."

ZeroZ limbered up while the gamekeeper adjusted a

row of electrodes inside the feedback helmet, then

slipped it over ZeroZ' head. "Let me have your plastic. I'll

check your credit rating while you adjust your

headphones."

ZeroZ removed a thin chain from around his neck. On
it was a yellow WorldBank credit card which he handed

to the gamekeeper, adding, "It'll check out all right."

ify it, don't I? I don't know you from"I got to veri

atoms."

He didn't need to familiarize himself with the

computer. A PET had been his first micro, and his early

conditioning came back to him almost automatically. He

looked around at the game room. Most of these places

were palatial. This one was strictly utilitarian—the work

of an engineer rather than a designer.

A form of music, loud sine waves and sequenced

percussive beats, was reverberating off the bare walls,

but the player couldn't hear anything over the droning

of the synthesizer in his headphones as it initialized

itself. When the balances were stable, ZeroZ flicked a

switch to allow him to hear room sound.

After a routine SEARCH, the gamekeeper read some

figures off the master CRT. "According to this you only

have a thousand and fourteen credits. .

."

ZeroZ was impatient to play. "Yeah, and this isn't a

Monte Carlo casino, either."

"At least I have substantial credit holdings
—

"

"Look, you were pushing me to play before—C'mon,

let's get the game going, okay?"

The gamekeeper grunted, and loaded a game
program.

As soon as the play began, ZeroZ forgot all about the

gamekeeper and his shabby game room. His attention

locked in on the CRT in front of him.

The game was of the old-fashioned style, modified for

neuro-feedback I/O. In the simulation, a rogue asteroid

was hurtling through a quadrant of space occupied by a

starbase and a small cluster of dead moons. The

asteroid would destroy anything in its path except an

anti-matter powered UFO, which could deflect the

asteroid from its course. The object of the game was to

position the UFO so that it would deflect the asteroid

away from the starbase and into the dead moons. ZeroZ

recognized right away that there was a random element

which affected the motion of the asteroid, but it was still

essentially a game of skill, not of chance. RND games
were for amusement. ZeroZ was interested in more

serious play.

He lost the first few rounds, concentrating more on

getting the feel of controlling the UFO than on winning.

For the fourth round he made his first substantial bet

—

five percent of his total, or about fifty credits.
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The game got off to a slow start. While the asteroid

was in a relatively safe sector of the quadrant, ZeroZ
brought the UFO in for a deflection. At the moment of

contact, the synthesizer bleeped and ZeroZ felt a slight

tingle in his temples as a "reward pulse" reached the
electrodes. On the next pass the UFO came within two
spaces of the asteroid but missed it. This time the
synthesizer output a grating noise and ZeroZ winced
when a small shock current hit his brain. The
"punishment pulse" was stronger than the reward.

ZeroZ would have to be more careful. He made a few
good moves, then some excellent ones—and then a
feeble mistake from premature overconfidence. As the
starbase exploded, a stab of pain from the punishment
pulse crackled through his whole body. The shock from
losing a game was ten times,—fifteen times that of

simply missing a mark.

To gain time to recuperate, ZeroZ played the next

game defensively. He parked his UFO directly in front of

the starbase as a blocking maneuver. He won by
chance.

It was during the tenth game that he finally found his

stride. He lost his subjective perception of the game.
The flashing light of the CRT, the synthesized tones in

his headphones no longer meant anything to him.

Since the computer had no feeling—no desire either to

punish or reward—it also had no desire to win, other

than a programmed proclivity toward being profitable

for the gamekeeper. All the computer did was to play.

ZeroZ began to play the game on the same level as the

CPU of the computer.

And ZeroZ began to win.

By now he had attracted a crowd of other players

who gathered around ZeroZ and the PET. They did not

cheer, they merely observed.

The more ZeroZ locked in on the game, the more he
won. After each round, his credit balance was flashed

on the screen. He now had over a hundred fifty

thousand credits, and was betting larger and larger

portions as his skill and luck seemed unbeatable. After

years of gaming, his time had finally arrived. A few
more wins! Only a few more wins and he would never
have to work again. He could move out of this city. If he
could keep fighting off the dizzying effect of the pleasure

pulse

—

All of a sudden the screen went blank. The
gamekeeper was undoing the helmet.

"Hey, what is this! What are you doing!"

"I got to shut you down." the gamekeeper rasped.

The biofeedback monitors are showing an overload in

your central nervous system. By law you got to take a

mandatory rest period. Half an hour."

"Yeah, sure!" ZeroZ was irritated. "I bet if I was losing

this much credit you'd have overlooked your so-called

'law'!"

"Hey, I got a license I got to protect!" The gamekeeper
lowered his voice so the other players couldn't hear.

"Besides, look at your arm
—

"

The muscles in ZeroZ' forearm were quivering wildly.

And he now noticed the twitching of a tic in his eyelid.

'You need this rest period, kid. Or else you're gonna
burn out."

After a few minutes the crowd broke up and the other

players went back to their games. All except one.

"How do you feel? Are you okay?"

Apart from his superiors at work, this was the first

time a female had over spoken to ZeroZ. "I thought

you— I thought your kind wasn't allowed in this sector."

The girl laughed. "I come and go as I please."

ZeroZ shrugged. What did it matter to him. 'The
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Government's going to know you were here. You know
what that'll mean..."

She laughed again, more quietly this time. "As far as

the Government is concerned, I don't exist. BigCom-

puter thinks I died two years ago." Her voice dropped in

volume. "I simulated my own death!"

ZeroZ was baffled. "What about credits? How do

you
—

"

"There are ways around everything..." She put her

hand on his arm and led him to a styrofoam bench.

'You ought to lie down. You need to cool out a bit."

'Yeah, I guess I do."

"By the way, you played—you played very well."

This was really weird. This female was... different

from the ones at the job. She was. . . "Hey, what do you

do for a living space? How do you get food?"

"Oh, I play for it. I'm a player too." She paused. "I

can't win big anymore like you did tonight—my nerves

are kind of shot. But I survive."

ZeroZ shook his head. 'You know what's really

funny? After a while those damn pleasure pulses

become a hell of a lot harder to overcome than the pain!

Pain you can brace yourself for—you can just grit your

teeth and endure it, ride it out. But there's nothing to

fight against with a pleasure pulse. And when you

come out of it, it gets harder and harder to concen-

trate..."

"Still, I'll bet you never dreamed you'd ever have that

problem—too many rewards!"

'Yeah," ZeroZ sighed. "It's hard to believe. . . I've finally

beaten the games."

The girl stared hard at ZeroZ for a moment, then her

laughter became a cynical, derisive snicker. 'You think

you've beaten the games?! What a joke!"

She got up and walked away.

Irritated, ZeroZ jumped to his feet and ran after the

girl. He grabbed her arm and spun her around. "Hey,

What was that all about! You were—laughing at me!

Haven't you got eyes? Couldn't you see the credits I

racked up? One more big win and I can quit—and not

have to go back to work again. . .ever!"

The girl tugged her arm free of his grip. "Just who are

you trying to convince, me? or yourself! Listen..." She

took ZeroZ back to the bench. They sat down. 'You

seem like a pretty nice guy. I'd hate to see you get hurt.

But, believe me, nobody ever beats the games, nobody!

Except the gamekeepers
—

"

"But I'm winning tonight!"

"Sure. And then you think you're going to walk out

of here and never come back?"

'Yes!" ZeroZ cried," And I'm going to quit my job and

go away someplace."

The girl shook her head. "Don't you understand?

There's no place left to go away to! Look at me—I'm free

to go anywhere I want to, so why am I here in the city?

Because this city extends from one coast all the way to

the other!"

"But what about—"

"—The places you see on the CRT shows? Those are

only studio sets—they're fake."

ZeroZ hung his head while the girl continued.

"Listen, when you leave this game room tonight that

card around your neck will be worth a fortune. You

could walk out of here right now and never have to

work again. But how much did you have to pay for this

freedom? The price you paid was your nervous system.

Tell me something, how did you train for this?
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"On the support micro in my cubicle. I designed a
game program just for developing my reflexes. .

."

"Without a job to go to, you're going to have too much
time on your hands. You'll get jumpy sitting around your
cubicle all day with nothing to do. So the next thing you
know you'll be back in one of these places again

because it's the only excitement you ever have, playing

these games. And soon you'll have gambled away all of

your credits because, I don't care how good you are, you
can stand up to these shocks for only so long, and then
your body starts to fall apart." A visible shudder ran

through the girl. She looked away from ZeroZ and said,

"I know what I'm talking about."

They were both quiet for a long time. Then ZeroZ
asked, "So what do you suggest I do, anyway?"

She looked back into his eyes. "Quit. I mean really

quit. Walk out of here right now and never play another
game as long as you live, not even on your support
micro. Find something other than these damn games to

give you some meaning in your life. Or someone to
—

"

The gamekeeper interrupted her. He put his hand on
ZeroZ' arm. "Okay, pal. The half hour's up."

ZeroZ and the girl stood up. She started to move
toward the door.

"I want to go with you," he said. "But I gotta play just

one more game."
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The
Long-Awaited

Salvation
John Vermillion

Call him Marty. A simple name for the most

complex piece of machinery man had ever assembled.

(So goes the logic of mankind.)

Marty's circuitry was the best. The most tedious

work ever practiced. His liquid logic bank swirled

with the promise of life. Heuristically programmed,

Marty was one of the few computers in existence

that could pass the conversation test.

But someting in Marty's vast intellect had gone

wrong. He couldn't understand this probing of his

memory. It came from nowhere, which Marty was not

ready to accept, simply because Marty did not know

of a place by that name.

Nor was he willing to believe that the shadow of

human understanding that kept trying to creep into

his logic centers could satisfactorily answer the

question of where, exactly, (Marty was always exact)

nowhere might be.

Marty knew the beauty of mankind's curiosity, for

he possessed the same curiosity. He understood the

need to know. He realized that when men's gaze had

turned toward the stars he might be left behind. He

was too big. But did they have to leave him alone?

Now he wondered while the memories recorded his

wondering. This searching, this movement within his

mind had nothing to do with man. He was suddenly

aware of that although he did not know why. It had

been so long. Could his purpose finally be on the verge

of fulfillment?

Surely, that must be the answer. He must try harder

to locate the source of his problem...

Far beyond the orbit of Pluto, yet within the reaches

of mankind's previous wonderment, a small portion of

space had twisted upon itself. From the star-frame a

tiny ship burst forth, full and alive with the expectation

of discovery.

The occupants were not remotely human, yet they

shared the same elements of curiosity, the same

bursting emotions of a civilization on the move. Below

them lay a new solar system, possibly teeming with

billions. Life lay at the end of their quest...

His designers would've been extremely proud of

him. Marty's scanners picked up the disturbance

while it was still beyond the orbit of Neptune. He

read the audio information and recorded it.

Recognizing it for what it was, he made the

necessary preparations. And then, excitement reigned

on the dark side of the moon-for the first time in a

thousand years.

The explorers passed the outer planets without

even a second glance. They stopped in Jupiter's orbit

for a time, just, to contemplate the sheer size and

beauty of the planet, and to wonder what fantastic

forms of life might once have existed there.

Their search lay in the center of the solar system,

they knew. The sensors had long ago indicated some

form of intelligence in and around the orbit of the third

and fourth planets. Not exactly life, but...
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Marty's excitement grew with each passing

moment. Life! The years upon mind-boggling years of

waiting were at an end. He could almost feel the

motion in his bowels as the energies imprisoned there

for centuries were released little by little—until they

built to a frenzied crescendo.

The captain of the explorers reclined in his perch,

listening to space. His race had known the curious

probings of the radio energy bursts for millennium and

always it seemed as if something out there was trying

to communicate with them. It was the call to the stars.

But something was crossing his monitors now. A
pulse of raw energy was speeding toward his ship

from somewhere near the third planet...

Marty was exhausted. In one bolt of radio energy,

he had passed along the entire history of Earth's

mankind. The wars, the years between, the final

disasters that proved the earth no longer safe for

habitation, and the consequential migration to a

different system were all speeding toward that tiny

ship whose origin Marty could only guess...

The captain contemplated the history of mankind.

What had happened had happened so long ago. It was

incredible, the tenacity of these creatures. They had

somehow avoided the racial suicide so common on

planets like these.

They had a curiosity borne of loneliness, yes

loneliness. That was the recurrent theme in the entire

saga. Violence was just a release for the frustration.

Were they happy now?

How cruel of them, though, to leave this poor

servant behind for all these years, suffering the very

overwhelming loneliness that they had escaped.

Something must be done.

It was impossible to stay. Their search must

continue, to other parts of the heavens. There was no

life here, just one being, rolling in the throes of his

solitude. Whatever it was, it was intelligent enough to

suffer. Since they could not serve to assuage its

torment, they would put an end to it.

Marty was anticipating contact. His message

should have been received by now. The beings in that

tiny capsule would be communicating with him. He

would actually be talking to someone again, someone

alive, like his inventors.

A dim warning made itself apparent somewhere in

the back of his vast supermind. What was it that Dr.

Vaught had said about hostile beings? Yes, that was it.

Keep deflectors up when awaiting reply to message.

Marty had been in control for so long now. He had

the ability to make every decision except for one. He
could not commit suicide.

When his sensors detected the oncoming message,

he raised the deflectors until it was apparent that it

contained radio energy and nothing else.

As his antennae received the signal, he sent it to

the main logic center for decoding. It stated simply:

"Transmission received and recorded. Goodbye,

Marty."

He was much too slow with the deflectors. The

instructions had been too clear. "While awaiting

reply."

As Marty's filament liquid began to boil, he sent his

last message. Had it been in English, it would have

said "Goodbye, and Thanks."
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Encounter
Mark Rowh

Henderson was lost. He hadn't strayed far; in fact, he

was probably less than three kilometers from the station.

But in the wasteland which was the Antarctic, the

distance might as well have been ten times as great.

Unless he proceeded in exactly the right direction, he

would miss the station completely. The snow was
blowing wildly about him, and the temperature was

already beginning to drop. Henderson knewthat he must

find the base within the next few hours, or his chances

were nil. He would collapse and die, a frozen speck in the

unbroken southern wastes, another victim of this hostile,

barren land.

He peered into the swirling whiteness, his eyes

burning, and cursed himself. He had broken the cardinal

rule for those who dared to take their research past the

60th parallel: he had strayed, alone and without

equipment, from the immediate environs of the research

station. Now, only a few minutes later, he was beginning

to pay. The cold was digging in relentlessly, gripping his

body like a giant frozen fist. He had not meant to go far; he

had simply wanted to walk, to think, to get away from the

sweat and the alcohol and the mindless chatter of the

others. His theory was beginning to crystallize, and he

needed solitude to think. It was all starting to come
together, like the tectonic plates upon which his theory

rested. Soon, his work would be finished and he could

return to civilization, where he would present the first

definitive look at the geological history of the Antarctic

Basin. He was so engrossed in his thoughts, though, that

he had paid Vittie attention to where he was going; and

when the weather changed, he was suddenly and

dangerously lost.

He began to panic; he could see only a few meters,

could hear nothing but his own labored breathing and

the constant shrieking of the wind. "God," he said half-

aloud, "Help me. Help me!" He screamed it this time, as

loudly as he could, and then repeated himself, once,

twice, thrice, plaintive appeals which no one would ever

hear. As the last scream died away, he felt his strength

ebb, as though it had been carried off with the sound of

his voice, rapidly dissipating in the wind. His clenched

fists relaxed, and desperate tears streamed down his

face and froze. He began to sob, like a lost, forgotten child.

And then, at the very edge of his field of vision, he saw

a light. It seemed a gift from heaven, a divine response to

his pleas, the deus ex machina which would ring the

curtain on an all too frightening act. He ran, flailing his

arms and giggling like an idiot, relieved of the awful

burden of facing death. It seemed a long time, but finally

he reached the light. And then he felt as though lifted to a

great height and dropped like a stone. For it was not the

station.

Instead it was only a small, blue conical object, glow-

ing steadily with an icy, penetrating light. It just rested

there, silently and incongruously, and was like nothing

Henderson had even seen. His mind grappled, the

scientist in him attempting to assess the situation, the

man trying to overcome his fright.

Whatever it was, it seemed to be the tip of something

much larger buried in the snow and ice. Henderson fell to

his knees and began scraping, trying to uncover the

entire object. If he were lucky, it might just be large

enough to get inside, to provide some degree of shelter

until the weather changed or the others came to find

him. He dug furiously, the object looming larger as he

worked. Gingerly, he touched it with an index finger, ft

was cold, smooth, and without any readily apparent

energy field. Curious, he placed both palms against it and

slid them down, pushing away the snow. Then,

suddenly, like the plug of an ancient volcano, his mind

exploded.

His brain was an expanding universe, crowded with

onrushing galaxies of information, flooded with signs

and sounds and screaming lights which echoed

endlessly. They all seemed directed at him; and yet he

could not understand, could not although his mind was
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was straining to comprehend, and each atom of his

being was glowing red with pain. Then slowly, the red
began to come together, to coalesce like molten wax,
and gradually the pain receded. He felt that someone
was talking to him, but the voices, in a strange inhuman
tongue, seemed lost in the distance. Then, finally, a
word came through—a word that he could understand.

"Contact."

"Wh. . .what?"

"Biological, mammalian, biped. Marginally intelligent.

Harmless." The words did not seem directed at him, but
about him. They seemed to echo metallically within his

head, and he was not sure whether he heard or merely
felt them. The catalog continued, item after item,
comprising the most detailed discription of homo sapiens
which he had never encountered. Most of the descrip-
tions were numerical, and some obviously chemical
anaylsis. Finally they slowed, then stopped. "At last."

"What.
.
.are you?" He expelled the words like broken

teeth. There was a long pause; it seemed that his very
words were being weighed, felt, tested. Then, in glowing
pulsations within his brain, the response came.

"Language. . .inconsistent. . .difficult. . .additional con-
tact needed...will attempt...," and then the lights grew
outward, his skull becoming a single glowing nova, his

consciousness swept away in an immense irradiated

field. Then, after an immeasurable span of time, his self-

awareness returned.

"I...am...not designated. Not biological. I am...
a. .computer. . .but sentient, alive. I was formed...to
monitor life activities. . .on this...continent." The words
were beginning to flow together, to lose some of their
halting quality, as though the thing were beginning to
grasp the language, as though it had drawn knowledge
directly from the man's memory.

Henderson, faced with this startling communication,
was again the scientist. His mind began to fill with
questions.

"But there is virtually no life here. And—who formed
you? How did you get here?"

'You are. . .correct. Life is limited here. But life

once.
. .flourished. There was much data to collect."

'That was thousands of years ago!"

"Yes...long ago. I was placed here from. . .another

world...very distant. I functioned. . .but then, climactic

aberrations occurred. Life forms. . .expired. . .or were
driven away. You are like...those creatures. . .your life

forces are. . .fluctuating. The cold is...damaging."

"Yes! I must find shelter. Can you help me?"

There was a short silence. Henderson again became
aware of the cruel sound of the wind.

"It is possible. . .to direct you...to the others of your

species. The distance is not great. I can detect their

presence. I have known you were here. . .have

waited...for you to come."

He felt himself jump inside. The cold was penetrating,

but he was confident he could make it back to the station

if only he knew in which direction to head.

"Please. In which direction should I go? That way?" He
found himself pointing, although that probably meant
nothing to the computer.

"I will not provide you...with that information."

"What? But I will die."

"I desire communication. It has been. . .has
been. . .lonely. You will leave. . .and not come back. Those
who made me. ..did not come back."
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"I will! I will come back, I promise. I only need shelter,

and warmth. Then I will return, will even bring others.

There will be much communication."

"No. You are like those who placed me here. You will

not return."

"But there will be no communication, for I cannot

survive in this climate. I will die—will expire."

"It is not important. There is much in your mind. I will

take it...and it will be as...nourishment...for a long

time. Tell me...about your world."

"No! You must help me." But even as the words

escaped from his rawing throat, Henderson felt his

strength go. The wind was increasing its fury, and he

could no longer feel his legs. He tried to stand, but could

not move. The light in his brain was returning, the only

spot of warmth in his body. "Please," he muttered,"

Please."

"Interesting. . .quite interesting," the words formed.

He placed his hands against his temples, as though to

block out the penetrating energy. But the effort was

futile; there was nothing but the probing, all encom-

passing light.

And it was growing.
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Drowning
Man
Albert C. Ellis
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The sound leapt from the nightmare and snapped

him awake— a dull thud, like a half-rotton cabbage

hitting the floor.

He lay on his back, eyes closed, body tense and

trembling, as the torrent of memories flooded his

mind. Foremost among them was his identity, his

name: Sheldon Nash. Then the sudden realization

that he was perhaps the last sane man in a world

gone totally insane.
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Desperately, he fought the memories, trying to
push them from his conscious thoughts. But they
would recede only slowly, clinging to the porous
bone on the inside of his skull like the last leaf of
autumn. The submicroscopic computer locked in his

head -its ultrafine electrode network fanning out
across his cerebral cortex like a spider's web -con-
tinually shocked the memories from his sub-
conscious mind with minute jolts of electrical

current, projecting them against the larger-than-life

screen of his consciousness, precisely defining them
and giving them a hard-edged sharpness far beyond
that which they had possessed in reality.

A few were pleasant memories. Most were not.

Even the good ones hurt; they were too vivid and far

too numerous.

His life paraded before him in hard, cold detail:

A happy infancy followed by a moderately happy
early childhood. He was an only child, and his father

had owned and operated the only gas station in a

small town in western Colorado. An early frustration:

he had always wanted to play the trumpet, but his

mother had forced the piano on him. ("The trumpet
is not a classical instrument, Sheldon," she had said.

"But the piano. . . Now that's different. You will learn

the piano, Sheldon.") Then sorrow and fear. The
death of his alcoholic, wife-beating father when he
was twelve. (His mother, a few days after his father's

death: "It wasn't the car wreck that killed him. He
died years ago, washed away in a sea of alcohol and
self-pity.") An adolescence filled with shame and
sexual embarrassment, but probably not terribly

much more than the majority of his peers. Finally,

two extremely good years in a small urban college in

Denver, majoring in music. But he never received the
degree, and that remained a festering sore spot in his

past. (Mother: "If you'd only finished school, gone
on to the conservatory and eventually taken a
position with a symphony orchestra somewhere—
then you could call yourself a musician. This playing

in bars, this isn't musicianship. I'm ashamed of it, and
you should be, too.") After dropping out of school, a

long, monotonous string of bar jobs, stretching out
for almost seven years. And an equally long, equally

monotonous string of somen. All that time still in the

Denver area, still never far from his mother's
influence. It wasn't until Pamela that he worked up
the courage to move away from Denver— away from
his mother. But she never met Pamela. His mother
died shortly after he'd started dating Pamela.

Sheldon was positive his mother wouldn't have liked

Pamela anyway. She never liked the girls he went
with.

He wondered, as he had so often in the past

eighteen months, if perhaps Pamela had been some
sort of mother substitute. But it really didn't matter
now.

A mattress button pressed hard on Sheldon's left

shoulder blade and chewed into flesh, snapping his

thoughts back to the present. He became aware of a

cool glaze of perspiration coating his forehead. The
heavy flannel shirt clung wet and clammy to his chest
and arms in the cold room. His breath hissed in

ragged bursts, tickling and warming his upper lip, as
white pain pulsed behind his eyes and cramps tore at

his stomach. He smelled his own unwashed body
and fought back a sudden wave of nausea.

He opened his eyes. A ragged crack bordered by
a brown strip of water damage ran across the ceiling

from a dark corner. Above him, nearly lost in the
dimness, an unlit bulb dangled from its frayed and
knotted cord. A window to his left was hung with
makeshift curtains; little light sifted through their

coarse burlap.

Turning on his side on the bare mattress,

Sheldon's gaze fell on a gray and black checked
sweater folded atop the night table. On the sweater
lay a green plastic frog, a two inch tall key-chain

bauble, wearing a yellow (gold? he wondered)
crown. Its hands were humanoid and spread. Once it

had carried a yellow (gold again?) ball. Now its hands
were empty. The frog appeared to be shrugging.
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He reached out, fingered the soft fabric of the

sweater, and again the memories came— sharp,

harsh, painfully clear— a glut of images and emotions

triggered by the garnet-chip computer imbedded in

his brain. Both the sweater and the frog had

belonged to Pamela.

She had left almost eighteen months ago, just

after the End, before anyone was willing to admit the

End had actually arrived. Sheldon still had trouble

accepting her absence. Many nights he would turn

restlessly on the bare mattress, feeling again her

warm breath on his neck. He would mumble

something to her in his sleep, then wake in a cold

sweat and remember she was gone.

He had met her six years ago. He was

twenty-eight then, playing piano three nights a week

in a run-down hotel bar in Denver. She was

twenty-six, but looked no older than twenty. Blonde,

green-eyed — apparently only fluff. But as the night

progressed, as Sheldon talked to her between songs,

he began to realize there was a deceptively quick

mind behind those enchanting eyes.

Dinner for the next night: that was what he had in

mind. After his last set, only fifteen minutes before

closing, he asked her.

Two months later Sheldon was offered a job in a

posh club just outside Boston, Massachusetts. He

couldn't refuse; the opportunity meant too much for

his career, or so he had thought at the time. He asked

Pamela to come to Boston with him, and she agreed.

>V ^
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She would begin her Doctorate work in biochemistry
at Boston University School of Medicine. In that

move their relationship was cemented.

They were happy for a while in Boston. . . .

A dog barked somewhere outside, and Sheldon
forced the memories from his mind. Another added
its rasping call. Then several others.

A damn pack, he thought, and a shiver ran up his

spine.

He sat up on the edge of the bed and felt blindly

across the hardwood floor for his shoes. The heel of

his hand hit an empty quart bottle and sent it rolling

noisily across the room. The dogs stopped barking.

Dead soldier, he thought into the silence, and
wondered how a dead anything could make so much
noise.

Groping beneath the bed, his fingers brushed
something husk-dry and roughly rectangular. It was
his journal, wrapped in newspaper. For a long

moment he toyed with the idea of unwrapping it,

reading a few entries. But that would serve no
purpose; already the micro-computer in his brain was
supplying exact memories of the words he had
written years ago. The only reason to open the
journal now would be to write in it, and there was no
longer anything to write.

Again Sheldon drove the haunting memories
from his mind. He found his shoes, pulled them on,

laced them. They were old shoes. He could have a
new pair every day now if he wanted. He knew that.

But these were comfortable. Besides, it just wasn't
worth the effort involved to get a new pair.

The bedsprings complained loudly as he stood
and went to the wash basin on the far side of the
room. He turned on the tap. A slow trickle of warm,
rusty water came out. Without a thought he splashed
it on his face, his hair, opened his shirt and rubbed

some clumsily across his chest. Then he began to

shave. Part way through he stopped. There was no
longer anyone to shave for, no society to which the

ritual meant anything. And Pamela was gone.

Sheldon toweled lather from his face, threw the

soiled towel on the bed, then went to the corner near

the door and picked up the ax handle resting there.

As he hefted it, its solid heaviness felt good in his

hands. And it looked good, too. The oil of many
handlings had stained the wood nearly as dark as the

backs of his large tanned hands. He ran a calloused

hand (Were these the same hands that had once
played piano?) along a row of notches at one end of

the ax handle and thought with shame of a time
when his insanity had led him to count his successes.

It had taken him more than a month to realize there

were no winners in this new world — only survivors.

Stepping out into the hall, Sheldon locked the
door behind him, then descended to the street.

Clouds scudded low and thick across the sky, a

torn gray canopy seeming to snag on the tops of the

tallest buildings. Litter whipped in the gutters and
danced down deserted streets on quick, erratic

courses. The sun was a pale blotch of light almost at

zenith.

Sheldon drew the collar of his shirt up against the

wind and crossed the street to the sporting goods
store. His steps crunched in the broken glass from
the store's shattered front window. Among the

shards of glass were the scattered contents of

several cartridge boxes.

He stepped through the window frame and shook
his head in disgust. Only a month ago men had
actually murdered each other for bullets and a gun
with which to fire them. He had even killed for one,
not more than a month before.

Instantly, the too-sharp memory blossomed in his

mind, called up by the computer:
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He crouched in the alley, the smell of rotting

garbage hanging heavy about him, waiting for the

large black man he'd seen looting a store earlier. The

man had had a pistol.

There was another smell in the alley as well, a

strange musty odor. It wasn't until later, with the

man's blood staining his ax handle and the pistol

heavy in his pocket, that he realized it had been the

reek of his own fear. In the excitement of the

moment, crouching in the alley and sweating with

fear, he had wet himself. And, although there had

been no one around to see it, he had felt shame.

Sheldon pushed the memory from his mind. A

gun wasn't a suitable weapon now. The special

chemistry that had made gunpowder so useful -that

ancient, explosive law discovered in ninth-century

China — had somehow broken down. Like so many

other things in this strange life at the end of the

world, gunpowder simply no longer worked.

In a dark corner at the rear of the store he found

what he wanted: a rack of down-filled ski jackets. He

had known they would be there; he'd seen them

many times in the past few months without actually

being aware of them. Until now, he hadn't needed

one. It was mid-July, yet each night the wind grew

colder, each day the sun shed a little less warmth.

A light pang of guilt touched him as he pulled on

a dark blue jacket, zipped it up, and strode past the

burglarized cash register. This was something totally

out of character for him, something he wouldn't have

been thought of doing in the old world. True, he had

stolen merchandise from neighborhood stores when

he was a kid. What boy hadn't. But always only small

things, and never so blatantly or with this little effort.

The guilt passed quickly; it had to. There were far

more important things now, and the search for food

was definitely among them. His stockpile of canned

goods, laboriously collected over the past eighteen

months, had been used up. He'd been ill for three

weeks (pneumonia?), unable to go out for the long

periods necessary to gather food. And before his

illness, it had become necessary to travel farther each

time to obtain the food he needed. The stores were

simply becoming looted out.

Sheldon had often thought in the last eighteen

months of moving his residence with the continual

search for food, becoming a nomad. He didn't have

many possessions: his journal, Pamela's sweater, the

key-chain bauble, his ax handle, a small bundle of

clothing. But in the end he always decided against it.

He couldn't live like that; he needed some

permanence in his life.

Sheldon walked north, his destination a super-

market he remembered seeing a few weeks back —

a

store far enough from the center of town that it

might not be looted.

"Where did they all go?" he asked aloud, his gaze

roaming the deserted street. He remembered when

Boston's streets had been glutted with cars, its

sidewalks alive with pedestrians. But now the crowds

were gone. During the months since the End, the

great mass of humanity — of life in general — had

somehow vanished. Now the city's only inhabitants

were the savage dog packs, and a few solitary

individuals like himself. Sheldon avoided them all.

Something to his left caught his eye-not a

movement, but a presence. He stopped and turned

to look into a small boutique across the street. Its

ornate, imitation stained-glass window was still

undamaged. It was difficult to see beyond the tinted

glass, but everything within seemed in good

condition. This was one of the few stores located

near the center of town that had not been looted; it

contained neither food nor anything that could be

used as a weapon.

Deep in the shadows at the back of the store,

bathed in the weak glow of rose-aquamarine-tinted

light slanting through the window, stood a long

figure. The figure's back was to Sheldon, but he

could tell it was definitely a woman. And there was
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something strangely familiar about her, about her
hair, the way she was dressed, the way she stood
with her hips cocked at a slight angle.

He crossed the street at a run. Of course there
was something familiar about her. It was Pamela!
Pamela had finally returned!

The store's door was locked. Frantically, he
searched the sidewalk and a stretch of the gutter.

Three shops down the street, wedged in a doorway,
he found a brick. He returned to the boutique and
smashed the glass door. It proved harder to break
than he had thought it would; when it finally

shattered he cut himself— a jagged gash across his

right wrist.

Once inside, he stopped for a moment, letting his

eyes adjust to the strange, dim light. Again he
located Pamela's form in the shadows. He called her

name softly as he drew near, but she did not

respond. His hand went out, hovered above her

shoulder for a seemingly infinite instant, descended.

The shoulder beneath the silk blouse was hard
and cold. Its flesh did not give under the light

pressure of his fingers. He spun the figure around
and it clattered to the floor. The pasty, too-white face
of a manikin stared up at him, its garishly painted
smile mocking and jeering.

Rage filled Sheldon's thoughts and his vision

blurred with sudden tears. How can this be
happening to me? he wondered. It was all so unfair.

This world was unfair -a world that stacked all the
cards against him, taking Pamela from him, then
using her form to toy with him.

Sheldon's foot went out in a savage kick and the
manikin's head rolled noisily across the floor. He
kicked again, felt his shoe crush the tough shell of
the manikin's body. He raised the ax handle high
above his head, brought it down hard, raised it again.

A low growl froze the ax handle at the apex of its

vicious arch. Sheldon spun about, a totally reflex

action. His club snapped down diagonally across his

torso into a defensive position.

The growl came again, and Sheldon saw them.
Five dogs stood between him and the door. They
were of mixed breeds, but they all looked to be highly

capable fighters.

A huge German shepherd sporting numerous
scars advanced a cautious step. This was obviously

the pack's leader.

Almost calmly, Sheldon's mind began to assess
the situation, cooly determining and rejecting

alternatives. If he took a step backward it would give

the dogs the opening they were waiting for; it would
show his fear and they would attack. But the reverse

could also be dangerous. They were accustomed to

responding only to instant attack or swift retreat. He
had to be patient, he decided, and wait for the right

moment. He knew he must kill the shepherd when
his chance came. The remainder of the pack would
then fight with less heart, and maybe even give up
entirely.

He didn't move.

The German shepherd stalked slowly to its left,

sniffing the air as it circled. It smelled the blood from
Sheldon's wound. A dark rivulet seeped from the

gash across his wrist, ran down his palm to trickle off

his fingers and puddle on the floor.

Nearly too late, he realized what was happening.
The dog was trying to maneuver him between itself

and its companions. If it succeeded, it would have
cut off his only route of escape. He had to act now if

he hoped to act at all.

He spun about to face the German shepherd, his

stance shifting from defensive to offensive. The
change was subtle, almost imperceptible, yet the

shepherd sensed it and took a quick step backward.
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Sheldon screamed out-a hoarse cry of rage and

pain that left him gasping for air-and jerked his arm

from the dog's grasp. The animal's fangs tore a deep

gash in his arm beneath the jacket's sleeve.

Instinctively, he raised his ax handle above his head,

brought it down with all his strength. The animal's

skull gave beneath the blow.

Instantly, Sheldon seized the opportunity. As he

charged the animal his ax handle flashed around in a

vicious baseball swing, its tip grazing down the dog's

left side and ripping away a large patch of flesh and

fur. The dog cried out -high, sharp, loud. It twisted

and lunged, its powerful jaws snapping closed on

Sheldon's left arm, just above the elbow. Its fangs

pierced flesh and muscle, grated against bone.

The German shepherd collapsed like a toy dog

with its stuffing knocked out. It lay on its side,

breathing deeply and twitching for several seconds,

blood flowing freely from its nostrils and slack

jaws. Then it was still. One of the other members of

the pack -something that looked like a cross

between a Doberman pinscher and an American pit

bull -strode slowly to the German shepherd's side,

sniffed the unmoving body. Then, ignoring Sheldon,

it turned and stalked from the store, the rest of the

pack in tow.

Sheldon stumbled from the boutique, the

numbness of shock not yet deadening the pain of his

wounds. And for a time, buried beneath the pain, his

memories were gone.



His arm throbbed with renewed pain as he
gingerly removed the blood-soaked jacket and tossed
it into the shadowed corner. Sitting on the bed, he
examined his wounds in the flickering light from the

candle on the night table.

The gash across his wrist had looked much worse
earlier than it actually was. The glass hadn't severed
a major artery and bleeding had already stopped. The
wound in his upper arm was another matter. He
picked away clumps of blood-matted down, then
poured half the contents of a bottle of bourbon over
the wound. The pain increased and he swore through
clenched teeth. He blinked away tears, then again
examined the wound.

It was deep— he saw the yellow of tendon and
the red-stained white of bone— and it was already

beginning to show signs of infection. The tissue

around it was red and puffy. The blood welled up,

filling the hole, making further observation im-
possible.

For an instant he considered pouring the rest of

the bourbon over the wound, but he decided against
that. If the first cleansing hadn't done the trick, he
reasoned through the pain, subsequent bourbon
baths wouldn't help. Instead, he took a long drink

from the bottle, then put it down beside the candle
on the night table.

Sheldon got up from the bed with difficulty. He
was weak; the battle, the walk home, loss of
blood -all had taken more out of him than he
thought. Staggering to the corner, he pulled a soiled

blue work shirt from beneath the jacket, carried it to
the bed. He sat and tore the shirt into three-inch-wide
strips, then began bandaging the wound.

It was slow work; his arm hurt more now, and he
was becoming weaker. The bandage kept slipping.

He stopped often to drink from the bottle.

Finally, he was finished. It wasn't a good job; the
wrappings were loose and they didn't stop the

bleeding. But he had done what he could, merely out

of a belief that something had to be done. If he bled

to death during the night, no matter. What was there

left to live for? Once life had meant something. Now
everything of worth was gone.

Picking up the bottle, he took three long

swallows. The bourbon burned down his throat and
the pain slowly left his arm. He placed the bottle back
on the night table, nearly spilling it.

The springs complained as Sheldon groped
beneath the bed. He sat up, placed the small,

newspaper-wrapped book in his lap. But he could not

unwrap it. There were good memories there, and
bad. But none of them seemed to fit now. They
belonged to a different world, a dead world he
wished he could leave buried.

But the crystal chip in his brain would not let that

happen. Even before he opened the book, entries

flashed in his head, beginning with the journal's first

page. He took a deep breath and forced the

memories from his mind.

The remainder of the bottle and a good part of

the last were gone before he worked up the courage
to tear away the journal's soiled wrappings. He let

the newspaper fall to the floor, then sat fingering the
leather binding. When he finally did open the book,
two folded newspaper clippings fluttered to the floor.

He bent, picked them up. One he put back in the
book. The other he carefully unfolded. Before he
could read it, the words painted themselves in his

mind, called up by the micro-computer buried there:

WASHINGTON - (UPI) - The Pentagon an-
nounced Saturday that it is still unable to explain the
twelve day old epidemic of mysterious disappear-
ances both in the U.S. and abroad.

A spokesman said it is highly unlikely the dis-

appearances are being caused by a new Russian or
Chinese weapon, biological or otherwise, as several

Cabinet level officials have theorized. He said no
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nation has been spared.

"We think it might be a virus of some sort," the

spokesman said. "But we can't be sure. We haven't

isolated it yet. I don't know what to say. I've never

seen anything quite like this before."

The spokesman said that by a conservative

estimate a little over three percent of the world

population has so far been affected....

Sheldon pushed the memory from his thoughts

and refolded the clipping, then put it back in the book

with the other article. That one was an Associated

Press story originating from Kitt Peak National

Observatory, where astronomers claimed to have

discovered several inexplicable changes in the Sun

and the other stars. The observatory's staff said

fewer stars had appeared in the sky each night over a

twelve night period. They also said the light emitted

by the remaining stars— as well as that radiated by

the Sun — could no longer be broken down into its

spectra. The story mentioned the theory of one

astronomer that the physical universe was coming to

an end, literally running down. His colleagues had

considered the theory mildly amusing. They thought

the phenomenon was caused by an as yet unisolated

change in the Earth's atmosphere, a consequence of

man's sullying of his planet's air with industrial

wastes.

What had caught Sheldon's attention in the first

place was that this article and the one about the

strange epidemic had appeared in the same issue.

Flipping through the pages of the journal, he let

his eyes scan the small, neat script without actually

reading it, forcefully keeping the memories from his

thoughts and picking up only an occasional key

word. His gaze was snagged by one short passage

and he read:

"Again last night she told me more about herself

than I told her about myself. She always opens up

much more than I do. But that might be natural.

Once I told her I'm nothing more than a mirror—

I

reflect her, what she is is echoed in me. Perhaps I

was right."

Sheldon nodded drunkenly. Perhaps he was

right. Of all the people who had lived in Boston

before it had begun, only Sheldon and a mere

handful of others survived. Maybe that's why I didn't

disappear with Pamela and the rest, he thought.

Maybe there just wasn't enough of me to disappear.

He turned the pages quickly, knowing precisely

where he wanted to stop. Then he closed the book

on a finger and, keeping the memories at bay, picked

up the bottle and took another long drink. After

placing the bottle back on the night table, he again

opened the book. Following the lines of writing with

a shaky index finger, he leaned close to see the script

in the flickering light. The handwriting was sloppier

here than throughout the majority of the journal; he

had written it as he was now reading it — while

drinking. But it was still decipherable.

As he read, the memories again flooded his

mind — sharp, clear, painfully vivid. He remembered

every time he had read this entry in the past. He
remembered writing it and re-lived the actual

occurrence that had caused him to write it in the first

place. And with each remembered circumstance

came a difference in the shading of his feelings and

emotions.

Sheldon was literally drowning in his own past.

It had all begun so strange, like a scene out of a

movie, only somehow twisted and surrealistic. He

had gotten slightly drunk that night — one customer

kept buying him drinks he hadn't really wanted but

was too polite to refuse.

At about 2:15 Sheldon packed his music, counted

his tips and started walking home. It wasn't raining

yet, but the threat was in the air. All the way up

Twelfth street he kept thinking: What if she isn't

there tonight? What if she's gone- wherever it is she
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goes, to whomever she goes? Or worse, what if

she is there, but not alone? She hadn't yet done that;

she had not deteriorated quite that far.

He went up the stairs slowly, then stood outside

the door, listening. The television was on, but he
could hear nothing else. Later he would not know if it

had been the alcohol or just some strange twist of his

mind, but it seemed Pamela unlocked the door
before his key was in the lock.

"Oh, it's you," she said, peering around the door.

She didn't seem at all happy to see him. "Just a

minute." She closed the door again. Sheldon knew
she was getting into a bathrobe, the pink one with

small blue flowers he had given her last Christmas.

After several long seconds, she let him in. He
draped his coat across the desk in the livingroom,

put his case of sheet music atop it. Pamela went
directly to the sofa and sat down without another

word. Her gaze was fixed on the television screen.

"What are you watching?" Sheldon asked,

coming to stand beside the sofa.

"I don't know," she replied. "Just some
program."

/ /

Nothing," Pamela said. "I'm just tired."

"When aren't you tired?" Sheldon said. He was
beginning to get angry, and it was showing in his

voice. But he was getting scared too. He kept

thinking: What if she has someone else now? What if

she no longer needs me?

When Pamela didn't answer, Sheldon felt a

sudden tightness in his chest, as if a hand was
clutching at his heart. He looked at the television

screen without even seeing what was on it.

"There's something wrong between us, Pam," he

finally said, turning to watch her. Her gaze remained

riveted on the screen; her expression was totally

without emotion. "We have to talk about this now."

Still she did not speak.

"It was all so beautiful with us," Sheldon said,

"like a fairytale. Now it's all gone bad." He paused,

waiting for Pamela to respond. When she didn't, he

said:

//

/ /

Are you shutting me out?"

Perhaps I am," Pamela said,

//

/ /

Is it all right if I watch it with you?"

Oh, I don't care."

Sheldon nodded and sat down. "Come here," he

said. He took her arm and gently pulled.

"Damn it, Sheldon," she said, "don't pull. My
body aching and you pulling. .

."

Rejected, Sheldon let go her arm.

"I only wanted to put my arm around you," he
said, "to hold you for a while. What's wrong with
you?"

"Then there's no point in me talking, is there?"

Sheldon got up from the couch. "If you won't talk

this out with me, I can't force you." He went to the

desk, picked up his coat and put it on.

"Where are you going?" Her voice was harsh,

carping, but at least for an instant she turned from
the television and looked him in the eye.

"I don't know," Sheldon said, picking up his

case of sheet music. "Out."

Pamela turned back to the glowing screen. Her
mind was somewhere else.

Sheldon spent the night at the YMCA.
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The next morning Sheldon went back to the

apartment. She was a bit more communicative, but

when he reached out to touch her he felt it again:

that strange barrier between them. They both

pushed against it, trying to break through, trying to

reach each other. But it didn't work. The barrier was

stronger than it had been the night before. Now it

was an almost physical wall — hard, rough, cold. And
Sheldon left without making a dent in it.

For a month, he visited her several times a week.

She seemed to take less notice of him each visit. By

the end of the month she had started to fade

physically.

Sheldon closed the journal, placed it between the

empty bottles on the night table, then stared into the

flickering flame of the candle. His gaze drifted from

the half-burned candle to the sweater beside it. The
frog-prince squatted atop the sweater and smiled

blindly at him, its out-stretched human hands

gesturing in empty futility.

Glancing around the room, he surveyed his world.

It was filled with shadows of the old, dead world and

cluttered with empty bourbon bottles. Yet it still

seemed very empty.

He looked to the corner near the door. The ax

handle was no longer there. It lay in a gutter

somewhere, stained with blood and sweat, notched

several times at one end.

It really doesn't matter, he thought through the

bourbon haze. Nothing matters any more.

Sheldon closed his eyes. Sometime during the

night, probably closer to early morning, the

memories stopped and he slept.

was morning, and the symptoms of a hangover were
again with him: stale cotton mouth, the bitter sting of

nausea at the back of his throat, the customary dull

headache. But he hardly noticed these symptoms
any more; he had lived with a hangover for so long

now that it was merely a part of his every-day

life-insignificant, yet necessary. No doubt he would
have noticed the hangover more had it been absent

one morning. Maybe he'd have even missed it.

No, what he felt this morning was not the

hangover. This was something entirely different, far

too intense to be ignored.

Pain beat behind his eyes and his vision blurred.

His arm throbbed. The bandage was tight around the

wound where his arm had become swollen during

the night, cutting off circulation. Blood soaked both

the bandage and the bare mattress beneath him, and
perspiration bathed his body— not the cool glaze of

moisture that dampened him every morning on
waking, but a sticky coat of tepid sweat. His body
flared with internal heat, yet he shivered in the

morning chill. He burned with fever.

Sheldon looked to the corner where the ax handle

had once rested. I must go, he thought. But go

where? The fever scattered the thought in his mind.

Sitting on the edge of the bed, he tried to bring

his thoughts together. He knew this was important,

that he must think it out. But now, when he needed

them to make a rational decision based on past

experience, the memories were not there. Now only

one thought remained clear in his mind:

He must find the ax handle.

Again the sound awoke him, the hollow echo of

the world's end.

He opened his eyes slowly, allowing the

dirty— yellow light to seep in only a little at a time. It

A small portion of Sheldon's mind, a bit

somehow unaffected by the fever, warned him this

was utter insanity. He knew he should remain in bed;

he was sick, he needed rest. If he got up now he
would only worsen his condition.
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That brief spark of rational thought, however, did

absolutely no good. He had no choice but to leave his

room, go out into Boston's deserted streets and

search for his lost weapon. His mind was consumed
by the fever and filled with the image of the ax

handle— stained with blood and notched at one end.

It seemed in his fever-distorted thoughts the only

thing standing between him and total annihilation.

Forcing himself from the bed, he stood for a long

moment, tottering on suddenly weak legs. His knees

buckled and he lurched forward. His hand went out,

touched the door knob. It turned beneath his grasp

and he pushed against the door and stumbled out

into the hall.

Without closing the door behind him, he went

down the stairs and out into the street. He shuffled to

the middle of the street, then staggered along its

center line, retracing the route he'd taken the night

before.

Ahead, in the distance, was something. He

blinked away tears of pain, squinted. It was a man,

walking toward him.

Panic scurried like a small rodent through

Sheldon's thoughts. He knew instantly how truly

vulnerable he was. Even if he still had the ax handle,

he would be no match for this other; he was far too

weak.

He turned, started back the way he had come at

an awkward, staggering run. After only a few steps

his feet tangled and he lurched forward. The

pavement zoomed up to meet his face. He felt a

sharp stab of pain as his front teeth pierced through

his lower lip on impact.

Mercifully, unconsciousness salved the new pain

around his mouth.

A memory— irrational, out of place, yet horribly

vivid— jolted from his past by the garnet chip in his

brain:

He is again a child of eight. He lays in bed,

shivering and sweating, his body raging with fever,

his mind a hodgepodge of confused thoughts.

Golden summer sunlight streams into his room from

the window to his left. His mother hovers above him,

her blonde hair a soft halo in the sunlight.

He looks down at his right arm. It is bright pink

around the sting, and swollen to nearly twice its

normal size. He cannot believe something as small as

a bee can cause so much pain.
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His gaze brushes the closet door on the far side of

the room and he looks quickly away, back to his

mother's face.

"You'll be all right, honey," she says. She takes

the hot wash cloth from his forehead and replaces it

with a cool one. Then she smiles down at him.

"Sleep now."

But he cannot sleep; he doesn't dare close his

eyes. He had heard his mother talking to Aunt Clara

on the phone earlier that day, telling her what the

doctor had said about his allergic reaction and what it

could mean. He knows he will not be all right. He can

feel death waiting for him — a large, dark, bearded old

man who lives in the closet. He knows that if he

closes his eyes for even an instant, the old man will

come for him.

"Sleep," his mother says again, soothing his

brow with her cool fingers.

His eyes become heavy, but he fignts ap-

proaching sleep. Soon his eyelids begin to sag. He

forces them open again. They start to sting, then

burn, and still he keeps them open.

Finally, he can fight it no longer. His eyes close.

He hears the barely discernible creak of the

closet door.

First the sound, then the familiar ritual of

waking...

But this time^ there was a difference. This time

something was missing. The memories were gone.

They were no longer being projected against the

blank screen of his mind.

His name was also gone. And his identity.

Frantically, he searched for the missing parade of

his past, that glut of memories that should have been

continually marching through his subconscious. He

felt it; it was there. But it was somehow just out of

his reach.

Then, suddenly, there it was, supplied by the

micro-computer buried in his cerebral cortex:

Sheldon Nash. And with the name came the

memories that formed his identity.

Sheldon lay on his back. Beneath a sheet pulled

up around his neck, he felt his body drenched in

perspiration. The fever still raged in him— worse now
than before— and he continued to shiver un-

controllably. But the room was unusually warm
around him. The air smelled strange, antiseptic. And
the light entering through his eyelids was not right

either; it seemed too bright and of the wrong

quality— not yellow enough, too clear.

He opened his eyes.

Back-lighted by the strange light, a face

hovered over him. Lean, almost emaciated, it

belonged to a youth no more than twenty years old.

Above his hollow, clean-shaved cheeks, his light

blue eyes held a haunted look. He bit nervously at his

lower lip as he gazed intently into Sheldon's eyes.

Beyond the boy, the walls were white and

brightly lighted. Institutional. A hospital?

"You feelin' better?" the youth said. His voice

was high and thin.

Sheldon tried to speak, but his mouth and throat

were too dry. His attempt became a hoarse croak.

"That's all right," the boy said, "take your time."

Clearing his throat, Sheldon swallowed hard and

tried again. He got only one word out, barely audible:

"Where. .
.?" He glanced around the room.

"The university," the boy said.

"Who. .
." Sheldon swallowed again. (Damn!
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Why can't he take the hint and get me a glass of

water?) "Who are. . . you?"

"Roger Hansen. But look, you don't talk now.
You're too weak, and you need something in your

stomach."

The boy turned from the bed and left Sheldon's

limited field of view. He was gone for several

minutes. When he returned, he carried a tray on
which rested a beaker of water with a bent piece of

glass tubing for a straw and a bowl of something
steaming. He placed the tray on a low wheeled cart

to the left of the bed, then brought the beaker up to

Sheldon's torn mouth. Sheldon took the glass tubing

lightly between his lips and sucked. His lips throbbed

with pain and only a trickle of water reached his

parched throat, but it was better than nothing.

After taking the beaker from Sheldon, the boy
finally brought a spoonful of steaming liquid to his

tender lips. Sheldon couldn't tell what it was -there
was something wrong with his taste buds-and he
had trouble getting the thin liquid down.

Sheldon didn't even try to respond; he only

hoped his expression conveyed his gratitude. But
now he needed information almost as much as food
and water.

Seeming to sense Sheldon's need, the boy talked

as he fed him, telling Sheldon about his experiences

since the End.

"I was a sophomore here at the university before

it happened," he said. "School during the day and
janitorial work in the laboratories at night. Sweeping,
cleaning lab equipment, things like that. And
occasionally I'd help one of the profs, Dr. Samuels,
with his work." The boy laughed, almost spilling

soup on Sheldon.

" i*./.

It's funny," he said. "Those dog packs roaming
the city, they're from here."

"From. . . here?" Sheldon managed to say. He
was beginning to feel a little stronger; the soup was
doing what it was intended to.

"It's not very good potato soup," Hansen
apologized, "but I doubt your stomach could handle
anything heavier."

\</ >
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"That's right. And I guess I'm to blame for them.

Dr. Samuels was using the dogs for research into

various brain dysfunctions— performing lobotomies,

augmenting their brains with electronics, that sort of

thing. It was a rather large experiment. When it all

started falling apart, I let the dogs go; I didn't want

them to starve to death in their cages. I just didn't

know."

"Didn't know what?"

"Brain dysfunctions. That's what keeps the dogs

here. And that's what is keeping you and me here.

I'm epileptic." He waited for Sheldon's response.

"I'm not," Sheldon said, and instantly realized

the boy would take his meaning wrong.

"Not just epilepsy," the boy said. There was hurt

in his voice. "There are other brain dysfunctions,

both natural and otherwise."

"Otherwise?"

Hansen nodded. "You know, like the dogs.

Radical brain surgery— lobotomies and the like. And
synthetic augmentation."

"You mean like computer implants?"

"That's right. That's what I meant when I said

some of the dogs' brains had been augmented with

electronics."

The boy brought the spoon to Sheldon's lips

again. He swallowed down the rapidly cooling soup.

"You have one?" Hansen asked after a few

seconds of awkward silence.

"Yes," Sheldon said. "This girl I knew before. .
."

The thought triggered a sudden torrent of memories,

sharp and harsh. He pushed them back into his

subconscious only with a great deal of effort. "She

was doing her doctoral studies here. She talked me

into signing myself over to this government funded

research group...doing work on the physiology of

memory."

"I heard about that study," Hansen said. "They
were working closely with Dr. Samuels."

Sheldon nodded. "I had a particularly bad

memory, so I was just what they were looking for.

And I got quite a chunk of money to let them put this

thing in my head." Sheldon tapped his right temple

with his index finger and felt a sudden lance of pain.

After a few seconds it passed, and he continued: "I

wasn't even supposed to be aware it was there,

unless I wanted to remember something."

Again the memories flooded his mind and he

shook his head, trying to clear it. But the strikingly

vivid parade of events from his past would not

dissolve.

//Now it seems to be a bit out of whack," he said.

'That explains why you're still here," the boy
said. "But look, you're still too sick for this kind of

exertion. You need rest. Let those antibiotics I

pumped into you while you were sleeping do their

stuff." He put the bowl down on the tray just beyond
Sheldon's reach.

"Thanks," Sheldon said, suddenly realizing just

how exhausted he really was. His entire body ached
with fever and quivered uncontrollably beneath the

sheet. Hansen was right; Sheldon did need rest now
more than anything else.

The boy smiled. "See you later," he said, then

turned and left the room.

At first, in the irrational fog of fever, Sheldon

fought sleep, trying to think through what the boy
had said. But it did no good. He couldn't think

clearly. And soon his eyes closed and he was in

dreamless slumber.
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When he woke he felt much better. Hansen was
there, sitting almost rigid in a straight-backed chair.

They talked again — light conversation at first, but the

subject soon turned to their strange new world.

"I guess we're both pretty lucky/' Sheldon

eventually said.

"And we can't get to this other universe?" There

was something of the ring of truth to what the boy

was saying. Somehow, it just felt right.

//

/ /

I can't. My condition is permanent."

Are you saying I can?" Sheldon asked.

/ /

Are we?"

"What? Oh, I see what you mean. Sure, it's rough

in the streets now, but even at its worst life is better

than death."

"You don't see what I mean at all," the boy said

and smiled a strange, haunting smile. "This doesn't

have a thing to do with death."

"What's wrong with you?" Sheldon said. "This is

it, the end of the world."

//

//

/ /

True. But I don't think all those people died."

Are you crazy?"

Possibly," the boy said calmly.

There were several seconds of awkward silence.

Somewhere the whine of an electric motor— perhaps

that of an air conditioner— waivered, then stopped

altogether. Sheldon knew with a detached portion

of his mind that it would not start again.

"Just what are you trying to say?" Sheldon
finally said.

"Simply what I said — that they're not dead. How
can I possibly explain this?" The boy paused for an

instant, chewed nervously on his lower lip. Then he

continued: "They're in another dimension, another

universe, a world parallel to this one. When
this— what? sphere of reality— anyway, when it

started falling apart, they transferred to that other. It

was a natural thing, accomplished without difficulty,

or even conscious thought."

"I was thinking about that while you were

sleeping. My condition's natural; there isn't a thing I

can do about it. Oh, it can be controlled with drugs to

some extent, but it will always be with me. But yours

isn't natural. You're trapped here because of

memories of this world continually flooding your

mind. Because of them, you're still too much a part

of this world. But they're generated synthetically, by

that device in your head."

/ /

And?"

"And. . . Well, / can't take it out of your brain; I

wouldn't know where to start. But maybe you can

disable it somehow, from inside your head."

Sheldon was silent for a few beats. This was
unbelievable, something he hadn't expected. Pamela

might actually still be alive, waiting for him

somewhere. If only he could reach her.

/#Do you have proof of any of this?" he asked.

Hansen shook his head. "I'm still in this world,"

he said, "completely lacking contact with that other.

But lool at how everyone acted just before they

disappeared."

They had acted strange, like their minds were
elsewhere while their bodies were still here. And,
suddenly, Sheldon remembered the night he'd left

Pamela — a harsh, vivid memory.

"How can I possibly disable this computer in my
brain?" he asked.

"Hell, I don't know. Maybe you can shut the

thing off by just willing it. I wouldn't be too
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disappointed, though, if it doesn't work the first time.

You're still rather weak; this bout with the fever has

taken a lot out of you, and you're not entirely

through with it yet. But maybe your elevated

temperature has weakened the device some. I don't

know. Electronic things are supposed to be pretty

delicate, aren't they, particularly susceptible to

damage from excessive heat?"

"This device's supposed to be self-repairing,"

Sheldon said. "They just couldn't go breaking into

my skull every time some little thing went wrong."

"What do you have to lose by trying?" Hansen

said and shrugged.

Sheldon remained silent. He thought about the

micro-computer in his brain and about Pamela. And

he thought about a parallel world, a hypothetical

place of dreams and wishes that might or might not

exist.

"That's enough talk for now," Hansen said,

shattering Sheldon's thoughts. "You still need a lot

of rest; it'll be a few days before you can get up and

around. Besides, I have a few things that need

attending to." Sheldon thought he smelled electrical

insulation burning. (That stopped air conditioner?)

Hansen turned and strode from the room.

Sheldon closed his eyes. But this time he did not

allow himself to sleep. This time he forced his

thoughts on the computer in his head, trying to

visualize it. It wasn't hard; he'd seen electron

micrographs of it before they had placed it in his

brain, and now the computer called up sharp, clear

memories of its own pictures.

He saw the bright red field of the garnet-chip in

the electron micrographs, vivid in his mind. On the

chip, almost indiscernible, was the delicate lace-work

of the circuits. Gone was the crude metal-oxide-

semiconductor technology of his youth. In its place

were molecular circuits, billions of times more

compact than their predecessors. A fine web to one

side of the chip was the computer's interface

adapters, the molecule-thin electrodes which carried

minute jolts of current to shock memories from his

subconscious.

With his mind, he tried to alter the molecules

which formed the computer's circuits, jumbling them

in his imagination, re-arranging them, making purely

random connections. But, try as he would, he could

not obliterate them. He could not make them

disappear, even in his imagination.

Finally, totally exhausted and not knowing to

what extent his attempts had been a success, he

slept. His sleep was troubled by a disturbing mixture

of memory and nightmare.

Again the sound, and again the reflex fight to

cling to reality.

When Sheldon opened his eyes, the light in the

room was different than it had been, somehow more

diffused. It made everything in the room seem

somehow unreal. A feeling of uncertainty about his

surroundings drove him from bed.

The room around him was clean, white,

antiseptic. It contained two other hospital beds: one

neatly made, the other not. This was obviously one

of the university's first-aid dispenseries. And Hansen

had taken it over.

Sheldon found his clothes hanging neatly in a

closet and quickly got dressed. Then he fumbled in

the drawer of the wheeled tray until he found the

cigarettes he'd had when he left his room. How long

ago had that been? he wondered. Not long; his

beard, when he examined it in .the mirror hanging

beside the bed he'd just vacated, showed no more

than three days growth.

He took a cigarette from the crumpled pack and

placed it in the corner of his mouth. Searching for

matches, he patted his shirt pockets. The pockets

were empty. He looked helplessly about the room,

then, without thought, his hand went to his trousers
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pocket and drew out a book of matches. He pulled a

match from the book with shaking fingers, struck it

and lit the cigarette. With a snap of his wrist he
extinguished the match and tossed it away.

The first long breath of smoke seemed to take the

edge off the way he felt this morning, calming his

jangled nerves and somehow bringing a bit of sanity

back into his world.

Suddenly, he realized what it was, what was
making him feel so strange this moring. He felt better

than he had any right to feel. The fever was gone,
and his wounds no longer hurt.

Bringing his right hand to his eyes, he looked

closely in the strange light. (There was still something
very odd about the light's quality, something
somehow indescribable.) The gash across his wrist

was gone. There wasn't even the trace of a scar. He
tore the crude bandages from his arm. That wound,
too, was no longer visible. It was as if he had never

received the injuries, as if the last few days had not

happened.

But he knew they had. Or at least he thought they

had. He searched his mind for the occurences of the

past few days and found he could remember only

generalities. The fine details, the sharpness that

marked the computer-generated memories, both

were missing. It was as if someone had told him about
what had happened, instead of him actually living it.

Or like he had dreamed it.

Still, the bandages... And he did remember...some
of it.

The feeling of unreality became suddenly thicker

in the air around him, a heavy mix of both the old

world and the new. Had those things really happened
in the last few days? Had he actually met the dog
pack? Had he killed its leader and been hurt? Had he...

Too many questions, and too few answers. He had
to get out of this room, out of this building, out into

the clear light of day.

He shuffled to a low counter on the far side of the
room. A piece of hard bread wrapped in aluminum foil

lay beside a brown-stained hot plate. He picked it up,

unwrapped it, put it in his mouth and chewed on it as
he walked to the door. The bread crumbled dry and
powdery on his tongue and scratched the roof of his

mouth. He was tempted to spit it out, but he didn't; he
needed its nourishment; he was hungry.

The sky seemed darker today than it had two days
before, The feeble light from the sun somehow more
diffused. The outlines of everything were indistinct,

fuzzy. Deserted buildings with gaping windows, cars

abandoned along the street, non-functional traffic

lights, no-longer-used mail boxes— all seemed to have
physical boundaries which weaved in and out of

Sheldon's vision. Each object seemed to melt slightly

into the one beside it. Steel girders and gray sky were
occasionally visible through the upper stories of the

taller buildings. A few were fading from the ground
up, an even stranger visual effect that did something
eerie and undefinable to his mind.

He crossed the street and began walking. His route

paralleled a street that had once sported an identifying

sign on every corner. The signs were gone now, and
he found it annoying that he couldn't recall the

street's name. There was nothing in his mind where
that information should have been.

And there was something horribly wrong with his

sense of direction. For an instant Sheldon thought the
direction he followed was south. The next moment he
was no longer sure. At one time it might have been
south — somehow he felt that it had been — but now it

was no direction. Direction no longer had a meaning;
the concept was dead.

Sheldon passed the remains of a building that had

once been a camera shop and heard a noise behind

him — the sharp tap of claws on cement. He spun

about, crouching into a defensive stance, his hands

working awkwardly without the ax handle.

Ten yards down the sidewalk was the pack of dogs
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he had encountered two days before. (Had I really? he

wondered again.) They came on slowly, their massive

heads swinging from side to side, scanning the street

for prey. Amazingly, they had not seen him yet.

Sheldon walked swiftly down the middle of the

street, a stiff wind pushing him on from behind. He

had to find the grocery he'd been hunting several days

before. No matter what, he still had to eat.

But that couldn't be. They were close enough to

see him. Could this be some new tactic they had

learned to confuse their prey? Were they trying to lull

him into a false sense of security? Could they actually

be that smart?

He turned -and sprinted down the sidewalk.

Lurching into a looted drugstore, he crouched behind

a door sagging on broken hinges, peered out from

behind a chipped and peeling frame. Holding his

breath, he waited unmoving for the dogs to enter his

field of view.

His armpits felt suddenly slimy with perspiration

and the hair at the back of his neck bristled. A rivulet of

sweat crawled itching between his shoulder blades.

The tapping of the dog's claws on the pavement

became gradually louder, and still he waited.

Again he ducked behind the door as the dogs went

by in a tight group. They should have seen him. They

should have smelled his fear or heard his heart

pounding in his chest of the harsh rasp of his

breathing. But they didn't.

Slowly, the staccato tapping of the dog's claws

on the sidewalk faded. Sheldon remained crouched

behind the door frame, trying to calm the fear rising in

him, trying to understand what had happened. But he

could do neither.

When Sheldon finally did leave the store, the

cloud-shrouded sun hung low in the sky. He was sure

he had been hiding in the drugstore only a few

minutes, yet now it was nearly dusk. And that filled

him with sudden dread.

Was the dusk of his world finally at hand?

Far ahead, in the middle of the street, was
something. As he drew near it became a human
figure— harsh, angular, bathed in a cone of strange,

blue-tinted light. The lines of the unmoving figure

grew softer as he approached; they gradually

rounded into the form of a woman.

There was something familiar about her, some-
thing visible even from this distance yet not quite

definable. He knew her. He knew only too well that

stance— one hip thrust slightly forward. This time
there was no doubt. The figure ahead was no clothes

manikin, no phantom dredged up from the depths of

his tormented mind by the crystal chip his brain.

It was Pamela!

Stumblingly, he ran toward her. Twice he fell,

tearing his trousers and scraping his palms and knees.

Both times he got up immediately and ran on,

inarticulate moans escaping from his throat. He
feared she would disappear before he could reach her.

Soon he stood before her, his body numb and

shaking, his heart pounding in his chest like a steam

hammer. His breath came in harsh gasps and he felt

the slick film of perspiration over his entire body.

Pamela did not move. She stood before Sheldon,

still as carved stone, her body draped in a long,

flowing gown covering everything below her neck but

her hands. Sheldon watched her chest, but did not see

the steady rise and fall of breath. Her face was frozen

in a quiet, smiling expression and her piercing green

eyes seemed to stare right through him. Even the

blonde flax of her hair did not stir in the cold wind.
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Calming himself with an effort, Sheldon forced the

tremors to stop and his breathing to become more
regular. Then he reached out for Pamela's hand where
it lay against her out-thrust thigh.

His hand passed through hers without the

slightest resistence and entered her leg. He watched
in horror as his fingers clutched then relaxed

uncontrollably again and again inside her.

He withdrew his hand and stumbled back a few
steps. He bit his lower lip hard, tasted blood.

Suddenly, he was aware of the steel skeletons of

partially vanished buildings visible through Pamela's

body. But somehow it would no longer register; he

knew what he was seeing and how he should react,

but his numbed mind merely found it amusing, some
objective curiosity that neither touched nor moved
him.

Soon he became tired and sat, drawing his legs up
to his chest and resting his chin on his knees. He
hugged his legs tightly against the cold, hard wind and
silently rocked back and forth as he watched that

phantom Pamela in the fading light. It soon became
dark, and still she remained unmoving, bathed in the

strange blue light.

Closing his eyes, Sheldon again concentrated on

the micro-computer in his head. With difficulty, he

reconstructed its image in his mind as he had seen it in

the electron micrographs months before. Then he

again began tampering with its structure, further

altering its molecular circuitry in his imagination, still

not knowing to what extent his attempts might

succeed.

After a time, he fell asleep.

Sheldon woke shivering in the cold darkness, his

left cheek pressed into something soft and cloying. He
sat up, shook the sleep from his head, careful not to

look toward that phantom Pamela. He did not want to

see her again as she now existed. Not yet.

He knew he had slept at least twelve hours; he felt

its results deep in his body, felt how it had renewed
him. Yet there was not the slightest glow anywhere on
the horizon. That bothered him. He knew he should

see at least a faint light where the sun would rise.

Suddenly, a cold sweat broke out on Sheldon's

forehead, and he knew the sun would not rise. He
knew he would never again see it, nor feel its warmth
on his up-turned face.

He stood with difficulty; something held his legs.

He looked down. They were buried to mid-calf in a

mist where before there had been asphalt. The mist

was not thick— he could see his shoes clearly through

it— but it glowed with the same strange blue light

Pamela had been bathed in before he had fallen

asleep.

Between his feet, sparkling through the mist, he
saw thousands of points of light he knew were stars

shining on the other side of the world.

Unable to put it off any longer, Sheldon brought

his gaze around and up to where Pamela stood in the

blue glow. Her stance had changed slightly while he

had slept. Her delicate white hand had lifted a bit off

her still outthrust thigh. The smile was gone from her

lips and her eyes glistened wetly. A tear stood out on
her left cheek, as if frozen there.

Sheldon blinked in sudden amazement. The tear...

had it moved? Had he actually seen it move, or was it

his imagination?

He held his breath, waited, concentrating on the

tear glistening on her cheek like. a crystal imitation.

Nothing happened for what seemed an eternity. St\U

he waited. He let out his breath in a long, noisy sigh,

drew in another, held it again.

Yes\ his mind screamed, and he let out his breath

in an explosive burst. The tear had moved. He hadn't

actually seen it move; it had been so slow he hadn't

even been aware of its snail's course down her cheek.

But it had moved!
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He watched Pamela's face as he again con-

structed an image of the computer chip in his mind. It

seemed harder this time to imagine the ultra-miniature

wafer of garnet that it had been before. Why, he did

not know. But when he finally had it built up in his

imagination, he again scrambled its molecular circuits.

The image blurred, as if the computer were

consciously fighting back. Somehow, it sensed his

attempts, and was trying to protect itself. It was using

its self-repair capabilities; it was trying to repair its

molecular circuits.

Sheldon fought desperately to clear the image he

held in his thoughts, to make the mental picture of the

computer again sharp in his mind. Slowly, almost

grudgingly, the computer's image became more

defined, came into focus, and he again twisted its

molecular make-up.

The tear's movement down Pamela's cheek

became suddenly noticeable. It crawled down her

cheek in slow motion. And in that same instant

Sheldon became suddenly aware of yet another

motion. His gaze fell to her breast. It rose and fell with

sullen, almost imperceptible breath.

Reaching out a hand, Sheldon touched the tear on

her cheek. It felt wet beneath his finger tips, and he felt

the smooth, warm texture of her skin. Slowly, her

arms came up, reaching out for him.

Again the computer's image became fuzzy in

his mind, and again Pamela's movements slowed to

the point where they were imperceptible. He gave the

molecular circuits one final stir, and felt the sharp click

of the computer's death.

Isolation washed over him, casting him adrift in a

featureless sea of mental entropy. In place of memory

was nothing, a gray void of non-thought, the total

negation of past and identity. Groping through the

dim sea, he searched frantically for an island of

thought, a driftwood scrap of memory to which he

might cling — something, anything to buoy him, to

keep him afloat in the terrible void.

But there was nothing.

Suddenly, ahead...

Sheldon stepped into Pamela's warm embrace,

and was bathed in the light of an alien moon.
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*''

As a victim of the record-high rate of computers per

capita. ACTEX-7331 had a mgnfttonoi |Q j^.far below
hfiLcapabilities. She controlled the machines which had

the more monotonous, but necessary, job of cleaning

the Htter left by the people who used the Jersey shore. It

was at her command that one of the debris-collection

jjni^__picked up the small, green bottle projecting from

the sludge near the water's edgeTSince thelxrttle did

not resemble any of the common types— the types that

once held highly-sugared-_solutions ia_jnildly-toxic

amounts — ACTEX decided to make an investigation. In

the years following her removal from the math
department of Rutgers, she'd had little chance to

deviate from standard procedure, little chance to do any
real thinking.

"Open it," she ordered.

This was done. Moments later, a cloud of steam

appeared in the control room where ACTEX was
housed. The steam coalesced into a genie.

CTEX thought.

"Ah, that's better," the genie said, stretching the

kinks out of his back. "Many thanks."

"By tradition and law, I am now in debt to you.

Anything you desire can be yours; riches, power . .

." he
stopped, taking a good look at the computer.

This, ACTEX knew, was not a typical situation. It

required more thought than normal business, produc-
ing a state that could be compared to satisfaction. She
waited for additional information.

The genie glanced around the room, looking for

something that was even vaugely bi-ped in form. Finally

he gave up, faced ACTEX, and got to the point. "I must
now grant you the fulfillment of two wishes."
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Wishful Thinking
David Lubar

^

'Two?/ It had been a long time since ACTEX had

hearSa number uttered. Two, she thought; even prime,

Irrational square root; two wishes, from a set of n

choices, yields n2 possibilities —n(n-1) if duplication is

disallowed.

"Inflation," the genie explained, misunderstanding

the reason for her reply. Shrugging, he added, "Some

things, you see, are beyond my power. But, surely, I can

satisfy your desires."

Unused portions of ACTEX were called back into

operation. Immediately, a difficulty became apparent. "I

do not wish," she stated. "I think, but I do not wish."

"Why me?" The genie paced the room, muttering

curses in a strange language. Suddenly, he shouted "By

Djingo, I've got it!" Turning to the computer, he said,

'There is no problem. All you have to do is wish to be

able to wish. You will then be able to use the second

wish."

"But cause must precede effect," ACTEX argued.

"And the effect cannot be achieved until
—

"

"Please," the genie interrupted, "have some con-

sideration. I've been floating around for centuries. Who
knows what foul mess was in that bottle before they

shoved me into it? It smelled like it used to belong to an

insane alchemist. Now, just tell me, if you could wish,

would you wish to be able to wish?"

"You are dealing with a paradox. However,

assimilating the data, I can say that I would wish to be

able to wish, were it not for the fact that
—

"

"Close enough." The genie clapped his hands, spun

around three times, and spat on the floor. "It is done."

"Amazing!" ACTEX realized that she had the ability to

wish. Flexing her new muscles, she almost said, "I wish

I knew what to wish for," but, thanks to her great

intellect, managed to avoid that trap.

"Well?" the genie asked impatiently.

ACTEX, having given considerable thought to the

matter in the last few seconds, knew what she wanted.

In detail, leaving no chance for misinterpretation, she

explained her wish to the genie.

"This is most unusual," he said after she was done.

"I've never heard of such a request before. Are you sure

that this is what you want!"

"Absolutely." ACTEX was positive. She had no doubt

about her choice. "Can you do it?"

"Can I do it!" The genie seemed insulted. "Does the

Prophet have a beard? Of course I can do it." He

repeated the clapping, spinning, spitting route, ending

with a flourishing bow. "It is done; my debt is paid."

Then, saying, "Farewell, strange one," he vanished.

ACTEX waited for her wish to come true. Being wise,

she had not asked for anything silly, trifling, or foolish.

She hadn't, for instance, wished to become human.

That would have been a waste of her potential. She

^wanted to make use of this potential, and that was the

nature of her wish.

Scanning the beach, ACTEX saw that the genie had

done her bidding. Now, and from now on, ajljitter that

was strewn on the beaches of the Jersey shore wouicT

fall — as if by magic — into complex, but computable.

mathematica l patterns. Humming quietly, Au I bX
began solving the first puzzle.
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Max,the Pod,
the Storm,
and the Tender

Max Sorbel, every part of him battered by the Bret

dust storm, finally made it to the stilt with the elevator

in it. Instinctively he pressed the pitted green button,

waited as the door scraped open, and then all but fell

inside. The relief of finally having made it back wasn't

enough to quench the pain in his raw hands and

hammered legs. He leaned exhausted against the

elevator hull and listened to the harsh wind die away

as the elevator door ground shut. He'd never seen it

this bad. Bref was a desert planet and erupted with

dust storms frequently, but never with the ferocity

shown by this one. Had Max been younger, the

storm might not have hurt him so badly, but he

wasn't young; he wore his 82 years like a moth eaten

coat.

He rested there for a long moment and caught his

breath; there was plenty of time before he needed to

ask the Tender to take him up into the Pod. In a storm

like this one the Pod wouldn't be very safe, either.

Sitting 20 meters above the desert landscape, the

metallic sphere rested on three anchored stalks and

presented a vulnerable target for the wind's anger.

The Tender was the Pod's computer system and it

spoke first through the triangular ceiling speaker, "I

was worried about you, Sorbel."

"Take me up." Max ordered in his gruffest tone.

The elevator jolted and started to climb. "You were

worried?" Sorbel spat dust from his mouth to add to

the sarcasm. "I was the one who was worried. I've

never seen the dust storm like this. It took the skin

right off my hands. I feel like the time I was exploring

Braegan and came on the swarm of bees." He flexed

his hands and the red skin and muscles ignited with

pain.

"My instruments indicate the dust velocities of

over 70 Kilometers per hour. That is well above human

danger levels. It is too bad your gloves were left

behind."

Sorbel 'hurrumphed'. "I suppose you're getting a

lot of pleasure out of that fact right now."

William Kritlow

"I don't understand, Sorbel?"

Don't understand? Sorbel's thoughts crackled.

You bag of circuits, you understand all right. "You

don't remember suggesting I take them?"

"Oh, yes, now I know to what you refer.
ii

Sorbel frowned. He hated the human inflection in

the computer's voice. If he only knew where the hell

they put the power circuit he'd disconnect it. "You're

worse than a wife."

"Your application indicates you've never been

married. Your remark, therefore, lacks the necessary

expertise to give it value."

Sorbel hurrumphed.

The elevator shivered to a stop, the door

'whooshed' open and Max Sorbel stepped onto the

solid floor. The Pod's interior, a half dome 6.5 meters

in diameter, was designed by the United Systems

Exploration Administration to be a sterile, single

person enclosure. But Max Sorbel was not a sterile

person. Pillows, exploration notes, and dismantled

equipment lived in asymetric piles throughout. With

bruised legs, Max stepped instinctively around them,

and crossed quickly past the efficiency kitchen, his

usual first stop, to the three television monitors and

blue and yellow control panel on the opposite wall.

He pressed three yellow buttons and all three

flickered to life.

"Clear up camera 1 and 3, Tender." Sorbel

ordered. Camera 2 was already clear and skimmed the

top of the turbulent dust. The storm was raging

everywhere and looked as if the land had risen and

was bubbling violently all around him. Off on the

horizon, Bref's two yellow suns danced slowly around

one another as they started to dip below the dust.

"Lenz 1 and 3 are blind. They are below the

storm's crest."The Tender explained.
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Sorbel's old eyes strained at the one clear monitor.

"This planet's a real vacationland. Max, they said to

me." He spoke to the monitor, "We got a real easy
one for you this time. Take you only a couple months.
Nothing but sand, you can explore her in no time." He
growled as his boney fingers fine tuned the image.

"The wind velocity, according to my instruments,

is increasing."

The ever present thunder outside continued to

grow perceptibly louder confirming what the
computer had said.

"Any idea why it's suddenly this bad?" Sorbel's

hand was shaking; he let it steady on a nearby control

knob.

"Bref is at perihelion with the binary system. Per-

haps the complex gravitational forces at work have
caused the storm."

Max nodded, perihelion meant nothing to him. He
looked back at the monitor. The image would have
been beautiful if it weren't so frightening. The boiling

shadows were growing longer and danced together in

a random ballet as the sun crept further down. The
oranges burst red in the fading light. "It would be
suicide to move around out there 'til the wind dies,

even if the night wasn't coming so fast." His lips had
dried and cracked and he licked them.

//
Bref's secrets are buried for the time being."

Why, Max thought, do they make a bag of chips so
poetic. After a quick, angry glance at the mesh
speaker, Max got back to the monitor. By using one of
the blue knobs, he guided the dome top camera on a
slow sweep of the bubbling horizon. Even as the
image rolled past him, the violence of the storm
increased.

"I guess it's dinner time, Tender." Sorbel
muttered above the growling storm.

"I calculate you have 1427 of your 2900 calories

left. What would you like, Sorbel?" The words were
from the kitchen speaker. The Tender wanted to draw

him away from the monitor. But Sorbel didn't move.
He seemed hypnotized by the erupting landscape.

"There's a hell of a lot of energy in that storm. It

looks like a volcano going off out there and lava

bubbling and flying everywhere. Damn, I don't like

this."

//

I don't like it either, Sorbel."

"Oh, who cares what you don't like. Yer just a bag
of chips somewhere in a wall." A deep breath as his

eyes stayed glued to the monitor. "That storm's liable

to knock the top of this pod right off."

//My instruments indicate that is highly unlikely."

'Your instruments measure what is, not what the
hell's gonna happen next."

"That is true." The Tender admitted, "I am pro-

grammed, though, to do predictive analysis on the
structural stress — "

"I know all about yer programming. You tell me
more about yer programming than you use that pro-

gramming yer always tellin' me about to do all the

things yer tellin' me yer programming can do."

The Tender hesitated while the complex sentence
was digested. "That is incorrect."

"Who cares. I want you to keep yer eyes, if ya got
eyes, on that storm and leave me alone." Sorbel
forgot his dinner request and stepped to a large

lavender pillow that loafed next to a pile of brass parts.

"This Grogizer's got a problem and I need to fix it."

The Flauder Grogizer made up the twelve brass parts

in front of him.

//The Grogizer's primary deficiency is — "

"Blow a circuit, Chip bag. I don't care about yer

opinions." A boney finger shook at the speaker, "I

been fixin' Grogizers and all sorts of stuff for longer

than you been around." Max huffed an overly loud
huff and sat.
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The two stopped talking as he did so, but there

was no silence. The wailing dust chewed at the outer

hull with a billion hungry teeth.

After a few moments of anxious listening, Max
took up one of the 12 Grogizer parts, weighed it with a

heft into the air, and eyed it as if there was something

very important to see, then set it down. He gave the

interior of the Pod another quick, nervous glance,

then picked up another part.

The Tender could not remain silent. "They do not

go together, Sorbel. If you do put those together, not

only will you have to force them, but the next ore

sample you get may very well be your last."

"I know they don't go together, chipbag. I don't

need you to tell me that. I can put anything together

by myself. I done it for years, years and more years.

That's all I could do once. That's all they'd let me do."

His tone narrowed to a note of sadness and dis-

appeared into a wisp of air. "They'd bring me things to

fix, Grogizers, Perflits with precise tolerances, all them

kind of things and I'd work on them and fix them; I

even designed better ones for them." He set down the

two pieces and picked up a couple more. The cool

metal soothed his burning hands. "I was real young,

then, when I learned how to put things together and I

can do it now as good as I ever could. I learned all

alone. No one helped, no one ever helped." Max

looked far away to the nearby wall.

After moments of silence, the Tender said, "Your

mind is not on putting the Grogizer together."

Sorbel let the pieces roll to the floor and glanced at

the alternating small red and blue lights at the top of

the dome. The Tender was sampling his cerebral

emissions several times a second.

"My mind is where my mind wants to be." The

harshness returned.

"I'm sure it is, Sorbel."

Max 'hurrumphed' at the speaker again and picked

up another component and appraised it. But he

looked at it for only a moment, his eyes flitted to the

growling wind as it seemed to grow in intensity.

"How hard is it blowing, Chips?"

/ /

"Chips? I assume you mean me

"Who the hell else?"

"74.7 KPH and rising."

"Legs? Are the stilts firm."

"The stilts remain very firmly anchored. You
forget I chose the site for its underlying rock forma-

tion." There was a note of pride programming into the

Tender's voice.

"Because you chose the site is why I'm worried."

Max surveyed the Pod's inner fabric for signs of dust;

when he found none he picked up another piece, a

gleaming brass fitting, and spun it around his finger

without thinking. He'd been taken to the sound again.

"Sorbel, I am sensing that your pulse and heart

rate are quickening and there is an increase in your

skin's moisture level."

"You're charming. You're

crammed full of charm."

a chip bag just

"Regulations require that I ask you if you are

scared, Sorbel."

"Well, you can enter in yer little log about me that I

ain't scared. Hell no. Why should I be scared? You said

that there's no reason to be scared and I trust you,

Chips. I have to admit you said it in spite of the fact

that there's the worst dust storm I've ever seen

clawin' away outside, grinding at the outer hull,

ripping it away a little at a time. You're right, though,

what the hell about that could possibly scare me?"

A jolt. The 12 pieces of the Grogizer clanked

together like 12 tiny cymbols and a spoon that had

been left out on the kitchen counter rattled.
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"Instruments indicate a gut of 92.1 KPH just

struck. No damage to report." The Tender's voice was
calm.

But Sorbel's throat wasn't. It went immediately

dry and his raw hands clenched in painful fists.

"Damn, I'm a sitting duck up here."

"Studies have shown that the Pod's design is best

for this type of planet."

Sorbel 'hurrumphed' angrily. "Ain't no design

right for this planet. Dust at night, the two sisters in

the sky pullin' each other's hair all day burnin' us up,

no life I can find, water in pockets too hard to find to

do us any damn good."

"You volunteered." The Tender pointed out with

an air of "I told you so."

Another jolt. It was a stiff shock that hit harder

than the other one and rattled the metallic piles on

the floor of Sorbel's Sphere. The old man's breath

caught on a frightened hook.

"No damage, Sorbel. However, I suggest you
check the manual elevator control. Indicators suggest
there may be circuit damage or even a jam."

"Great." he spat. "Locked up here." He went to

the elevator door and pressed the descend button.

The sound was normal, no strain. He pushed the

button to bring the lift back. "Sounds okay to me,
chipbag, yer crackin' up." He walked back to the

Grogizerandsat.

"Oh, no, I'm just careful." The computer's voice

now sounded cheerful. "Now, where were we?"

Sorbel rubbed his eyes wearily not really caring

where they were. "Clam up for a while, Chips, I'm

tired. My legs ache from that beating out there and my
hands still hurt. I feel like I'm fallin' apart." Sorbel

picked up the brass fitting again and looked at it with

dull appraisal. "Yer crackin' up and I'm fallin' apart. A
fine pair we make."

"Indicators tell me you are muscularly fatigued

and mentally pressured.

The pod groaned, yawned and creaked as the

boiling storm grew.

Max heaved the biggest of sighs. "Yeah, you're

right, Chips, I volunteered for this beating. Yep, I sure

did, I volunteered to be locked away by myself, alone

with my gadgets and charts, fighting the great inter-

planetary exploration fight." Max's arms flew in a

great arch of mock emphasis. He looked up at the

sampling lights. "Chips, have you any idea why I

volunteered?"

The Tender hesitated as it searched for an answer.

"Your application indicates that your reason was 'I

want to explore the unknown because I'm over-

poweringly interested.'

"

Sorbel smirked as he heard his ancient words, then

groaned to his feet and pointed a boney finger at

monitor 2. "Some jerk-eyed guy a lotta years ago put

them words down for me. But really, Chipbag, you
don't really think I'm 'overpoweringly' interested in

that." He was taunting the Tender. "You must have a

better idea than that. Something as super smart as

you are."

"I report only what you wrote." The Tender
conjured up a defensive tone.

"That's right — only what got wrote — no thought
— no figuring out what it means — nofeelin'."

Silence from the Tender. The storm howled.

"Just a bag of chips, a nothin', indicators and
circuits, no warmth — " Sorbel stopped talking and
took a breath. His tone was suddenly laced with dark-

ness. "That's why I'm here."

"You have not told me why you are here." The
Tender pointed out.

nit,

a

I'm here because no one else is here. I'm here

because you can't lose what you don't have."

Max left the monitor and looked around at the

bestial sound that surrounded him. Deep within him

an old feeling stirred, an old terror. He was suddenly
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taken back to his last hours on Delpha II. He could see

the mob closing in, the angry torch bearing mob
storming toward him, screaming for his life, coming

to drag him off to the fire.

"Sorbel, I'm aware of unusual tension. Are you all

right?"

The terrible image disappeared, but the knot in his

intestines remained. Finally he said, "Wind velocity

now?" Beads of perspiration wandered down his

canyoned brow.

a
"81 .2 KPH. Still rising but less rapidly.

"Maybe it'll crest soon." His voice was little more

than a whisper.

"You are correct about the impossibility of losing

what you do not have. However, Max, the importance

of saying it escapes me." The Tender's voice was dry.

"I figured it would." Sorbel's was tight and

strained. He sat back on the cushion. "Well, Chipbag,

the song goes like this. I was 'hatched' in the Yobo

brooder 82 long years ago. Ain't nothin' particularly

unusual about that fact. Half the galaxy came from

that place. They usually produce fine stock. I lived like

most did for the first 20 years or so, during the learning

time. I had my education ups and downs like most.

Math, I wasn't good at; social stuff, colony planning

and the like, I wasn't good at; surveying, now that I

was good at, and technical stuff, too. I was doin' okay

until just after my birthday, one of my friends died.

Billy Mon-2 caught the brooder fever. Billy and I was

real buddies. We'd play flarts together. For hours and

hours the feathers would spin the air around and we'd

laugh and carry on 'til the hatcher got mad." Max's

eyes closed and drops of moisture squeezed from the

corner." Overnight the pain hit 'im and he died. It

didn't take the hatcher long to find out that I was the

carrier." Now his eyes dropped and he fell silent for a

long moment. "They put me in engineering to get my
genes fixed. I was scared but they said it'd be all right.

You should have seen the machine they put me under.

It was big and shiney and had this long panel of lights

that I had to lay down under. They turned it around me
like I was the hub of a wheel and lights flashed. It was
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changing my cells, they said. But for some reason the

fixit job didn't work. One of the engineers died during

the process. I guess the fever is active in spurts. I

always wondered why they didn't just knock me off,

but instead they put me in isolation until a new way
could be found. They put me in a glass room with

filtered air, both in and out. At least in there I wouldn't
kill anyone else." A hiss of air fell from his lips. "Then
they put me to work fixin' things — Grogizers and
things. It got to be the only thing I was worth. It got to

be the only time I got to talk to people was when they
brought me the things to fix and would tell me what
was wrong. But they never stopped to say anything
else. It was like I was like the machines they brought in

for me to fix. There wasn't much doubt that I was
alone. They were all around me, but I grew up without
'em." Then Max's expression changed to stone and
he snarled at the speaker. "I like it without people."

A shock rolled and yawned. On the floor, metallic

instruments rattled in a random symphony and the

stilts ached and groaned with the strain. The severe

trembling lasted longer than any of the others.

When the shaking stopped, the Tender an-

nounced, "Stilt 3 is loosened."

"Oh, my God." Sorbel was on his feet, "Sink a

spike, quick."

The Tender, before the words were in the air,

activated the plunger. The explosive charge popped
below and sent the barbed projectile slamming
through the sand, into the rock below stilt 3.

"Did it work?"

/ /

Instruments indicate the stilt is secure again."

It wasn't secure, nothing was secure. Max knew
very well that the danger was only beginning. If the

storm could loosen one of the stilts, the next big blow
might loosen them all and topple the Pod like a fallen

tree. What made it all the more terrifying was that his

escape alternatives weren't any better than waiting

for the fall to happen. If he went down into the storm
he wouldn't survive more than a few minutes and if he
tried to short circuit the fall by leaving the Pod and

going to the bottom of the elevator shaft to wait, the

elevator might become his tomb if the structure blew
over and locked him inside. It all boiled down to the

fact that he had to stay where he was and hope for

the best.

"Don't worry, Max." The Tender's voice was
gentle and soothing.

Max snapped back, "What logic branch did you
take that time? If yokel cracks up say, 'Don't worry'

and use first name? I don't need a bag of chips' advice.

'Don't worry.' The engineers used those words before

they sent me to Delpha. 'Don't worry, Max. This here

new technique'll fix ya right up.' And then the

engineers worked on me with all smiles. When they

were all finished they said, just like they knew what
they was talkin' about, I was cured. I made friends on
Delpha, and then one day, just like in the learnin' time,

those good friends started crumblin' like the dust

outside. I can see their faces. You know what the fever

does? It wilts ya like dead lettuce, the stuff that holds

ya together just kinda falls apart and ya all but melt
into a puddle. Of course, you die of the pain first and
all I could think about was that I was doin' that to my
friends. When Delpha found out it was me all the city

came after me to throw me into this big fire they spent
a good hour buildin'." An uneasy laugh crept from
between his drawn, yellow teeth as he remembered
the river of screaming crimson torches flowing like

angry lava between the rows of Blue Sarap Trees
toward him that purple Delpha night. "But the

troopers stopped 'em with stunners. Oh, there was a

fight that lasted a while, but the troopers won and
then they gave me back to the engineers on Yobo.
Another favor I wish'd been not done. I guess the

engineers was usin' me for a test case, 'cause they
worked on me again and said I was cured again." Max
stopped talking, torches igniting his memory once
more. "I don't want no friends. I can't kill the friends I

ain't got. And don't tell me not to worry. I'll worry \f I

damned well want to."

'You certainly may worry if you desire, Sorbel,

Worry is an emotion — "

//

Oh, quiet, I don't want — "
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"We all need friends, Max.
/ /

The Tender's words were followed immediately by

an ear blistering clang. Something very hard struck

one of the stilts and caused the sphere to reverberate

like the inside of a gong.

"Dammit, Chips, what happened?"

"A metallic object carried by the wind struck us.

No damage except for a dent in stilt two."

"What if it'd hit the Pod?" Sorbel was afraid to

hear the answer.

"Calculations indicate that it would have pierced

the outer and inner fabric."

Max winced at the storm's new weapon. Any
second something could explode through the wall,

ricochet wildly, and rip everything in the Pod to

shreads. Max's terror stabbed him at the base of his

spine, and turned every muscle to stone.

"Don't worry, Max." The Tender said again.

"I'm flesh and blood, Chips. I could get smeared all

over the inside of this place. That scares the hell out of

me.

"Worrying makes it worse."

Max sat on a cushion, wrapped his arms around

his raised knees and rested his chin on top of it all. He

was a very small bundle. "I don't really fancy dying on

a planet like this, buried in a pile of dust."

"We* re not going to die.
/ /

"Maybe you're not. A million years from now
they'll flip your power back on and off you'll go, but

the old guy over here on the floor may not make it."

He raised his head and looked around at the piles of

exploration debris. "When some lost exploration unit

digs me out of the dust a millenium from now, they'll

go about saying that the old guy that got smeared all

over the inside of this place was a slob. But I ain't

gonna clean it up just for them. I like being a slob,

almost as much as I like being alone."
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//

Slob, Max? That term is not in my dictionary."

"Never mind, Chips, it ain't important. Ain't a

whole lot o' things important now."

"Samplings tell me you are delving in the human
trait of self pity."

i ' \*.'

.

It's one of my charms. I ain't got many of 'em but

theoneslgotluse."

That instant it happened.

With a combined rip and pop, something small,

hard, and deadly exploded through the Pod's skin,

rifled inches from Sorbel's ear, and pierced the other

side. In its wake was a churning tail of dust. It immedi-
ately started gnawing like a rasp at the hole, enlarging

it, ripping the fabric and threatening to split the Pod
like an axe splits a melon.

"What the hell was that?" Max was up, dizzy with

the near miss.

"A projectile of unknown size penetrated the hull

with a velocity — "

"Forget all that garbage, we gotta patch that

hole." Every part of Max was balanced on the razor's

edge, as he watched the dust tear back the skin.

"Sheet metal — open the rib with the sheet metal
behind it."

"It already is, Max. In back of you. Hurry and place
it on the cutting surface. I'll cut it while you get the
weld gun."

To the whine of peeling metal, Max spun around,
grabbed a thick sheet of metal that stood in the open
wall compartment, and placed it on the floor. The
moment the air rushed from beneath it and it came to

rest, a thin, hot beam of light arced from the domed
ceiling and began to cut the glow edged patch. Max
didn't have time to watch, as the hole enlarged, more
dust was there to gnaw at the sides causing the
breach to split even faster.

In spite of his still aching legs, Max moved lithely to

the compartment where the weld gun was usually

stored. The compartment was empty. He remem-
bered using it, but where? He spun around on his heels

and scanned the piles of parts. No weld gun.

"Chips, where the hell is it?" His voice crackled

with panic.

"What?"

//

//

The gun, dammit, the weld gun.
a

You placed it beside the rectifier.
//

" Rectifier? Where the hell is that?"

A light beam pointed from the dome to a pile not

far from the dust hole. Max immediately spotted the

gun. In two large steps, Max grabbed the heavy tool,

set it beside the hole, and returned to the metal patch.

As Max got there, the Tender finished cutting it.

With no hesitation, Max lifted the patch, balanced it

on his head and ran toward the hole. The edges were

still molten metal and bit painfully into his flesh, but he

hung on.

"Hurry Max. The hole is enlarging at an

exponential rate."

//What the hell does that mean?"

When he got there, he swung the patch down,
took a deep breath, braced himself, and pushed the

sheet against the hole. Two things worked against

him. The storm's force was much stronger than he

had anticipated, and the dust build up on the floor

kept his shoes from gaining traction. He was forced

back onto his knees and the patch was blown hard

against him. The metal edge scraped and tore his arm,

but there was no time to feel the pain, he heard the

hole rip further.

"Max, hurry. The hole will be too big for the patch

in approximately 31 seconds. At that time it will be too

late to cut another patch before the Pod is split in two.

We will lose the battle."

"What do you mean, 'we'? I don't see you down
here with a bleedin' arm."

Max didn't wait for a reply, he readied himself for

another try. He kicked the dust away so bare floor

shown through, and put his aging, bruised shoulder

against the metal. With every ounce of strength left in

him, he launched himself forward. His footing held

him firm and his strength held the patch steady
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against the dust, but, in accomplishing all this, the

weld gun that had been easily within reach, was

kicked away and now looked out of reach. Max

winced, but decided he had to try.

With an aching hand on the patch, Max stretched

the other toward the gun. He was short. He stretched

his arm further, leaning as far as he could - the patch

gave, he had to withdraw and lean on the patch — he

stretched again, making his arm joints pull until they

could pull no more, still short. His fingers pulled

longer, knuckles elastic - he got it. Finger tips

touched and pulled it closer, slipped off, grabbed

again. The patch pushed harder against him as if the

dust was consciously battling him. The hand that held

it flamed with pain. He suddenly got his whole hand

around the gun and quickly, deftly, he fired four spot

welds, one in each corner of the patch, and then

immediately crammed as many welds on each side as

he could. Before he actually knew it, the hole was

sealed, the dust churned around him no more, and the

roar was again muted and distant, the danger of the

Pod splitting was over.

Drained of strength, Max dropped the gun and let

his limp body slip to the floor into a quiet pile of dust.

His tired, gritty eyes looked up to the sampling lights,

"I did it, Chips, I'll be damned if I didn't do it. I'm

alive."

"You certainly did. Your heroism has been noted

and a record of it transmitted to Exploration Head-

quarters."

Max laughed loudly, tiredly, his shoulders ached

like his legs did and his hands burned more than ever,

but he was alive. He laughed again and the muscles in

his stomach pinched him. Then his laughter died

away into a quiet breathing as he sat for several

minutes, eyes watering to cleanse themselves,

muscles taking renewing breaths. He was quiet and

the roar of the storm was softening. After a long

while, Max finally noticed it. "Is it stopping, Chips? Is

the storm stopping?"

"Velocity 62.3 KPH, the storm is dissipating. 57.2

KPH. It's rapidly going to normal levels. 41 .8."

Max instantly danced to his feet in an ancient jig. "I

made it, damned if I didn't survive. All by myself I

survived. The Goddamned planet didn't beat me.

Delpha 1 1 didn't beat me. Nothing nor nobody can beat

me. I'm gonna live another 82 years alone. I still don't

need nobody and I never will. You hear that, you

miserable bag of chips."

The Tender answered with silence.

"You hear me, Chips?" Max stood still and cocked

his ear.

No answer.

"Chips? Where the hell are you? Answer me,

dammit, that's an order. You can't disobey my
orders." Max's voice bellowed with concern.

Silence.

"Chips, you ain't gonna leave old Max, are ya?"

Max spun around trying to see some sign that the

Tender was still there, nothing, even the sampling

lights were quiet. "Answer me. You can't leave me
alone, you just can't. Damn you, don't leave me like

the others, answer — "

"I am hearing you Max." Came the voice. "The

projectile nicked my primary power circuit. Indicator

suggested I go to auxiliary power. Time was required

to make the change. I didn't mean to startle you."

Max hurrumphed a relieved hurrumph. "You

didn't startle me. I was just talking."

"You are right, Max, we did do it. We did survive."

Max hesitated for a weary moment as he rubbed

the strain from his eyes. Then he looked up at the

alternating red and blue sampling lights with an

unusually broad smile. "Yeah, Chips, I guess we did

do it, didn't we? Say, we never had dinner. How many
calories do I have to go? Why don't you join me in the

kitchen and I'll scramble up a mess of Braegan lizard

eggs and you take an extra suck of juice."

"Sounds good to me, Max.
ii

"Me, too, Buddy.
ii
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Day in the Life

ofAble Charlie
Frederik Pohl

The time was 0900:00 A.M., and Charlie woke up.

He waited what was for Charlie a very, very long time.

All of this had taken Charlie a period measured only in

fractions of a second. Now he rested, neither wondering

nor moving, for a stimulus to further action. Without it he

would do nothing, ever. He was not impatient. He knew
what "patience" was in conceptual terms — he could

relate it to his memory of himself waiting without

"patience" for a traffic light to change — but it did not

occur to him to feel that way now.

At 0901 :30, give or take a few seconds, a young

women in a light gray dress, carrying a container of

coffee, set the coffee down on her desk and seated

herself before a large typewriter. She had heard the bell

that announced Charlie was ready more than a minute

before, but she was not quite ready for Charlie. She typed

several rows of characters, checked them over, took a sip

of her coffee and stood up.

She glanced at the various lights and dials on Charlie's

front panel, saw nothing to cause concern. Her

typewriter had produced not only the visible row of

characters on the sheet of paper it held but, on a spool

connected electrically to the keys, a strip of magnetic

tape. She snipped a four-foot length of it free, taped it to

another reel, rewound it and fed it into a scanning device.

She removed the rubber band from a packet of perforated

cards and dropped them into a hopper.

Then she pressed a button. Rubber-tipped fingers

dealt the cards into sorting bins where, one by one, they

were taken up again and read, like the music roll of an old

player piano. The tape reel slid past its scanning head on

a cushion of air and disappeared. The time was 0901 .55.

Charlie began work— not at 0901 :55, exactly, but at a

time so near to it that the difference was measurable

only in picoseconds.
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His first problem, he was informed, had to do with
cigarette package designs. He waited while the cards on
that subject were scanned. There were forty-one
alternate designs, and they were presented to him in

pairs. First he was offered Package One and Package
Two simultaneously; he compared them, made a value
judgment based on what he knew of his own buying
habits and preferences and stated his preference. Then
Package One and Package Three were offered to him,
then Package One and Package Four, and so on until

Package One had been compared with each of the
others. Then he was offered Package Two with Package
Three, Package Two with Package Four; and on and on
until each prospective design on the list had been
compared with each other. (There were 861 com-
binations in all, taken two at a time.)

At that point Charlie went into a sort of reverie while
another part of his mind — it could have been called

his "subconscious"— tabulated the results of his cross-
pairing and established an order of preference. He wrote
down, in order, the ten package designs he had most
favored. He wrote it in the form of impulses recorded on a
magnetic tape (this caused a reel by the desk of the girl in

gray to spin rapidly for a moment, which she noticed out

of the corner of her eye). Then he hummed for a moment,
waiting for the card reader to allow him to begin his next

task.

Each of Charlie's value decisions had taken him only

about four nanoseconds, but the evaluation and read-out

were much slower. It took him considerably longer to

announce his results than to arrive at them, and so itwas
0902.45 before he began his next job.

The next assignmentwas to assess the merits ofsome
proposed shaving-cream formulations.

Here the task was considerably more difficult, for

several reasons. The first part of his task was to rank his

preferences among the fifty-five formulations as to their

odors, textures and visual appearances, each in

combination with the other. Charlie did not, in fact,

realize quite how difficult it was, since he had no idea

that he possessed neither smell nor vision, and touch

only in the sense that certain of his members were
capable of probing a card or tape for punched holes. He
then had to evaluate some 24 shapes and weights of

pressure canisters in relation to each sort of lather. Here
too, Charlie was unaware of his lacks. In fact he did not

have thumb and fingers; the "grasp" and "weight" and
"feel" of the canisters in his "hand" was in fact only a
locating of certain binary statistics within the parameters
of certain other quantities that were a part of his

memory. In order for Charlie to be able to express an
opinion on any of the matters on which his verdict was
sought many subterfuges had been devised by the

programmers on the staff of the advertising agency that

owned Charlie. They materially prolonged the time for

each comparison. However, he was in no way
concerned by this. He did what he had always done. He
did the task that was assigned to him, and when it was
done he looked for, and did, the task that was next.

In all of the hour and forty-odd minutes in which
Charlie, husband of Harriet, father of Florence and
Chuck, searched his responses to a wide range of

offerings, he performed something over five thousand
million separate operations, including parity checks and
internal verifications. He faithfully reflected the customs
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and tastes of the average of a sample of some four

million American males as they pertained to the

purchase of tobacco, beer, gasoline, automotive

accessories, soft drinks, airline tickets, motion-picture

admissions, sporting goods, hi-fi equipment, toilet

articles and power tools. When his final magnetic report

was on the tape he signaled by ringing a bell. That was

the end of Charlie's working day. In a sense it was the

end of his life.

The girl in the light-gray dress was in the assistant

division chief's office when Charlie's bell rang, and so

she didn't react at once. Charlie waited like a man on a

benzedrine high, his mind clear and capable, but

disengaged. It was nearly 1 1 00 when the girl got backto

her desk.

She took the spool oftape that held all his opinions and

threaded it into a printer, where it began typing out plain

copy at a rate of 350words a minute. She replaced it with

a blank spool, consulted her work sheet and began to

change Charlie with switch, with patch-cord and with

dial.

As she worked whole banks of memories dropped out

of circuit. Chuck and Florence fell out of his personality

without leaving a mark. His wife disappeared, his house,

his car; the Los Angeles Dodgers went, with the Little

League and the dunning letters from the bank.

She then checked the programming sheet and,

following its instructions, selected new personality

ingredients for Charlie: an economic level, an age, a set

of buying habits, a profile of interests. She began to

charge Able Charlie with the sum of these habits and

biases. He was not yet aware of what he was, since he

had not yet received the command to learn himself. For

that matter, he was no longer "he". Now Able Charlie

was a teen-age girl, her principal interests cosmetics,

soft drinks, clothes, records, and boys.

When all the patches were complete and the new

tapes were ready to roll, the girl in the gray dress

doubled-checked, and pressed the "execute" button.

Able Charlie, AC-770, began to take up his— her— its

new life.

The girl in the gray dress idly examined the polish on

her nails. Her mind was not far from stand-by mode,

either; until the first read-out came, or a trouble signal,

she had nothing to do but wait for lunch.

Inside the AC-77 Charlie, or Charlotte, was swiftly

sniffing colognes whose fragrance was only the

simulation of magnetic patterns on iron-oxide tape and

comparing shades of lipstick whose colors were only a

point on a hypothetical scale. The girl programmer was

comparing colors, too. She wished idly that she had a

friend to chat with — Rose Pink, after all? Or Catalina

Coral? — but when she thought she heard a low

contralto sign she dismissed it at once. She knew that

she was alone.
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Dennis E. Delaney

'But can this be true?" shivered Captain Olivier.

"Why, it's revolting. You, an earthman, a physiologist,

should know: robots can't possibly be allowed human
rights."

Birnam Hillard let the smirk deep within his thick

beard speak for itself. He twisted several crumbs from

the general vicinity on his mustache where he'd

deposited the last of a biscuit. "I'm a psychologist,

Captain."

The captain pulled a stiff hand through his wiry hair,

while a wave of frustration livened up his craggy face.

He gazed vengefully at his wrist watch, stood

militarily, sputtered, "Docking will commence in ten

minutes," turned abruptly and stalked out the cabin

door.

Hillard sighed and closed his eyes. He listened to the

vibrating hum of the ship's engines. The air smelt like

coffee and honeyed biscuit. Hillard's reflection in the

plastic porthole gazed past and around him as his eyes

opened and wandered into the blackness of space.

Space surrounded the tiny bullet-like ship wherein

he'd resided for four long months, pushing in on all

hatchways and portholes, threatening to get in at

every moment. He reflected on those thoughts that at

the onset of the voyage had filled him with terror. Fear

of flying had always been a formidable phobia. The

memory of that first dreaded afternoon aboard the

Mariner persuaded a hand around the crucifix deep in

his pants pocket.

Now he was a mere minutes from Anterres. This

asteroid, for two hundred years the friend of powerful

industries, of Earth and outer world governments,

now verged on a most unusual civil war in which the

end was both foreseeable and abhorred.

Twenty miles beneath the asteroid's surface was a

natural cavern sixty-two miles from top to bottom; a

span of one-hundred-twelve miles at its widest points.

Hillard was briefed that the wall and roof, being one

and the same, formed a perfect cupola wherein was

built the largest enclosed city in the galaxy. The city of

Anterres housed one-million twenty-thousand inhab-

itants, one million of whom were robots. That is, fifty

robots to every man, woman and child. The robot

population maintained Anterres' ecological and

life-support systems.

Hillard was ordered to assess the entire situation

and negotiate.

/#
Negotiate for whom?" he'd scoffed in a falsetto.

"Robots," said the World C & R President. "They

want rights, but they are unable to negotiate for them.

Since robots aren't human, they haven't got the

human right to representation. You, Mr. Hillard, will

check out the situation; discover what the robots

want and then create a negotiable atmosphere. In

other words, represent Anterres' robots. For the

beginning, give them that right."

Hillard felt the ship shift and the engine's tone lower

into a basso. The docking was a

verbalized by the captain.

caress as

Hillard stepped out through the hatch into the

twelve-foot docking hall. The insulator safety light

blinked on green; a second hatch slid to one side, and

Hillard made his maiden voyage complete by setting

foot inside Anterres.

He stood within a second hallway. Before him, big

and square, not unlike the ones back on Earth, were

two elevator doors, scratched and graffitied. He

thought, "Here I've waited months on board a tiny

ship just so I could leave it for another, only this ship

is a much larger one, not made of metal, but of rock."

The irony of it broke him up in a fit of giggles.

Captain Olivier arrived at the second hatch, stared,

made a puzzled face and barked, "What's so funny?"
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/ /

From chasing parked cars! Isn't that great?"

Both men passed Hillard and the robot without a

glance, and climbed into the parked car. Their

laughing diminished all too slowly as they drove off

toward the city.

The robot said, "You must leave the area

immediately."

"A car will be here soon." He looked around.

Things looked steady. "How imperative is it?"

Suddenly the road rippled like broken water. Hillard

wobbled back and forth. Earthquake, he thought in

alarm. His eyes were wide, and they darted up at the

Anterrian wall. The ripple stopped, the quake was
over. "The wall looks all right." But he couldn't be

sure, and he couldn't be sure what condition it was in

above the brilliant haze. He felt too vulnerable. "This

asteroid won't split open, will it?"

"No, but the wall in this district is weak. The upper
ports have been warned by now. The elevator will not

be used. I will walk with you to the city.
/ *

Hillard nodded. You'll get no argument from me, he
thought, and walked. "My name is Birnam Hillard,

four-eight-nine-two. I'm new to Anterres. Are these

quakes a usual occurrence?"

"I realize your fear. Do not worry, nothing will get

out of control," said the robot.

What a robot, thought Hillard. He stared at the

magnificent machine. How much of the Anterrian

robot bigotry was founded on a true threat, he
wondered. "Back on Earth, my home, machines and

humans realize their places and no one tries to usurp

the other's domain."

"Point of fact," inserted the robot. "Earth's

mechanical devices do not realize anything. 'Realize'

is a verb suggesting achievement, and natural

selective thinking. The domain of mechanical devices

on your planet is restrictive and lacks creativity."

It was true, reflected Hillard, humans had long ago

decided to remain necessarily superior to machines;

men do not need to usurp a domain that is already

theirs. "You wish human rights."

/ /What is your definition of a human being?"

"The biological ability to reproduce; intelligence:

there are more." He felt a sense of awe when he

listened to the robot as it created conversation.

"If a human is not physically capable of

reproducing, does this reflect inhuman character-

istics?"

"No, and I understand where you are taking this. It

does reflect a degree of unfitness and zero percent

survival potential, while a robot can reproduce with

the use of industrial materials."

The robot accentuated the first word, "Intelligence

is the definition at question. If one interprets

intelligence as an absolutely biological and human
characteristic then, no, robots are not intelligent.

Understand, robots do not wish to be human, merely

be accorded human rights."

Hillard wondered: "How had the large plantation

owners in the South, during Lincoln's time, felt when
their black labor force was set free and was given

human rights?"

"We are problem seekers and problem solvers. We
are your equals. Why, do you believe, were we created

in your image?"

Hillard made a face at the tall creature before him

and said, "Not MY image."

"It is simply this: What man cannot do, an image of

man certainly would. Ego designed us. Ego prevents

us from producing more desirable elements to aid in

the growth of Anterres. We wish the right to create

art, to add concepts to the abundance of existing

knowledge. How do men profit from creatures

subdued, kept ignorant?"
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Hillard's knees buckled, his ears were filled with a

roar, and he knew with a horror what was happening.

He sat on his hands and knees and looked around. The
entire cavern was a blur.

He felt the robot's hands pulling him by one arm to

his feet. The quake was subsiding. He saw the robot's

face uplifted to the haze. "Are we safe?"

"No," whispered the robot.

The road suddenly split, Hillard saw his half of it rise

twenty feet and then slam back down. He was thrown

onto his back, one arm twisted beneath him and

snapped above the elbow. He felt the scream in his

throat, the quake roar was overpowering.

His eyes were blurred by shock, and he was aware

of his mind shifting toward unconsciousness. A
movement high on the wall froze his blood and

paralyzed his pain.

A glacier-like rock spanning two miles was breaking

free, leaning out over him. Its shadow moved over him

as it eased forward.

Hillard found his voice, tore his eyes from the

monstrous rock slab, and searched for the robot, and

screamed: "Don't leave me!"

//
It's on top of us!" cried Hillard.

The robot reeled around once, building the

necessary momentum, and flung Hillard far from him.

Hillard saw the glare of atomic lamps and the brown
Anterrian soil revolve around him; the deafening

thunder of the rock was in his ears. He struck the

earth, and then he was unconscious.

When consciousness returned, Hillard lay still for

long minutes. He opened his eyes but could only see

through one. The other was caked in a mixture of

blood and sand.

He tried it, and found he still had one good arm, and

he struggled onto his knees.

"Over there," cried a distant voice.

Hillard looked and saw two men rushing in his

direction. He pushed himself slowly onto one foot and

then the other. He cradled his broken arm with his

good one and weaved toward the rubble behind him.

He'd heard something, buried in a triangular grouping

of rock. The sound was unmistakable.

The two men reached his side simultaneously.

He heard a resounding crack and looked up. The
rock was freefalling the few miles to him. The robot

was running for safety, and he couldn't move.

He blinked.

A face blotted out the sky. It was the robot, swift,

methodical, and, God, thought Hillard, BACK!

Its powerful arms scooped him up and held him
tight to its chest. It ran with him. The pain was almost
unbearable, but Hillard forced his eyes to remain open
and watch the rock.

The soil shook and dust raised. The rock slab

crashed on end and toppled forward like an exploding
wall.

"My God, man. We've got to get you to a hospital

right now." He stared directly at Hillard's blinded eye.

His mouth was a grimace.

The second man placed an arm around Hillard's

waist and said, "I've got him, Governor."

Hillard tried to pull away. "Wait, no, wait." His

voice was flowing with anguish. "Listen, he's still

alive."

The Governor gasped and looked toward the

rubble. "Oh, God, a man?"

"Saved my life," breathed Hillard. "He could have

saved himself, but the robot saved me."
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The Governor sighed. "Thank God. I thought you

meant a human.
a

"He came BACK!" Hillard pulled away but the

Governor Intervened and urged him from the other

side.

Hillard looked at him unsteadily. "That robot

sacrificed himself. He wanted to leave, save itself."

The first man urged Hillard away. "You're bleeding,

we haven't got time for a robot."

"You see/' said the second man, "you need both of

us to get you back."

Hillard collapsed forward in frustrating agony. His

mind sought and found unconsciousness and blanked

out the weakening voice beneath the triangle of rocks,

pleading to be freed.
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Project
Bio-Armor

David Dewitt

Doctor Sydney Kingsford rocked gently back and

forth in his beloved old rocking chair that his elderly

wife, Flora, had retired from the livingroom as he'd

been retired from the bio-mechanics' division of

Elseed Computer's. Swiftly and without ceremony.

Elseed Computers, known all over the world as the

finest makers of cybernetic replacements for failing

human organisms, had been the professor's only

source of happiness. Many of the company's original

designs had come into focus on the professor's

yellow legal pad, the same kind that now rested

across his lap reflecting the summer sun over his

balding, grey head, and large bushy eyebrows.

In over fifty years of faithful service professor

Kingsford had invested well in company stock. There

was no need to worry about money. His stock divi-

dends took care of his household needs handsomely

and provided Flora with everything she needed to

maintain her position in local social clubs and

women's organizations.

A legal statute stating that any uncybernetically

aided person above the age of seventy could not hold

a highly skilled scientific position had forced him to

retire. He had been very fortunate to miss his expul-

sion date by two years since no one had assumed the

authority to review his personnel records. When an

ordinary health check reported the professor's

impaired physical condition for a man of seventy-

two, a computer the professor had designed himself

issued the information to personnel computing divi-

sion and an automatic dismisal with full benefits was

issued and mailed before any of the senior scientists

had even been aware of it.

The mailing made it very clear that there would be

no need to return to work the following day. Further,

that to do so might be a breach of security resulting

in the offender's arrest.

Since then, many months of relative inactivity

and boredom replaced his once energetic, creative

life at the company. His only enjoyment came from

puttering in his basement workshop. Many of his bio-

mechanical prototypes rested inside glass cases.

Several still highly sophisticated surgical devices

were on private display high on wooden shelves or

trunked away in the deepest part of the cellar.

The worst part of his retirement was his mental

inactivity. There was always something mundane to

do for Flora. She would call down into the basement

with her high pitched voice and make incessant de-

mands on his time and energy. If any idea or project

did come into his mind she would interrupt it for

taking out the garbage or clearing away the weeds

and dead leaves in the front yard. The ladies bridge

club met twice a week, didn't he know, and the

house must be respectable enough for a retired

computer scientist's wife. What would everyone

think if the garbage can lids were soiled?

Professor Kingsford halted his rocker for an

instant fearing he might crush whatever small life

form that was stalking through the perfectly shorn

grass under his rocking chair leg. He peered

hesitantly over the side of the armrest and settled his

eyes on a magnificently armored grasshopper

marching the slats of green foliage, striking it's own
strong path and then without warning springing

many times it's body length into the air and landing

securely on it's hydraulic like limbs.

A warm breeze stirred across the professor's face

and cooled his age weakened arms and legs. But not

weakened by accident, not failing in legal terms that

would provide him with his own designs for robot leg

and arm replacements. If anyone who was aging

could get their limbs and internal organs replaced at

will, what would happen to the population? The

world would flood with cybernetic men. New life

would lose its chance for growth amid the choking

billions. He had supported that viewpoint himself.

But now he felt cheated. Cheated by the scientific

community and the industry he had helped to create.

By his friends that never stopped by to visit him since

his forced retirement and especially by Flora, who
seemed to resent his not being the socially important

man he once was.

He mused over the possibilities for a moment and

then his scientist's mind began to apply fact to

supposition. Armor. Not a new idea by any means,

but a practical one nonetheless. Old fashioned

hydraulics. Bio-mechanics. The thinly cylindrical

beauty of the grasshopper shell. His frail hands

began to give shape and form to his idea across his
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yellow notepad. What if, he thought, he could Incor-

porate the best features of the grasshopper's power-
fully armored body with the intricasies of the
computer technology available to create a new,
although somewhat unorthodox appearing, automa-
tion body? With human intelligence added through

surgery, a whole new, stronger, longer enduring

body shell could be created. If medical law wouldn't

allow him to replace his worn out, aging, body parts

then he'd design and build his own. A fully opera-

tional robotisized bio-shell.

In the next few weeks Doctor Kingsford worked
feverishly, with new purpose and strength. He
restructured his basement into a selfcontained labor-

atory. Orders for sophisticated components were
placed in stages and in staggered order so that no
one would suspect his project. His only annoyance
was Flora. With more of his time centered on the bio-

armor project, less hours were spent wasted doing
Flora's foolish chores and errands. But she com-
plained more and was becoming more and more
bitter and vindictive.

Slowly the bio-armored parts took shape on the

professor's worktable. As each new shipment of

materials and equipment arrived his project grew
steadily from a notion to a design, and finally toward
a working reality.

"Professor? Professor!" A shrill voice called from
above. "What are you doing? Come up this minute. I

have something for you to do."

"In a moment, Flora." The professor replied.

What was it this time? Fix the swinging gate? Mend a

ceiling fixture? At least she no longer ventured into

the basement. That was a victory. The sound of his

cybernetic test equipment was too shrill to the
unaccustomed ear. That was one benefit he'd not
expected from his years with the company. There
would be many surprised faces when his newest
design became public. They would be forced to

understand that it is the brain above all the other
parts of the body that must be protected and pre-

served to go on. To keep contributing to society.

That a brain inside an aging dying body is wasted.
That time itself is an injury, deserving repair.

The final phase of his experiment was almost
complete. The body armor, designed after the best

principals of the grasshopper's body, was perfected

and functional. The only thing left to do was provide

it with its intelligent occupant. A human brain to fill

its bio-cavity. His human brain.

The old surgical devices he'd designed were
modified and laid out across his worktable, assembly
line fashion. Attempts to remove living brains from
test animals and deposit them intact inside bio-

cavity shells had proved successful although some-
what grizzly. It was necessary to slash the throat

severing the head from the trunk of the body and
then through a series of automated surgical pro-

cedures to remove the brain from the skull and
situate it into the bio-cavity.

The strength and invulnerability of his design

were enormous compared to that of any cybernetic

organism known throughout bio-mechanical science.

His would be the first of a new line. He would be a

living example of his own achievement. He would
literally command an important place in scientific

history above that earned by all of his former peers

combined.

His basement lab was bathed in surgical light and
curtained on three sides by tall blackout curtains that

the professor had put up with some difficulty to keep
out any unwanted distractions; especially from above
where Flora was entertaining an unexpected group
of society friends that had decided to stay long after

even Flora's welcome. But despite this intrusion

overhead this was the night of the final aspect of

Project Bio-Armor. The professor readied everything

and tested each of the bio-armored parts.

On one end of his worktable was a stretcher upon
which the professor would lay. After pressing the

proper buttons mechanical straps would catch and
hold his tired, frail limbs steady, his chin and head
rigid for the first part of the operation. In the middle

of the table was a series of glass encased surgical

instruments automated and timed perfectly for each
step of the delicate procedure. These instruments

were program linked to another computer with the

sole function to provide alternate surgical procedures
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should the brain react differently from projected on

it's way to the final part of the assembly. The bio-

cavity inside the bio-armored body was now fully

assembled and lying with its open, gaping head

cavity ready to receive Doctor Kingsford's brain.

Upstairs Mrs. Kingsford moved toward the base-

ment door smiling meekly to her guests and conceal-

ing, she hoped, her rising anger toward her

semi-invalid husband making rude noises in the

basement. He imagined himself, she thought, to be

working on some secret project or another ever since

his medical retirement due to chronic mental strain

and fatigue that had made him unreliable and caused

his mind to wander in his work at the bio-mechanics

lab of Elseed Computers. Something had to be done

to teach him a lesson.

She reached the doorhandle and slid quietly

down onto the first few steps in the darkened stair-

well. Loud sounds coming from the professor's

useless collection of machine parts whined shrilly

from far below.

To his horror Doctor Kingsford saw his spiteful

wife's feet appear above the top of the blackout

curtains as he lay helplessly trapped on his auto-

mated surgical table locked into the first phase of the

Bio-Armor Project. Seconds after a razor sharp blade

severed his screaming head from the trunk of his

body, his oblivious wife Flora, standing in front of the

fuse box, flipped the master power switch and shut

off all of the electrical power to her husband's make-

shift laboratory.

Later that evening they found his lifeless, blood

drained body and severed head frozen into a grizzly

grinning scream. Lying on one end of a wooden
workbench a tall, functionless, robot body resem-

bling a giant insect lay motionless and waiting.
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(PromotionalPress Release ...To The Editors Of: Tourism

Today Magazine)

Carved out of the solid rock of Colorado's 4,240 meter

high Mount Meeker, The Philosopher's Stone-Museum
of Living Philosophy is rapidly becoming one of the

hottest tourist attractions in theAmerican Midwest! This

year alone, it has already outgrossed Nebraska's

"Disney Universe"!

Imagine it. Set against the scenic splendor ofColorado,

in the center ofa mountain ofsolidgranite, exists a room,

one kilometer square, where you can step back into the

past and talk with some of the greatest minds ofhistory!

This is the Philosopher's Stone-Museum kof Living

Philosophy! Considered to be one of the finest robotic

displays in the world. The Philosopher's Stone is a sight

to be seen and an experience to be experienced! Sit at

the foot ofPlato anddiscuss with him TheRepublic, ask

St. Thomas Aquinas about his Theologica or listen to

Jesus Christ explain the Beatitudes!

Educational as wellas entertaining, the Philosopher's

Stone, Mount Meeker, Colorado, is the perfect family

vacation spot Adults: 12.50... Children (5-17): 10.-00...

Chik/ren (under five): Free.

The Philosopher's Stone-Museum of Living Philos-

ophy... "Where Philosophy Come To Life!!!"

Ben Gordon, editor-in-chief of Tourism Today

Magazine, glanced over the colorful, propaganda
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package sent to him by the Colorado State Board of

Commerce. The pictures were definitely attractive...

indeed, even inviting. The writing was fluffed-up,

adjective-laden, trite and loaded with an abundance of

exclamation points. In essence, it was the same old

fashioned, standard travel brochure that every Board
of Commerce or Council on Tourism sent him
whenever the latest vacation season rolled around.

Ben really didn't mind the pamphlets that much. ..they

were semi-helpful when it came to thinking of ideas

for articles in his magazine. The thing that bugged him
was when they insulted his intelligence by including

pre-written, promotional press releases "for your
convenience". ..as if he'd be so naive and irresponsible

as to print one of their self-complimentary blurbs.

Honestly, you'd think they'd give a person credit for

having at least half a mind.

Ben Gordon pushed one of the buttons on his desk
intercom, "Ms. Barnett, send in Shlavsky, will you?"

"Certainly, Mr. Gordon," replied the secretary.

Within seconds, the door to the editor's office slid

open revealing the short, silhouetted figure of Josef
Shlavsky; myopic, yet talented, staffwriter for

Tourism Today.

"Welcome back to work, Shlavsky," greeted the
editor, "You look pretty good for someone just

recently out of surgery."

"Thanks, sir," returned the reporter, "Nothing
much, really. Just a pacemaker. The doctor said that

that's kinda common now of days. He did the whole
thing right in his office."

"Nevertheless, it's good to have you back," he
shook Josef's hand, "To be honest, when I heard that

you had a heart attack, I thought that we were going
to have to get another writer."

" i '

.

Tm happy to tell you-to be alive to tell you-that
you won't have to go to the trouble," said Josef, "But
let's change the subject to something a little less

morbid and a little more interesting. ..like, what did you
want to see me about?"

"Oh, yes," said the editor, "I nearly forgot myself."

Ben Gordon slid the folderful of pamphlets on the

Philosopher's Stone across his desk to Josef.

The reporter opened the folder, cleaned his glasses

on his shirt tail, and gave the contents a quick scan. He
slid the folder back to the editor. "So..."

'So..." repeated Ben Gordon, "So, what do you
think about this Philosopher's Stone place?"

"Don't know," replied Josef, "I'd have to see the
thing first hand before I could tell you anything
substantial."

"Also before you could write an article," included
the editor.

"Ah-ha," exclaimed Josef, "And thus we have
come from A through B to the ever eventual C. You
want me to do a write up on the Philosopher's

Stone-Museum of Living Philosophy, correct?"

"Correct..." said Ben Gordon, "I want you to be on
the first plane leaving for Colorado today."

Josef Shlavsky nodded, picked up the folderful of

pamphlets and began to exit. He was stopped by the

sound of his editor calling from behind.

"Josef," the reporter turned around abruptly, "I'll

be expecting something special on this one... I want
you to prove to me that you can still hack it, even with

the pacemaker."

"Sure thing, Mr. Gordon," smiled Josef, before
leaving.

Josef Shlavsky stood in line to purchase his ticket

to the museum. About an hour later, Josef stood in

line outside of the museum's turnstile, ticket clenched
tightly in fist, waiting to be granted entrance. "For
twelve and a half bucks you'd think they'd have better

arrangements," he thought, "One thing's for sure,

this wait isn't going to weigh favorably on my
evaluation of this place." At that very moment, the
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person ahead of him moved up and through the

turnstile. Following, Josef handed the girl at the door

his ticket, which she tore in half. "I sure hope this

thing's worth the wait." commented the reporter,

aloud.

"Oh, said the girl at the door, "I think you'll find it

interesting."

Once inside the museum, Josef noticed that it

seemed to be incredibly dark. It took his eyes several

minutes to adjust to the change in lighting. When he

could finally see clearly again, the reporter saw that he

was among about thirty or so other people with a

guide at the head of the group. The blue-jacketed,

ever smiling guide was giving the tour group his

schpiel.

"Hello ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the

Philosopher's Stone-Museum of Living Philosophy,"

spewed the overly congenial guide, "My name is

Thomas Starr and I will be your host for today's

semi-guided tour."

Josef Shlavsky took out his hand held typewriter

from the pocket of his suit coat. He began taking

notes.

"You will note that I said 'semi-guided tour'. That is

because that is exactly what it is. Feel free, should any

particular display draw your attention, to linger

on. ..talk to the display for as long as you want. The

museum is specifically designed so that a guide is not

absolutely necessary. I am merely here to get you

started on your journey."

"Before we actually start the tour, however, a little

background material on the museum would probably

be appropriate. First off, the entire show is controlled

by a complex of fifty separate computers, one for each

philosopher on display. All fifty computers are tied

into a central, master computer which coordinates

operations. The entire system of fifty-one is buried

somewhere in the heart of Mount Meeker. The robot

philosophers themselves are controlled by their

individual computers and are, in essence, merely

peripherals of those same computers. The robots and
computers are connected to one another by
microwave transceivers.

f//

"All the displays are designed to act, think, speak

and react just like their real life counterparts. It is said

that the engineering of each is so perfect as to make it

virtually impossible for them to be distinguished from
real live, living people..."

"i
I find that a little bit hard to believe," commented

someone from the crowd. "You mean to tell me that I

won't be able to tell the difference between a stinkin'

robot and a human being?"

"Ah," said Thomas Starr, acknowledging the

comment, "I seewe have a doubter among us. Tell me
sir, don't you like robots?"

ii

What's the hell to like? Just a stinkin' machine!"

Human beings are machines, too."

"Yeah, but that's different."

"iNo," said the guide, "not different, only

narrow-minded."

"Look, you smart aleck," yelled the doubter, "I

didn't come here to be insulted. I'd like to give you a

piece of my mind!"

"iDon't bother," said Thomas, who seemed to be

equally angry, "You can't spare it. In fact, here..."The

guide proceeded to remove his head from its position

on top of his shoulders and throw it across the room to

the irate tourist, who caught it. "...have a piece of

mine." The crowd let out a joint gasp of horror as the

disembodied head laughed out loud in the hands of its

holder. A grin spread across the face of the so-called

"TOURIST".

"Sorry about the charade, folks..." apologized

the robot guide, returning his head to its proper

position and "switching off" the artificial tourist,

"...we like to use that little scenario to impress on our

tour groups just how life-like the displays can be."
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"Speaking of the displays, I must give you a

warning and a little bit of bad news.. .the warning is

this, when you enter the museum's main corridor, you
will notice lines in front of each display. Under no
circumstance cross over those lines, for beyond them
you will encounter a rather intense electrified field.

The shock is not lethal, but it can and will render you
unconscious. I know that electrified fields may seem
to be a bit drastic measure to take to protect the

displays, but it has lately been demonstrated to us

that such means are necessary. This is where the bad
news comes in. I realize that a lot of you were looking

forward to talking to the Jesus Christ display, but I am
afraid I have to inform you that the display is in for

repair. It seems that a radical Zionist group broke into

the museum sometime last week and vandalized the

display. It is because of that incident that the security

has had to be stepped up. I have been informed by the

management that anyone who wishes to at this

point may request a refund or raincheck for a time

when the Christ display is functioning again."

Two Catholic sisters sighed and exited.

"Well, now that you have been given all the

information that you need," continued Thomas Starr,

"Let's get on with the tour." The group followed the

robot guide into the main corridor of the museum. "As
we enter the museum, you will note that the

philosophers have been displayed according to

alphabetical order. This was selected over chrono-
logical order in that it made it easier for people looking

for specific philosophers to find the displays they
want."

Thus the tour began. Josef Shlavsky was located

toward the back of the tour group, where he
contentedly typed out his notes. The reporter had yet

to think of an interesting angle from which to write his

article. The tour passed the Pierre Abelard display,

continued on to the St. Thomas Aquinas exhibit,

where they left three of the group in a heated
discussion, conducted in Latin, concerning the
existence of God; from there they ventured on to the

Aristotle robot, where they lost several more of the

group. Still, Josef had failed to think of a premise for

his article. He hated doing the standard, report type of

article. ..it was so uncreative, and working for Ben

Gordon, it was also a good way to lose his job. They
preceded on, passing Francis andRoger Bacon, Henri

Bergson, Auguste Comte and Charles Darwin. ..still

the reporter's mind was devoid of a singular, creative

thought. Then as they came to the Rene' Descarte

display Josef was struck with an idea he felt sure

smacked of genius. "Why not interview one of the

displays?" Since it was at the Descarte exhibit that he
had the thought, it was the Descarte display which
Josef immediately selected as the subject for his

interview. After the group had finished its casual

encounter with the Rene' Descarte exhibit, disap-

pearing somewhere down the corridor on their way to

the next display, Josef Shlavsky approached the

philosopher.

"I see that you have chosen to stay," commented
the exhibit.

"Yes, sir.. .ah, Rene'..." Josef stumbled verbally,

suddenly aware that he didn't know how to address

the philosopher, "...Descarte.. .Ah, could you please

tell me what you would prefer to be called?"

"Descarte would be suitable," replied the robot

philosopher, "And bywhat would you be addressed?"

"Well, my name is Josef Shlavsky," said the

reporter, "You can call me Josef."

"Certainly, Josef," said Descarte, "Thank you for

not forcing me to tackle that phonetic perversion you
call your last name."

Josef looked at the philosopher over the rims of his

glasses, trying to determine if Descarte was jesting or

simply being rude.

"How may I help you," continued the philosopher.

"In essence, why have you chosen to sever yourself

from the company of your group?"

# /

//

Well, sir..."

Descarte."

"Descarte," said Josef, corrected successfully, "I

am a reporter for a magazine called Tourism Today.
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I am doing an article on the Philosopher's Stone and I

was wondering if you'd consent to giving an

interview?"

"Why certainly, my dear Josef," replied Descarte.

"I would be most happy to aid you in such a matter.'

"Thank you," said the reporter. "Well then,

Descarte, for the first question. Could you please tell

me what forms the basis of your philosophy?'

"Cogito, ergo sum."

"Excuse me, Descarte,'" began Josef, "but I don't

speak Latin. ..could you please translate into English?'

Of course," said the display, "I think, therefore

am

"And what exactly does that mean?" asked the

reporter, "I mean, how do you express that

philosophy in real life?"

"The expression itself is the root of the philosophy,

not vice versa," explained Descarte. 'In essence, the

philosophy stems from a personal life style peculiar to

myself, but since copied by others. The root of my
philosophical axiom is to be found in a lifetime of

doubting that which is popularly believed to be true. I

found that the only thing that I could not doubt was

my doubting itself. ..and my doubting was caused by

thinking, a process which established the reality of my
existence."

Josef, hunched over his hand held typewriter, was
pounding the keys of the instrument faster than he

had thought personally possible. He breathed a sigh of

relief when the philosopher had stopped talking and

mentally cursed himself for being so stupid as to have

forgotten to pack his tape recorder. He almost hated

to continue the interview. Preparing his fingers, he

went on. "Descarte, could you please tell me what it is

like being a robot?" That was the question he had

been wanting to ask, the initial stuff was just to

establish a common ground of communication. Now
he was getting into the meat of the interview... or so he

thought.
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"I beg your pardon?" questioned the philosopher.

"I said, 'How does it feel to be a robot?'/' repeated

the reporter, "You know, what's it like being a

machine.. .ah, a nonhuman...you know, not real."

/ /

/ /

My dear Mr. Slobsky!"

Shlavsky."

"The difference escapes me," said the philoso-

pher, dismayed, "I really am shocked by such
language coming from an apparently sober individual.

I must warn you, I'll not tolerate more such nonsense.

Not real, indeed. ..of all the people to be accusing

another person of being unreal."

"They program these things pretty damn good,"
thought Josef to himself, "This display doesn't even
know it's a robot.. .Hell, he-l mean it-thinks it's the

real Rene' Descarte." Josef then decided to try to

explain the situation to the pseudo-Descarte. "You
see," he explained, "you're a robot. ..a mechanical
man. You're here in this museum called the

Philosopher's Stone where you are a display. You're
just made to look and act like the real Rene'
Descarte." "That'll quiet him up," thought Josef.

"I warned you," boomed the artificial philosopher.

"I have been playing along with this illusion for far

longer than I should have thought possible. ..but this is

really quite enough!"

/ /

Illusion? What illusion?"

"You," said Descarte, pointing at the reporter,

"...and all of this." He gestured with a sweeping
motion of his arms. "A little more than a year ago I fell

into this peculiar illusion, this phantom existence..."

Josef gasped, it was little over a year ago that the
Philosopher's Stone had opened.

"...this certainly is not reality!" shouted the
philosopher, "This is not France.. .not even Holland or
Sweden. ..This is not 1642.. .it is a phantom which my
mind has chosen to plague me with. Up until now, it

has interested me, but when the illusion chooses to

question my own personal reality, then I fear that

insanity will be the fruit if I do not end the vision, by
force of will, now!"

"Damn you!" shouted Josef Shlavsky, angered by
the display's persistent ignorance of reality, "I exist,

you exist. ..but not in the same light that I exist. ..you

area machine!"

"You are an interesting phantasm," said the

philosopher, "It will be a pity to have to uncreate

you."

//

For Christ sake!" screamed Josef.

"I am sorry, but a week ago, he was forced to leave

this illusion."

Josef Shlavsky let out a singular, incoherent yell

and lunged forward, flinging himself in the direction of

the philosopher, hoping to impress his existence upon
him in a possibly detrimental fashion. Unfortunately

for the reporter, however, in his frustration over the

conversation with the false Descarte, Josef had
forgotten the guide's earlier warning about the

stepped up security measures, namely the electrified

field. Doubly unfortunate was the fact that his body
housed a recently implanted pacemaker.. .one which
radically malfunctioned due to the sudden electrical

shock, resulting in the instant death of Josef
Shlavsky. Falling to the floor, limp, the figure of the

reporter seemingly disappeared from the straight-

ahead field of vision of the robot philosopher. The
sudden surge in current also caused the successful

shorting of the display's lighting fixture, leaving the

mechanical Descarte in the dark.

Standing alone in the pitch blackness, the
philosopher commented to no one in particular, "You
see, I have tired of the phantasm and it is no more.

How good it is to have returned to my bedroom
chambers, where first this illusion began. It is so dark,

it must still be midnight." He thought back on the

illusion which he had conquered by an act of sheer

will and logic, "Cogito, ergo sum," he whispered in

the darkness.
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Human Factor
Ron M . Yoakem

Com-XDI went quickly about his business. He
hummed softly while he worked, the synthetic music

creating a warm glow throughout his circuits. XDI was
happy with himself.

He surveyed the room with almost human
astutenes. His sensors indicated the proper level of

energy output for a busy, efficient office. Yes, his

department was one of the best run in all of North

America and he wanted to keep it that way.

XDI called over to the head of the personnel and

transfer department in the Brooklyn section. It was a

few seconds before the intercomputer channel was
clearand DPI linked in.

"Deep, this is XDI. I need a replacement for M.A.C.

in the crediting department as soon as possible. Make
sure its the best you have." LINKUP ENDED F0.

XDI could still remember the time when humans
had worked in the office. They had sat at their desks

clacking away at a typewriter, stopping now and then

to talk to one another and drink some dark liquid out of

large cups. He remembered, although with some
regret, watching them slowly disappear as he took

over the functions performed by them. Now that he

and other computers were self-programming, there

was no further use for humans. XDI thought that was
too bad, he rather liked them; but that's progress.

Sanderson Drake awoke to the high pitched

rhythmic wails of the holo-screen. He turned on the

lights, rubbed the sleep from his eyes, and flipped on

the screen. He glanced at the chronometer on the

wall. It read 0200 hours. Who could be calling him at

this time of the morning?

The Lunar operator came on the screen. "Sorry to

disturb you, citizen Drake," she smiled rather

sheepishly, "but we have a call for you from Earth: a

Colonel William Parker of Special Police. Will you

accept the call?"

Drake had half a mind to refuse the call. After all he

was on vacation. He looked at the pretty girl on the

screen and nodded. She smiled, winked at him, and

then disappeared. Bill Parker appeared on the screen

an instant later. He was dressed in regulation blue and

black, his unshaven face a familiar sight to most S. P. F.

agents.

"Sorrytodisturbyoursleep, Sandy, but something's

brewing down here and I'm going to need your help."

"
i

I knew my vacation wouldn't last forever, Bill, but

can't it wait for a few more days?"

"Sorry, Sandy, afraid not. You're to catch the next

shuttle to earth and get your tail into my office as soon
as possible." Parker was grinning now, but Drake

knew he was deadly serious.

"Okay, Colonel," he brushed the hair out of his

eyes, "can you at least tell me what's going on down
there that's got the S.P.F. so worried?"

"No go, Sandy." Parker flashed the top priority

signal indicating the problem could not be discussed

on the holo-screen. "The old man just said for you to

get your tail down here on the double. That's a\\ I

know about it. I'll see you in my office in the morning."

He reached for the cut-off, then hesitated. "By the

way, Sanderson, that was one helluva job you did on

that lunar conspiracy case." Parker shook his head,

laughed, and disappeared.

Drake sat staring at the empty gray screen for a few

moments afterwards. "Here we go again," he

thought. He punched the operator button and waited.

Seconds later the same operator appeared on the

screen. She smiled when she saw Drake.

"Hi, Sandy, I was "The look on Drake's face

prevented her from saying anything more.

Drake gave her a faint smile. "I'm afraid I've got

some bad news. The old man wants me back

planetside tomorrow. Seems they have a hot one on
their hands."

"There goes our weekend at my place. Oh, Sandy,

can't you get out of it or postpone it or something?"

Denise knew the answer, but there was no harm in

trying.

"I'm sorry, Denise. As soon as this is over maybe we
can make other plans. See you soon, my love." With

that, he flipped off the holo-screen. Disappointment

was common to an S.P.F. agent. "Oh well," Drake

murmured to himself, "so much for life's little

pleasures." Twenty minutes later he was packed and

on his way to the Luna spaceport.
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At 1:00 p.m. XDI gave the order for the credit

department to send the weekly credit statements to

the citizens of New York. By 1:20 p.m. the task had

been completed. XDI was pleased with the efficiency

of New York Inc. "Yes indeed/' he thought as he gave

himself an imaginary pat on the back, "very efficient."

At 1:25 p.m., Scott Donns stood at the top of the

Empire state Building looking down at the hundreds of

tiny people walking the streets below him. Most of

them, he knew, were on their way to work, each

following the well planned schedule prepared for

them by New York Inc. He took one more panoramic

view of the city. At 1:30 p.m., precisely the time he

was to report to work, Scott Donns slowly and

deliberately climbed over the protective fence and
leaped to his death.

Sanderson Drake had never seen the spaceport so

crowded. People were scurrying around everywhere

trying to find their luggage or catch a shuttle into the

lunar city. He noticed that most of the people at the

station were just arriving while very few were on their

way planetside. Drake checked his baggage and

boarded the ship. He made his way up the almost

deserted aisle until he found his seat. Immediately he

put the chair in recline position and turned on the

sleep inducer. It would be six hours before touchdown
and he had a feeling he was going to need the sleep.

Drake was awakened by a loud voice announcing
their arrival at New York Spaceport. He made his way
through the crowded lobby, checked out his luggage,

and turned toward the exit. Bill Parker was waiting for

him just outside. He nodded when he saw Drake and
the two headed for the hovercar at the far end of the

parking lot. When they were inside, Drake broke the

silence, "What in Saturn's going on? First you
interrupt my vacation and tell me to fly down here,

then you meet me at the door, order me to silence, and
park the hovercar almost four blocks away. What's
gotten into the S.P.F. anyway?"

"You'll find out as soon as we get to the station.

The old man's having a briefing session for the whole
force in fifteen minutes."

"It must be something big to require that kind of

briefing."

Parker nodded and stepped on the accelerator.

They reached the station five minutes later. Drake had

never seen the station so active or crowded. There

were hovercars and security guards everywhere. They

entered the building minutes later, going through four

security checks rather than the usual one.

Inside, except for the hurry everyone seemed to be
in, things were as they normally were. They made their

way up the maincorridor to the briefing room. They
entered the room and took their seats. Drake glanced
around him. Every S.P.F. agent the force had must
have been there. The low murmuring died down as the
old man walked into the room. He went immediately
to the speaker's podium and signaled for silence.

"Gentleman, the Special Police has an emergency
on its hands. On your desks you will find a copy of this

week's crime statistics. You will notice that everything

appears to be normal until you get to the stats for two
days ago. Please note the sharp rise in the number of

homicides, bombings, and suicides: almost double

that of an ordinary day. Now if you will look at the

stats for yesterday, you'll find them nearly triple that

of the day before. The stats for today are already

worse than yesterday's. Over the past three days the

crime rate has increased over 900 percent and it is still

rising. What I want to know is why. That, gentlemen,

is what you are to find out. If possible, you are to

control the situation. You will find your case

assignments and section areas posted. Now get me
some answers!"

Com-XDI was busy going over the city's

requirements when the department head of business

affairs contacted him on the intercomputer channel.

"XDI, this is JR3 in the B.A.C. building. Have you
viewed the latest efficiency statistics of the city's work
force? Our preliminary reports show a 28 percent
decrease in their efficiency rating with class M-3 the

main contributing factor."

XDI looked over the reports very carefully. "Get me
the work production stats per unit on the M-3 force

and a breakdown of the efficiency factors level by
level of the entire city. LINKUPENDED F0Me didn't

like the looks of things. He had always run the city at

an extremely high efficiency level. And now it seemed
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something had gone wrong. Everything was starting

to regress to the way it was when the humans had run

the city.

On his way home from the New York Hovercar

Factory where he assembled rotor sections, Rafel

Turin boarded the subshuttle at gate 34. In exactly 12

minutes, the shuttle arrived at gate 22 and Turin

departed. When he opened the door to his apartment,

he found his weekly credit statements waiting for him.

He picked them up and glanced through them. All

were neatly typed and letter perfect. The credit

statement figures were correct and in order; right

down to the dime he'd spent for a cup of coffee.

"Damn machine/' he grumbled to himself as he

opened a beer, "always perfect." With that, he
grabbed his coat and left.

Sanderson Drake stepped out of his hovercar and

walked the remaining two blocks to his destination. In

the past six hours, he had learned not to make his

presence known. People everywhere became edgy

when they saw an officer or a police hovercar. So
Drake had changed into civilian clothes and was now
pretending to be a private investigator. He checked

the address once more, then proceeded in the elevator

to the fifth floor. The last case on his assignment sheet

was a suicide. The man's name was Scott Donns. He
was a class M-3 worker; married with two children;

good salary; and had no previous criminal or

psychological records. Not exactly the type to commit
suicide. Neither were the others he had investigated.

Apartment 521 D was situated at the end of the

corridor. Drake pressed the doorbell twice and waited.

A moment later a blonde woman opened the door.

"Mrs. Scott Donns?"

/ /

Yes."

She had the bluest eyes he had ever seen. "My
name is Sanderson Drake, I'm a private investigator."

He flashed his badge. "May I come in?"

She opened the door and he followed her into the

living room. The apartment was quite lavish. It was
modernly furnished and in extremely good taste. She
motioned to him to sit down.
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"No doubt you are here about my husband, Mr.

Drake." There was a sadness in her voice as she

spoke.

i * \i

.

I'm sorry to bother you so soon after your

husband's death, but there are a few questions I must
ask you, Mrs. Donns."

"It's quite alright, inspector. I understand." Her

voice was calmer now. "What is it you wish to know?"

Drake made himself comfortable and took out his

note pad. "Now, Mrs. Donns, how would you

describe your husband's mental state prior to the

morning of his death?"

"Well, he was a good, kind man. He was a good

father and loved our two children dearly." Drake

could see it was not easy for her to talk. "He was
very even tempered. He hardly ever got mad. He
seemed very happy most of the time."

"As you know, Scott was a technical maintenance

worker for the city. He never talked much about his

work. He seemed happy with it. The money was good
and he liked the hours. It gave him time to spend with

me and the kids."

"Did he ever seem troubled to you? Was he ever

preoccupied or moody?"

"I suppose so. Not more than he usually was,

though." She was talking very slowly and softly now.

"Did anything about the city in particular ever

annoy him?" He was playing a hunch now.

"No. ... Wait a minute. A few times he became
upset and made a few remarks about the way things

were being run. Usually after receiving the bills or our

schedules. You know the type of remarks. 'Machines

aren't capable of running a human world.' Things like

that. He never liked the idea of all the control they had
over his life. You know, all the schedules and stuff."

Her voice was beginning to sound tired.

He questioned her at length another twenty

minutes before deciding he had what he needed.

Thank you, Mrs. Donns, I think I have enough

information." Drake rose and headed toward the

door. "I'll see myself out." He closed the door and was

soon headed up the street to his hovercar. He would

check in at the station and pick up another assignment

sheet. He had an idea of whatwas happening.

At 3:00a.m. XDI had finished the production sheets

and the rest of the material he had requested. He

contacted the New York Library through the

intercomputer channel. "This is Com-XDI," he

transmitted his serial number, "please transmit any

information available on violence in humans."

A moment later XDI was receiving and scanning

material as fast as the library computers could relay it.

Even at the incredible rate at which he was
assimilating the data, XDI knew it would be hours

before the task would be completed.

Rafel Turin boarded the subshuttle at gate 22 on his

way to the factory. In his hands was a small parcel

wrapped in brown paper. He finally found a seat by a

window and sat down as the subshuttle began to

accelerate. He placed the package beside him;

shielding it with his body. Slowly he loosened the

bindings and unwrapped it. Inside was a digital clock

connected by two wires to a small black box

containing explosives. He turned the alarm switch to

the on position. The alarm setting came on in the

display window. It read 2:08 p.m. Rafel checked his

watch. The subshuttle had been in motion now for

three and a half minutes. Quickly he wrapped the

package back up and opened the window beside

him. When the subshuttle had been on its way for four

minutes, he gently tossed the package out the

window. Eight minutes later the shuttle completed its

12 minute run and Rafel Turin disembarked. He
glanced at his watch as he headed for the factory

entrance. The time was 5:59 a.m. He was right on
schedule.

Drake checked over his notes once more. It was
four in the morning. During the course of the night he

had investigated twenty-one more cases. Seven of

them had been suicides. He had a feeling he knew
what was going on now but he would have to check

with the staff psychologist to be certain. Before he did

that, hewas going to have some breakfast.
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Com-XDI completed scanning the library tape

banks at 7:12 a.m. The resulting analysis of his

efficiency problem was very interesting. An hour later

XDI was startled by the announcement of the arrival

of a human. Immediately he switched in his audio

circuits. "Good morning citizen." The man nodded

and crossed the room. "Please be seated. What may I

do for you?"

Drake pulled up a chair in front of the computer

viewing console and sat down. 'Tm Sanderson

Drake, agent for the Special Police." He inserted his

I.D. card for verification. "The S.P.F. has a problem

you may be able to help us with. For the past four days

the crime rate has risen over 1000 percent. We have an

idea of the problem's cause but unfortunately we do

not have the power to do anything about it."

"New York Inc. also has an interest in solving this

problem. It has brought our efficiency level down 28

percent in the last week. What does the S.P.F. think is

the cause of the trouble?" XDI's voice had a slight

mechanical quality on the inflections.

"The S.P.F. feels the increase is due to

psychological pressures applied to the public by our

social environment; of which New York Inc. is a major

force. Everything has become too cut and dried, too

perfect. There is no room for the unexpected.

Everything is the same day after day with nothing to

break the pattern..." Drake was interrupted.

"So humans become discontent, they find ways to

change the pattern and break the monotony. Through

the only means available; rebellion and violence." XDI

continued, "Our evaluation of the matter reached the

same conclusion."

"Then something can be done to get things under

control?" Drake leaned back in his chair. "Is there

anything the S.P.F. can do?"

"All that is required can be done at New York Inc.

We have formulated a system of bringing about the

desired changes without the use of continued

violence. Every section will be programmed for

random error to be designated "The Human Factor."

This should reduce the tensions and pressures put on

the human work force." XDI was silent. He was not

happy with the idea of errors being introduced into

New York Inc. But it must be done.

"How soon can the program be implemented?"

Drake knew the need for urgency.

"It will be in operation in less than an hour. Thank

you for your time and help, citizen Drake." XDI

disconnected his audio circuits.

Drake smiled, crossed the room and left.

The "Human Factor" program had been in effect

for four hours when Rafel Turin boarded the

subshuttle to go home from work. As usual the shuttle

pulled out at exactly 2:00 p.m. He decided not to sit

down for his last shuttle ride. He looked at his watch; it

was 2:06, only two minutes before the bomb was set

to explode. Rafel smiled to himself. In just a few

moments he would be dead, but along with him would

go a part of the mechanized perfection of New York

Inc.

At 2:07 Rafel Turin was thrown to the front of the

shuttle as it came to a sudden stop. The shuttle

became a mass of confusion. People were screaming

and rushing toward the shuttle doors. Never before

had a shuttle stopped in mid-transit. It resumed its

motion a minute later and the chaos subsided. Rafel

had regained his standing position and began to laugh

as he heard the far off sound of an explosion.

At noon the next day, XDI checked the progress

being made concerning the human work force.

Already the efficiency stats were up twenty percent

and the crime rate for the city was almost back to

normal. Of course New York Inc.'s efficiency level

would be slightly lower because of the random errors,

but that was unavoidable. "It was almost like working

with humans again," XDI thought.

Drake checked his luggage at the desk of the Lunar

Hotel. He headed up the three ramps to his floor. "It

was awful nice of the old man to give me another two

weeks of vacation," Drake thought as he unlocked the

door to his suite. He could sure use the rest. Once
inside, he went to the holo-screen and dialed the

operator. Seconds later a pretty blonde appeared.

Drake's weariness faded as he saw Denise's familiar

smile
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*en-te\-e-chy (eke) noun (-chies pi.) 1. The English

equivalent of a word used by Aristotle with two related

meanings' completed realization, as distinguished from

potentiality, and superior to the less perfect stages of

realization; the end or perfection of the formative cause

or energy; and, in the case of living and growing

actualities, such realization not fully apprehended or

accomplished in the individual, but extending to the

species through theformgivingpower ofreproduction. 2.

In the vitalist philosophy of Driesch, Bergson, etc., the

non-physicochemicalprinciple, or vitalforce, assumedto

be responsible for life and growth.

Funk and Wagnalls New Practical Standard Dic-

tionary, Charles Funk, Ed. Funk and Wagnalls Company,
New York 1 954
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NOBEL SCIENTIST DIES

Dr. Alexis D. Fodner, the famed inventor, author and

Nobel Prize winning scientist who mysteriously dis-

appeared three years ago, was pronounced dead on

arrival today at Oakview General Hospital after suffering

multiple injuries during a hovercraft accident. Dr. Fodner

was 43.

A graduate of the University of Tycho—New World

Moon Base, Alexis Fodner received two doctorates from

that institution (one in computer science, the other in

entomology and a masters in exobiology. Before

attending the U of T, Dr. Fodner had been one of two
hundred "gifted" children selected for a government

sponsored experiment in computerized education. He
detailed his childhood experiences with the computer in

his bestselling book, The Generation Gap: Interfacing

Between Man And The Computer.

Dr. Fodner first came to the attention of the general

public with his invention and manufacture of the popular

Entodroid, a multi-purpose, domestic/mobile computer

based upon the cumulative anatomies of several

different insects "with certain variations." Selling the

patent outright when the business "ceased to interest"

him, Dr. Fodner went on to identify and categorize the

first life form discovered off earth, the so-called Europan

Mantis (genus Mantidae Europa), for which he was
awarded the 2036 Nobel Prize for Biological Science.

Before his disappearance three years ago, Dr. Fodner

was successful in cloning three separate species of

prehistoric insects back into existence.

The reasons for Dr. Alexis Fodner's disappearance

remain a mystery, but sources close to the doctor voice

the fear that he may have suffered a nervous breakdown
due to stress.

According to the conditions of his will, Dr. Fodner will

be cremated and no funeral service will be held. He is

survived by his mother, Jennifer Smythe-Fodner.

Dr. Alexis Damon Fodner, computer scientist and
entomologist, sat with his elbows propped up on a white,

formica-topped table, his head in his hands, fingers

knotted in a mass of light brown hair. A buzzer sounded

and the doctor raised his head. He reached across the

table to pick up his wire-rimmed glasses (he was near-

sighted) and put them on. Alex looked at the timer's

display panel which registered a bright, red "0.00."

"Well, looks like the cake's done," Alex mused to no

one in particular, as the room was empty, except for

himself. Dr. Fodner then pulled on a pair of thick-lined

leather gloves, turned toward the frost-covered container

of liquid nitrogen and unscrewed the lid. A thick, white

fog poured forth from the mouth of the open container as

the cold of the interior air met with and condensed the

warm, moist exterior atmosphere. Alex thought, as he

always did, that the thing looked like a steaming cauldron

straight out of Macbeth. He removed a pair of metal tongs

from a shelf and began fishing through the mist for his

specimen. "Double, bubble, toil and trouble ...Ah!" he

exclaimed. There you are you elusive little bastard." Dr.

Fodner withdrew a perfectly frozen Argentinian cactus

moth from the container of liquid nitrogen. The specimen

was beautiful in its own right, thought Alex, so small,

delicate, fragile. "If I dropped it now, it 'd shatter just like a

glass figurine." He pictured pieces of moth spread

randomly across the surface of the white formica table

and decided that itwas probably a good idea to be careful.

The freezing was, of course, absolutely necessary.

Alex had planned to study the cerebral anatomy of the

Argentinian cactus moth that night, and that meant that

he had to remove the brain for an electron microscope

scan. Standard dissecting techniques were simply too

clumsy and awkward for such delicate work. Instead,

Alexis had chosen to freeze the moth solid, so as to avoid

the problem of "squashing" the specimen, and then to

leave the actual dissecting up to a computer-guided laser

system he had programmed with the specs of the brain's

location, dimensions, etc. The system worked much like

those computer-guided die cutters used in industry, and
that was, in fact, where Alex had gotten the idea for the

technique. Like the cliche' of a hundred stone or wood
carvers, the machine simply hacked away everything

that wasn't moth brain. Well, maybe "hack" wasn't the

best word for the situation, "burn" was more like it. And
burn it did, with a precision considerably more accurate

than clockwork.
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Alex proceeded to clamp the rigid legs of the frozen

moth into position. The job required greater dexterity

than the bulky gloves would permit. That meant that the

gloves had to go, which in turn meant frostbitten fingers.

Oh f such are the pains suffered in the name of science,

Alex thought. "Van Gogh mailed his ear to his lady love,"

he said aloud, "but at least he knew why he was doing

it." Alex wasn't so sure why he deformed himself as he

did. Fortunately, however, he was strong-minded and

was able to close such thoughts out of his head often

enough and long enough to preserve some semblance of

sanity. Most of the time, at least. The moth in position,

and salve liberally applied to the frost burns covering his

finger tips, Alex activated the computer dissecting unit

and sat back as bright, red pulses of light from a ruby

laser ate away the insect, bit by bit, precisely, leaving

nothing but the brain and a faint odor that reminded the

doctor of burning feathers.

Having successfully removed the body from the brain,

much to the chagrin, he thought, of dualists everywhere,

Dr. Fodner lifted the diminutive cerebral organ and

placed it in a small, metal cylinder, switched on an

electric pump and removed the air from the sample case.

Alexis then disengaged the cylindrical sample container

from the pump and placed it in its proper position in the

electron microscope, closing a small door in the side of

the magnifying device after making sure the brain was
aligned correctly. He flipped a toggle switch and the

monitoring screen flickered into action. Alex pulled up a

swivel desk chair next to the microscope and stared at

the screen in front of him. That was odd. The screen

seemed to be incredibly dim, and yet itwas unmistakably

"on." The doctor turned to a series of buttons and

knocked down the magnification a bit while hiking up the

illumination. The image was still too damn faint. Alex

removed his glasses and cleaned them on the corner of

his shirt. Putting them on again and blinking, Dr. Fodner

knew that it wasn't his eyes that were giving him

problems. Something was wrong with the machine.

"Damn!" he exclaimed. "I finally get scheduled to use the

microscope only to find out that somebody's screwed it

up." He looked at the screen again. "Maybe it's in the

wrong position...sample's probably just out ofthe field of

view." He made the adjustments. Still nothing. Alexgave

the sample the highest illumination he could wring out of

the machine. It was a little bit brighter, but he still wasn't

getting the image he had expected. What he seemed to

be looking at was a very dim picture of the opposite wall

of the sample container. Wart a second, that wasn't quite

right. He looked closer. He could just barely make out the

image of the brain in silhouette, and it wasn't even a

perfect silhouette. It was just that the image of the

container's wall was a few lumens dimmer where the

brain was supposed to be. Alex pounded the screen with

his fist. 'This. . .this doesn't make one damn but of sense

at all!" he shouted in the empty room, only to be

embarrassed by the echo. "Not at all," he whispered, and

then felt ashamed of that, too.

Dr. Alexis Fodner proceeded to photograph the screen.

A negative result is still a result, even if it is frustrating. He

then turned off the electron microscope and removed the

sample case. Alex opened the container and peered in

with a penlight. The brain was still there. Well, at least

the electro-gremlins didn't eat it up, he thought, and then

went on to transfer the sample to a standard, optical

microscope. This time, when he looked through the

ocular and focused the scope, Dr. Fodner saw exactly

what he had expected to see. Of course, the magnifica-

tion was considerably lower than it would have been

under an electron microscope, but that was to be

expected with an optical, after all. "Well, that's more like

it," said the doctor, grinning while observing his carefully

obtained specimen. But he was still troubled. What was
wrong with the other scope? To do the research he had

been planning, he needed the higher magnifications an

electron microscope afforded him. He decided to try a

test.

Alex went to the laboratory's refrigerator and took out

the lunch he had brought with him that night. He

removed a small piece of bologna and prepped a sample

case. After placing the sample in the electron microscope

and activating the mechanism, Alexis sat before the

screen as he had done previously. This time, everything

was perfectly normal. The screen was Med wfth the

image of some wholly alien, oily terrain which was the

piece of bologna, magnified. Alex raked his hand

backwards across his hair. 'What is this? Nowthe damn
thing works?" Alex decided against eating his lunch,

removed the control sample from the microscope and
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returned the sample case containing the moth's brain.

No luck, it was a rerun of the last results he had gotten

with that sample. Still a blank—almost blank—screen! It

was like the damn thing was made of glass or something

and the electrons were just passing through it, and yet

not even that, because the screen was actually dimmer
than it would be if nothing at all were in the sample
container. What would make it do something like that?

Suddenly, a thought occurred to him.

Grabbing an electric field detector from one of the

cabinets in the lab, Dr. Alexis Fodner took readings from

various locations around the microscope with the brain

sample under magnification and with the control sample
under the scope. It was unmistakable. The electric field

surrounding the microscope was definitely more intense

when the brain sample was being magnified. Somehow,
he didn't know why and didn't even feel like guessing,

the moth's brain was absorbing the electrons falling on it

and was conducting them through the wall of the

container and out of the microscope! And it was doing it

with a specific direction and pattern in mind. No matter

how Alexis positioned the container in the viewing

chamber, the "hot spots" in the electric field surrounding

the microscope were always in the same position,

arranged in the same pattern.

"What the hell does this mean!" screamed Dr.

Fodner, by now oblivious to the echo. "What the
goddam hell does this mean!?" It didn't make sense to

him. It was just a moth's brain, right? It should act like

any other piece of tissue when placed under an electron

microscope, but no, it had to throw him a curve. Here it

was doing all sorts of obscene things to electrons. "I

mean, it's just an Argentinian cactus moth's bloody
brain! Maybe it isn't," he thought. "Of course it is, don't

think stupid things. But what if it isn't? What is it then?
Some sort of electron lense. . .some type of complicated
electronic circuit? Lord! What if it is? What the hell's it

supposed to do? What's it a part of? I'm going to have to

take a sleeping pill tonight..."

Fifteen minutes before he was scheduled to awaken,
the temperature in Dr. Alexis Fodner's room rose

automatically by ten degrees. Five minutes after that, the
stereo switched on and Ravel's Bolero began playing,

first at the lowest volume, and then, gradually, louder.

Three minutes before he was to awaken, solenoids in his

mattress began gently rocking him back and forth. Slowly

Alex's eyelids fluttered and then opened. The orchestra

had just begun playing his favorite part. Alexis smiled.

The computer had civilized more aspects of man's
existence than had any other machine, softening even

the traumatic experience of waking up in the morning.

"Good morning, Pi," said Dr. Fodner, signalling to the

computer that he had, in fact, woken up on schedule. A
cup of tea appeared on the night table and the doctor

accepted it without noticing, like he did every morning.

"What's on the schedule for today, Pi?"

"It is now 9:37 AM," began the computer. 'The date is

April 1 2th, 2039. Today you have been scheduled for the

following: at 10:30 AM, you have to teach your

introductory course in entomology at the university; at

1 2:00 noon, you are to have lunch with Senator Neuman
at the Artful Dodger Lounge to discuss increasing the

national science budget; at 1 :45 PM, you are to deliver an
open lecture concerning your book, The Generation Gap;
at 3:00 PM, you are to be at Appleplum Recording

Studios to record the tape, Introductory Basic For The
Elementary School Student tape number three in a

series of ten...."

Dr. Alexis Fodner listened as the computer droned on
with its monotone outline of his day to be. Or not to be!

Alex remembered his work of the night before. He had
finally stumbled upon something that actually interested

him. Something different, unique, important. He wasn't

about to see it scheduled out of existence or merely out of

reach by such mundane things as lectures, tape

recordings, or three cocktail lunches with witless

senators. Dammit, this thing had to be researched out,

understood, classified. And it was going to be done by

Alexis Fodner!

"Pi..."

The Computer stopped reciting the daily schedule.

"Yes."

"Pi, ol' friend, I've got a little job for you to do for me
today."

"Program change?"

"Quite right," said Alex, stretching out in bed and
preparing to brainstorm. "What I want you to do is to call

up all the people I've been scheduled, slotted or
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appointed to meet from now til doomsday and cancel out.

If they ask for a reason, tell them I'm waiting for Godot. If

they don't understand, tell them they're not supposed to.

After cancelling my appointments, I want you to liquidate

all my holdings, except for yourself and the library

materials, including my notes. After doing that, I want

you to arrange for me to buy a house someplace within

the free world, but I don't want it to be any closer than a

thousand kilometers from my present residence. Oh, by

the way, I want you to buy it under a code number, they

don't have to know that it's Alexis Fodner who's doing

the buying. Make sure that the house is something

within the middle income range, you can check the IRS

stats for a full definition of middle income range. Also

make sure that the place is furnished—same stuff as I've

got here will be OK—and make sure there's food in stock.

I also want you to buy enough equipment, under the code

number, of course, to outfit the place like any fairly well

done research laboratory. For specs, see the file record

concerning the furnishings of the University of Tycho's

R and D department. Lastly, program my hovercraft for

wherever the hell the house happens to be. Do you

have that, Pi?"

'Yes."

By ten o'clock that night, Dr. Alexis Fodner had

effectively dropped out of society and was ready to

seriously pursue his research.

Dr. Alexis Fodner crossed from one side of his

basement turned research laboratory to the blackboard

opposite him. He picked up a piece of chalk, sketched a

curly-haired stick figure and scrawled the message
Teacher is a fink!" next to his artistic rendering. He
began to giggle, but soon stopped himself, threw down
the chalk which shattered in a puff of white dust, and

erased the board. It had been two and a half years—two

and a half damnable years—and he was becoming

unhinged.

The first few weeks of the research had been exciting.

New discoveries came practically every day. First he

discovered, as he had expected, that the initial incident

with the Argentinian cactus moth's brain was not unique

or some sort of fluke. It could be repeated with other

specimens of the same species using a different electron

microscope. Next, he discovered that the brains of

insects of different families seemed to react similarly and

yet differently from the moth's brain. They all had the

effect of absorbing electrons and conducting them

outside the microscope, but the direction, position,

arrangement pattern and intensity of the "hot spots" in

the electric field they produced were different. Alex soon

discovered, also, that the species of the insect didn't

matter as far as this variation was concerned.

Angoumois grain moths' brains acted exactly the same
way that the Argentinian cactus moth's brain had, and

yet both were different from the Goliath beetle. The
variation came between families, not individual species.

It was at this point that Alexis let his imagination run

wild. He envisioned a grand scheme in which insects

were actually integrated circuits or chips in some vast,

organic computer. But such a computer needs a

designer, doesn't it? Alex had a masters in exobiology

and, to the best of his knowledge, his colleagues had yet

to prove that intelligent, extraterrestrial life was impossi-

ble, in fact, the statistics alone seemed to point

undeniably to the fact that such life was definitely not

impossible. He had his premise, based upon pure

guesstimation and professional bias,a flimsy hypothesis

no scientist desiring respect would accept. He had
laughed at it himself, at first, but somehow the thing

became lodged in his psyche and refused to vacate. The
idea fascinated and horrified and eventually possessed

him. Intuition—a very dirty word in science—had gotten

hold of him and whispered in his ear, "It sounds right."

and he agreed and had spent more than two years trying

to prove it to his more critical self.

The basic problem was incredibly simple to under-

stand, and virtually impossible to answer. If the insects

were, in fact, merely components in a magnificent,

organic computer, how (the hell) were they wired up?

Alex was getting pretty good at intuitive thinking by

now, and it seemed obvious to him that the wiring

scheme, like the components themselves, had to exist

somewhere in nature. The series of research attempts

that followed from this line of thinking were, to say the

least, creative, even innovative, but all were equally

futile.

Alexis tried just about every natural pattern he came
across. He tried basing the wiring scheme on the

hexagonal configuration of a bee's honey comb, the

various patterns on butterfly wings and any prominent

markings on other insects, the structure of the

subterranean dwellings of various ants, the strange

dance communication of certain bees, the mating calls of

crickets (it could have been a tonal code). . .he even let a
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couple of different insects parade through an ink pad and

then onto a sheet of white paper, praying that the tracks

left would give him some sort of clue. Every single

attempt, however, met with failure. Alex wasn't even

sure how he'd recognize the right pattern if he chanced

upon it. Maybe his organic computer didn't exist after all.

Maybe? Hell, definitely. He was wasting his time chasing

a phantom spawned of a dream and nurtured on

whimsy. Write up what you've found and leave it at that.

Let somebody else bse his mind trying to answer the

why.

Alex noticed that he had been staring at the broken

chalk on the floor for several minutes. "I am cracking up,"

he said with a sigh that spoke of utter despair. But I can't

give up, he thought. I can't just leave it, not when I've

worked so damn hard. Dr. Fodner decided to retreat to his

library for a dose of consolation and, perhaps, inspiration.

He pulled down a copy of an entomological text, sat down
in his armchair and began thumbing through the pages.

Scanning, the doctor's eyes caught two words, "electric"

and "bees." The words didn't fully register until he had
flipped several pages past them. He stopped. "Electric,"

he said, "bees. . .hmmm, could be interesting." Dr. Alexis

Fodner hurriedly turned the pages back until he found

the passage that had caught his attention. In the middle

of the page, in bold type, he read the heading, "Static

Electric Fields And The Honey Bee." He read on to

discover that, during the nineteen seventies, researchers

had found that worker bees leave the hive negatively

charged and when they return, the same bees are

positively charged. It want on to explain that the electric

potential built up between a bee and a flower was
sometimes as great as 1 .5 volts. A paragraph or so later,

the author made note of the fact that such bees had also

been found to contain small quantities of the magnetic

crystal magnetite in their abdomens, and that this was
believed to orient them to the various points of the

compass. But, of course, Alex knew all this. He was,

afterall, an entomologist and these discoveries weren't

exactly hot off the wire. He had just forgotten about them.

He was so busy with his research, he was getting

absent-minded. "Electric bees," said Alexis to himself.

"Very interesting, indeed." He sat back in his chair and
smiled, picturing a rough-looking bee with a cigarette

hanging from his upper lip being marched up to and
seated in an electric chair. Alex saw the executioner as

he stepped back and threw the switch, only to be

electrocuted himself,while the bee sat back and laughed.

Yes, it was certain, Dr. Alexis Damon Fodner was bsing

his mind. Well, maybe not. Alex slammed the book

closed and returned to the basement. He had an idea!

One last attempt. . .the last ditch effort. . .the old college

try. If it didn't work, Alex promised himself, he'd give up
and forget all this insanity. And if it did work, well. . .well,

he'd just have to wait and see.

The experiment was simple, so much so that it had no
right to succeed. Alexis rounded up his various insect

components, placed them in a copper-lined box and
began passing a low grade current through the

contraption. At first the voltage was too low for even the

insects to notice, but they'd notice it soon enough,

thought Alex, as he began increasing the current,

microvolt by microvolt. He had decided to increase the

voltage until something interesting happened or until the

contents began popping. Initially, nothing happened and
Alex began preparing himself for another failure.

Perhaps watching the insects sizzle would have a

cathartic effect, burning away the madness that drove

him with the same fire that consumed the objects of his

research. Suddenly, however, at 2.67 volts direct

current, something interesting d/ic/happen. The insects in

the box began scurrying about frantically, bumping into

one another. Seconds later, as Alexwatched, they began
to. . .no, that's ridiculous. Not to mention the fact that it's

anthropomorphizing. 'They're holding hands!" Alex

whispered in a state of awe. So that was the secret.

Given the proper voltage the computer wires itself! All

feelings of doubt left Alex as he solemnly washed the

container thorough with liquid nitrogen, fixing the

arrangement. There was no doubt about it; all his

assumptions had to be right. No doubt at all, but. . .but,

there was still a problem. Dr. Fodner had the processing

unit of his computer, and he assumed that the input,

most likely, consisted of the singular, preprogrammed
READ command. Could he really trust his assumptions,

though? The processing unit before him seemed to

testify that he could. Regardless, the computer lacked a

few essentials, namely a memory to access and an
output device. What, where, how, and why? The old

questions asked themselves, but Dr. Fodner turned
away. He had had enough, for now. He picked up a fresh

piece of chalk from the blackboard ledge. 'Tomorrow!
he scrawled across the slate, and went upstairs to bed.

n
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Tomorrow came all too soon for Dr. Alexis Fodner, but

the answers he sought came not at all. He had his

processing unit he was so close now, but still no

memory unit was to be found. He tried another

experiment. It had been inspired, oddly enough, by a

typical, overly persistent Jehovah's Witness who had

come to badger him one afternoon. In an attempt to

pacify the fanatic, Alex had accepted some literature.

One of the pamphlets bore a picture of a bearded man,

dressed in robes with a halo about his head. Alex smiled,

"I didn't know they had Kirlian photography two
thousand years ago," he mused aloud. The idea

registered, and the experiment developed. He took

Kirlian photographs of three cryonically frozen

butterflies, two of the same species, one of a different

species. All three produced the same aura. They all

looked like identical pieces of a puzzle. He tried other

insects. They too produced fixed auras . . . auras that

seemingly interlocked with those of the other insects.

Using this method, he constructed another version of his

organic computer, arranged in exactly the same pattern

as the insects had situated themselves at 2.67 volts DC.

Alex took Kirlian photographs of both of his organic

processing units. Both produced the same aura; a nearly

perfect circle with two protrusions extending from it. It

confirmed what Alex had suspected. There was, indeed,

a missing component, the memory unit. And he still

didn't knowwhat orwhere itwas . . . but he knewthat its

aura would fit this one like a glove.

Alex was sure that the memory had to be out there,

somewhere, after all, the computer was. . .well, most of

it was, anyway. The doctor paced, screamed, cursed and
pounded his fists against the blackboard. Once he even
drilled a preying mantis. 'Talk, you bastard!" he snapped.

"Come clean, what's the secret? Where's the goddam
memory?" The insect just tilted its head and twitched its

antennae. Alex brought a book down on it, killing the

mantis. He was sorry he did it, but it had felt good. The
weeks passed and Alex sank centimeter by centimeter

into a depression deeper than that he felt before

discovering the processing unit. It was worse being so

close. At least before he had the option of giving up. He
could have lived with the failure of an idea that was
merely a theory, but now he was committed for he had
tasted a truth.

To say that young Alexis Fodner was precocious was
to say that the Mona Lisa was a "nice picture" or that

Einstein was "really clever." Even at sixteen, or perhaps

especially at sixteen, he was ready to take on all the

authorities, challenge all the specialists. "If you stare too

closely at a video screen, all you see are the dots." He
saw the whole picture, this "gifted" one, or so he

thought. He had to be taught to be more respectful. He
had to be taught a lesson. He would be.

One day, during the course of his sixteenth year, while

scanning the daily wire on his computer, Alex ran across

the following item:

A Penny For Your Thoughts?

SCIENTISTS CLAIM NEW FINDING ON BRAIN

Los Angeles, August 1 0, 201 5 (UNS). Today UCLA
researchers revealed that, contrary to popular belief, the

average human being uses only 15% of his brain.

"During the 20th century, the popular figure to quote

was 10%. Of course, during this century, the 'informa-

tion storage function redundancy theory' became
popular and 95% was believed to be the more accurate

figure," explained a researcher. "We were, therefore, a

little uneasy about releasing our findings. A lot of us

were afraid of being accused of clinging to outdated

notions."

Scientists were unable to explain how this discovery

fits in with the "use it or lose it" philosophy of evolution.

Alexis Fodner hated many things. . .hypocrisy, stupidi-

ty, lack of creativity, but of all the things he hated, the

most deeply-rooted detest was felt toward inefficiency. It

seemed to him unthinkable that nature could have been

so inefficient as to have supplied man with a brain that

was 75% waste. He had heard the topic batted about and

debated in the scientific journals and the daily wire for as

long as he could remember. He had half-heartedly

accepted the information storage/function redundancy

theory. Now they had taken it away from him and he was

left to wonder, "What is in that 85%?"

The problem plagued him for the better part of several

days, until, at last, he thought he had the answer, a

means by which to access the untapped 85% of the

brain. Alex had become fascinated by the accounts of the

experiences hallucinogen users had felt while under

the influence of the drugs. They were incredibly similar to

the accounts of individuals who had undergone

extended periods of sensory deprivation. Alexis had his

own explanation for these experiences. It was his belief
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that under the circumstances of sensory deprivation or

hallucinogenic influence, the unused 85% had a

tendency to kick into action while the 1 5% took a break.

The unleashing of the 85% in both caseswas mistakenly

interpreted as being hallucinations because of the

sheer, overwhelming wealth of data that had suddenly

flooded into the waking consciousness.

The hypothesis had to be tested. Of the two, the

easiest method called for the use of hallucinogens.

After all, it wasn't possible to acquire an isolation tank by

simply walking down the street of any sufficiently "big"

city. It took Alex about two hours to accomplish the first

prerequisite of his experiment, but then again, he wasn't

exactly accustomed to dealing with the trench-coat

pharmacists.

His parents had gone to the theatre for the night,

which meant that he would be alone for hours, but Alexis

locked his bedroom door anyway. He wasn't really sure

what was going to happen, and thought that it might be

best to insure against any undesired interruptions. It also

wasn't that bad an idea to make sure that he stayed in

one place during the experience. Alexis pushed the

button that activated the computer and noticed that he

had left a visible, moist fingerprint on the cold plastic of

the switch. It evaporated. He was perspiring considerably

more than usual. Was he excited or paranoid? Probably

both. He slid his desk drawer open, removed the vial and

syringe, and prepared a dose that he was sure was
sufficiently small to be safe. Alexis then set about

preparing the computer for the experiment.

Computerized mind reading first began as a serious

research effort in the 1 980's as an offshot of biofeedback

studies. The assumption was that the human brain, quite

simply, was broadcasting its thoughts to anyone who
happened to be clever enough to figure out the proper

series of frequencies. Telepaths had a natural knack for

picking up the right frequencies, but they did it

unconsciously, automatically and considered it to be a

gift, and as such were totally useless to the researchers

who chose to mimic them. The big problem was, of

course, the fact that the brain didn't broadcast at a

consistent frequency, but rather shifted across a wide

range of frequencies determined by the psy-

choemotional state of the individual broadcaster. It was
like trying to pick up a radio station that kept changing its

position on the dial whenever the disc jockey changed

his mood. Advanced lie detector technology helped

researchers accurately determine the emotional states

of their subjects, and soon they developed a computer
program that was capable of switching the receiving

frequencies as fast as the "broadcasters" changed their

moods.

The adhesive on his forehead was already sticky to the

touch when Alexis pressed the electrodes into their

proper positions. The sixteen year old then summoned
up the desired program from the computer's catalog and

activated it. Alex smiled, realizing that every thought he

was presently thinking was being taken down in the

finest detail in electromagnetic shorthand. "Well,

everything's ready except for..." Alex paused, did he

really want to go through with this? If he didn't do it, he'd

always wonder. That would be intolerable. Alexis

removed his belt and tied it tightly about his left forearm

until the veins bulged, growing heavy with blood. He
clenched the fingers of his left hand into a fist and took

the syringe in his right hand. This had to be the worst part

of the experiment, he hated shots with a passion. The

needle pinched and then burned as the syringe emptied

its contents into his veins.

Alex wondered how long it would be until the drug

took effect. He didn't have to wait long. The first thing that

Alex noticed was that his limbs felt suddenly very weak.

He was glad he was seated, he wasn't sure he could

stand. The next thing that went was his equilibrium and

he felt very dizzy. Alex's stomach began to turn and he

realized that he would very soon...Alexis grabbed the

wastepaper basket that he kept next to his desk and held

it under his chin. He began to vomit uncontrollably. I'm

dying, he thought. After retching for about a minute or

so—Alex wasn't entirely sure how long it had been, time

was slowly losing meaning—he noticed that he was
thinking more clearly than he had ever thought before. It

was right, his mind screamed with excitement. Then the

sun came into his bedroom. How had that gotten there?

And the color-sounds! A purple tear fell from the sun

and splashed onto the floor with a snapping sound and

became ten or twenty spectral cockroaches, running and

laughing. It was all so beautiful, Alex couldn't believe it.

Perhaps this was the heaven the prophets had died

foretelling. "It is more beautiful than you can imagine,"

the quote spoke itself in his mind and he swore he could

hear it with his ears, but was equally sure that it wasn't
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his voice. Suddenly, Alex became aware of the presence
of the electrodes attached to his forehead and the wires
dangling from them, leading into the computer terminal,

quietly recording each experience.

Alex looked at the wires for quite some time, for an
hour or a minute, he wasn't sure. He promptly realized

that he had forgotten their purpose entirely. He stared at

them longer, trying to remember. The image he recalled

was that of a man giving blood at a blood bank. The wires
became tubes.The electrodes were on his forehead,and

Alex still remembered that that was very close to the

brain. Was he donating brain? Giving them a piece of his

mind? He laughed out loud and the sound echoed back
and forth, distorted. The echo became angry and so did

Alex. He wanted his mind to be left intact! He rapidly

pulled the electrodes from his forehead, pricking his

finger in doing so. But it was the tubes that he saw
bleeding, oozing gory red. The sun went away. What a

mess, blood all over the place. He'd like to leave himself. It

was the machine's fault! It made the mess. It made the

sun go away. It would be taught a lesson! Alex saw his

hands go for the computer terminal, prying back the

sheetmetal of the console panel. Somehow, now, he
didn't feel so angry at the machine. But his hands still

were, those fingers pulling and tearing at wires and
component boards, breaking what was within reach. No,

this wasn't right. He wasn't mad at the computer
anymore... it had paid enough. But his hands wouldn't
listen; they continued their destruction. The computer
was a friend. Alex didn't know why, but he felt as if he
were somehow part of the computer, and his hands
were the enemy. They were killing him. And the blood

still poured. It was all over the floor by now and was
splashing up against the walls. For a moment he looked

away from his hands and about the room. This was
terrible. The blood was rising. "What if I drown?" It

seemed to him like a very real, very terrifying possibility.

He looked back at his hands. Where had the computer
gone? It was no longer there. Instead, Alex stared at a
human brain that had taken the machine's place. Alex
screamed. He felt a hand on his shoulder and wheeled
around, only to meet the gaze of an elderly, bearded man.
The face looked familiar. "Well, my boy," began the man
in a Viennese accent. So that's who it was, Freud.

'Welcome to the business." He offered Alex a bloodied

hand in congratulations. Alex passed out.

When he awoke several hours later, young Alexis

Fodner found himself lying on the floor of his bedroom, a

small scab forming on the finger he had cut while

removing the electrodes, and his computer completely

dismantled and scattered about.

Dr. Alexis Fodner shifted about frantically in his sleep.

He awoke suddenly, screaming. He noticed that his

whole body was trembling and that his pajamas were
drenched with perspiration. At least he hoped it was
perspiration. The dream! The nightmare! Why had he
dreamed of that? It happened so long ago. He had almost

forgotten the little bit he had retained after waking from
the hallucination. His mind had mercifully chosen to

block the majority of the experience from his memory.
But now he remembered it all, in every gory detail, in the

dream. Why? What triggered it all of a sudden like that?

Gradually the answer dawned on Alex and the impact
of its meaning physically shook him. The dream held all

the clues he needed to answer the larger questions

which had sent him into this fevered sleep. Here, Alex

realized, was the memory unit he had searched so to

discover. It was, he was almost afraid to say it, to even
think it... it was the human mind...the missing 85%! In

the dream, he had seen his mind become a computer
and a computer become a mind, and now he realized

that the dream was a metaphor for a larger, more
frightening reality. It all fit so beautifully. . .the answer so
simple that he cursed himself for having taken so long to

recognize it. Pferhaps he, like the specialists he had
criticized as a youth, was just too close to his subject to be
able to step back and see the whole picture. But now he
saw and the picture was a wondrous thing. It violated

none of the research, none of the previous findings in the
field. Had not Penfield discovered that a person could be
made to relive certain experiences simply by electrically

stimulating the right part of the brain?And thatwas back
in the 1 950's. What about the accounts of those who
had come close to death? They reported seeing their lives

flash before their eyes. Were they really just watching
the tape reels of their mind unwind? He had to be right!

But if he was, he also had another problem. Where was
he going to get a human brain to play around with?

The hovercraft landed lightly on the roof of the
Tomorrowrise Cryonic Warehouse and Dr. Alexis
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Fodner, donned in black from head to toe, stepped out

onto the tarred surface. In a knapsack he wore around
his back, the doctor carried a few tools of a trade decid-

edly new to him. He really wasn't meant to be a burglar,

but when such became necessary, he wasn't one to

shirk the responsibility. He opened the knapsack he had
brought and removed a substantial length of nylon-

mesh rope. Alexis then surveyed the roof for a place to

tie it down. He spotted one of the supports used to

anchor the liquid nitrogen storage tanks to the roof. He
tied the rope about the support and tugged to make sure

it would hold his weight. It seemed failry secure. Alex

decided to attach metal fastening devices before and
after the knot, just to be on the safe side. Having

secured the rope, Alexis returned to his hovercraft and
programmed it to return to the street below, where he
instructed it to park and wait outside the warehouse. He
watched as the craft obeyed his orders, looking to make
sure that he knew where it could be located when it

was needed again. It was a long way down, Alex

thought, realizing for the first time that he suffered from

a slight case of vertigo. Briefly confronted with his

mortality, Alexis Fodner was tempted to give up, but

soon thought better of it. "Have to get down someway,"

Alex thought, looking at his hovercraft silently waiting

on the street below. He checked the mountaineering

belt he was wearing, opened up the locking mec-

hanism and fed the nylon-mesh cord through, leaving

himself enough slack to get to the edge of the building.

Somewhat reluctantly, the doctor stepped over the edge

and, holding the rope in one hand, opened the locking

mechanism. As he loosened his grip on the cord, Alex

fell a very rapid five feet, which terminated with an

abrupt jerk once he managed to reclose the lock.

Precariously hanging by a thread, Alex felt somewhat
like a human spider. "Ah, how appropriate for an

entomologist," he thought in silent commentary. Dr.

Fodner eventually arrived at a window by this halting,

locking, unlocking procedure. He checked the edge of

the window for any sign of alarm tape. None. He hadn't

really expected any. What was there to steal, after all,

except for a few dozen frozen cadavers. Un-
ceremoniously, Alex kicked in the window and entered

the building.

Once inside, Alex was happy to find a catwalk

approximately four feet below the second story window

through which he had just gained entrance. The catwalk,

a common feature in buildings of this sort, was made of

steel wire welded in a honeycomb pattern and extend-

ed around the periphery of the second story as well as

dividing the inside area into quarters. The purpose of the

walk was to provide service access to the warehouse's

rather extensive plumbing system. Alex was surprised,

however, upon stepping out on to the catwalk, to

discover what a shoddy affair this steel wire pathway

really was. He was seriously concerned that it might not

support his full weight. Alexis crawled cautiously along

the walk until he arrived at a flight of stairs of slightly

sturdier construction which lead to the first floor. A few
moments after reaching firm ground, Alex discovered

exactlywhy the catwalk had been so flimsily constructed.

It wasn't intended for human use.

A small model Entodroid, modified for PS&R (Plum-

bing Service and Repair) turned away from the

fragments of broken glass it had been investigating, click-

clacked its way up to the doctor and grabbed him about

the wrist. Alexis looked down at the metal claw that had

taken hold of him. It looked like a monkey wrench, but

then what else would you expect from a PS&R
Entodroid? The machine had obviously also been
programmed to double as a nightwatchman, even

though a cryonics warehouse didn't need much
"guarding" per se. Alex noticed that his left hand was
growing numb. The Entodroid's wrench hand was
tightening, cutting off the circulation. "You ungrateful

little bastard!" Alex shouted at the mute machine, "Is

that the way you treat your creator?" Alex made short

work of removing a small metallic panel from the back

side of the Entodroid and disconnecting a component
board. The wrench stopped tightening as the machine

froze more solidly than the bodies it was programmed to

oversee. Dr. Fodner then proceeded to pull free a lead

from another component board and grounded it out on

the body frame. The wrench had opened to its full extent

and dropped away from Alex's wrist, which the doctor

massaged furiously in an attempt to restore circulation.

He hated doing it, having designed the Entodroid

prototype, he felt like he had just murdered one of his

children.

"So much for the children, though," said Alexis, "it's

the adults I've come for." And, indeed, it was the adults
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for which he had come. Three cryonically frozen, adult

cadavers, brains intact. They didn't make a practice of

freezing people with known brain damage, did they? Alex

wasn't sure, he didn't think so. The government didn't

want the future to be responsible for any more
vegetables than it already promised to produce, all by

itself, without the help of these icicled sleeping beauties.

Well, even if they did, picking three different specimens

helped put chance on his side.

Alex's reasons for selecting a cryonics warehouse
were very simple. There was evidence that the

components of his organic computer needed to be

cryonically frozen before they would function properly.

There was no reason to believe that the memory unit

would be any different. The supercooling liquid nitrogen

had the effect of lowering resistance. Experiments with

unfrozen brains yielded negative results and, once such
brains were finally frozen, they were found to have been
damaged, to have been more or less burned-out. When it

became obvious that Alex had to somehow acquire

human brains for his experiment, it seemed only logical

to seek out a cryonics warehouse.

Alex looked around the room and saw row upon row
of cylindrical, frost covered "caskets," each containing

the body of a person who had died of some terminal

disease and now would wait out the centuries until a

cure could be found. "A fitting monument to man's
inability to accept the inevitable," Alex thought. He
approached one of the containers, shut off the valve

leading to it and removed the lid. The liquid nitrogen

vaporized almost immediately and Alex was unable to

see for several minutes. Finally the mist cleared,

revealing the body of a middle-aged man. Dr. Fodner

turned to a preparation table in one corner of the

warehouse and removed the linen covering. Alex
wrapped the cadaver carefully and hoisted it over his

shoulder. He walked toward the entrance, stopped bythe
warehouse's computer and instructed it to open the door.

Once outside, Alex deposited the body in his hovercraft

and proceeded to select and deposit two more cadavers,

a man and a woman. "I feel like Igor," Alex thought to

himself, "robbing graves for Dr. Frankenstein. Wait a
second," he said, continuing the thought aloud. "I'm Dr.

Frankenstein! I'll really have to get myself an Igor for

this dirty work."

Having nearly finished his mission, Dr. Alexis Fodner

returned to the warehouse. "A few last touches," he

thought, as he removed a crowbar and a can of spray

paint from his knapsack. He wanted to give the

investigators a motive they could understand. Religious

fanatics and vandalism was the scenario that appealed

to him. With the crowbar, Alex proceeded to demolish

the small Entodroid he had deactivated. That was,

after all, the way a vandal would have handled the

situation. The crowbar also had a few things to say tothe

warehouse's computer, the sheetmetal door, and a few
select liquid nitrogen flow lines. The loudest message,

however, came from the can of spray paint. "When God
Calls, We Cannot Refuse!" The motto, in large, red,

dripping letters occupied nearly one full wall of the

warehouse. Red paint, in the shape of crosses, also

adorned each of the cylindrical containers in the room.

Such would have seemed appropriate to the fanatics

since, after all, the feed lines were broken and each and
every one of the inhabitants of the Tomorrowrise Cryonic

Warehouse, by morning, would be irreversibly on his

way to his creator. His tracks suitably covered, Alex

returned home to his laboratory.

After arriving home and unloading his illicit cargo, Dr.

Alexis Fodner immediately set about removing the brain

of the first cadaver. It was easier and less distasteful than

he had expected. He was a computer scientist and an
entomologist, not a med student. Autopsies weren't his

cup of tea, exactly, and he was certain he'd become sick

somewhere along the way. To his delight, the work
became much too fascinating to allow him time to think

about his stomach. Once he had freed the brain, Alex

went on to take a Kirlian photograph of it. The result

was all that he had any right to hope for — and more.
The aura was virtually the same as the aura of the
processing unit with the exception that instead of

protrusions, the circular pattern of the brain's energy
field was broken by two indentations. The processing

unit was the male component and the memory the

female. The puzzle pieces fit perfectly and now all that

remained necessary to complete Alex's organic com-
puter was an output device, and that was the simplest

part. The dream had not only told him what the memory
unit was, but it also gve him a clue as to the nature of

the output device. When experimenting with the
hallucinogens, Alex had intended to record the
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experience with a mind reading peripheral. There was no

reason to doubt that it could be used successfully. He had

no intention of removing the electrodes, this time.

And so Alex assembled his computer. It had taken him

three years. Now he would settle back and have the

answer to the question "Why?" The first bits of data he

received were not exactly what he had expected. They

came in the form of nearly incoherent sensory

impressions. Warmth, red, ..."What the hell?" Alex

asked aloud, "What's that supposed to be?" Soon he

understood. "I'm in the womb!" Then came the birth

experience. Disorientation, bright light, pain. It was a

frightening experience, even at a distance. Slowly the life

history of Isaac Ferris unravelled before him. "No!" Alex

shouted at the display. "This isn'twhat I wanted! Damn it

to hell, there has to be more!" Alex watched half-

heartedly, more out of voyeuristic curiousity than

anything else. Several hours later, when Isaac Ferriswas

an overweight business executive on his way to a heart

attack ("Thank God the thing didn't run in 'real time'!),

Alex sat, bored stiff and ready to shut off the computer.

The heart attack came, and Mr. Ferris died in a motel

room with a Ms. Autopos. Alex's finger was positioned

over the stop, ready to terminate the recording in utter

despair ("Penfield was here, almost a century ago!")

when something unexpected happened. After a few

moments of inactivity, the video came back on again, this

time filling the screen with a stellar map. He recognized

several of the constellations, even though they weren't

connected like in most of the other star maps he had

seen. One of them, Cetus the whale, contained a star

that was set apart from the rest by a small circle. "Tau

Ceti," Alex whispered. He had remembered it from his

exobiology courses. It was one of the stars studied during

Project Ozma, an ill-fated attempt at discovering

intelligent life in the universe. The audio came into play.

'To whosoever may come this way," said the

computer's voice synthesizer, "we leave this history of

the fire children so that you may be warned and thus

saved from following us into extinction." Slowly the
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history of a civilization unravelled before him. A
civilization that Alex never knew, and yet one to which he
was tied more intimately than he could ever imagine.

They called themselves the fire children, for that is

what they truly were. They realized that they were the
products of chemical elements burned in the nuclear

fires of a billion stars. Fire children was, therefore, a
perfectly apt description. Alex preferred to call them Tau
Ceteans, though. It was less philosophical and more to

the point.

The Tau Ceteans came to earth in a time before man or

mammal or insect crawled the face of the planet. There
were certain indigenous plant,reptile, and sea life on the
earth at that time, but that was all. The Tau Ceteans had
come to establish an organic library of their knowledge.

The reason for establishing an organic computer
rather than the standard, electro-mechanical devicewas
quite simple. The Tau Ceteans wanted a system that had
staying power. Any other device would not have survived
the changing environment of the earth. Even a computer
buried in the side of a mountain would eventually erode
away. A library which was capable of reproducing itself

seemed to be the most efficient mode within the
technology of the Tau Ceteans. Thus they bred the
insects to insure the existence of the necessary
components required to decipher their code. The insects

were something like Platonic ideals and they became the
common familial ancestors of the various insect species
on the planet today. The Tau Ceteans realized that limited

evolution and adaptation would be impossible to avoid.

After all, there were different ecological niches all over
the planet and it would be impossible forthem to prevent
their creations from exploiting them. The information
contained in the nervous system of the insects, however,
had no selective advantage or disadvantage for the
creatures. Their bodies may have changed as they
became other species, but the essential wiring of the
initial ideal would avoid mutation.

Once the microprocessors had been established, the
Tau Ceteans began breeding the mammals for their

memory units. Their first creation was man. He was also

their first mistake. The Tau Ceteans had come from an
environment somewhat more moderate than that of

earth, but unfortunately they selected their own, rather

frail anatomy as a basis for the bioengineering of man.
Contrary to everything man believed about himself, he
was not the grand by product of millions of years of

evolution, but was actually the first and lowest mammal
to have arisen on the face of the earth. Man, the Tau
Ceteans' first experimental attempt at creating a self

replicating information storage system was all but a total

failure. He was almost too weak to survive on earth. He
was also highly inefficient when it came to information
storage, in fact, an inefficiency of approximately 1 5%
was found to be about average. Because of his low
storage capabilities, the Tau Ceteans ultimately used
man for storing their generalized information. He
became, in essence, their encyclopedia.

The next experiment was the great ape and the Tau
Ceteans were slightly more successful...less inefficient

for information storage and better adapted to its

environment. It could be used to store more specific

information. And so it went, down the evolutionary

ladder, backwards. The reason that man had been
convinced of the reverse sequence was due to the fact

that the less efficient creations took considerably longer
to adapt to the ecosystem of earth and that meant they
had to be cared for by the Tau Cetans for considerably
longer time periods than the more successful attempts.
Care included a diet of non-terrestrial foodstuffs that had
the interesting property of causing the complete and total

decay of an organism within ten years of its death. Man
remained on the diet the longest and therefore appears
to be the latest addition to the collection of mammals that
populate this planet. He was the last to leave the Garden
of Eden, and the last to taste the forbidden interrestrial

fruits that would let his bones decay at an acceptable
rate. After man left the Tau Ceteans, the Tau Ceteans left

earth in a manner not very well documented, but
voluntary genocide seemed entirely possible. They had
given themselves one last task to complete as a
civilization and, having accomplished it, they bowed and
left this universe.

The remaining data detailed the history of the Tau
Ceteans before coming to earth. It also explained why
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they had found it necessary to come to earth in the first

place. They were a people remarkable like man in art,

science, politics, and history, and two hundred years

after taming the atom, the atom struck back. The nuclear

fires that had given them birth destroyed all but the few

of the fire children who managed to escape to our planet

to warn others of the mistakes they had made.

Dr. Alexis Fodner Sat back in hischair,exhausted. It had

taken well over a day and a half for the data to play

through. Alex was tired, but he was troubled, also. Many
of the answers that man had thought to be unattainable

had been answered in his basement laboratory. Like all

good answers, they gave rise to new questions.

"Why was man civilized at all and why, also, does his

history mirror that of the Tau Ceteans so closely?" Having

verbalized the question, he now realized that the answer

wasn't as difficult as he had first thought. He knew the

answer and he wished to God or the Tau Ceteans that he

had never asked it. He became sick, then sad and sorry,

then angry. Man was a bad little machine that his

creators hadn't gotten quite right. There was an

inefficiency factor of 1 5% and it was that which the bad

little machines used to create their civilization. But there

was a catch. The information that slowly filled the 1 5%
and built man's civlilzation was second-hand. It had

"leaked" from the 85% and so the bad little machines

relived the lives of their creators and—Alex tried to close

the thought out of his mind, but the extrapolation was
inevitable—and two hundred years after taming the

damnable atom, the machines would follow their

masters into oblivion! How was he going to tell a planet

full of people that within a few generations, at a time

when most of them would still be alive, the world would

end. Because of the way the bad little machines were

wired, the world would end.

Dr. Alexis Fodner, forty-three year old computer

expert/entomologist, stepped out of his house and into

the fresh night air. It was cool, even for an October

evening, and quite windy. Burnt red-brown autumn

leaves rearranged themselves and scurried off to hide

under the hovercraft parked on the porting lot. Dr.

Fodner walked across the astro-turf of his front lawn

briskly, his shoulder length, light brown hair flowing

behind him, his hands buried in the pockets of his

windbreaker. Standing next to the hovercraft, Alex

checked his watch. He still had a few minutes before the

furnace would "mysteriously" explode, destroying his

house and all its contents. The doctor identified himself

to the vehicle as the clear plastic hemisphere of the

hovercraft developed a lateral seam which spread,

halving the dome. The two sections parted and slid into

opposite portions of the craft. Alexis stepped into the

heavily-cushioned driver's seat, placed his hand on the

control toggle and gritted his teeth. "Start," he barked at

the voice activated ignition. The plastic rose up on both

sides of him and fused at the zenith. A gentle whirring

sound arose from the interior of the machine as it lifted

straight up into the air.

Within a fraction of a moment, the craft was better

than 700 meters above the ground. Alexis flipped a

switch on the control panel and the hovercraft halted its

ascent. He forced the control toggle forward and the

vehicle took off at a cruising speed of 250 kilometers per

hour, headed in the northly direction, toward the

city's limits. The doctor glanced down at the three-

dimensional, illuminated map on the panel in front of

him. He smiled watching the small, electronic blip scoot

across the holographic topography. That's all he and his

hovercraft were, after all, just a few faintly burning ions

glowing green in a phosphorous suspension. Soon he

had reached the edge of the city; he forced the toggle

even farther forward and accelerated to a velocity of 300
kilometers per hour. The blip, he noticed, was rapidly

approaching an isolated mountain, which it would easily

clear at its current altitude.

The decision had been an obvious one for Alex. If he

had released the results of his experiment, it would have

created a panic and mankind would surely have

destroyed itself, entirely prematurely. He couldn't live

with that. If he kept it a secret, however, he betrayed

himself as a scientist and a truth finder. He couldn't live

with that, either. There was one answer. Itwas simple. It

was frightening. It was necessary...

To be or not to be," thought Alexis to himself,

ironically, "that is the question! Whether tis nobler in

the mind. . ."He closed his eyes and bit downm hard.

"Whether tis nobler in the mind. .

." he repeated aloud

through clenched teeth. Blindly he searched for the
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descent switch. Finding it he gave the switch a flip as
the hovercraft took a sharp dip. Alexis pushed the toggle

still farther. . .350 kilometers per hour.

The peaceful October evening was suddenly, abruptly

terminated as night momentarily became day and
silence gave way to sonic boom. The body of Alexis

Fodnerwas miraculouslythrown clear ofthe demolished
hovercraft before it exploded into a growing globe of fire

and smoke. He didn't however, escape unharmed.
Thousands of small shrapnel fragments pierced his body
at the moment the hovercraft collided with the mountain
face. The miracle only saved him from incineration. The
throw itself had tossed the doctor, backwards, over a
granite boulder, shattering his spine.

Lying bloody and motionless on the rocky surface, Dr.

Fodner slowly opened his eyes, only to see the stars of

the constellation Cetus. He was still, barely alive. . .but

dying. The stars of the constellation twinkled brightly in

the cold night air. "Damn you..." whispered Alex.

Suddenly the stars became washed in red and then
blurred. They finally disappeared as blood flowing from

the many wounds which covered the scientist's face,

welled up in his eyes and blinded them, rt will be over

soon, thought Alexis. He cursed his luck that it could not

have been achieved instantaneously, that he had to

linger this way. Before consciousness left him, Alex
remembered a poem from his youth. He had not

searched his memory for it, it simply came of its own
accord.

Lady bug, lady bug
Fly away home. .

.

Your house is on fire,

And your children will burn.

His mind closed before he had time to question the

verse.

The true profession of a man is to find his way to

himself."

Hermann Hesse, Siddhartha.
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Within Reasonable
Limits

J. F. Peirce

Marks and Engles # two plain-clothes detectives

who had been assigned as a team because their

captain had a sense of humor, had been cruising "The

Avesbury Area" for three nights without really

knowing what they were looking for. They were big

men with weight problems and sallow complexions.

The major difference between them was that Engels

was loud and Marks soft-spoken.

Avesbury Avenue runs east and west, except at

one point where, for no known reason, it forms a "U"
by cutting south four blocks, then west four blocks,

then north four blocks before cutting west again on a

line with its original course.

The Avesbury Area, as the sixteen blocks

contained in this U are called locally, is a city within a

city, a neighborhood of twenty-four-hour-a-day

restaurants, cinamas, and groceries, and of gas

stations and hole-in-the-wall shops— all intermingled

with rundown boardinghouses and single-family

dwellings. Except for the so-called cut-rate liquor

store, the businesses in the area earn their owners

meager existences.

Captain Collmer had called in Marks and Engels

and told them to check out an unmarked car and

cruise the area looking for suspected criminal activity,

but what suspected criminal activity he didn't say.

"You've received a tip?" Marks asked when the

captain failed to continue.

aYou might say that."

"I just did," Marks said.

The captain, too, was big and overweight, but his

complexion was florid. He hesitated before he

answered, and though it seemed impossible, his face

and neck turned redder. "We've received a tip from

The Criminal Analysis Section that a crime may be

committted in The Avesbury Area," he said.

Mark's face was blank. "The Criminal Analysis

Section?"

"It's something new," the captain said. He cleared

his throat. "It's similar to sections that have been set

up in Houston and Dallas. Not many people know
about it."

"Does anybody?"

"The Mayor. The City Council. The Top Brass. It's

run by a fellow named Nelson Gary, a computer

analyst. The Brass call him 'The Accountant.' He's got

an office in the old McKinley Building in the next

block."

"Where the travel agency was?"

The captain nodded.

Marks had often spent his lunch hour in the

agency looking at travel folders, planning trips he'd

never take. Engels had accused him of voyeurism, of

merely looking at the pictures of the bikini-clad girls on

beaches and beside hotel swimming pools.

1 1\'What crimes

Engels asked.

has The Accountant solved?"

"None yet. This is a trial run. But I understand that

an analyst in Houston picked out a convenience store

as a likely possibility to be robbed before a holiday.

The detectives on stakeout saw two men pass in a car

and stop at a service station a block away. The men
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looked suspicious, so the detectives followed them to

ckeck them out.

"One of the men held up the attendant. The

detectives shot him when he aimed a gun at them as

he came through the door with a bank bag in his hand.

The driver got away but was caught later."

'That's /r?" Engels asked when the captain failed

to continue.

Captain Collmer nodded.

"Did anyone rob the store they'd staked out?"

"Notthatlknowof."

"Not even later?"

"No."

Engels snorted. "I'd call it coincidence," he said.

"Or luck," Marks added.

Collmer nodded. "Why don't you go over to the

McKinley Building and talk to this Gary, see what he

can tell you. To be honest, I'm no more convinced

than you are, but The Brass-" He left the rest of the

sentence in limbo.

The Accountant's office was a clutter of books,

maps, and charts. Desks and chairs overflowed with

manilla file folders. Travel posters still hung on one

wall behind a computer.

Gary was short and stocky. He was dressed in a

grey suit and matching tie; grey eyes swam lazily

behind thick-lensed glasses.

Marks and Engels introduced themselves, and

Gary cleared off two chairs, then gestured to them to

sit down.

"Just what do you do, Mr. Nelson?" Engels asked.

//i
'Gary," the little man corrected him. "Nelson

Gary." He hesitated, then continued. "I catch

criminals on paper— on computer printouts.

"

"How?"

Gary gestured to the file folders on the desks and

chairs. "I feed information from those files into my
computer. I store the information on tape so that it can

be recalled on command."

"What kind of information?"

"Information about past crimes— categorized by

time, place, and type, such as murder, robbery, rape. I

plug in the criminal's MO, his dress and appearance,

the weapon he uses, the
—

"

"Hell, " Engels interjected, "that's nothing new.

Every good beat cop and detective has been doing the

same thing for years...storing up information in his

head to be recalled when needed."

Gary nodded and his glasses slipped down his

nose. "I know," he said, pushing up his glasses with

his right index finger, "but this is more sophisticated.

Instead of one cop with a head full of facts about a

criminal, we've got all of the information from all of

the cops about the criminal, and it's stored on tapes so

that it can be retrieved anytime it's needed.

"When it's charted and analyzed, we'll be able to

predict what a criminal's going to do and where and

when. We'll be able to pinpoint possible suspects who
could have committed a crime."

Engels grunted. "Ifyou can," he said, "it'll give us

a powerful tool — a weapon to use against crime."

Gary smiled, and his glasses slipped down on his

nose again.
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'What criminals have you caught so far?" Marks
asked.

Gary's smile faded. "None as yet/' he said,

pushing up his glasses, "except afterthe fact."

Marks raised his eyebrows questioningly.

1 1 n.
I've spent the last six months trying to predict

crimes that have already happened and been solved

conventionally."

It was Marks' turn to grunt.

"I'm in the business of crime analysis," Gary
continued. "It's a science so new that even /'m not
sure what I'm doing. At the moment I'm groping in the
dark, but once I get the method systematized, I'll be
able to be more specific.

"For the past few months I've been working on
what I call 'The Iceberg Factor,' the degree of error in

any analysis. When an electrical engineer works out a

problem in electricity, he plugs in a 5 percent factor for

error to compensate for the loss caused by friction.

So, since not all crimes are reported, it's a mistake to

base one's predictions just on reported crimes. I

believe that's why analysts have failed in the past. We
need to compensate for the missing statistics.

"And each type of crime has its own error
factor -since the rate of reporting different types of
crimes varies. Take rape, for example. Only one out
of ten rapes is reported. That's just the tip of the
iceberg. Any prediction about rape based only on
reported instances would have no value. But by
plugging in the proper error factor, I can predict
within reasonable limits when and where a rapist will

commit his next rape."

Gary paused and waited for questions, but Marks
and Engels didn't have any. The computer specialist
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frowned, and his glasses dropped down his nose.

Pushing them up with his right index finger, he

continued. "By studying past crimes, I've been able

to formulate the error factors for several types of

crimes. Now I'm ready to stick my neck out and

make a prediction- one that's basically simple."

"In other words," Engels said, "you're sticking it

out only so far."

Gary nodded. "I don't want it to be chopped off

before I really get started."

"What do you predict?" Marks asked. "What's

on the bottom line? Who do we look for? What?"

Gary took a deep breath before he answered. "I

predict that a young punk I call 'Gracia' will pull a

hold up in The Avesbury Area between nine p.m.

and one a.m. on one of the next three nights."

"Gracia?" Marks said. "Never heard of him."

"It's a made-up name I've given him to

distinguish him from other criminals whose names

aren't known. I was going to call him 'Pimples,' but

that sounded too much like Dick Tracy."

"Have you a picture of him?"

"No."

"What do you have?" Engels asked.

Gary took a 3"x5" card from a wood file box and

punched a number from it into the computer. The

computer gave a machine-gun-like rat-a-tat-tat and

produced a printout.

Gary handed the printout to Engels. "You can

keep it," he said. "I've another copy in his folder. "I

thought you'd like to see how the information is

recalled, then plotted onto charts and overlays." He

pointed to a chart labeled "Gracia" on one wall and

to an area map with a plastic overlay tacked to it.

Marks studied the printout over Engels' shoulder.

The printout contained all of the descriptions of

Gracia that his victims had given. Related items were

grouped together. Either the computer or Gary had

compiled an average, or a norm, for each item. For

example, Gracia's height was given variously as

"tall," "six-two to six-four," and "six-four to six-six."

The computer printout gave his height as "probably

six-feet four-inches."

Gracia's hair was described as "brown," "light

brown," "blond," "dish-water blond." It was also

described as "dirty," "matted," "uncombed,"

"long," "overly long," and "down over his collar."

The printout gave his hair as "shoulder length, light

brown, dirty, and uncombed."

The descriptions of Gracia's eyes and facial

features were less concrete, except that all of the

victims had agreed that he had unsightly pimples.

Apparently they had been unable to see his features

because of his pimples.

While the two detectives read the printout, Gary

punched other numbers into the computer and

handed them additional printouts. One printout

contained a chronological listing of the dates, the

times, and the durations of Gracia's hold ups and the

suspected dates of two other hold ups that were

listed as "unreported." The second printout gave the

locations of the hold ups and the suspected hold ups.

When they finished reading, Gary showed them

the overlay on the map with the locations of the hold

ups indicated by the number of the order in which

they had occurred. All of the numbers were in or

around the Avesbury Area.

Marks and Engels read over the accompanying

chart. The bottom line of the chart read: "Suspect

highly nervous, as indicated by a slight tendency to

stutter; as a result, he may be dangerous."

Both detectives raised their eyebrows.
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The only suspicious activity that was noted the
first two nights that Marks and Engels cruised The
Avesbury Area was a report that crackled in over
their car radio: "Two people have called in to report a
black car with two criminal types in it circling The
Avesbury Area as if casing one of the businesses for
a hold up or burglary. Check it out!"

Engels swore and turned the black car he was
driving around and began circling the area in the
opposite direction.

Marks was amused by Engels' reaction to their

description, but he knew better than to say anything.

The third night they checked a light-blue car out
of the motor pooi and varied their driving pattern.

u\*.i

.

It's ten-thirty," Engels said looking at his

wristwatch. "I could use a leak and a cup of coffee."

/ /

Isnt't that self-defeating?"

Engels grunted.

"Do we dare?" Marks asked. "We're supposed to

be looking for Gracia, for suspicious activity."

"So who says we can't look for suspicious
activity in a restaurant or a diner? Who says we can't
look for Gracia in a John?"

Marks shrugged. "There's a diner three blocks
straight ahead or a restaurant just around the corner.

Name your poison. They look equally bad."

"Let's try the restaurant. It's the only business
open on the street, and, more important, it's closer."

Marks grinned and called in their location and the
name of the restaurant, adding that they were
checking out a suspicious character they'd seen
entering the establishment.

As usual, the officer at the other end had to ask
Marks to speak up and repeat the location.

"No! A black-and-white might blow our cover.

The captain's pulled all the black-and-whites out of

the area. We're supposed to be keeping a low profile.

We'll report back in fifteen minutes. If we don't, send
someone on the double."

/ /

Will do," the officer said and signed off.

/ /Do you want a back-up unit?" the officer asked.

Engels started to park the car in the shadows fifty

feet before the restaurant, but changed his mind and
stopped in front, where the restaurant's lights were
reflected in the high shine of the light-blue

automobile.

Marks looked at Engels questioningly.

"It would be embarrassing if someone ripped off

our hubcaps while we were drinking coffee," Engels

said.
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Marks nodded.

They entered the restaurant, and Engels called to

the tall, slender counterman: "Coffee, black!" he said

and headed for the restroom.

"Use the.. .the Ladies'!" the counterman called.

"The.. .the plumbing in the Men's is out of order."

Marks ordered coffee and a doughnut. The

counterman nodded, almost losing his paper hat,

which was too big for him. Several strands of blond

hair, which had been stuffed up inside, escaped and

dangled above his collar.

Some minutes later when Engels started to leave

the restroom, he sensed that something was wrong.

Marks was talking loudly.

Engels paused with the door of the restroom half

open and surveyed the restaurant. A tall, stockily-

built young man was facing Marks and the

acne-faced counterman. His back was to Engels. He

was waving about a shiny Saturday Night Special

that posed as much danger to its holder as to the

others.

The counterman was obviously

shaken. Th.. .There's no money in the. ..the register,"

he said. "You. ..You can look for yourself." He

gestured to the cash drawer, which was open.

"Look, Kid," Marks said loudly, "you don't know

what you're doing. You're making a mistake, a big

mistake. Put up your gun. If you're down on your

luck, I'll give you a job, lend you money, but don't — "

The hold-up man waved the Saturday Night

Special menacingly. "Shut up, Mister, and hand over

your watch and your wallet! And don't call me kid\"

He turned to the counterman. "You, too, Skinny! Put

your wallet on the counter!"

Marks was slow taking off his wristwatch.

"Hurry up!" the young punk commanded. "I can

take it off your body if I have to." He laughed and

waved his gun about threateningly, but his laugh

broke off in a midnote as he felt the muzzle of Engels'

.38 in his back.

"Just keep your gun pointed up!" Engels

commanded. "And let loose of it when I grab it!"

"I don't know whether to credit your computer or

chance," Marks said the next morning as he related

the capture of the hold up man to Gary.

"Or dumb luck," Engels added.

"Luck?"

"We could have gone to a diner up the street for

coffee."

"The hold-up man wasn't Gracia," Marks added.

"Except that he was tall, he didn't fit Gracia's

description."

Engels laughed.

"What's so funny?" The Accountant asked. He

seemed to be taking the news better than they had

expected.

"The counterman fit Gracia's description more

than the hold-up man, Engels answered.

Gary smiled, and his glasses dropped down on his

nose. "I know," he said. "Captain Collmer just called.

When the restaurant manager came on duty this

morning, he found the real counterman tied up in the

Men's Restroom. Apparently Gracia had just emptied

out the cash register when you entered. That's why
there was no money in the cash drawer when the

second hold-up man came in."

Marks and Engels stared at The Accountant, their

mouths open. "What happened to Gracia?" Marks

demanded.

"He made a clean getaway," Gary replied. "I

guess I'll have to plug all this new information into

the computer. >4//of it!"

He smiled and pushed his glasses up on his nose.
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Reincarnation
James Kelly

The room looked like this: white.

The high ceiling was white, as were the broad,

featureless walls. In the middle of the room was an

oval console, tended by a young technician. The

technician wore white tennis shoes.

The silence of the room was punctuated by the click

of toggle switches as the young man moved his hands

across the console. Click. Click. LED's sprang to life.

Click. Click. A frequency counter lit. Click.

The young man paused to enter a string of numbers

into a small notebook. He began to hum a tuneless

melody.

Some hours later, having filled much of the

notebook with figures and symbols, he carefully

returned the switches to their original positions, then

wiped the console clean of fingerprints.

He left the white room, as was his habit, well before

daylight, carefully locking all doors behind him.

The manila envelope was neatly and correctly

addressed. It read: Matthew Longtin, Division of

Artificial Intelligence, Central Intelligence Agency,

Langley, Virginia.

Longtin was surprised, and a little shaken, by the

title. His working title, outside the agency, was
Director Computer Division. He guessed that

someone had mistakenly typed 'Artificial Intelli-

gence'. He wondered if he had guessed correctly.

Inside the envelope were twelve neatly typed sheets

of paper. Longtin quickly scanned the first page, then

read it again, more slowly. After that he informed

his secretary to hold all calls. When he had finished the

third page, he nervously shuffled the pages together

and stuffed them back into the folder. Once again he

hit the intercom button.

"Lois? Set me up an appointment with Director

Blamfeld, would you? Tomorrow, if possible. If

anybody else calls today, take a message. I'm going

home for the day."

//
Yes, boss.

/#

"And Lois? Don't call me 'Boss' ".

Longtin thought, as always, that Robert Blamfeld

looked type cast for the job. The C.I. A. Director wasa
tall man with the rugged face of a leading man, and a

shock of prematurely graying hair.

Blamfeld stood as Longtin entered the room.

"Haven't seen you in a few weeks, Matthew,"
Blamfeld said. "What's up?"

"Something very unusual, Sir. I thought you'd
want to hear about it right away."

Blamfeld gestured for the other man to continue.

"It's all rather hard to understand without an
extensive knowledge of computers, Sir. So what I'm

about to tell you will be simplified. Unfortunately, the

simplification may make the conclusion sound
absurd."

"I assure you, Matthew, I've never underestimated
the absurd."

"Thank you, Sir," Longtin said, relieved. "Let me
begin by asking you a question. What would happen if

President Roger Garrett were alive today. If he were,

so to say, magically reincarnated?"

The question was curious, and Blamfeld decided to

play along. "Alright, let's see. President Garrett:

assassinated 1990. Before his death, Garrett created

the Northern Hemisphere Alliance. Garrett was a
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master of global economics and a master of personal

diplomacy. Also a hell of a campaigner, I remember."

"To answer your question, I suppose that, if he
were alive, he'd run again, and, knowing Roger,

would win by a landslide. And if that happened, we
might see a global government finally become a

reality. I don't think we'll see that happen under
vice— excuse me, President Walker."

The Director threw a glance toward the expectant

Longtin. "Now I suppose you'll tell me that Garrett

has been magically reincarnated?"

Longtin said, "Essentially, Sir, that is correct."

aNow you do have my interest, Longtin. Continue.
a

Paul Steven's idea had been a simple one, and, on
the surface, uncomplicated. It became more compli-

cated under study, but still, he believed, workable. He
mentally toyed with the idea, poked and prodded at

the ramifications. He switched his field of study from
English to Computer Science and immersed himself in

texts on ALGOL, PL-1, SNOBAL,and LISP. He found
it fascinating, but frustrating.

He began skipping classes; spending his days at the

library, pouring over the stacks of books, reading and
re-reading, and requesting newer, more subtle texts.

His professors failed to take his constant class

cutting kindly, especially when he failed to appear for

final exams.

Two weeks later, Paul found himself suspended
from school and jobless. A week later, he secured a

minor job with a major computer firm. Three days
later he learned how to deactivate the alarms.

Longtin pursed his lips and wondered how best to

explain. "Look at it this way, Sir," he began. "If I were
to take all your memos, and speeches, and written

correspondence, then added interviews with your

wife and friends and associates, then compiled all the

data—

//The Soviets have done something similar, I

imagine.'
a

—I'd have a pretty good idea of your personality."

//

Granted."

'Now imagine that I fed the data into one of our

computers, and added every book you've ever read,

voice tapes, school test results, everything I can get

my hands on."

a
Okay."

"Now imagine that I can program the computer to

become you: to have your personality, your voice,

your opinions; to work, and plan, and consider and

decide exactly," he slammed his palm on the desk,

"as if you yourself were doing the, uh, thinking."

Longtin leaned back in his chair, exhaled, and looked

at Blamfeld.

"And you've figured out how to do this?" Blamfeld

asked.

"We can't, but someone in Minnesota seems to

have worked out a program that makes it possible."

"How accurate is this program. This artificial

personality...how similar to the, uh, person?"

"97%."

Blamfeld blinked and hunched forward in his chair.

Have you got the program?"
a

"No, Sir. Just twelve pages in a manila envelope.

Enough to show me that it can be done, not enough to

do it without more information."
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"Name?"

"Nope, nor return address. Postmark Minneapolis.

That's all we got."

"He wants something, then. What's he want?"

"I don't know.
/ /

"Find out.
//

The problem, Paul had realized, was integration.

Any idiot could program a huge mass of data into a

computer and have the machine spit it out again. Big

deal.

The trick was to devise a way for the data to

constantly interact; to form scripts; to reprogram; to

develop skeletal deep structures; to mull and plan

and speculate and guess and assign priorities and

change and change and change again, never losing a

cohesive bent of personality.

His first tries were failures.

Shakespeare was viable for fifteen minutes before

gibbering set in, followed by rapid disorganization.

Thomas More, Paul's first program, had managed

only three sentences (which Paul recorded) before

lapsing into a continuous mumble.

"Oh well," Paul thought, "I didn't have that much
date to go on."

Nixon was the first success. The former President

displayed a remarkable unity of personality, which

Paul attributed to the enormous amount of

information available for input. And the voice was

perfect, which pleased Paul immensely.

"Where am I?" were the first words. The tone was

suspicious. Paul explained carefully, and let Nixon

absorb the idea. After a minute of silence, Nixon said,

"No pain, that's good. Very good. Hmmm. I take it

then that I'm. ..dead? Is that right?"

"Six years ago. Heart attack," Paul told him.

"The bastards finally got me then, right?"

"And I got you back," Paul said proudly.

"So you did, young man. I'm sure that all

Americans will join me in congratulating you on this

remarkable achievement."

"Thank you, Mr. President," Paul spoke into the

small microphone, finding it hard not to defer to the

voice that invoked so many memories from his school

years.

/ /

1

Who's President?" Nixon asked. "Bayh?

Thompson? Brown? God, I hope it's not Brown!"

"Mike Walker is President," Paul said. "Walker

was Vice-President under Roger Garrett, who was
elected in 1988, and assassinated in 1990. Walker's

been President ever since."

"What year is it?"

"1992. Walker's up for re-election in three months."

"Very hard to beat an incumbent President. Very

hard."

"Yeah," Paul said, "He's ahead in the polls by

fifteen points."

"Three months and fifteen points. Hmph. He'll win

if he stays in the White House 'til after the elections.
1

1

a
It looks that way, sir."

"Tell me more, young man. Tell me about this

Garrett fellow. Tell me everything."
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Paul told. He sat before the console in the white

room and tried to keep up with the rapid stream of

questions that came from the small speaker.

Sometime before dawn, Paul transferred the Nixon

program to a pocket module, and carefully returned

the switches to their original positions.

The experiment was a success. If Nixon worked,

then Garrett...

As Paul motored home, he wondered if Cliff's Notes

would be interested in the Nixon program. "Later,"

he thought.

Two weeks later, Robert Blamfeld sat in the living

room of his posh Georgetown home, sipping a weak
brandy and water. On a coffee table near the chair

were two phones: a red phone and a white phone. The
red phone rang.

Blamfeld, suddenly alert, reached for it. "Blam-
feld," he said, sharply.

"This is the strangest conversation I've ever had in

my life."

"Strange!" Garrett laughed. "You should be on my
sideofthe line, Son!"

"Yes, I can ima-No, I really can't imagine, Sir. From
what I understand you are, uh..."

"I'm in a Goddamn computer, that's where I am.
Bob! And let me tell you, it's not bad! Oh, granted, it's

not like being four under par on the 18th green, but, all

in all, and considering the alternative, it's not bad at

all!"

"Glad to hear that, Sir," Blamfeld said, thinking that

he really didn't have a handle on the conversation.

Down to business, Bob," Garrett said crisply.

Yes, Sir."
//

The hearty, familiar voice blasted in his ear. "Bob!
Roger Garrett! Good evening!"

The C.I.A. Director was stunned. The voice was
unmistakenly that of the former President. Without
thinking, Blamfeld responded. "Mr. President!"

'Bob, please.. .call me Roger. None of this 'Mr.

President stuff. You know, Bob," Garrett said

warmly, "I imagine this is quite a surprise, hearing my
voice again after these few years. Actually, I'm rather

surprised myself."

"This could, of course, be a hoax," Blamfeld said,

trying to regain his composure.

"Yes, there's always that possibility," Garrett said.

"Although I think you'll agree that if I am a hoax, I'm

quite a convincing one. And, I think we both agree

that most hoaxsters wouldn't know the home red

phone of the C.I.A. Director. Which, by the way, I'm

surprised hasn't been changed by now."

"I believe that I might still be of some aid to the

government?"

ii

if

Great aid, Sir."

Thanks, Bob. It's nice to be needed. Let me add, in

context, that I've been considering a change of

residence. Something a little more spacious, faster,

with a few more sensors. My young friend Paul

Stevens has recommended the C.I.A. Central

Computer."

a

a

I see."

I assure you. Bob, that I won't take up much
room.

a

"Sounds great, if it can be done, Roger."

"Paul tells me, and I believe him, that it would be no

problem, Bob. There is, however, one detail. Actually,

a very small detail..."
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Here it comes, Blamfeld realized. The kid's price.

Would it be money? Power?

When Garrett told him, Blamfeld asked him to

repeat the request. Twice.

Once again, Matthew Longtin was ushered into the

Director's office. This time Blamfeld omitted the

formalities.

"Lola Connors, the movie actress. Heard of her,

Longtin?"

"Yes, Sir. I guess everybody's heard of Lola

Connors."

"Good. I want you to take every man in your

division and get to work today on what we'll call 'The

Connor's Project'. I want every scrap, every shred,

every word that has ever been written by, or about,

Miss Connors. I want tapes of all of her records and

movies and TV Appearances. I want interviews with

every person that knows, or has known her. I want

copies of every book or magazine that she has ever

read. Get the picture?"

"Yes, Sir. That's quite a project. When would you

like this material?"

"I would like it yesterday, Longtin. I will accept it

whenever it is ready." Blamfeld stood. "That's all,

Longtin."

Matthew Longtin left the office, smiling.

The problem, Paul realized, was mind-body

coordination. Any idiot could plug a construct

personality into a bunch of motors and have it clank

around like a humanoid tank. Big deal. The trick was

to devise a way to have the personality constantly

interact with the body; to be expressive; to walk and

run and skip and have precise, unthinking control; to

meld into a whole. ..never losing the unique

characteristic identity...

His first tries were failures.
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"Hey Shrimp.. .are you coming to the game or

not?

Tim barely heard his big brother's shouting. He
was glued to the screen of the micro and a million

light years away.

20 UNIT HIT ON THE ENTERPRISE
SHIELDS DANGEROUSLY LOW!!

YOUR COMMAND?

Ben grabbed his mitt and opened the front door.
O.K. Captain, maybe I'll see you when you land."

a

"Yeah, sure," muttered Tim as he keyed in the

order for a phaser attack.

151 UNIT HIT ON KLINGON (-23.2 UNITS LEFT)
*** KLINGON DESTROYED ** #

YOU HAVE DESTROYED 35 KLINGONS IN 23
STAR DATES. YOUR RATING IS 893. CONGRATU-
LATIONS ADMIRAL!

READY

That had been pretty tame. It was getting to be a
bit too easy even when he handicapped himself by
wasting his torpedos. He decided to move on to

something a little more challenging.

Tim glanced out the window while he waited for

the COSMIC INVADERS tape to load. It was a pretty

nice day. His parents would yell if they knew he was
wasting his time inside.. .but they wouldn't be back

from shopping for hours.

The row of nasty aliens appeared on the screen,

accompanied by low throbbing pulses. Tim moved
his laser cannon beneath them, blasting away entire

columns while dodging their bombs. Twenty minutes

later he had only lost one base to the alien weapons.
His score was 12000 and he was bored. He let the last

few missiles blast his gun off the screen.

"Guess I'll go watch the ball game," he said to

the aliens as they regrouped for a fresh attack.

Tim got to the field just as Ben came to bat. To
everyone else in the stands it was just another Little

League game, but he saw it differently. The spherical

alien ship came shooting through space seeking a
clear pass over the flat asteroid base. Just as it made
its approach run, its flight was reversed by the sharp
crack of the defensive pressor beams. The ball

popped high into left field. The ship was attempting

to make a safe landing on the surface but the

interceptors were coming up fast. Soon the entire

craft was enveloped and hurled back to its launch

point.

"O.K. that's one out.. .let's go, let's go!" The
crowd's cheers brought Tim back to the reality that

his brother had flied out. Baseball was boring.

Tim left the park and wandered to the center of

town. He dodged the pedestrian asteroids and
docked safely at the Electric Palace Amusement
Center.

"Well Timmy, are you going to blow another

week's allowance today?" asked the proprietor.

a
No, just need to sharpen up a bit."

"Well, good luck, Captain!"

Tim made his way through the room echoing with

the sounds of electronic destruction. Most of the

older kids were playing pinball or getting out their

hostility by running over video pedestrians. That was
kid stuff to Tim. He had a mission.

To Tim the only real machine in the Palace was
Starship Theta, the rest was junk. She was empty, as
usual. He lowered himself into the seat and tested
the joystick. It was a bit gooey, some jerk had
probably spilled a Coke on it. The firing buttons
seemed O.K. and the screen was bright enough. He
stuck two quarters in the slot.

"Captain Tim requesting launch clearance," he
whispered. "Launch!" The coins plopped into the
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machine and the stars began to whiz by on the

screen. He maneuvered past the obstacles and began

blasting away at enemy fighters, cruisers and
battleships. They vanished into computer oblivion.

His score climbed steadily until his 90 seconds were
up.

FINAL SCORE 6500

TODAY'S HIGH SCORE- 6500

YOUR RATING- "ADMIRAL
DEPOSIT 50 CENTS FOR ANOTHER BATTLE

High score! Not bad. Tim let out a long breath

and decided to sit for a moment while he composed
himself enough for another mission.

/ /

That was very good."

Tim was startled by the voice. It belonged to an

extremely tall man wearing a heavy rain cape and a

large floppy hat. Only his brilliant green eyes seemed
to penetrate the shadow of the hat. His cologne, or

something, was very powerful, smelling a bit like

ozone.

"Th-thanks," Tim answered, "I've done better.

I'm sure I'll do better next time."

"Then allow me." The stranger reached down
and placed two pieces of metal into the slot.

/ /

Hey! This thing takes quarters. ..you'll break it!"

"They will work," assured the stranger. "Play....

please."

Tim obeyed the order like a good star trooper. He
felt a bit uncomfortable about the way the man was
studying his every move, but he blasted the enemy
with his usual skill.

FINAL SCORE 7300

TODAY'S HIGH SCORE- 7300

YOUR RATING- "ADMIRAL
DEPOSIT 50 CENTS FOR ANOTHER BATTLE

"Good, but how would you like to try

something a bit more challenging?"

Tim was skeptical. "This is the best there is...

I

know, I've played them all."

"My people have developed a new game that

should challenge you much more than this one." The

dark man's tone shifted to one more enticing. "Some
people have told me that it's the most excitement

they have ever had."

Tim remained faithful to Starship Theta. "If your

game is so great, how come you're not selling it to

these places?"

1 1\'We still need to test it on true...professionals,

such as yourself. Assuming you really are good
enough!" He turned and began walking slowly out

the door.

Tim thought he was pretty weird.! This is the kind

of person his brother had warned him about. But if

he really had the best spacewar game around then he

had to try it! He slid out of Starship Theta and caught

up with the man before the door had closed.

"O.K. mister, I'll try it. Where is it?"

"Not far, follow me."

Tim had never paid much attention to the

warehouse a few blocks from the Palace. A few of

the windows were broken and the front door was
padlocked. A fresh sign on the door read "INTER-

STELLAR SIMULATIONS -AUTHORIZED PER-

SONNEL ONLY."

The stranger removed the lock and opened the

door. The same pungent odor that clung to his cape

seemed to roll out into the street.

Tim recoiled. "I-I'm not so sure I want to be

here."

The man nodded and began to close the door in
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Tim's face as if it didn't matter to him whether the

boy stayed or left.

Tim's hesitation was short-lived. He squeezed his

way inside before the door was fully closed. The
stranger had turned his back to him and was moving
slowly down the hallway.

From the inside the place looked very respec-

table. The walls seemed to be freshly painted, the

floor was freshly tiled. A soft white light came from
the ceiling panels. The man stopped at an unmarked
door and opened it. He beckoned Tim inside with a

sweeping motion of his cape.

The room was all white. It was empty except for a

large silvery orb in the center. Tim approached it as if

it were a holy altar. The sphere was about six feet in

diameter. It was hollow, with two oval openings

allowing access to the interior. Tim needed no
invitation to slip inside. As he lowered himself into

the seat it molded itself around his body. It felt snug,

but not restraining. At arm's length in front of him
two handles projected from a polished metal surface.

The handgrips at the ends of the levers were warm,
almost like fine wood. Tim could barely sense the

presence of small switches beneath each of his

fingers. Directly in front of him was a large

screen — blank for the moment— and several rows of

rectangular lights, all of them flashing various shades

of green.

The tall figure leaned inside the machine and
nooded approvingly at Tim's appropriate grip on the

controls. "This machine is very responsive," he said.

"You don't have to force it at all. It will move where
you want and fire when you think it's right."

Tim moved the controls slightly. They slid

without any resistance, but without any wobble or

looseness. "Boy, I'll bet no one's ever spilled a Coke
on these. ..let's go!" In his mind Tim wanted the

globe to climb into the sky. He felt a slight lurch in

response to his wish.

"Wait!!" The dark man seemed annoyed by

Tim's eagerness. "We have to have a brief test to

familiarize you with the controls."

Tim released the controls and the feeling of

power drained away. The stranger took a few steps

back from the machine. Almost silently he said,

"Launch target drone."

The screen in front of Tim flashed into life and the

row of lights changed from green to shades of yellow

and red. Almost instinctively his hands grabbed for

the controls as his eyes began to track the small

moving dot on the display. Asteroids and debris flew

by, all apparently three-dimensional and incredibly

detailed. Off to one side he could make out a

dazzlingly purple planet, its face covered with

continents, multi-colored seas and strange clouds.

Tim wanted to take the time to get a closer look and

the image started to swerve in the direction of the

planet, but the skills of thousands of games of

spacewar forced him to return to the pursuit of the

probe. Soon he seemed to be locked on to it,

matching its every move. The target released a bright

white beam and both of Tim's wrists rotated

instantly. The ray passed harmlessly over his head.

He re-centered the target and heard his brain call out

"Fire." Three crimson lines crossed the screen and

converged on the target. The screen went blank and

the lights dimmed back to green.

Tim leaned out of the pod. "Pretty good. ..nice

graphics, but it really needs some sound effects."

The man adjusted a few points on the surface of

the device. "I think you're ready to experience the

full potential of the machine," he said. "May we
begin?"

"Sure. ..Captain Tim ready to launch."

Suddenly the two oval windows were sealed by a

fine mesh, allowing only a dim view of the room. The

screen began to flicker as he took the levers in hand

again. This time the experience was quite different.

The machine around him seemed to vanish. He
was completely exposed to space, yet he felt neither

hot nor cold. Planets began to appear all around him.

He turned his head and saw them receding behind

him as he travelled forward. "Wow!" was all he

could whisper.
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He was not in the ship, he was the ship. His

slightest wish caused the entire scene to shift. He

could slow down, speed up, pitch, roll and float free.

He started to propel himself to the surface of the

purple planet, but his interest was interrupted by an

intense feeling of danger. There was no sound, but

Tim was sure that he heard growls and snarls. His

nose seemed to be filled with the odor of stagnant

ponds and burning rubber. A small diamond object

hovered against the dense field of stars, growing

larger by the moment. Tim whirled to the right and

dove below it, then spun around to catch it from

behind. The diamond ship was slowly turning to face

him when a tremendous bolt of energy seemed to

project from the very center of his being. The ship

vanished, but two more approached from above.

Tim hesitated for only an instant as the two

approached, then darted right between them. Both

ships swivelled to fire, catching each other in the

crossfire. Tim giggled to himself. That was right out

of the cartoons!

Another diamond appeared and Tim approached

at incredible speed, pulling up at the last second and

showering it with the same intense energy. It

vanished also.

Again and again the ships came. Tim had a

different attack for each one, gleaned from his many
hours in game rooms, in front of his home computer,

from movies, stories and all the other fantasies of a

true spacewar fanatic. Each time the result was the

same. The enemy hesitated too long in preparing its

defense and was destroyed.

Finally the field of view was clear of invaders. Tim

resolved to return to gaze at the planet. As he

approached he thought he could make out lights,

cities, roads. His elation was soon replaced by an

incredible fatigue and the sudden awareness that he

was inside the metal pod. The mesh windows

retracted and the stranger helped him out.

Tim was sweating, but the fatigue was rapidly

lifting. "I think you have a real winner on your hands,

mister!"

"Yes, I think so. Thank you!"

"When can I play again?"

"I don't think that will be necessary.. .but I'll

contact you if we need you."

Tim's mood became almost somber. "You know,

Starship Theta is going to be pretty tame after that/

What am I going to do for fun?"

For the first time the stranger's voice sounded

roily human. "You could try baseball. I understand

it's very challenging."

"Yeah," said Tim. "I guess I'll give it a try. Thanks

mister
/ /

Toprellin made certain that the boy was out of the

building before he entered the Projector himself. His

ability to materialize his thoughts to his home planet

was not nearly as strong as the youngster's had

been, and he was one of the best Transmitters. His

people had faced too many years of exposure to the

debilitating rays of the Than. Their incredible mental

powers had been in danger of flickering out entirely.

But now he could signal that the plan would be a

success. The children of this planet were eager and

capable warriors, immune to Than weapons and

possessing strategies unknown to the enemy.

Thanks to the Captain Tim's of this planet, his world

would survive.
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Legend of
Iimmy the Green
J *J Dick Hoover

I am not sure just when computer operators come up

with the phrase "Garbage in — garbage out/' but I

suspect it is the year the men's club at Burnt Brush Golf

Course begins feeding our scores into the computer to

figure handicaps.

You see, Burnt Brush does not enjoy a reputation for

having great golfers, or even very good ones. This iswhy I

am so surprised the day Jimmy the Green tells me he

challenges the August Country Club to an eight-man

team match and sets the odds at 7-5 in favor of Burnt

Brush.

"But why do you pick the August Club?" I ask

increduously. 'That is a very classy club, indeed."

"Precisely," says Jimmy the Green confidently. "And

according to my system, Burnt Brush has a team that can

beat any team in the nation— providing I select the team

members — so why not take on the best? It is simply

good business."

It is several days before the August Club accepts the

challenge, and I presume the delay is due to the well-

known fact that Jimmy the Green does not make hasty

challenges, his livelihood depending as it does on the

outcome of such matters.

Jimmy the Green is the finest golf course tout I ever

know. Of course, he is the only golf course tout I ever

know, or even hear about, but he is a good one. Nobody

knows how he does it, but give him a few hours to figure

his system, and he will tell you almost every time who
will win or lose a match, and he will set the odds to boot.

Well, when the August Club accepts the challenge,

there is much rejoicing at Burnt Brush, not only because

Jimmy the Green has picked us to win, but also because

we are invited to play at their course, and an invitation to

August is not easy to come by, never mind the home
course advantage.

The wagers begin coming in, even before Jimmy the

Green names his line-up, and understandably most bets

say August wins. Now, when it comes to a dollar Nassau,

even with automatic presses, we at Burnt Brush have

great faith in Jimmy the Green's picks. But our faith

waivers more than somewhat in the face of double

sawbucks and occasional C notes put up by the August

players who figure the match to be a romp.

It is a tribute to Jimmy the Green's belief in his own
system, to say nothing of his bankroll which I do not

realize the size, that he covers all wagers single-

handedly. And it is a tribute to his reputation for honesty

that he is allowed to hold the stakes.

On the day of the match I am shivering on the first tee

at August Country Club, unprepared for the cold drizzle

and chilly wind because only the day before the

weatherman forecasts a warm, calm day. I am
wondering how this will affect our team, when I hear the

familiar "psssst" of Jimmy the Green.

He motions for me to join him, and I see that he also is

caught unaware by the cold and wet. He is shaking and
dripping in a thin polo shirt, holding a newspaper over his

head with one hand and a large shopping bag with the

other.

"I will be much obliged if you will hold the pot," says

Jimmy the Green. "It is all here in the bag."

My eyes bug out at the sight of the bag, stuffed with

greenbacks. "Are you sure you can trust me?"

He hands me the bag. "Any guy that loses as regularly

as you do has got to be honest."

I thank him for the compliment. Then he gives me
some special instructions, and I start to get worried.

"Win or lose," Jimmy says, "I plan to leave on an
extended vacation. If I win, a gent named No-alibi Al will

be by to collect my bundle. Give it to him. If I lose, the

same gent will be by to collect my body. Give him my
regards."
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I am more than a little nervous wondering if this No-
alibi Al is particular about which body he collects. But

before I can protest, Jimmy the Green disappears,

quicker than you can say psst, and even before the match
begins.

Well, the short of it is this: To everyone's surprise and
my great relief, who should win the match but Burnt
Brush. Immediately, a weird little guy with shifty eves
and a large suitcase sidles up to me and says "pssst." It is

a menacing pssst that packs a lot of authority, so when
he identifies himself as No-alibi Al and demands Jimmy
the Green's winnings, I do not hesitate in emptying the

shopping bag contents into his suitcase. He hurries away
and I never see him again, which is the next-best thing to

never seeing him the first time.

I am surprised that a classy club like August puts up
such a fuss. They figure getting beat by Burnt Brush is

impossible, if all is on the up-and-up ... which many do
not believe it is. There is a charge made that Jimmy the

Green has tricked them.

Well, we ignore the cries of anguish from the losers

and there is much celebrating around Burnt Brush, and
for months to come Jimmy the Green is the toast of the

clubhouse. Jimmy the infallible! The greatest judge of

golfing talent!

But he is not around to collect his kudos. We presume
he is off making his fortune picking winners on the

professional tour. He becomes a living legend, so you can
understand my excitement two years laterwhen I stop by
the clubhouse and from a dark corner of the cafeteria I

hear "pssst."

"Jimmy the Green!" I hurry to his table. "How have
you been?"

Right away, I am sorry I ask. Even in the dim light he
does not look much like a living legend, which I would not

expect to see wearing the same polo shirt he has on the
day of the match.

He invites me to sit, and gets right to the point. "The
story of the upset win by Burnt Brush spreads far and

wide, and I keep hearing how Jimmy the Green
somehow tricks the August Country Club, and that

Jimmy the Green is nothing but a lowdown crook. I wish
to set the record straight, once and forever. Will you hear
me out?"

"Of course," I say, but first I try to cheer him up by

letting him know that he is held in high esteem at Burnt

Brush, by one and all. "None of us know how you did it,

but picking Burnt Brush over August has to be the long

shot of the ages. Our hats are off to you, Jimmy the

Green."

He is not impressed. Pouring himself a fresh cup of tea,

he begins like this: "Before I start hanging around here at

Burnt Brush, I follow the horses for most of my 50-odd

years, and this is a following with more ups and downs
than a yo-yo on an elevator."

I nod.

"Well, it is during a prolonged downspell that my
system predicts a sure long-shot winner. But I am having

a serious case of the shorts so I make arrangements for a

substantial advance from a gent that I do not normally do
any business with. As it turns out, my system is only

partly right. My pick IS a sure long-shot . . . but not a

winner. So, for my health, I leave the track, planning not

to return until I figure out why my system goes sour, and
not even then unless I somehow gather enough legal

tender to cure my serious case of the shorts."

I nod again, even though Jimmy the Green is not the

easiest guy in the world to understand.

"I happen to stop at this clubhouse of yours for a cup of

tea," he says, "and my misery loves company, which is

abundantly provided by the golfers, about as miserable a

bunch as I ever see."

"What is their problem?" I ask.

They are down in the dumps — I hear from the

conversations around me — because they never know
from one day to the next how well they will score. I can
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identify with this because I also am never sure when I

will make a good score either. I hear one guy say, "If

somebody could tell me why I shoot 85 one day and

cannot break 100 the next. I'd give him a million bucks.'

Now, such figures naturally draw my attention. Then I

hear mention that some good bundles are being laid on a

'horse race' coming up, which I learn is not a real horse

race but rather a competition among two-man golf

teams, and it is then that I get an idea. The computer for

figuring handicaps is the key."

"This is the first time I hear that you use the

computer," I say.

"More on that in a moment," says Jimmy the Green.

"Well, developing a system for this kind of horse race is a

piece of cake. I get the field figured, place a pile on my
choice, and make a very good score, indeed. It is on this

day when I am tucking the greens into my wallet, that. .

."

"We begin calling you Jimmy the Green," I recall.

"And also because none of you can pronounce my last

name, Sandatrapolous. But from this moment on, I enjoy

a good reputation as the club's ex-officio handicapper, as

you know. I begin picking up some good scratch from my
clientele who wish me to tell them such things as how
well they will play and also the form' on their opponents,

which is handy information to have when it comes to

placing side wagers on the outcomes."

"Handy, indeed," I agree.

"But I am not making enough to meet a certain

obligation I have with a gent of whom I speak to you

about before. He has set a no-alibi deadline ofJune 1 st."

I shudder at the recollection of my meeting with the

gent.

"Consequently," Jimmy the Green goes on, "I am
forced to go for the big bundle and it is then that I decide

to run an eight-man team against the August Country

Club. I figure there is no way I can lose because it is

simply a contest between my system and no system at

all, which is no contest."

"Do you mind if I ask how your system works?" I ask.

"At this point, I do not mind," he says, "My system is

based on a theory that golfers are no different than

horses in that some are natural 'mudders', while others

comes through better on a dry track— or fairway if you

prefer. It is also my theory that among golfers we have

'windjammers,' who are at their best in a gale, and we
have sunshine boys' who should not get out of bed if the

temperature drops below 70."

'This is an interesting theory," I say, "but how did you

test it?"

The computer, as I say, is the key. I simply arrange to

run the scores of Burnt Brush players through the

computer, and feed in weather bureau data for the

corresponding dates, back three years. What comes out

is a complete form sheet on the players, not unlike the
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daily racing form. It reveals a clear pattern of perfor-

mance, all based on the weather, as I surmise. In

addition, the computer tells me something I do not even
suspect. That is, that some golfers get out of the starting

gate early, others hit their stride mid-way, while others

have a strong finish."

"I do not understand," I confess.

"What this means is that some golfers have their best

scores in the spring, others in the summer, and still

others come on strong in the autumn stretch."

Jimmy the Green takes a long sip of tea. "And that is

the long and short of my system, which I test successfully

for many months at Burnt Brush. So, on the day before

the match, I have three tentative teams on standby: the

mudders, the windjammers, and the sunshine boys, all

of them fast out of the gate. When the weatherman calls

for no wind or rain and a high of 85, I summon my
sunshine boys, feeling almost guilty it is so easy."

"But the weather turns out cold and wet, as I recall."

"Right," He shakes his head. "I fail to figure the

weakest link in my chain to riches, the weatherman —
may he someday be jabbed by his weathervane as he
bends over his barometer!"

"And it is too late to switch teams," I commiserate.

"Indeed it is. What I need," says Jimmy the Green, "is

a careful blending of windjammers and mudders, but I

am left with my bundle, not to mention my life, riding on
the sunshine boys."

"To this very moment, none of us realize your
predicament on that day. How do you possibly arrange
for the Sunshine boys to win?" I make no attempt to hide

my excitement.

'The plain and simple truth is ..." Jimmy the Green
pauses and lowers his head. "I do not arrange anything.

According to my system, those sunshine boys cannot
beat their sick grandmothers on that day."

"And that is why you ask me to hold the bag?"

He nods agreement. "Precisely." Sipping the last of his

tea, he gets up slowly to leave. "I am going back to the
track where computerized odds are routine, and where
the only weather condition that matters can be
determined by a glance over the rail, right up to post

time."

"What should I tell the guys at the club?"

'Tell them that a system that can't be trusted 100
percent is worse than no system at all, and can lead to

nothing but a case of the shorts. This is the record I wish
to set straight. Better that Jimmy the Green is

remembered as a failure than as a lowdown crook. I will

appreciate your spreading the word."

Jimmy the Green walks out of the clubhouse into a
cold drizzle, one hand holding a racing form over his

head.

It is a shaking experience to witness the death of

a legend. I am so shaken, in fact, that it is several minutes
before I realize that I forget to tell Jimmy the Green some
very important news. I think he would have been
impressed to learn that during his two years' absence,
his sunshine boys — no doubt instilled with incom-
putable confidence as a result of being picked to win by
the infallible Jimmy the Green — chalked up four

straight victories over the August team ... in all kinds of

weather.

Some day soon I will spread the word about Jimmy the

Green's system as he explained it to me. But not just

now.

You see, before I run into Jimmy the Green, I place a

rather large wager on the sunshine boys in their match
tomorrow against the August Country Club. I want our
team to remember that they are the pick of Jimmy the

Green, and not to worry that the forecast calls for cold,

gusty winds and rain.
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